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�. మ� ������ �లం�ణ �నవ వన!ల అ"వృ$% సంస& '( 1 
 

�)
లయ పద%-� మ/0 23య� 
 
ఈ అ	
సనం త)6త అ	
స78 
 

1. �)
లయం మ/0 �)
లయ వ
వస& అ9 	వనల: �ర6<=>8. 
2. �)
ల@�A వ<Bన టDE/�� � ఎG H6క/ంJK మ/0 ఎG ఓMN O@P 

వ/Q=>8. 
3. SE (దసUం) � Wరం"ంXట, Zద%పరXట, /ఫ�N\ O0ట, ]̂_ O0ట మ/0 జత 

O0ట aదలb 	వనల: వ/Q=>8. 
4. deం_ 23య: �ర6<=>8. 
5. ggధ 2iత6 �ఖ�/g	k�/�)
ల@ల మధ
 మ/0 2il6�A m!ల7 మధ
 న�O 

ggధ ర�ల 	వ2=ర =ధన�, ne �oQత p])qల r/B gవ/=>8. 
6. tu �ర6హణ అవసరం మ/0 ఆవశ
కత r/B �Kయy=>8. 

 
ఆ అభ
సనంP గల g	�� 
 

g	గం 1 �)
లయం మ/0 �)
లయ వ
వస& 
g	గం 2 ��/టDE H6కరణ, ఓMN O0ట మ/0 న|} O0ట 
g	గం 3 SE (దసUం) �ర6హణ 
g	గం 4 deం_  
g	గం 5 ggధ ర�ల అ~�ర 	వ2=ర =ధ�� (క�
��షN\) 
g	గం 6 /�!�ల �ర6హణ 
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aదe g	గం – �)
లయం మ/0 �)
లయ వ
వస& 
 

� ఏ�� ఒక సంస& �ం}� ����ం<న ల�
� �� ఉ���
ల: �ర�రB��A వ!స� ggధ 
ర�ల ప:�/�ర
��� Oయ��A గల ప����/ప� 2���� �)
లయం అంu!. 

 
� 2iత6ంP �� �� సమస>P �� అ~�ర =&��� �)
లయం �<�>ం$. 

 
� �)
లయం ఒక �)%/త ��:గత ��P ప�O� వ
7>ల స��@��, n/A 

అం}�ర� �K^ంO (తభl
ల: �� �<�>ం$. 
 

� �)
లయం అ9$ ఒక స�Jర �ఖరం. అక�డ స�J)�� �రQ@� �� వడం �ర7, 
సంస& �� 2భ>¡ం ����ంX7న� ల�
�/ఉ���
� =~ంచడం  సం ఉప£¤=>!. 
 

� 2¥ సంస&/�)
లయం ��6! ల�
�/ఉ���
� కK¤ ఉం�ం$. 
 

� �)
ల@�A వ
వస& ఎం}7 అవసరం అం¦  
 

1. �య�లP ����ం<న g§నంP ప:� Oయ��A; 
2. �)
లయంP గల వ
7>ల ©క� ª ప/~ మ/0 	ద
త� �రQ«ంచ��A; 
3. �)
లయం ఎGంe ఒ�¬87� �7ం� సమర&వంతం� ప�Oయ��A. 

 
� �)
లయం ©క� =§రణ g� (���) 

 
1. స�J)�� �క/ంచడం (®¯కం� �� )త°ర6కం�) (��/టDE) 
2. స�J)�� వokక/ంచడం (�)
లయంP ±²N\ n/�)  
3. స�J)�� �రQయం �� వ��A ³�� W±´ Oయడం (SE\ µపంP)  
4. �రQయం �� వడం [SE · సమర& W~�/ (Competent Authority)] 
5. ��7న� �రQ@�� క�
��Æ Oయడం (అ~�/క క�
��షN\ �6)) 
6. ��7న� �రQయం అమ�� పర
�Çంచడం (త�È�//É!Ê�/Ë/య�కE\) 
7. /�!�ల� భÍపరచడం (/�!�ల �ర6హణ) 

 
� �)
లయ వ
వస& �ఖ
 ల²Î� 

 
1. ��:గత�� (ÏరÐÑ ఆ�రంP ఉం�ం$) 
2. �య�� మ/0 పద%-�/23య� 
3. )త°ర6క పÒ� (�7
ÓంÆ\) 
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� �)
లయం ggధ ±²N\ � gభÔంచబ� ఉం�ం$. 2¥ ±²N ����త ప:ల: �ర6Ö�>ం$. 
ఉ�హరణ7 అ×ంÆ\ ±²N ఆ/%క వ
వØ)ల: Ù�>ం$. అGÚ వ
వ=&పన g	గం 
�)
లయంP ప�O� ఉÛ
bల ©క� వ
వ=&పన వ
వØ)ల: Ù�>ం$. 
 

� �)
లయ ÏరÐÑ P ·న �ర
ల@$ప¥ ఉం¦ $bవN Üª=&«P ప�O� ZబÝం$ 
ఉంu!. 
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�ండవ g	గం – ��/టDE H6కరణ, �రXట మ/0 న|} O0ట 
 

� ఒక �)
లయంP H6క/ంచబ�న 	వ2=ర =ధనం (క�
��షN) – ��/టDE  
 
� ఒక 2iత6 �)
లయం ఇతర 2iత6 �)
ల@ల :ం� �� �� ఇతర సంస&P :ం� �� 

�� m!ల వద� :ం� �� �)
లయం H6క/ంO Ó|/ఉత>రం/lÈ}/dß�/ 
అ)%~�ర �ఖ/ఉత>!6�/2iత6 ఉత>!6�/ఎల���� µపంP గల 	వ2=ర =ధనం 
ఏ�� టDE � ప/గ�ంచవXB. 
 

� ఒక 2iత6 �)
లయం ��/టDE � É´Ê �� �/యà �� 2á
క âత �� m!� 
స6యం� వ<B ఇవ6డం �6) �� �� ఎల���� పద%-P^ అన� ఇ-Ó«E మ/0 
=�Ôక 2=ర �ధ
�ల �6) �� H6క/ంచవXB. 
 

� 2iత6 �)
లయంP గల అంత)kÐ g	గం (ఇN-వà� ±²N) టDE � H6క/�>ం$.  
 

� ఎల���� పద%-P^äá సర6=§రణం� �)
ల@~ప¥ �� ఆయన ఎంÏక OZన ఉÛ
¤ 
�� అ~�/ టDE � H6క/ం< ��� అంత)kÐ g	గం (ఇN-వà� ±²N) న7 పంÏ=>!. 
 

� JG �)
ల@P ̂ అంత)kÐ మ/0 బÖ)kÐ g	�� (అåÆ-వà� ±²N) ఒక�/ వ�� 
ఉంu«. అన� ఆ �ం8 ప:ల: ఒ� ఉÛ
¤ �ర6Ö=>8. 
 

� అG H6క/ం<న టDE అంతe� అంత)kÐ g	గంP గల ఉÛ
¤ �)
ల@~ప¥ �ం} 
�� �� ఆయన �<ం<న అ~�//ఉÛ
¤ �ం} �� ఓMN OZ త¤న ఆ��� æం�K 
 

� తన �ం}ం<న టDE · �)
ల@~ప¥ �ం} �� �� ఆయన �<ం<న 
అ~�//ఉÛ
¤ త¤న ఆ��� çoO=>8 (ఉ�: SE W±´ Oయమ�/SE Oయమ�) 

 
� ఆ త}ప/ టDE అంతe� ఏ éê�éê అంత)kÐ g	గంP గల ఉÛ
¤ అంత)kÐ 

/ÔసÊà (ఇN-వà� /ÔసÊà) P న|}OZ neA ఒక ����త సంఖ
 �u«=>!. 
 

� అంత)kÐ /ÔసÊà (ఇN-వà� /ÔసÊà) �
ëండà సంవత\రం 2�రం �ర6ÖంJK. అన� ఈ 
/ÔసÊà P న|} O� టDE A జనవ/ ఒకటవ áì :ం� �±ంబà 31 వ áì వర7 వ!స 
సంఖ
 ఇn6K.  
 

� అంత)kÐ /ÔసÊà (ఇN-వà� /ÔసÊà) ©క� న��� �లం�ణ 2iత6ం ����ం<ం$. ì�� 
ఎల���� పద%¥P �� �ర6ÖంచవXB. 
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� అంత)kÐ /ÔసÊà P న|} OZన టDE అంతe� �)
లయంP� ±²N\ no� 
వokక/ం< ne� సంబం~త పంÏí /ÔసÊà (�Z�î
షN /ÔసÊà) P న|}O=>!.  
 

� ఆ త)6త టDE � సంబం~త ±²N\ A పంÏí /ÔసÊà �6) పంÏం<, ఆ@ ±²N\ P 
అం$న�̂ పంÏí /ÔసÊà P ±²N ఉÛ
¤ ©క� సంతకం �క/=>!. 
 

� ఒక �)
లయం :ం� మé �)
ల@�A �� �� సంస& A �� �� m!ల7 �� 
ïðñK\న 	వ2=ర =ధనం (క�
��షN) aదట బÖ)kÐ ±²N P బÖ)kÐ /ÔసÊà P 
న|} అå-ం$. 
 

� బÖ)kÐ /ÔసÊà (అåÆ-వà�/�=Dò /ÔసÊà) ©క� న��� �లం�ణ 2iత6ం 
����ం<ం$. (gవ)ల� ÔG^ �)
లయ సంóe� Ùడగల!). ì�� ఎల���� µపంP 
�� �ర6ÖంచవXB. 
 

� బÖ)kÐ /ÔసÊà (అåÆ-వà�/�=Dò /ÔసÊà) P క�
��షN ఎవ/� ఉ���ం<న$, ఎG 
పంపడం జ!bôం$ అ9 õలక gష@ల: న|}O=>!. 
 

� ఒక 2iత6 �)
లయంP �ర6ÖంO =§రణ /ÔసÊà\  
 

1. వ
A>గత /ÔసÊà (�లం�ణ 2iత6ంP 2¥ ఉÛ
¤ తపD�స/� �ర6ÖంJK\న$. 
ì� �6) SE �ర6హణ, Mం�ం_ SE\ çöl మ/0 /�!� �ర6హణ 
��� వXB) 

2. =Êం÷ అ×ంÆ /ÔసÊà (ÉసÊE =Êం÷ ల స$6�£గం �ర7) 
3. అంత)kÐ /ÔసÊà (ఇN-వà� /ÔసÊà) 
4. పంÏí /ÔసÊà (�Z�î
షN /ÔసÊà) 
5. బÖ)kÐ /ÔసÊà (అåÆ-వà�/�=Dò /ÔసÊà) 
6. �సన సభ �� �సన మండK 2ø�త>)ల /ÔసÊà 
7. Ë/య�కE /ÔసÊà 
8. �E ú� (ఆ! �లల కం¦ ఎ7�వ �లం � ఎGంe చర
 �� �� SE\ r/B 

�ర6ÖంO$) 
9. �Æ /ÔసÊà (�)
ల@�A సంబం~ం< �
య=&�లP గల ��ల: 

�Kయy�$) 
10. SE �ý ÓంÆ /ÔసÊà [దసUం (SE) కదKక� �Kయy�$] 
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�డవ g	గం – దసUం �ర6హణ (SE þ9ÿ ÓంÆ) 
 

� ఒక ����త gషయం· �క/ం<న పÒల సంకలనం – దసUం (SE). 
 

� �లభం� b!>పటÊ��A ³�� 2¥ ద=U�A (SE) ఒక ����త సంఖ
 �u«ంJK. 
 

� దసUం (SE) P ఉత>ర 2-
త>)ల 	గం (క�ంÆ SE) మ/0 dÆ 	గం (dÆ SE) అ� 
�ం8 	�� ఉంu«. 
 

� dÆ 	గం (dÆ SE) అ9$ �)
లయం అంతరkత �ర6హణP �)
ల@~ప¥ �� సమర& 
W~�/ ఆ gషయం· �రQయం �� వ��A ఉప£గప8-ం$. 
 

� ఉత>ర 2-
త>)ల g	గం (క�ంÆ SE) P ఆ gషయం· �)
లయం H6క/ం<న 
క�
��షN\ మ/0 ఆ gషయం· ఆ �)
లయం :ం� ఇవ6బ�న/పంపబ�న 
క�
��షN\ ©క� నక� 2-� ఉంu«. 
 

� dÆ SE క�ంÆ SE :ం� �!� SE (దసUం) aదe 	గంP ఉం�ం$. ì�P ��ä� 
ఉటంA�> (/ఫ�N\ � ÙÏá) ఆ gవ)� �/�N P M�\E ô )@K. అG ఉటంAం<న 
��� స/�k ��^ �� ô ]^_ O@K. dÆ SE P 2¥ '(A వ!స� నంబà ఇn6K. ��� 
వదKన '(A 	తం నంబà ఇn6K. అGంe '(� ఉప£¤ంచ7ం� (
´) O@K.  
 

� క�ంÆ SE P గల అ�� పÒల: సమ@:=రం� �మపద%¥P అమ)BK. ì�P స/� 
అమ/Bన పÒల��ంeõ వ!స నంబà ఇn6K. క�ం� SE A óస>�� మ/0 పuల వంeg 
జతపరచ�డ}. ne� క�ంÆ SE A $¤వన అమ)BK. 
 

� ఒక gషయం· �త> SE సంబం~త ±²N పర
�²7� అ:మ¥ô �� �యంªÎ~�/ 
అ:మ¥ô Wరం"ంJK. �త> SE Wరం"ంచ��A �ం} ఆ gషయం· ఎGంe SE 
�ద� సంబం~త ఉÛ
¤ �� పర
�²78 ధృ³క/ంX nK. ఆ త)6త �త> SE A '!/ 
�/�క ఖ)! O@K. ఆ త)6త ఆ �త> SE A ఒక నంబà ఇn6K.  
 

� �లం�ణ 2iత6ంP �త> SE A నంబà ఉÛ
¤ ©క� వ
A>గత /ÔసÊà ఆ§రం� 
ఇవ6బ8-ం$. వ
A>గత /ÔసÊà P గల వ!స సంఖ
, అంత)kÐ /ÔసÊà ©క� సంఖ
, ±²N, 
ఉÛ
¤A ఆ ±²N P ఇ<Bన H� నంబà మ/0 టDE � H6క/ం<న సంవత\రం ఆ§రం� 
SE నంబà �రQ«ంచబ8-ం$. అవసరన �ట అ� సంఖ
 ô àÊ-SE Wరం"ంచవXB. 
 
�చన: ఎల���� అభ
సనంP SE నంబà �u«ంచడం· ఇ<Bన gవరణ �లం�ణ 
2il6�A వ/>ంచ}. 
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�లkవ g	గం – deం_ (dÆ SE A ఉం�K\న క�స ల²Î�) 
 

� deం_ అన� ఏ�� ఒక అంశం· �రQయం �� వ��A ³�� )యబ�న dÆ. 
 
� deం_ ©క� ఉ���
� 

 
1. ఉన�ôÛ
¤A/H�యà A ఏ�� ఒక �/�షÊ ��/అంశం r/B �Kయyయడం మ/0 

��A సంబం~ం<న స�J)�� అం$ంచడం  
2. ఆ �/�షÊ ��/అంశం r/B =:�ల మ/0 2¥�ల అం�ల r/B �Kయyయడం. 
3. ఆ �/�షÊ ��/అంశం· �రQయం �� వడం. 
4. ��7న� �రQ@�A సంబం~ం<న )త°ర6క /�!�� సృ� Êంచడం. 
5. ఆ /�!�� భవష
� P అGంe ��/అంశం వ�> �రQయం �� వ��A ³�� 

భÍపరచడం. 
 

� deం_ అవసరం �� సంద)�� (ఉ�హరణ7) 
 

1. ఒక ఉత>)�� ఒక �)
లయం :ం� మé �)
ల@�A, ఒక �!ÊÓం� :ం� మé 
�!ÊÓం�A, �)
లయంP ఒక ±²N :ం� మé ±²N A బ$� OZనó8; 

2. ఏ�� ఉత>రం �� దర��>A /HÆ ఇ<Bన సంద)�లP; 
3. g§నం స/�k �)�/ంచబ�, ఎGంe అ:మ-� �� వ� అవసరం �నó8; 
4. స�Jర Pపం �� అదనó స�Jరం అవసర అసం°/>� Ð¤Kన అం��/ 

��లP. 
 

� �)
లయ dÆ )�టó8 సంబం~త ఉÛ
¤ b!>ంX nK\న అం�� 
 

1. ఆ అంశం/�� సంబం~త �)
లయం ప/~P� ఉం�K. 
2. ఆ అంశం/��A సంబం~ం<న చuÊ�/�య��/2il6���/�
య=&�ల 

ఆ���/ గతంP అ� అంశం· ��7న� �రÝ@� ఏ�� ఉం¦  ne� 
అధ
యనం Oఇన త)6త9 ne� ఉటంA�> )@K. 

3. ఆ అంశం/��7 సంబం~ం< అదనó స�Jరం అవసరá సంబం~త 
వ
7>�/సంస&� �� 2iత6 g	�ల: అడగడం. 

4. gJరణ అం�లP సంబం~త )త°ర6క =�
లô సØ dÆ )@K. త¤న 
Z]ర�� �� OయవXB. 

5. ఉ�హరణ� �� 9టó8/)�టó8 �ణQం� ప/�Kం<, ç�త>� )@K. 
ఎం}కం¦ ఈ deం_ �6) �� �� �రQయం గతంP అGంe ��లP 
��7న� �రQ@�� 2	gతం Oయడþ �7ం� భgష
� P �� అGంe 
అం�లP అGంe �రQ@� �� వ��A ఆ§రం� �!-ం$. 
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6. deం_ gవ)� అంశంô సంబంధం �� వ
7>� ఎవ/ô� పంX �డ}. 
7. ఏ అంశం·ä�, ఎవ/·ä� వ
A>గతం� �ÓంÆ Oయడం/ఉటంAంచడం/�ంత 

అ"W@� )యడం Oయ�డ}. 
8. dÆ )�టó8 ప²తం� ఉండ�డ}. 

 
� dÆ )యడంP eంJK\న అం�� 

 
1. dÆ �Æ ·9 dÆ )@K (�లం�ణ 2iత6ంP A4 	ê 'పà). 
2. dÆ �Æ · 	గంP 7��óన �!ÊÓం� '!, ±²N '! మ/0 SE 

నంబà )@K. 
3. dÆ అ9$ అ:�నo¥P ggధ ')�� లP )@K. 
4. 2¥ ')�� A వ!స నంబà �u«ంJK. 
5. ')�� A నంబà ఇవ6డం అ9$ �ండవ ')�� :ం� Wరంభం �nK. 
6. ఏ�� చuÊ�/�య�� dÆ SE P ఉటంA�> neA సంబం~ం<న నక� 

2-� క�ంÆ SE P MeÊ ��^ �� ô ]^_ O@K. ఆ gష@�� dÆ SE P 
�/ �N P M�\E ô )@K. 

7. dÆ SE P �'D gషయం· గతంP �రQయం ���� ఉం¦ ఆ gష@�� dÆ 
SE �/�N P �ÏD సంబం~త SE � క�ంÆ SE ô జత O@K. 

8. dÆ SE P ఉప£¤ంO 	ష సరళం�, �e�, సDషÊం�, సం$గ�త7 lå 
�7ం� ఉం�K. 

9. n�
� మ/0 ప�� ప� ప� ఉప£¤ంచడం Oయ�డ}. 
10. dÆ �Æ <వ/ వర7 )యడం Oయ�డ}. 
11. deం_ <వరన ఆ gషయం· �� nK\న ఆ��ల r/B ఆ dÆ )� ఉÛ
¤ 

Z]ర� OయవXB. 
12. deం_ � 2��ంచడంô �¤ంచ�డ}. 
13. deం_ °ర>«న త)6త సంబం~త ఉÛ
¤ °/>/æeÊ సంతకం '! మ/0 

áìô సØ OZ ఆ SE � �)
లయ ÏరÐÑ P తన·న గల ఉÛ
¤ �� 
అ~�/ '! మ/0 �� )Z n/A తb చర
� పంÏంJK.  

14. �లం�ణ 2iత6ంP� దసUం �ర6హణ �య�ల 2�రం dÆ �Æ P �� 
వం- '(� �/�N �ర7 �u«ంJK. 
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ఐదవ g	గం – ggధ ర�ల అ~�ర 	వ2=ర =ధ�� (క�
��షN\) 
 

� 2iత6ంP ఒక gషయం· �రQయం ��7న� త)6త ��A సంబం~త వ
7>� �� సంస&� 
�� వ
వస&ల7 �Kయyయ��A అవసరం మ/0 సందర�ం బeÊ ggధ ర��న అ~�ర 
	వ2=ర =ధ�� (అ��యE క�
��షN\) ఉప£¤=>!. 
 

� 2iత6 అ~�/క క�
��షN P ఉం�K\న క�స అం�� 
 

1. ఉత>రం/�ఖ సంఖ
 (దసUం సంఖ
) 
2. áì (సమర& W~�/ సంతకం OZన áì) 
3. పంÏంOn/ '! మ/0 అ~�/క <!�� (క�
��షN � బeÊ) 
4. క�
��షN ఎవ/A పంóX��| n/ '! మ/0 <!��  
5. సం�ధన (క�
��షN � బeÊ) 
6. �Kయy0Xన� gషయం (స �7Ê) 
7. �<క� (/ఫ�N\) ఏ�� ఉం¦ 
8. జతపరచబ�న çöl, ఏ�� ఉం¦  
9. �¤ంó (! gశ6స�య అ9$ ఉత>)�A �ªþ) 
10. పం'n/ సంతకం 
11. అత
వసర�/=§రణ� అ9 "�ం_ (·	గంP 7��óన) 

 
� అ~�/క 	వ 2=ర =ధ�� (అ��యE క�
��షN\) 

 
1. =§రణ �ఖ/ఉత>రం 

 
� ì�� 2iత6 �ఖ/g	గంP స#/�9Æ\ ��n/A  )@K. 
� 2il6�A �ం$న ఇతర g	kల7 �ం$న అ~�!�/�)
ల@�, �éD�షN\, 

2ç2¥��, ఇతర )ష� 2il6�, �ంÍ 2iత6ం, m!�, సంస&� 
aదలbneA �ఖ �6)9 స�Jరం అం$ంJK. 

� �ఖP ఉప£¤ంO 	ష స/�k, సDషÊం�, సం$గ�త7 lå �7ం� ఉం�K. 
 

2. అ)%~�ర �ఖ (D.O. �ఖ) 
 

� అవస)�� బeÊ $�యà/స�న=&«/H�యà అ~�!ల7 )యవXB. 
� అ~�/ వ
A>గత దృ� ÊA సమస
� ��%&ñ సత6రþ ప/ష�/ంచడం  సం )@K. 
� �ఖ
న �రQ@ల: �Kయyయడం  సం  � )=>!. 
� అ~�/=&«� బeÊ సం�ధన 2á
కం� ఉం�ం$. 
� వ
A>గతన ��హ	వనô )=>!. 
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� అ~�/� బeÊ �¤ంó �� 2á
కం� ఉం�ం$. 
� సమస
 ప/ష�ర సమయం, అత
వసర ప/Z&¥, �ఖ
న gష@� 2=>gంచవXB. 
 

3. �)
లయ ఉత>!6 
 

� �)
లయంP అంతరkతం� çoO� ఆ��ల7 ì�� ఉప£¤=>!. ఉ�హరణ7 
ggధ ఉÛ
bల మధ
 ప� gభజన. 

  
4. Ó|)ండం (Ó|) 

 
� అ~�/క ఆ��� అ'న �)
ల@ల7 çoOయడం  సం.  
� ZబÝం$ :ం� gవరణ  రడం  సం. 

 
5. స!�(లà/ స!�(లà Ó|  

 
� అ~�/క ఆ��� ఒ� సమయంP ggధ 2iత6 �ఖల7 �Kయyయడం  సం. 
� ఒ� సమయంP ggధ 2iత6 �ఖల :ం� స�Jరం �ÏDంX వ��A. 
� �యమ �బంధనల· �రkదర)�ల  సం. 
� ì�� �)
లయం Pపల మ/0 2iత6ంP �� ఉప£¤ంX వXB.   

 
6. 2iత6 ఉత>!6 (G.O.) 

 
� 2iత6ంP ggధ gష@లP అం¥మ ఆ��� çoOయడం  సం. 
� �రQయం �� వ��A �/�Zన ప/Z&-� �Kయy=>!. 
 

7. *H�ం_\  
 

� �)
ల@P̂ ggధ gష@P^ అం¥మ ఆ��� çoOయడం  సం.  
� �రQయం �� వ��A �/�Zన ప/Z&-� �Kయy=>!. 

 
8. ఎం�à\ ÓంÆ 

 
� ఒ/ÔనE 'పà � అ$ పంÏనn/A ¥ÏD పంÏనó8. 
� ఒక gషయం· ఇతర �ఖ/±²N అ"Wయం  /నó8. 
� ఒక gషయం· ��7న� �రÝ@�� ఇత!ల7 పంÏనó8 ��. 
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9. de+�షN 
 

� చటÊబద%ం� OZన �యమ �బంధనల: 2X/ంచడం  సం. 
� ఉÛ
bల �@మ��, బ$��, ÉZÊం_\, పÛన�-�, పద³gరమణ aద�నg 

2X/ంచడం  సం. 
� 2iత6 �Íణ g	గం Oత 2iత6 ,ÔÆ P 2X/ంచడం జ!b-ం$. 
� ³e� =§రణం� �
య g	గంô సం2$ం<న అనంతరం 2X/=>!. 
� 2X/ంచ��A �ం} సమర& W~�/ అ:మ¥ ��7ంu!.    

 
10. ప-� 2కటన 

 
� 2iత6 పథ�ల7 gస>/త 2Jరం �ర7. 
� 2iత6ంP జ!bXన� gష@ల: gస>/త 2ç#0ð
�A �Kయyయడం  సం. 
� స�Jర మ/0 mర సంబం§ల �ఖ, �లం�ణ 2iత6ం �6). 
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ఆరవ g	గం – /�!�ల �ర6హణ 
 

� /�!�� అ9g ఒక సంస&/�)
లయం ©క� �ర
కGల ఫKతం� సృ� Êంచబడl«.  
 
� 2iత6 /�!�ల: భgష
� అవస)ల దృ1 Ê( ìర2�లం భÍపరJK\ ఉం�ం$. ³e� �HUయ 

పద%¥P �ర6Öంచ��A మ/0 భÍపరచ��A, ³�నóD8 త6ర� అం}#�PA 
��7)వ��A /�!�ల� స/�k �ర6Öంచడం ఆవశ
కం. 
 

� /�!�ల �ర6హణP �ఖ
న �Ò� 
 

1. �)%/త సమయంP /�!�ల అవస)�� స!Çంచడం. 
2. అవసరం ��, óన!lDదక /�!�ల� �శనం Oయడం. 
3. అవసరనó8 ïదA త6ర� �� వ��A ³�� ఉంJK. 
4. /�!�� సృ� Êంచడం :ం� �శనం O�వర7 సమర&వంతం� �ర6ÖంJK. 
5. భÍపరచ��A త¤నంత స&లం ఉం�K.  

 
� /�!�ల �ర6హణP 2§న 	�� 

 
1. /�!�ల� Wరం"ంచడం 

 
� ±²N ఉÛ
¤ సంబం~త పర
�²7� అ:మ¥ô /�à� Wరం"=>! 

 
2. /�!�ల� వokక/ంచడం  

 
� �శ6తనg/�ఖ
నg/ఇత)�. 
� �)
ల@�� బeÊ, 2iత6 �ఖ� బeÊ �రl«. 

 
3. /�!�ల� బ$� Oయడం  

 
� సంబం~త ఉÛ
¤ :ం� మé ఉÛ
¤A అవసరన సమయంP 
� సంబం~త ఉÛ
¤ బ$� అ«నó8 
� సమం$త ఉÛ
¤ :ం� /�à� µ3 న7  

 
4. /�!�ల� �ర6Öంచడం  

 
� 4�త సంబం~త ఉÛ
¤ �ర6Ö=>8. 
� /�!�ô అవసరం �/న త)6త ��� /�à� µ3 A పంÏంచ��A ±²N 

అ~�//�)
ల@~ప¥ ఉత>!6� æం�K. 
� ఆ త)6త ��� /�à� అZ±ÊంÆ ఆధ6ర
ంP గల /�à� µ3 A పంÏంJK. 
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5. /�!�ల� ప/రÇంచడం (/�!� µ3 A ఉం�K\న క�స ల²Î�) 
 

� 2á
క /�à� µ3 ఉం�K. అం}P /�!�ల �ర6హణ7 త¤నంత స&లం ఉం�K. 
� }�q, 5&, áమ, �� :ం� త¤నంత ర²ణ ఉన�ట̂«á9 /�!�� JG�లం 

� భÍపరచ��A ³లå-ం$. 
� /�!� µ3 ఉ6 Q�త స7న |l}P ఉంtG ç�త>� ���9 ³�ం�K. 
� /�!� µ3 P 8E9 ల ©క� అమ/క ఎG ఉం�లం¦ /�!�� త6ర� ���9 

³�ం�K, ఎ7�వ �లం �రÇతం� ఉంt ³� �� ఉం�K. 
� �)
లయంP Mద� aత>ంP ఉంt SE\, పu�, JàÊ: aదలb ne� 

భÍపరచ��A /�!� µ3 P త¤నంత స&లం ఉం�K.  
� /�!�ల ¬ంగతనం, నషÊం, �ద� పటÊ7ం� ర²ణ చర
� OపuÊK. 
� /�!�ల: త6ర� ïదక��A మ/0 �� వ��A ³�� త¤నంత �K, 

ï�-! §)ళం� వOB ³�ం�K. 
� అ¤�2��� �n/ంO/ఎ};�9 స}@� ఉం�K. ZబÝం$A అ¤��పక 

ప/క)ల g�£గంP త¤నంత �²ణ ఇn6K/ఉం�K. 
� /�!� స�మ �ర6హణ� 2á
క ZబÝం$ ఉం�K. ZZ %మ)ల పర
�²ణ అవసరం. 
� స�లంP /�!� µ3 త�È� �� °/>O@K. 

 
6. /�!�ల� సమ@:=రం స!Çం< �శనం Oయడం 

 
� /�!�ల� ��పరన సమయ=ర� 2�రం �)�/త �లం త)6త స!ÇంJK. 
� అవసరం �� ne� �శనం Oయ��A సమర& W~�/ :ం� త¤న ఆ��� 

æం�K. 
� /�!�ల� సమ@:=రం� �శనం Oయడం వల ̂స&లం, సమయం, వ�>=�<, 

క�ంÆ మ/0 �ర6హణ సమయం ఖ!B తbkl«.  
 

� /�!�ల: అవసరనó8 ïదA �Z సమర&వంతన �రQయం �ర7 g�£¤ంX వడం 
అ9$ 2¥ 2iత6 �ర
లయంP =§రణం� జ/Ú 23య. ఇం}�ర7 2¥ ఉÛ
¤ తన 
ఉÛ
గ �లంP g~� /�!� కదKకల (/�à� �ý ÓంÆ) /ÔసÊà మ/0 వ
A>గత /ÔసÊà 
ల: �ర6ÖంJK. /�!�ల ఇం=�\ (పeÊక) �� ఇం}7 ఉప£గప8-ం$. 

 
� /�!�ల: ఎంత�లం � �ర6ÖంJK/భÍపరJK అ9 g§నం వల^ /�!�ల: ggధ 

�ట¤o�� వokక/ంచ��A ³లå-ం$.   
 

� /�à� భÍపరO 8>
E అ9$, ��� ఉమq� /�!�ల gషయంP తÏDం<, ఒ � 2iత6 �ఖ 
�� 2iత6 g	��A ��6!� ఉం�ం$. ఆ@ ఉÛ
b� n/ n/ 2iత6 g	�ల 
/�à� భÍపరO 8>
E ����� ఆ 2�రþ చర
� OపuÊK\ ఉం�ం$. 
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Service Matters 
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88



STATE AND SUBORDINATE SERVICE RULES 
 

1. Scope of the rules (Rule 1) 
i. The T.S. State and Subordinate Service Rules, 1996 were issued by. The 

Governor of A.P. in exercise of the powers conferred on him in proviso to 
art.309 of the Constitution of India (G.O.Ms.No.436 GAD (Ser.D) 
dt.15.10.1996): These rules are known as GENERAL RULES. They 
govern the Gazetted and Non-Gazetted posts under the State Government 
constituted into: State and Subordinate Services, along with the special 
rules or adhoc rules issued by the Government with regard to each 
category or class of service whether temporary or Permanent. 

ii. If any of the provisions in these rules are contrary to any provisions.in .the 
special rules applicable to any service concerning any specific matter; then 
the provision in the special rules will prevail over these rules.  
 
 

2. METHOD OFAPPOINTMENT (Rule 4) 
i. By anyone• or more of the following methods, as specified in the 

Special Rules of the concerned service.  
 
(a)Direct recruitment, (b) Promotion, and (c) By transfer (There 
can be appointment by contract, agreement, on compassionate 
grounds or re-employment also)  
 

ii. If the Special Rules indicate mare than one method of appointment 
the cycle or order in which the vacancies shall be filled by different 
methods should be indicated.  
 

iii. Direct recruitment shall be made against substantiate vacancies, 
which mean all vacancies in permanent cadre and all vacancies, in 
the posts which have been in existence for more than five years. 
The percentage earmarked for-direct recruitment should not be less 
than 33 1/3% in respect of posts in state services and 30% in 
respect of posts in subordinate service (G.O.MS.NO 142, GA 
(Ser.A) Department, dt..13.3.2008. 

 
 

iv. The posts earmarked for direct recruitment in the Special/ Adhoc 
Rules should be filled by direct recruits strictly and not by any 
other method. 
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3. QUALIFICATIONS FOR DIRECT RECRUITMENT (Rule 12) 

 
i. Academic qualification fixed for the post in the Special/ Adhoc Rules.  
ii. Sound health and active habits and free from any bodily defects or 

infirmity. 
B. character and antecedents satisfactory 

iii.  Minimum age of 18 years. Maximum age mentioned in the Special Rules, 
if so mentioned if not 34 years, which is relaxed• up to 5 years for SCs, 
STs and BCs and up to 10 years for physically handicapped. Relaxed up to 
5 years of regular service in the case of those in State Government Service 
and the Persons who worked in armed forces are allowed to deduct 3 years 
in addition to the entire service in the armed forces, for SCs and STs when 
limited recruitment is made relaxation up to 10 years is allowed. 
Maximum age limit raised by 6 years in GOMs No. 561, GAD (Ser. A) 
DT.11.101988-expect To The Post Of Executive. Nature in Police, Excise, 
forest and Fire Services. In no case it should exceed 45 years with regard 
to SCs and STs and 40 years for BCs.  

 
iii. Disqualifications are: Canvassing or bringing influence, plural marriage 

not permissible under the personal law applicable to the candidate 
dismissal from service previously and conviction in a criminal court. 
(Persons involved in subversive activities also are not fit for Government 
service.) 
 

4. ELIGIBILITY FOR PROMOTION/APPOINTMENT BY TRANSFER 
           (Rule -8) and Rule 12(3) (B) 

Satisfactory completion of probation in the category in which he is serving 
and acquisition of requisite qualifications prescribed in the special rules by the 
prescribed date. 

 
5. SELECTION AND NON SELECTION POSTS (Rule 5) 

 
i. All first appointments/ promotions/ appointments by transfer to State 

Service (Selection posts) shall be made on grounds of merit and ability, 
seniority being considered only when merit and ability are considered 
approximately equal. Panels have to be prepared by the appointing 
authority or any other authority empowered in this behalf.  

ii. Promotion/appointment by transfer to non-gazetted posts (Non selection 
posts) shall be made in accordance with seniority-cum-fitness unless such 
a member of a service is given promotion or appointment by transfer has 
been withheld as a penalty.  
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iii. List of eligible employees has to be prepared every year (1st September to 
31 August of the succeeding year) by the appointing authority for non-
selection category posts considering the record sheet and qualification 
prescribed for promotion and by transfer. (rule.6 (I)).  

iv. Departmental Promotion Committees have been constituted by 
Government for promotion to gazetted categories except to the 3rd level 
gazetted posts, which are within the purview of the APPSC for which a 
screening committee has been constituted by the government. (Items 12 
and 12-A of rule 2). 
 

6. PREPARATION OF PANELS (RULE 6)  
i. The panel of approved as referred to ‘in item 5 (i) above, shall be prepared 

by the' competent authority in consultation With the Departmental 
Promotion Committee (DPC)' or APPSC as the case may be, the 
appointing authority shall make appointments from' such panels in the in 
which the candidates' in such panel are arranged in the order of their 
preference. 

ii. Panel of candidates for appointment promotion and by transfer prepared by 
the DPC concerned shall be. Prepared ordinarily in the months of 
September of every year on the basis of estimate of vacancies made 
reckoning 1st September to 31st August of the succeeding year as the 
panel year and 1st September as the qualifying date. For preparation of 
panel the zone of consideration will be 1:3 

AMENDMENTS:  

  In the Side Rules:- 

(1). in rule 6(b), the following shall be inserted as first proviso namely.  

“Provided that for promotion in respect of Scheduled Caste .and Scheduled Tribe 
candidates only, the zone of consideration in the ratio of 1:3, shall not be 'applicable 
in respect of posts whose, total care strength is more than five"  

(2)  After inserting the above proviso:  

(a) in the second proviso for the words "provided that" shall be instituted”. 

(b)  In the third proviso, for me words "provided also that" shall be Substituted. C.G.O 
MS. No.123 GA (Ser.D) dept-dt.19.4.2003. 

 

iii. The validity of the panel-is from 1st September of the year to 31st August of the 
succeeding year and the vacancies estimated to arise during-that-at period only 
are to the considered for promotion of the eligible-candidates. However, only for 
those vacancies which arose during the panel year, if there has been delay in 
issuing orders of appointment / promotions for any administrative reasons, orders 
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of Promotion can be issued up to 31st of December of the year to the candidates 
from out of the panel already approved and not for the vacancies that arose after 
31st August of the said year. (Govt. Memo. No. 11305/Ser-D/2000. GAD 
dt.3.3.2000). 

iv. Panels need not be prepared if vacancies are not available for that 
particular year or where the appointing authority does not consider it 
necessary  

v. In the exigencies of administration the Government may however order 
preparation of panels as frequently as may be necessary. 

vi.  Approved panels may also be reviewed by the appointing authority for                         
purposes of inclusion of such of those candidates whose cases war  
Deferred previously for being under suspension or due to pendency of  
Disciplinary proceedings or criminal proceedings but subsequently 
Exonerated, if found fit by OPC/APPSC concerned and for 'deletion of  
Those who were subsequently placed under suspension or whose work 
And conduct has come up for adverse notice after their inclusion in the 
Panel. 

vii. DPCs may undertake review when cases of the followings nature are 
placed before them:  
a.  When eligible persons were omitted to be considered or ineligible 
persons were considered by mistake...  
b. When a person's seniority was revised with retrospective effect.  
c. When procedural irregularity was committed by DPC, and  
d. When adverse remarks against a person have been subsequently toned 
down. 

viii. In cases where it is necessary to consult APPSC, (on the recommendation 
of screening committee) the panels have to be prepared similarly as above 

ix. Inclusion of a candidate's name in any panel shall not confer on him any 
right for appointment. (Rule .6(b) 

x. Persons whose names have been included in the panel but who could not 
commence probation-their .cases have to be considered afresh for the next 
year's panel along with other qualifies candidates having regard to their 
relative merit and ability. 
 

7. PROMOTION OR APPOINTMENT BY TRANSFER CERTAIN  
INSTRUCTIONS ISSUED BY THE GOVERNMENT 
 
i. Employees whose increments were withheld shall not be recommenced for 

promotion        during the period for which the increments were ordered to 
be withheld. w.e.f the date of issue of the order imposing the penalty. 
(Circular Memo.No.34633. C/ser.C/99 -dtA-11-1999 

ii. Any minor penalty bars promotion or appointment by transfer for a 
minimum period of  
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one year withholding of increment with cumulative effect bars promotion 
or appointment by transfer for twice  period for which increment is the 
withheld to both selection and Non selection posts (G.O.MS.NO.342 Gad 
(ser.C) dt.4.8.97 

iii. Promotion or appointment by transfer to a higher post in respect of officers 
who are facing disciplinary proceedings or a criminal case or whose 
conduct is under investigation is government by  (G.O.MS. NO.257 G.A  
(ser.C) dt 10-6-1999) ng  

iv. employees against whom there are a series of punishments, which are not 
subsisting at the time of consideration for promotion the D.P.C/ Screening 
committee have to take into consideration his overall performance which 
includes past punishment and not merely guided by the fact whether 
punishment is substituting as on the date of meeting of DPC / Screening 
committee or on the qualifying date for preparation panel ((GO. MS.NO. 
203 G.A (Ser –C) dt. 5-5-1995. 

v. (a) if the charges have not been framed or proposed to be framed and the 
matter is at the stage of preliminary enquiry no cognizance need be taken 
and the case may be considered on individual merits disregarding the 
allegations under enquiry 

(b) Similarly in case of the ABC is completed and it is at the stage of 
preliminary enquiry the eligibility of a candidate for promotion may be 
determined without reference to such enquiry. 
c) Where inquiry by the ABC is completed and it is proposed to hold 
regular enquiry the case may be deferred. (GO.MS.NO. 187 GAD (Ser.b) 
dt. 25-4-1985). 
 

CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS TO BE CONSIDERED 
 

i. The DPC should assess on its own the suitability of the officer on the 
basis of their service record considering the confidential report for 
equal number of years in respect of the officers considered particularly 
for the five years out the proceeding eight years where one or more 
CRs have not been written during the relevant period the DPC should 
consider the CRs for the proceeding periods in question 

ii. In case of direct recruit having less than 5 years of service, CRs for not 
less than three years should be taken into account.  

iii. If an officer is working in a next higher grade earned, the CRs in that 
grade may be considered but no extra weight age may be given merely 
on the. Ground that he has been officiating in the higher grade (Go Ms 
No, 291 GAD dt.3-4-90). 

iv. Adverse remarks in CRs not communicated to the person concerned 
should not be taken into consideration.  
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v. Where adverse remarks the CRs are toned down or expunged 
subsequent to consideration by the OPC, the case of such person would 
be brought before the same OPC for review.  

vi. The DPC should not be guided merely by the overall grading, if any, 
that may be recorded in the CRs but should make its own assessment 
on the basis of the entries in the CRs. 
 

8. APPEAL, REVISION AND REVIEW (Rules 23, 24 and 25) 
 
i. Appeal, against an order of promotion can be made within 6 months from 

the date of such order to an authority which can entertain appeal against 
dismissal.  

ii. Member of service may submit a revision petition against the order of the 
Appellate Authority within 3 months 'of the order passed by the Appellate 
Authority to the Govt.  

iii. The power of revision can be exercised by the Government or by the Head 
of the department on their own motion at any time or application by the 
aggrieved person within a period of 6 months from of his junior. Persons 
affected by such revision shall be given an opportunity of making 
representation against the proposed revision before an order of revision is 
passed.  

iv. The government may on their own motion or otherwise review any 
original order passed by them, if it was passed under any mistake of fact 
or for any other sufficient reasons. The persons who will be affected by 
such review should be given an opportunity before an order is passed. 
 

9. TEMPORARY APPOINTMENT (Rule.10) (INCLUDING DIRECT 
RECRUITMENT, PROMOTION AND APPOINTMENT BY 
TRANSFER) 
 
i. When it is necessary to fill up a vacancy emergently in public interest in a 

post borne in any 'cadre of service and if filling up of such vacancy in 
accordance with the rules is likely to cause undue delay the Appointing 
Authority may appoint a person temporarily otherwise than in accordance 
with the rules, either by direct recruitment or by promotion or appointment 
by transfer as maybe' specified as the method in respect of that post in the 
special rules.(Formats 'to be adopted for temporary appointment by 
transfer were prescribed in Govt. Memo No. 1054/SER.A185-2, GAD 
dt.6.3.1986).  

 
 
ii. only the persons having the qualifications can be so appointed When 

qualified persons are not available unqualified persons can be appointed on 
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qualified persons are not available,  unqualified persons can be appointed 
on temporary basis and being replaced by qualified persons as soon as 
possible when such qualified persons are available 

iii. A person so appointed has no preferential claim to the post in future. He 
shall not be regarded as probationer 

iv.  The appointing authority can terminate the service of the person appointed    
temporally at any time without notice and without assigning   any reasons, 
if appointed by direct recruitment or revert him  to a lower post if 
promoted appointed by transfer 

v. The practice of making in charge arrangements on own scale of pay of the 
incumbent is discouraged. Whenever filling up of vacant post is 
considered expedient ill the exigencies of administration, action has to be 
taken by the concerned appointing authority to fill up the post following 
the relevant special/ adhoc rules duly placing proposals before the DPC / 
APPSC as the-case may be or by Making full additional charge 
arrangements provided for in the FRs 

vi. Person appointed temporarily is not eligible for an increment in the time 
scale of' pay applicable unless he passes the test, or completes the training 
or acquires the qualifications prescribed in the special rules, as a condition 
for grant of increment 
 
 

10. TIME LIMIT FOR JOINING POSTS (Rule 11) 
 

i. Direct recruitment: 60 days from the date of dispatch of the order. of appointment 
by registered post with acknowledgement due. If he fails to join within the 
stipulated period of 30 days, the offer of appointment shall, be treated to have 
been cancelled and the name of the candidate shall be deemed to have been 
omitted from the list of approved candidates. 

ii. Otherwise than by direct recruitment: 15 days from the date of receipt of the order 
of appointment sent by R.P. Acknowledgement due or by other means. If he fails 
to join within the stipulated period of 15 days or evades joining the new post by 
proceeding on leave, he shall lose his promotion right offer for the current panel 
year and the name of the candidate shall be placed before the next DPC for 
consideration in the next panel year In the case of non-selection posts, the name of 
the candidates who does not join within the stipulated time in the promotion posts 
shall be considered for promotion again after a period of one year from the date of 
offer of appointment subject to availability of vacancy (G.O.Ms. No. 145 GA 
(Ser. D) DT. 15-6-2004). 
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11. SPECIAL REPRESENTATION (RESERVATION) (Rule 22) 
 
i. A feature of direct recruitment to any service is giving special 

representation in services to the socially backward class of citizens. This is 
as a measure of social justice backed by certain important constitutional 
provisions viz Art. 15(3) and (4), 16(4) and 335 of the constitution of 
India.  

ii. The benefit of reservation is available in AP. State in favour of scheduled 
castes, scheduled tribes, backward classes, women, physically 
handicapped,   ex-servicemen, meritorious sportsmen and such other 
categories as may be prescribed by the Government from time to time and 
the manner .specified in the General Rules or special rules. Communities 
belonging to SCs and Stand BCs already   notified can be seen in schedule-
I appended to the rules.  
 

iii. The principle of reservation shall apply in all appointments to a service 
class or category:  

 
 

a) By direct recruitment, except when the Government by a general or special 
order made in this behalf, exempt such service, class or category.  

b) Otherwise than by direct recruitment, the principle of reservation in the          
matter of promotion and appointment by transfer involving promotion in so 
for it relates to S.Cs and S.Ts only shall to such services, class or category 
whose total strength of the post is more than five (G.O.Ms. NO.123 GA (Ser-
D) dt. 19-4-2003)  

(Substituted in G.O.Ms.No.123, G.A (ser.D) Dept., dt.19.04.2003]  
 

2.(a) The unit of appointments for the purpose of direct recruitment shall be 
hundred vacancies, of which fifteen shall be reserved for Scheduled 
Castes, Six shall be reserved for Scheduled Tribes, Twenty five shall 
be reserved for the basis of open competition and subject to rule 22-A 
of these rules.  

 
2.(a)(i) The unit of appointment for the purpose of reservation in the matter of 

promotion and appointment by transfer involving promotion shall be 
hundred vacancies of which fifteen shall be reserved for Scheduled 
Castes and six for Scheduled Tribe employee as per the roster points in 
sub -rule 2(e). 

  
A. in the case of appointments I promotions to the posts referred to in 

clause 2(a)(i) above;' the panels of eligible candidates for promotions, 
the names of eligible Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe employees 
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from the feeder Category have to be shown against the roster points 
earmarked for them irrespective of their seniority position in the feeder 
category.  

B. If a Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe employee gets a higher 
place in the eligible candidates list by virtue of his seniority in the 
feeder category he need not be adjusted in a lower position which is 
earmarked for .and Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes employees 
as per roster system.  

 
Such roster point has-to be field up by moving up an Scheduled Caste add 
Scheduled Tribe employees who is below ion the se/;1iority" list in the feeder  
category. 
 
C. Filling up the-roster points shall continue' till the required percentage 

of Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe candidates is obtained. Once 
the required percentage is obtained by taking into account both of the 
scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe candidates who are found in the 
lists of candidates fir for promotion on account of their seniority in tile 
feeder category and those "who' are moved up 'to fill up' the required 
roster point further adjustment of Scheduled Tribe  employees against 
roster' point has to be stopped.  

D.  Unutilized roster points after the required Scheduled Caste and 
Scheduled Tribes percentage is met, shall lapse.  

E. If required number of Scheduled-Caste and Scheduled Tribe 
employees are not available in the feeder category to obtain the 
required representation in the promotion category. The vacancies 
earmarked for Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe employees 
according to the roster points-Will be carried forward. 

 
[2(a) to 2(a)(I)E Substituted in G.O.MS.No.123,GA (ser.D) Department 
dt.19.04.2003] 
 
1. See G.O~Ms.No.5, SW (SW.ROR.I) Dept., dt.14.02.2003and  
2. D.O.Ms.NO. 21, SW (ROR.I) Dep’t. 18.03.2003)  
 
iv.a) In a unit of 100 vacancies the present policy of reservation in 

appointments for various categories is as follows: 
 

SCs ..15, STS..6, BCs..25 -Total46 
 
 (Among BCs:BC(A)...7, BC(B)...10, BC(C)... 1,BC(D)...7 Total.... 25)  
 
b) Out of the remaining 54 vacancies to be filled by open competition, if 

the Special Rules provide for appointment for Physically 
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handicapped...3-, Ex. servicemen-2, and Meritorious sportsmen one 
respectively, respectively.  

v.  These appointments which are to-be made in the order of rotation in a 
unit of 100 vacancies are watched through-the-rosters-prescribed. 
Rosters should be maintained for each category, class, category of 
service, whether regular or temporary. As per the existing policy, the 
points reserved for various categories in the roster are as follows:  

 
STs  8,25,33,58,75,83                                                         (6)  
SCs  2,7,16,22,27,'~1,47,52,62,?6,72,77,87,91 ,97 (15)                       (9) 
BCs: 
BC(A)  4,20,29,45,54,70,79        (7)  
BC(B)  10,24,35,49,60,74,81,85,95,99                   (10)  
B-(C) ... 14                                                  (1) 
BC-(D)  18,39,43,64,68,89,93                 (7)  
BC (E) 
Total                    (46)  
OUT of the balance of 54 (to be filled by open competition):  
(i). PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED: 6, 31, 56                                         (3)   
(6-Mental Illness visually; 31 Hearing, 56-Orthopedically handicapped)  
Reservation for Economically Weaker Sections –  
1. GO.Ms.No:33, GAD Dated 08.02.2021 
2. GO.Ms.No:65, GA (Sec-A)Depart., Dated 19.03.2021 
(ii). EX. SERVICEMEN: 12, 37         
(2)  
(iii). MERITORIOUS SPORTSMEN: No particular point reserved for one 

present To be filled against next available OC vacancy (O.C vacancies 
are to be filled on the basis of merit).  

(iv) a If in any recruitment, qualified candidates belonging to SCs STs, BCs 
(all 4 groups) including women in these categories are not available for 
appointment to any-or all the vacancies reserved for them, a limited 
recruitment confined to candidates belonging to that category shall be 
made immediately after general recruitment to select and appoint 
qualified candidates from among the persons belonging to these 
categories to fill such reserved vacancies’)  

b. Even after conducting limited recruitment any of the vacancies 
reserved for S.Cs,  S.T.s, B.C.S, (all 4 group) and women still remain 
unfilled for want of qualified candidates such    vacancy may be 
allotted to open competition only after obtaining orders of the 
Government.  

              c). Equal number of vacancies if so filled up by OC shall be carried forward for 
three consecutive years. Such vacancies form additional vacancies in addition 
to the vacancies which arise for such persons during those years and they 
have to be filled up first.  
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d). during the 3rd succeeding year S.C. vacancies by STs. and ST. Vacancies by  
      S.C.s can be filled, if qualified candidates in the respective groups are not   
      Available 
 

e). Similarly. in B.C if qualified candidate of a particular group is not "available, 
vacancy will accrue to the next group (G.O.Ms.No.65, GA (Ser.D) dt.15-2-
97).(The principle of carry forward in respect of vacancies for BCs (all 4 
groups) shall be w.e.f 18-3-1996 and in respect of women shall be w.e.j 28-10-
96)  

vii. Persons belonging to SC,ST,BC, Women, PH and Ex, Servicemen shall be 
 Considered for open competition vacancies on the basis of merit and the number of 
 appointments reserved for those categories shall not be affected when they are so 
 selected to OC vacancies. 

viii. At no selection for recruitment other than any limited recruitment made, the No. of 
 reserved vacancies including additional vacancies reserved shall exceed 52% of the 
 total No. of vacancies for Selection and all vacancies in excess of 52% of the total No. 
 Of vacancies for which recruitment is made on any particular occasion shall be treated 
 as unreserved. 

 Provided further that the carry forward vacancies and current reserved vacancies in a 
 recruitment shall be available for utilization even where the total NO. Of such 
 reserved vacancies exceed 52% Of the vacancies filled in the recruitment, in case the 
 overall representation of SCs and STs BCs (all 4 groups) and-women in the total 
 strength of the concerned grade or cadre, has, not reached and the prescribed 
 percentage of reservation of 15% for SCs and 6% for STs, 7% for BC(A), 10% for 
 BC(B),1% for BC(C) and 7% for BC(D),  respectively (rule 22 (i)). 

ix. Where there is only a single solitary post borne in the class or category of service, the 
 rule of special representation shall not apply for appointment to, such post (rule 22(j)). 

x. In respect of appointments by promotion or recruitment by transfer from subordinate 
 service in state service, where such appointments or recruitment by transfer is made 
 on the principle of merit and ability seniority being considered only when merit and 
 ability are approximately equal, the claims of any member of the SCs and STs shall be 
 considered for such appointment on the basis of seniority subject to fitness. However, 
 a member of the SC or ST possesses superior merit and ability he shall be allowed to 
 supercede not only others but also the members of SCs and STs as the case may be 
 (Rule 22(k)).   

        RESERVATION FOR WOMEN (Rule 22-A)  

33.1/3% reservation in all categories of posts in OC, SC, ST, BC (all 4 groups), PH 
and meritorious sportsmen quota where men and women are equally suitable. The 
posts for which they are better suited than men, preference shall be given to them. 
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Posts which are exclusively reserved for being filled by women they shall be filled by 
women only. 

Roster points fixed for Women in each category against the points shown above:  

a. SC     2, 22, 47, 66, 87  
 

b. ST     8, 58 
c. BC (A) 4, 45, BC (B) 10,49,81,99; BC(C) 14 in every third 100 points roster  and 

BC(D)...18,64 
 

d. Physically Handicapped: 
6th point for visually handicapped women in the 1st  100 points roster cycle. 

31st Point for hearing handicapped women in the second 100 points roster cycle. 

56th point for orthopedically handicapped women in 3rd 100 points roster cycle.  

(GO.Ms. No. 72 Women Development and Child Welfare (W. H. Desk) Department, 
dt. 5-8-97.)  

e.  OC 1,6,12,17,23,30,34,38,44,50,55,59,65,7178,84,90,96 

xi. The appointing authorities are responsible for proper implementations of the 
 reservation policy and any violations will be viewed seriously by the Government, 
 resulting in severe disciplinary action. 

       EXTENSION OF RESERVATION POLICY  

Other than Government departments the rule of reservation has to be followed in the   
following organizations:  

a. All companies and corporations under the control of the Industries and Commerce 
 Department of the government.  

 
b. All subsidiaries of the Government and Government undertakings.  

 
c. All joint venture undertakings where government or government undertakings 

have  31 % or more of the shareholding.  
 

a. Joint ventures where the government undertakings have 26% or more of 
shareholding,    but do not have majority in shares are advised to follow 
the rule as far as  possible.  

 
d. Also local bodies and universities, voluntary organisations receiving grant in aid 

from  Government and private educational institutions. 
 

e. Village officers. 
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f. Appointments of work charged and contingent staff except those required for 
 emergencies like accidents, flood relief, restoration and relief etc. 

 
xii. ENFORCEMENT MACHINERY: 
 

 The government appointed inspecting Asst. Comers; in the social welfare  department 
with supporting staff to ensure scrupulous implementation of the  reservation policy and 
other concessions provided for SCs/ STs/BCs. They are 
 

empowered to inspect all government offices, local bodies, statutory corporations, 
PSUs Cooperative institutions, marketing committees etc., for verifying the 
implementation of the rule of reservation and submit detailed reports as to how it is 
being implemented pinpointing the lapses if any, on the part or the appointing 
authorities. The Employment exchanges are also inspected to see while sponsoring 
candidates, whether the interests of SC, ST, BCs are protected. Severe Disciplinary 
action will be taken against the appointing authorities for the lapses, if any, viewing 
the matter very seriously. 

 
12.  PROBATION (Rule 16) 
 
i. Probation means the period during which a fresh entrant to a service or a person 
 appointed to a higher post for the first time either by promotion or by transfer from 
 another service is put on test for determining his fitness to hold the post in a service, 
 class or category. Probationer means a member of a service, class or category who is 
 on probation and yet to complete it. Approved probationer is one who has 
 satisfactorily completed his probation in a service, class or category (rule.2) 
 
ii. COMMENCEMENT OF PROBATION (Rule 16-a) 
 

a. If appointed regularly in accordance with rules of the service from the date 
of joining  duty or such other date as may be specified by the appointing 
authority. 

 
b. If appointed temporarily under rule 10 ie., otherwise than according to 

rules and  subsequently appointed to the same post in accordance with 
rules-from the date of his  subsequent appointment or from an earlier date 
as the appointing authority may  determine, subject to the condition that 
his commencement of probation from an  earlier date shall not 
adversely affect any person who has been appointed earlier or 
 simultaneously, to the same service, class-or category in the same unit. 

 
c. A person appointed to a service otherwise than by direct recruitment, shall 

be deemed  to have commenced probation from the date from which 
he has been continuously on  duty in such service for a period of not 
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less than-60 days from the date of joining duty  having been appointed on 
regular basis in accordance with the rules. 

 
This rule will not apply to those who are appointed in consultation with the TSPSC or 
DPC or any other agency for recruitment specified by Government (rule 16-b)  

 
iii. PERIOD OF PROBATION  
 

a. Every person appointed by direct recruitment to any post shall be on 
probation, from  the date on which he Commences probation, for a 
period of two years within a  continuous period of three years.  

b. Every person appointed to any post by promotion or by transfer shall be on 
probation  from the date on which he commences probation, for a period 
of one year within a  continuous period of two years (rule. 16 (c))  

c. Whenever a continuous period of duty is prescribed as probation in the 
service rules,  leave taken by a probationer constitutes a break  in 
the continuity of probation  (Annexure XII to FRs)  

 
IV. PERIOD WHICH COUNTS TOWARDS PROBATION  
 
a. Entire service put in that category of service.  
b. Service in a higher category of the same service or class or in any other service (State 
 or Subordinate) to the extent of the period of duty performed by him in the latter 
 service, during which he would have held the post in the former service but for such 
 appointment in the latter service.  
 
V. PASSING OF TESTS DURING PROBATION (Rule 16-e&f)  
a. If a person is required to pass the prescribed tests or acquire any qualification as 
 prescribed in the special rules, within the period of probation he should do so, failing 
 which the appointing authority may either extend the probation or discharge him from 
 service. 

b. If the results of the tests to be passed, which the probationer has appeared, are not 
 known before the expiry of the prescribed period of probation or extended period of 
 probation he shall continue to be on probation until the results of such tests or 
 examinations are published.  
 
c. Any delay in the issue of an order discharging a probationer shall not entitle him to be 
 deemed to have satisfactorily completed his probation. 
  
VI. CHANGE IN THE DATE OF COMMENCEMENT OF PROBATION  
 

A probationer who fails to pass the prescribed tests or acquire the special 
qualifications prescribed within the period of probation or within the extended period 
of probation and whose probation is further extended by Government till the date of 
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his passing such tests or acquiring such qualifications, shall be deemed to have 
commenced probation w.r.t. the date to be fixed by the Government which would be 
anterior to the date of his passing the tests or acquiring such special qualifications. 
However, that the interval between the two dates shall be equivalent to the prescribed 
period of probation whether on duty or otherwise and seniority of such probationer 
shall be determined w.e.f. the date so fixed. This sub rule shall not apply in the cases 
of persons appointed to a class or category or grade in a service prior to 9-3-81 and 
whose seniority in the said class, category or grade was fixed under the then sub 
rule(b) of rule 33 prior to the said date (rule 16.h) 
 

vii. SUSPENSION, TERMINATION AND EXTENSION OF PROBATION (RULE 
 17) 
a. If the probationer fails to pass the prescribed test or acquire the prescribed 
 qualifications the appointing authority may extend his probation to enable him to pass 
 the tests or acquire special qualifications prescribed, as the Case may be not 
 exceeding one year whether on duty or otherwise is such service, class or category, in 
 which case his increment is postponed until he, completes his probation. Such 
 postponement of increment is not a penalty and shall not affect future increments after 
 he completes probations.  

b. At any time before or after the expiry of the period of probation the appointing 
 authority may extend the probation by not more than one year in case it is not 
 extended as stated above (for hot passing of tests etc.) or terminate the probation and 
 discharge the probationer from service, after giving him one month's notice or one 
 month pay in lieu thereof of such notice on account of unsatisfactory performance of 
 duties or Unsatisfactory conduct or for any other sufficient reason to be recorded in 
 writing. (Termination of probation is not considered as a penalty)  

c. At any time before the expiry of the prescribed period of probation, the appointing 
 authority may suspend the probation of the probationer and discharge him for want of 
 vacancy.  
d. If the special rules prescribe postponement of increments as a penalty for failure to 
 pass a special test or acquire a special qualification and if the person concerned has 
 reached the maximum of the time scale of pay applicable to him, it will render him 
 liable to the penalty of reduction to the next lower stage in the time scale of pay. 

e. APPEAL AGAINST DISCHARGE OF PROBATIONER UNDER SUB ITEM 
 (v) (a)  above can be made within 30 days from the date of receipt of the order of 
 discharge, to the authority to which an appeal would be against an order of dismissal 
 passed by the competent authority. Such an authority, either on its own motion or 
 otherwise revise any order discharging the probation within one year of the date of 
 such order. 
f. when probationer is restored to service on appeal, the period on and from the date of 
 discharge to the date of restoration, shall be treated as laid down in rule 17 (e) (iii) and 
 (iv). 
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viii.   DECLARATION OF PROBATION (Rule 18)  
a. At the end of the prescribed period of probation the appointing authority shall 
 consider the probationer's. suitability for satisfactory declaration of probation and 
 suitability for satisfactory declaration of probation and issue an order to that affect if 
 the service is satisfactory during the period of probation. The decision to declare the 
 satisfactory completion of period of probation or to extend or discharge him should be  

 Taken within a period of 8 weeks of the expiry of prescribed period of probation. The 
 appointing or higher communicate the lapses on the part of the probationer well in 
 advance to the expiry of period of probation so that he may rectify such lapses, (rule 
 18(b)(i). 

b. If the probationer fails to give satisfaction to appointing authority which should be 
 based on work and conduct or if he has not made use of the opportunities given to 
 him, the appointing authority can discharge the probationer after giving one month's 
 notice, as already mentioned above.  
c. The competent authority shall assess the outlook, character, ability, and aptitude for 
 the work of the probationer before the probation is declared. If no order of satisfactory 
 declaration of probation is issued (when all satisfied) even after one year of 
 completion of probation or extended period of probation, the probationer shall be 
 deemed to have satisfactorily completed his probation with retrospective effect from 
 the date of expiry of the prescribed or extended period of probation and a formal order 
 to that effect may be issued for purpose of record.  
 However, this deeming provision will not apply if charges have been communicated 
 to the probationer during the period of probation or the extended period of probation 
 or for failure to pass the prescribed tests or acquire the qualification within the period 
 of probation (rule 18(b) (ii)).  

ix. The power exercisable by the appointing authority, other than State Government can 
 be exercised by any higher authority to whom such authority is administratively 
 subordinate whether directly or indirectly (rule20).  

13.  CONFIRMATION (Rule 21)  

i.  Soon after a person is declared or deemed to have satisfactorily completed his 
 probation, he shall be confirmed as a member of that service to which he as [been 
 appointed initially i.e., for the first time, by the appointing authority.  

 There is no need to have vacancy in a permanent post.  

ii.   During his entire service, a person shall be confirmed only once, i.e. in the initially 
 recruited service irrespective of the fact whether he is promoted within the same 
 service or appointed by transfer to any other-service, from time to time.  

14.  SENIORITY (Rule 33)  
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i.  The seniority of a person in a service, class or category or grade is determined by the 
 date of his first such appointment to service, class or category or grade (rule33 (a)).  

ii. At the time of passing an order appointing two or more persons simultaneously to a 
 service, the appointing authority may fix either for the purpose of rule of reservation  

 in appointment or for any other reason the order of preference among them. When 
 such an order has been fixed seniority among them shall be determined accordingly 
 (rule 33b). 

iii.  Whenever a notional date for promotion is assigned such date shall be taken into 
 consideration for computing the qualifying length of service in the feeder category for 
 promotion to next higher category. Such notional date should be counted for the 
 purpose of declaration of probation also in the feeder category (Rule 33 c).  

iv. Where a member of a service, class or category is reduced to a Lower service, class or 
 category for a specific period.  

a. If such reduction does not operate to postpone future increments, the seniority of such 
 a person, on re-promotion shall, unless the term of the order of punishment provides 
 otherwise, be fixed in the higher service, Class or category at which it would have 
 been fixed but for his reduction.  

b.       If the reduction operates to postpone future increments, the seniority of such a person 
 on re-promotion shall, unless the terms of the order of punishment provide otherwise, 
 be fixed giving credit for the period of such service earlier rendered by him in the 
 higher service, class or category (Rule 33-e).  

v.  The seniority of a retrenched employee on reappointment shall be determined in 
 accordance with the date of reappointment (Rule 33-f).  

vi. a.  The seniority of person transferred on his own request from one unit of appointment 
 to another unit of appointment on administrative grounds, shall be determined W.r.t. 
 The date of his seniority in the former unit (Rule 35-a).  

    b.  The seniority of a person who is a transferred on his own request from one unit of 
 appointment to another unit of appointment, shall be fixed w.r.t the date of his joining 
 duty in the later unit of appointment (Rule 35-b).  

vii. a.  The seniority of the persons selected by the APPSC or other selection authorities, by 
 direct recruitment, shall be W.r.t their ranking assigned irrespective of their date of 
 commencement of probation in that category (Rule 36-i)  

      b. The seniority of the person promoted or appointed by transfer including probationer 
 shall be w.r.t. the dates from which they were placed on probation and if the dates of 
 commencement of the probation is the same, whoever is aged shall be senior (Rule 
 36(ii) and (iii)).  
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     c. In respect of persons appointed by transfer on administrative grounds seniority shall 
 be determined from the date on which he was placed on probation in the original 
 department (rule 36(iv)) and in respect of persons on request transfer seniority shall 
 be determined from' the date of his joining in the new department / unit(Rule 36(v)).  

viii.  Appeal against seniority has to be made within 90 days from the date which junior 
 was promoted and as regulated by Rule 26.    

ix.  The candidates recruited directly by the APPSC who are re-allotted from one unit to 
 another unit in accordance with rule 4(c) (see item no. 19) shall be assigned seniority 
 below the 1st regular candidate in the concerned class or category in the unit to which 
 he is re-allotted (Rule 37).  

x.  Seniority once fixed cannot be altered subsequently without notifying to the affected 
 person and giving an opportunity to him to represent against the proposed action.  

xi.  Inters seniority between direct recruits and promoters to a category of service has to 
 be regulated as per the instructions in Para 14 of circular Memo. No. 16 ser. A 98-99 
 GAD DT. 21-4-1999.  

15.  POSTINGS AND TRANSFERS (Rule 38)  

i.  Transfer is an incidence of service and the power to transfer need not be traced to any 
 rules. It is also an implied condition of service and the appointing authority has a wide 
 discretion in the matter. Government is the best judge to decide and to distribute and 
 utilize the services of its employees.  

ii.  Postings and transfers may be made to any post borne on the cadre of such service, 
 subject to the provisions of the Presidential Order, as the case may be.  

a.  If he is of a subordinate service within the unit of appointment, and  

b.  If he is of state service anywhere in the State (limited to territorial jurisdiction of the 
 local cadres)  

iii.  Transfers and postings shall be made by the appointing authority or such other 
 authority subordinate to the appointing authority to whom such power had been 
 delegated, within their respective jurisdiction, subject to units of appointment under 
 the Presidential Order.  

iv.  The Head of the Department may transfer a member of a service from unit of 
 appointment to another unit appointment where the presidential Order is not 
 applicable.  

v.  In respect of members of the State service where Government are the appointing 
 authority and the Head of the department is competent to grant leave shall also be 
 competent to issue reposting orders such person on return from leave.  
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vi.  The State Government on its own motion or on a proposal made by the Head of the 
 department, order for sufficient reasons, the transfer of members of State or 
 subordinate service from the local cadres organized under the  

Presidential order to office of the concerned Head of the department and offices 
notified under the said order as state level offices or special offices or major 
development projects and vice versa.  

vii.  The appointing authority or any other authority superior to such appointing authority, 
 require a member of the state or subordinate service in any post borne on the Cadre of 
 anybody wholly or substantially owned or controlled by Government.  

viii.  Some guidelines issued by Government with regard to postings and transfers:  

a.  No Government employee may be transferred from one Place to another before he 
 serves there for a period of three or two years, as the case may be except on grounds 
 of promotion or as a measure of penalty or at his own request in very special cases.  

b.  Where any deviation from the guidelines has to be made, prior sanctions of the 
 superior authority should be obtained before such transfer is affected. A monthly 
 periodical report should be submitted by the competent authority to the Head of the 
 department/ Government. Deviations of these instructions result in disciplinary action 
 (Govt. Memo. No.864/Ser.N85-1 GAD dt 3-7-85)  

c.  With regard to posts identified as focal points employees should not be allowed to 
 continue indefinitely in such posts in order to prevent malpractice and corruption..  

d.  Posts shall be classified as highly preferred, preferred and normal, depending on the 
 location of the posts in the office situated in capital city/ District head quarters/ other 
 places, respectively and employees shall be given postings to these places on rotation. 
 9G.o.Ms.No.531, GAD (Ser.A) dept, dt. 23-9-1989)  

e. If there is a grievance against a transfer order, an appeal can be made to the next 
 higher authority (Govt. Memo No. 116 GAD (Ser.A) dt.21-2-90)  

f. Requests for transfer on medical grounds for self or spouse for cancer, heart 
 operation, neuro surgery, bone T.B. kidney transplantation treatment, have to be 
 considered on selective basis for treatment to places where such medical facilities are 
 available and not to be accepted as a matter of course. It should not be for focal posts 
 (GP.Ms.236, GAD (Ser.A) dt.27-5-96).  

g.  Employees who retire within one year may not be transferred from their places of 
 working except on promotion or on own request or as a measure of penalty. 
 (GO.Ms.379 GAD (Ser.A) dt.29-8-96).  

h.  First level gazette officers, except those belonging to Police Dpt. may be allowed to 
 be posted to their native districts but not ti local jurisdiction comprising their native 
 MandaI Division (G.O. Ms. No. 418 G.A. (Ser.A) Dt. 24.6.1991). 
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16.  RESIGNATION (Rule 30)  

i.  An employee can resign his appointment and this resignation shall take effect from 
 the date of relief if he is on duty, after the acceptance of resignation of the competent 
 authority.  

ii.  If on leave, from the date of communication of order of acceptance or on the expiry of 
 leave as decided by the appointing authority.  

iii.  In other cases from the date of communication of orders of acceptance or resignations.  

iv.  The resignation-of the member of a service shall not be accepted against whom 
 disciplinary proceedings are instituted under the C.C.A rules or investigation, enquiry 
 or trial is initiated.  

v.  Withdrawal of resignation after acceptance by the appointing authority is not 
 permissible without the orders of Government.  

vi.  An employee who resigns his appointment shall forfeit all his previous service under 
 the Government.  

vii.  The person reappointed with the approval of the Government shall be treated as fresh 
 entrant to Government service and the past service shall not be counted for any 
 benefit or concession under any rule or order.  

viii.  Where a member is selected by direct recruitment to another post, his lien or 
 probationary rights in the original post shall be retained for a period of 3 years or until 
 his probation is declared in that post. If he does not return to-original post within 3 
 years, he shall be deemed to have resigned that post but however he is eligible for the 
 benefits accrued to him for the past service.  

17.  RELINQUISHMENT OF RIGHTS (Rule 28)  

 Any member of a service may relinquish any right or privilege to which he is entitled 
 to, if in the opinion of the appointing authority such relinquishment is not opposed to 
 public interest. Such relinquishment once made shall be final and irrevocable. 
 However, conditional relinquishment of right for a temporary period is not permitted.  

18.  RELAXATION OF RULES (Rule 31)  

i.  Under rule 31, the Governor has the power to relax the rules or special rules in favour 
 of any person or class of persons, in such a manner as may appear to be just and 
 equitable to him where such relaxation is considered necessary in public interest or 
 where the application of rule or rules is likely to cause undue hardship to the person 
 concerned (rule 31) 

ii. The Head of the Department also has the power to relax any rule or rules in favour of 
 any person or class or category of persons whose post or posts carry a scale of pay 
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 less than that of the junior assistant in his department in so far as if relates to 
 transfer, promotion or the service conditions, in such a manner as may appear to be 
 just and equitable of such rule or rules would cause under hardship to the person or 
 persons concerned. However, such relaxation cannot be granted in regard for 
 appointment by transfer of a person Who is not qualified for appointment to the 
 post of junior assistant or equivalent post (rule 32). 

iii. The State Government may on their own motion or otherwise review the orders of 
 relaxation issued or cancel such order within a period of six months from the date  of 
 such relaxation order, if it is found that the said order was passed under mistake  of 
 fact or law or ignorance of any material or for any, sufficient cause to be recorded 
 in writing. Order cancelling the relaxation should not be issued without giving an  
 opportunity to the person concerned of making representation against the proposed 
 action (rule32-b)  

19.  REALLOTMENT OF CANDIDATES SELECTED BY APPSC  

Should be with mutual consent of the appointing authorities concerned and with the 
consent of the APPSC. Such allotment shall be strictly in conformity with the 
provisions of the A.P. Public Employment Organizations of Local Cadres and 
Regulations of Direct Recruitment Order, 1975 (rule 4-c)  

20.  LANGUAGE TEST IN TELUGU (Rules 13&14)  

i.  Every person appointed to a service shall, within the period of probation pass the 
 language test in Telugu, failing which his probation shall be extended and increments 
 in the time scale of pay shall be postponed without cumulative effect till he passes 
 the test. Person who has not passed the test shall be allowed time till the expiry of a 
 total three years period from the date of appointment by extending probation.  

 A Person who was appointed to a service but who has not passed the Language 
 Test in Telugu is allowed time up to 30-6-2001 for passing the test, with no further 
 extension of time. Those who are appointed on or after 1-11¬1956 should pass the 
 test by 1st July 2001, subject to those who are in service and not completed 45 
 years of age by that date shall be discharged from service w.e.f 1st July 2001, if 
 they fail to pass the said test by that time.  

ii.  A person who has passed the SSC or its equivalent examination or any order higher 
 examination with Telugu as the medium of instruction and examination or with 
 Telugu as one of the subjects shall be exempted from passing the test. A person who 
 crossed the age of 45 years is also exempted. 

 

21. DEPARTMENTAL TESTS  
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 There is some misconception regarding exemption from passing the departmental 
 tests to those who have completed 45 years of age. This has been clarified in the 
 following adhoc rule issued in G.O.Ms. No. 225 GA (Ser-C) Department, dt. 18-5-1
 999 

 “ Notwithstanding anything contained in the Andhra Pradesh State and subordinate 
 Service Rates or in the Special Rules or in adhoc rules, the government employees 
 who have crossed 45 (forty five) years of age shall be exempted from passing the 
 departmental tests prescribed in the Special Rules or adhoc rules for the purpose of 
 promotion to the next higher category i.e. Promotion or appointment by transfer 
 involving promotion to a post above the one held by him or her if they could not get 
 even one promotion after their initial appointment”.  

 Provided that the Person who already got a promotion once when no tests are 
 prescribed for the higher post, the exemption is not applicable to him or her if he or 
 she is to be considered for further promotion to next higher category where tests are 
 prescribed. (This adhoc rule is a applicable from the Panel year 1997-98)  

Provided further that the exemption is applicable in case of departmental tests or 
special tests only, where they are Prescribed as a pre requisite for Promotion and  this    
exemption shall not be applicable where like technical or academic qualifications  are 
prescribed for promotion to the next higher category of posts.  

 Provided also that the exemption shall not be applicable for declaration of Probation, 
 where passing of departmental tests or special tests is a precondition for declaration 
 of Probation. 
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MINISTERIAL SERVICE RULES, 1998 

The A.P Ministerial Service Rules, 1998 have been issued in g.o. Ms. No.261, G.O. Ms. No. 
261, G.A. (Ser.B) Department, dt. 14.7.1998. 

Rule 2:  

Class-A: CAT (1) Superintendents: 

Superintendents in the offices of the HOD’s Directorates and other Subordinate Offices, 
including the posts in the basis scale of pat that of Superintendents. 

CAT (2) Senior Assistants in the offices of the HOD's Directorates and other Subordinate 
Offices, including posts in the basic Scale of Pay of Senior Assistants.  

CAT (3) Junior Assistants: In the Offices of the HOD's, Directorates and other subordinate 
offices including the posts in the basic scale of pay as that of Junior Assistants. 

CAT (4): Assistant – cum -Typist  

CAT (5): Telephone Operator  

Class-B: CAT-(1) Special Category Steno: The posts in the basic scale of pay of Senior 
Steno.  

CAT (2): Senior Steno (including the posts in the basic scale of pay of Senior Steno.  

CAT (3): U.D. Typist  

CAT (4): Junior Steno / Typist  

Rule 3: Method of appointment  

Category and post  Method of Appointment  

Class A -CAT (t) Superintendents including 
the other posts categorised as such as Rule -2  

By promotion from CAT 2 of Class-A.  
By conversion from the Special Category 
Steno  
 

CAT (2): Senior Assistants including the 
other posts included as such in Rule -2 

1. By promotion from the categories 3 & 4 
of Class -A  
2. By promotion from CAT-4 of Class-B  
3. By conversion of Senior Stenos. UD 
Typists, Categories 2 & 3 of Class-B. 

CAT (3) by Direct Recruitment.  By direct recruitment  

Junior Assistants including the other posts 
categorized as such in Rule-2 

By conversion of Asst-cum- 
Typist/Telephone Operators and the posts 
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included in CAT-4 of Class-B who are 
qualified as provided in Rules 14 & 16. 

 

CAT (5) : Telephone Operator including the 
posts in as such in Rule -2 

By direct recruitment 

By conversion as provided-in Rule 14, 16 & 
17 

Class B (CAT  1):  Special Category Steno  
     

By promotion of Senior Steno  

By promotion of U.D. Typist in any language 
who is qualified for appointment as Special 
Category Steno 

CAT (2): Senior Steno including posts in the 
scale of pay of Sr. Steno designated as such 
in Rule-2 

By direct recruitment  

By promotion of Junior Steno/ Typist / Asst.-
cum-Typist or other language typists who are 
qualified  

By transfer of U.D. Typist (Telugu/English 
or Hindi or Urdu who is qualified for 
appointment to the post of Senior Steno 

CAT (3): U.D. Typist  

U.D. Typist including posts in the scale of 
pay of U.D> Typist designated as  

i) U.D. Typist (Urdu)  

ii) U.D. Typist (Hindi)  

iii) U.D. Typist (Telugu)  

iv) U.D. Typist (English) 

By promotion of Typist in the relevant 
language 

By direct recruitment if no qualified persons 
is available for promotion 

CAT (4): a) Typist & Junior Steno including 
post in the scale of pay of Jr. Steno/Typist 
categorised an Rule-2   

By direct recruitment 

By conversion of Telephone Operator as 
provided in Rule 14& 16. 

By Appointment by transfer of Record 
Assistants and other equivalent categories in 
AP.G. Sub. Service Rules. 

By appointment by transfer from the Member 
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of A.P.L.G.S. 

b)         i) L.D. Typist (Telugu)  

ii) L.D. Typist (Urdu) 

 iii) L.D. Typist (English)  

iv) L. D. Typist (Hindi) 

By direct recruitment 

By appointment by .transfer of Record 
Assistants and other equivalent categories in 
AP.G. Sub. Ser. 

By conversion of J.A's/Telephone Operators 
as provided in Rule14 & 16.  

By appointment by transfer of Member of 
A.P.L.G.S. 

Rule 4: Appointing Authority: The appointing authority in respect of the posts included in 
this service shall be as follows: 

SNo. 
Posts Appointing Authority  

 (a) Offices of the Heads of Depts. and 
Directorates      except the Office of 
the Principal Chief Conservator of 
Forests and office of the Director 
General and Inspector General of 
Police: All Posts 

The Head of the Dept. or any Gazetted 
Officer immediately below the rank of 
the Head of the Dept. nominated for 
the purpose by the Head of the Dept.  

 (b)  Offices of the Principal Chief 
 Conservator of Forests:  

(1 )  Manager 

(2)  Superintendents, Senior Assts, 
 Junior  Assts, Stenos, Typists and 
 Telephone  Operators, 
Assistant- cum-Typist  

Principal Chief Conservator of Forests 
Chief Conservator of Forests in charge 
of Establishment.  

 (b) Office of the Director General 
and  Inspector General of 
Police:  
All posts 

The Asst. Inspector General of Police 
in charge of establishment  

 (d)  (i) All posts in the office of the  
 Advocate General  
 (ii) All posts in the Office of the  
 Public Prosecutor, High Court of  
 Andhra Pradesh  
 (iii) All posts in the office of the  
 Govt. Pleaders, High Court of  

Advocate General  
Public Prosecutor  
Special Officer (other than Police  
Department  
 
The Regional Officer concerned. 
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 Andhra Pradesh  
 (iv) Regional Offices:  
 AII Posts 

(ii) (a)  Other Subordinate Offices:  
 (other than Non-ISF Records  
 Office, Hyderabad, Estate Officer,  
 Hyderabad, Panchayat Raj  
 Department, Police Department  
 and Forests Department) 

 

 (1 )  Posts carrying pay scales of  
 those above the pay scale 9f  
 Junior Asst. (excluding Junior  
 Assistant) 
 

Where there is a Regional Officer  
such officer and where there is no  
such Officer, the Head of the Dept  
or an Officer of the Directorate  
nominated by the Head of the  
Department. 
 

 (2)  (a) All other posts of and below  
 the rank of the Junior Assistant  
 (b) Senior Assts, Junior Assts in  
 the office of the Non-ISF Records,  
 Hyderabad  
 

The District Head of the Dept or the  
Head of the Institution or such other  
Officer nominated by the Head of  
the Depts, as the case may be,  
having jurisdiction over the area of  
the unit of appointment specified in  
Rule 13. Deputy Secretary to Govt.,  
General Administration (Poll) Dept  
or any other officer not lower in rank  
than the Deputy Secretary to Govt in  
Genl Admn Dept in charge of the  
establishment of the office of the  
Non-ISF Records.  
 

 (c)  Senior Assts, Junior Assts and  
 Typists in the Office of the Estate  
 Officer, Hyderabad and  
 Secunderabad.  
 
(d)  Mandal Parishads and Zilla Praja  
 parishads:  
 (1) Posts of the rank above Junior  
 Assistants in Mandal Praja  
 Parishads and Zilla Praja parishads 
 
 (2) Other posts of and below the 
 rank of Junior Assistant. 
 
 

DY Secretary/Joint Secretary/ Addl 
Secretary to Govt., General Admin.  
(Accommodation Dept.  
 
District Development Officer, Zilla  
Praja Parishad.  
Dy. District Development Officer,  
Zilla Praja Parishad. 
 
District Collector/ 
 
District Panchayat Officer 
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(e) Gram Panchayats:  
 
 (1) Posts above the rank of Junior 
 Assistants  
 
 (2) All other posts of and below the 
 rank of Junior Assistant 

 (f)  Posts of Superintendents/ 
 Managers/Accountants in Police 
 Department other than Director 
 General and Inspector General of 
 Police Office  

 

1 i) All District Police Offices in 
Visakhapatnam Range, i.e., 
Srikakulam, Vizianagaram and 
Visakhapatnam and Office of the 
Deputy Inspector General of 
Police, Visakhapatnam Range. 

ii) Office of the Commandant, V 
(Fifth) Battalion, Andhra Pradesh 
Special Police, Vizianagaram 

Dy. Inspector General of Police, 
Visakhapatnam Range 

2 (i)  All District Police Offices in Eluru 
 Range, i.e., East Godavari, West 
 Godavari and Krishna and Office 
of  the Deputy Inspector General of 
 Police, Eluru Range.  
(ii)  Office of the Commandant, III 
(Third)  Battalion, Andhra Pradesh 
Special   Police, Kakinada 

Dy. Inspector General of Police, Eluru 
Range 

3 i)  All District Police Offices in  
 Guntur Range, i.e., Guntur 
 prakasam and Nellore and Office of 
 the Deputy Inspector General of 
 Police, Guntur Range.  
(ii)  Office of the Commandant, VI 
(Sixth)  Battalion, A.P. Special 
Police, Mangalagiri  

Dy. Inspector General of Police, 
Guntur Range 

4 (i)  All District Police Offices in 
Kurnool  Range, i.e., Ananthapur, 
Kadapa,  Kurnool and Chittoor and 
Office of  the Deputy Inspector 
General of  Police, Kurnool Range.  
(ii)  Office of the Commandant, II 
 (Second) Battalion, AP. Special 
 Police, Kurnool 

Dy. Inspector General of Police, 
Kurnool Range 
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5  (i)  All District Police Offices in 
 Warangal Range, Le:, 
 Warangal, Khammam, 
 Karimnagar and Adilabad and 
 Office of the Deputy Inspector 
 General of Police, Warangal  Range. 
(ii) Office of the  Commandant. IV 
(Fourth)  Battalion, AP. Special 
Police, Warangal 

Dy. Inspector General of Police, 
Warangal Range  

6  (i)  All District Police Offices in 
 Hyderabad Range, i.e., 
 Hyderabad, Ranga Reddy, 
 Medak. Mahabubnagar. 
 Nizamabad and Nalgonda and 
 Office of the Deputy Inspector 
 General of Police, Hyderabad 
 Range. 
(ii)  Office of the Commandant. 
 Special Armed Reserve. Central 
 Police Lines. Hyderabad Range. (iii) 
 Office of the Commandant. I  (First) 
Battalion. AP. Special  Police. 
Hyderabad  
(iv)  Office of the Dy. Inspector 
 General of Police. AP. Special 
 Police Battalions. 
(v)  Office of the Commandant, VII 
 (Seventh) Battalion AP. Special 
 Police, Dichpalli, Nizamabad 
 District.  

Dy. Inspector General of Police, 
Hyderabad Range  

7  Police Training College, Ananthapur  Principal, Police Training College. 
Ananthapur.  

8  Office of the Superintendent. Railway 
Police, Vijayawada  

Superintendent, Railway Police, 
Vijayawada.  

9.  Office of the Superintendent, Railway 
Police, Secunderabad  

Superintendent. Railway Police, 
Secunderabad.  

10.  (i)  Office of the Crime Branch, 
 Criminal Investigation Dept  
(ii)  Office of he Intelligence Branch (iii)
  Police Transport Organisation (iv) 
 Office of the Superintendent,  Police 
Communication  

Dy. Inspector General of Police, 
Hyderabad.  

11 Office  of  the  Commissioner      of Police, 
Hyderabad 

Commissioner     of  Police,  
Hyderabad    
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12 Office  of  the  Director, Forensic Science  
Laboratory 

Director, Forensic Science Laboratory,  
Hyderabad. 

 Posts of Senior Assistants, Junior 
Assistants, Typist including Jr. Stenos and 
Sr.  Stenos and either equivalent    or lower 
posts in this service.                                       

 

I (a) Office   of the Dy. Inspector of 
 General    of Police,  Vizianagaram, 
Visakhapatnam,       Visakhapatnam 
Ranqe, District  Police Offices 
Visakhapatnam  and Police Recruits  
School,     Vizianagaram. 
(b)  Each other Office   in 
 Visakhapatnam Range namely 
 Dist.  Police   Office,  
 Srikakulam and V Battalion,  
 AP.    Special Police,  
 Vizianagaram                   

 
Superintendent     of  Police, 
Visakhapatnam 
 
 
 
 
 
Head of the Office   concerned. 

II (a) Office   of the Dy.  Inspector 
 General of Police, Eluru Range 
 and District  Police  Office, West 
 Godavari 
(b)  Each other   office   in Eluru  Range 
namely, District    Police    Offices, East 
Godavari, Krishna    and III (Third)  
battalion,    AP.     Special Police,  
Kakinada 
(c)    Office   of the  Superintendent, 
 Railway Police,   Vijayawada 

 
Superintendent of  Police, West 
Godavari     
 
 
Head  of the  Office   concerned 
 
 
 
Superintendent,  Railway  Police, 
Vijayawada 

III (a)    Office   of the Dy.  Inspector. 
 General   of  Police,   Guntur  
 Range and  District   Police    Office,  
Guntur 
(b)  East other   office   in Guntur  
 ranges namely   District   Police  
 offices, Prakasam, Nellore     and VI 
Battalion, AP. Special     Police, 
Mangalagiri 

Superintendent    of  Police,   Guntur 
 
 
 
 
Head of the Office   concerned 

IV (a)   Office   of the  Deputy Inspector 
 General of Police, Kurnool  Range 
and Superintendent of  Police, 
Kurnool 
(b)    Each other Office in Kurnool  Range 
namely District Police 
 Offices,  Kadapa, Chittoor, 

Superintendent of  Police, Kurnool 
 
 
 
Head of the Office   concerned 
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 Ananthapur   and  Office   of  
 the Commandant   II (Second) 
 Battalion, AP. Special   Police              
 Kurnool. 
(c)    Police Training College,  
 Ananthapur 

 
 
 
 
Principal,  Police  Training   College, 
Ananthapur 

V (a) Office of the  Deputy   Inspector 
 General of Police,  Warangal 
 Range and  District   Police    Office, 
Warangal 
(b)    Each other Office in Warangal  
 Range namely District Police 
 Offices, Khammam, Karimnagar 
 and Adilabad and   Office   of  
 the Commandant   IV  (Second) 
 Battalion, AP. Special   Police 
 Warangal. 
 

Superintendent   of Police, Warangal 
 
 
 
Head  of the Office  concerned 
 

VI (a)    Office of the  Deputy   Inspector  
 General of Police,  Hyderabad  
 Range and District Police 
 Offices, Ranga Reddy  District  
 and Hyderabad 
(b)    Each other Office in Hyderabad           
 Range namely   District   Police 
 Offices, Medak, Mahabubnagar, 
 Nizamabad and Nalgonda    and 
Office of the Commandant     VII Battalion, 
AP.  Special    Police, Dichpalli,  
Nizamabad     District. 
(c)    Office of the Dy.  Inspector 
 General of Police, Andhra  
 Pradesh Special Police 
 Battalion and Commandant I 
 Battalion, A.P. Special Police,  
 Hyderabad.  
(d)    Office of the  Special   Armed 
 Reserve, Central   Police    Lines, 
Amberpet                                                      
(e)    Office of the Superintendent,                
 Railway Police,  Secunderabad             

Superintendent of Police, 
Ranga  Reddy  District,  Hyderabad 
 
 
 
Head of the Office  concerned 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Commandant,   I Battalion,   Andhra 
Pradesh Special   Police   
 
 
 
 
 
Commandant,   Special  Armed 
Reserve, Central Police Lines. 

VII a)   Office of the Crime Branch, 
 lnvestigation Department 
 
(b)    Office of the Intelligence Branch 

Superintendent, Crime Branch, 
Criminal l lnvestigation Dept., 
Hyderabad 
Superintendent of Police, 
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(c)    Office of the Superintendent, 
 Police Communications 
(d)   Police Transport Organisation 
 
(e)   Office of the Director, Forensic   
 Science Laboratory 
 

Intelligence, Hyderabad 
Superintendent of Police, 
Communications, Hyderabad 
Police Transport Organisation  
Hyderabad  
Director of Forensic Science 
Laboratory 

VII (a)   Office of the Commissioner   of 
 Police, Hyderabad. 

Deputy Commissioner of Police  in 
charge of Office    

 

Rule 5: Reservation of appointments:  

Reservations for SCs& STs & BCs: the rule of Special Representation (Ge.R.22) shaIl 
apply to appointments by direct recruitment to the posts in this service provided that no 
reservation shall be made for physically handicapped persons except as provided in Sub Rule 
(b)-of-R-5.  

Reservation for Physically Handicapped: Reservation shall apply to each of the categories 
in each Departmental unit referred to in Rule 13, when they are appointed by direct 
recruitment.  

Reservation for women in appointment: 33 1/3% of posts for direct recruitment in each 
category - OC, BCs (Group A, B, C, & D), SCs & STs quota. In the matter of direct 
recruitment to the posts which are reserved exclusively for being filled by, women, they shall 
be filled by women only.  

Rule 6: Qualifications:  

No person shall be eligible for appointment to any post in the service either by direct 
recruitment or by appointment by transfer or by promotion, including conversion, unless he 
possesses the Degree is the minimum only in any office as per G.O MS. No 135, GA (Sec.B) 
Dept dated 12.05.20214 and where a higher educational qualification is prescribed for such 
post such higher qualification.  

Provision under Rule 6(2): Employees who were already in service prior to 15-12-1984, and 
those appointed to the posts in the offices other than the HODs and Directorates prior to 
29.10.1987, shall be eligible for appointment as Junior Assistants etc., if they passed SSC or 
any equivalent examination.  

Rule 6(3): Record Assistants and members of equivalent categories in other services and 
members of APLG Services as specified in Rule 3 shall not be eligible for appointment by 
transfer to the posts of Junior Assistants-cum-Typist &Junior Steno in the Subordinate 
Offices viz., Offices other than the HODs and Directorate unless they possess the 
qualification of pass in Inter/Typewriting Higher in Telugu and put in not less than 5 years of 
regular service in such categories.  
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Rule 6 (a): G.O.M.No:133, G.A (Ser.B) Dept., dt.12.05.2014.  

Proficiency in office automation with usages of computer associated software to be 
conducted by TSPSC/DSC to the short listed candidates in DR.  

Provision under Rule 6(3): Those appointed to the categories of Record Assistants and 
equivalent posts in the offices specified here prior to 31.10.1980 shall be eligible for 
appointment by transfer to the post of Jr. Asst,-cum-Typist even if they do not hold a degree 
of a University referred to above but they shall possess the following qualifications:  

• Intermediate certificate issued by the Board of Intermediate  

• Typewriting qualification in higher grade  

• Pot in not less than five years regular service in such categories  

No member of service shall be eligible for appointment to the posts of Superintendents, 
Senior Assistants or Jr. Assistants or Asst.-cum-Typist in the O/o the HOD or Directorate, as 
the case may be, by transfer from its subordinate offices under notes (1), (2) & (4) under Rule 
3 unless he holds a degree of a University in India.  

Rule 6 (9) – G.O M.S 133 GA (Sec.B) Dept Dated 12.05.20214 – “Proficiency in office 
Automation with usage of computer associated software” is be conducted by TSPSC/DSC to 
the short listed candidates in DR. 

Rule 7:  Maximum age limit - 28 years 

  Direct recruitment - uniformly raised by 5 years  

Rule 8:  Minimum 3 years service for promotion/appointment by Transfer  

Rule 9:  Probation:-Direct recruits -2 years on duty within a continuous period of 3 
  years  

  Promotion/Appointment by transfer - one year on duty within a continuous 
  period of 2 years.  

Rule 10:  (a) Training - 3 months for direct recruits  

  (b) Bond should be executed for serving the Department for 3 years after  
  completion of the training  

Amendment: Every person promoted as Senior Assistant from the category of Typist and the 
Jr. Steno shall undergo training for a period of three (3) months (GO Ms. No. 144, Gen. 
Admn. (Ser.B) Dept., dt. 12.5.2003).  

Rule 11: Tests:  

a)  A person appointed by direct recruitment shall pass such tests as may be prescribed 
 by the Government from time to time in respect of the relevant category  
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b)  No person shall be eligible for promotion or appointment by transfer to the posts 
 mentioned in Annexure-II unless he has passed the tests or acquired such 
 qualifications, as are prescribed in the said Annexure. 

c) Where a test is newly prescribed for appointment to a category or grade, the 
 members holding post in the said category of grade, shall, within a period of two 
 years from the date of prescribing the test, pass the said tests failing which their 
 annual increments in the category or grade shall be stopped without cumulative 
 effect, and their confirmation shall also be withheld till such time that he passes the
 test.   

Rule 12:  Transfers & Postings:  

� The appointing authorities listed out in Rule 4 or other subordinate authorities are 
competent to effect the transfers and, postings of persons in the respective 
categories.  

� other transfers: Jr. Assts. (Typists), Jr: Stenos or Asst-cum-Typists may be 
transferred from the subordinate offices to the HODs and Directorates  

� Transfers from local cadres to regional offices permissible 
� Transfers of probationers and approved probationers from the unit of the O/o 

HOD originally allotted to another unit of the O/o HOD or to the offices notified 
as state level offices or special offices for which 6 point formula does not apply 
may be made by the HOD concerned with the concurrence of the other HOD 
subject to the condition that their seniority shall be regulated as per Rule 15.  

Rule 13:  Unit of appointment:  

Department unit means:- 

• Each office of a HOD  
• Each O/o State Level Office/State Level Institution  
• Each of the special offices and Special Establishments notified under the 

Presidential Order  
• In the case of posts which are within the purview of the A.P.P.E 

(ORGNISATION. Of Local Cadres and regulation of D.R) Order, 1975.  
 
i) Each Department in each District of a group of offices in a part of the District 

into which several offices in a District in that Department may be grouped, by 
an order of the HOD issued with the approval of the Government for the 
categories of posts, the minimum of the scale of pay which is equivalent to or 
less than the minimum of the scale of pay of Jr. Assistant.  
 

ii) Each Department in each zone specified in the second schedule or group of 
zones, as may be specified by the Government under Presidential Order. 
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Rule 14:  Conversion as between Jr. Assts/Typists/Jr. Stenos/Telephone Operators, Asst.-
cum-Typists and transfers between categories of Jr. Assts. & Typists/Jr. Stenos 
and Telephone Operators and Asst.-cum-Typists:  

 
• Asst.-cum-Typist, Jr. Asst., Typists or Telephone Operator  
• Jr. Assts., Typists, Jr. Steno, Telephone Operator, Asst.-cum-Typist  
• Asst.-cum-Typist, Jr. Asst. or Telephone Operator, Typist/Junior Steno  
 
Note 1 under Provision to Rule 3:  
 
1st vacancy out of every eight successive vacancies excluding leave vacancies of 
Superintendents in HODs and Directorates shall on or after 23.12.1980, be filled by transfer 
from the category of Superintendent working in the S.O's under the Administrative Control of 
the concerned HOD.  
 
Note 2: 1st vacancy out of every four successive vacancies of Sr.  Assts. in the HODs or 
Directorates shall be filled from among suitable Sr. Assts. Working in the S.O's. 
 
Note 4: 1st vacancy out of every four vacancies of Jr. Assts and Typists including Jr. Stenos 
and other posts working in the S.O's.  
 
Note 5: The vacancies of Jr. Assts. (Cat.3 of Class-A) and Asst.-cum-Typist (Cat.4  
Of Class A) shall be filled in a unit of 10 vacancies as follows:  
 
1st Vacancy: By appointment of Jr. Asst. and Asst.-cum-Typists working in the S.O's  
Where the unit of appointment in the O/o HOD  
 
2nd vacancy: By direct recruitment  
 
3rd vacancy:  -do- 
 
4th vacancy:  -do- 
 
5th vacancy: Appointment by conversion from the categories of Typists, Jr. Stenos and J.Os 
working in the unit of appointment of the Department as per Rule 14 & 16.  
 
6th vacancy: Appointment by transfer from lower categories like Record Assts., Attenders 
etc., working in the unit of appointment of the Department as in Note 17.  
 
7 th vacancy: By appointment of Jr. Asst. and Asst.-cum-Typist working in the S.O's  
where the unit of appointment is the O/o HOD or Directorate.  
 
8th vacancy: By direct recruitment  
 
9th vacancy:  -do- 
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10th vacancy:     -do- 
 
Note 6: The Special Category Stenos and Sr. Stenos shall be converted as Superintendents or 
Sr. Assts., as the case may be, before they are promoted or appointed by transfer to a higher 
post in the Department. 
 
Note 7: For promotion as Sr. Assts., from the category of Jr. Asst. or Asst.-cum-Typist, a 
combined seniority list of the categories of Jr. Assts., Asst.- cum-Typist, Cat.9 and 4 of class 
shall be prepared with reference to their date of first regular appointment to the respective 
categories. 
 
Note 8: 70% of the substantive vacancies of Typists, Jr.n Stenos, Sr. Stenos shall be filled by 
direct recruitment and the remaining vacancies shall be filled by promotion and other 
methods. 
  
Note 9: For appointment to the post of superintendent (Cat. 1 of Class A), the conversion of 
Spl. Category Steno shall be against the 10th vacancy in a Unit of 20 vacancies in the 
respective unit, the other vacancies shall be filled by promotion.  
 
 
Rule 15: 
Seniority (1): Service rendered under one post bearing district designation shall count for 
seniority in such category, post or group of posts irrespective of the Department or office in 
which such service was rendered.  
Seniority (2): The seniority of a member of the service who is appointed by conversion from 
the post of Spl Category Steno to the post of Superintendent or from. 
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COMPASSIONATE APPOINTMENTS 

� G.O.Ms.No.687, General Administration Department, dt.3-10-1977. 

� Formulation of Rules for Compassionate Appointment to the dependents of 
Government Servants who die in harness while in service. 

� Consolidated instructions  issued in Govt.Cir.Memo No. 60681/Ser.A/2003-1,  
dt. 12-8-2003 of General Administration (Ser.A) Department  
 

Object of the Scheme 

� A social security scheme to provide appointment up to or equal to or less than the  
category of Junior Assistant to the spouse or dependent Government servant who 
dies in harness , medically invalidated , missing for more than 7 years dies in violence 
commits suicide ,leaving the family in immediate need of assistance there being no 
bread winner to provide immediate relief    to the distressed family and also to instill a 
sense of feel secure confidence among the employees who are the main tool in the 
government administrative machinery.  

Circumstances under which Compassionate Appointment takes place 

1. Death of the Government servant  in harness   
      (G.O.Ms.No.1005, Emp & Soc.Wel (G) Dept. dt.27-12-74 and Govt. Cir. Memo. No. 
 600681/Ser.I/2003-1, dt.12-08-2003) 
 
      2.   Killing by extremist/anti-social elements  
      (G.O.Ms.No.443, General Administration (SER.C) Dept, dt.28-10-2002) 
 

3. Missing or whereabouts are not known for more than 7 years  
      (Government Cir.Memo.No.60681/Ser.I/2003, dt.2-8-2003) 
 

4. Committing suicide  while in service  
        (Government Cir.Memo.No.41758/Ser.G/2006-2, dt.19-7-2007) 
 

5. Medical invalidation  
           (G.O.Ms.No. 661 General Administration (Ser.G) Dept, d.23-10-2008) 
 
Applicability of Compassionate Appointments 

• The spouse/dependent of regular government servant of 1 to 5.  

• The dependent of Full time or part time contingent employee, Daily wage 
employee/NMR/Employee on Consolidate pay fully eligible for conversion as regular 
government employee (G.O.Ms.No.118 Fin. Wing (PC.III) Department dated 18-8-
1999. 
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Non applicability 

• Dependent of pensioner. 

• The dependent of Daily Wage employee/NMR/Employee on Consolidate pay not 
eligible for conversion as regular government employee 

• Non-regular employee. 

Qualifications: 

• Junior Assistant and equivalent categories in HODs/Directorates: Degree  

• Junior Assistant and equivalent categories in Subordinate offices: Intermediate up to 
11-5-2014 

• From 12-5-2014: Degree  

            (G.O.Ms.No.35, G.A (Ser.B) Dept, dt.12.5.2014) 

• Typist: Typewriting in English/Telugu Higher  

• For Office subordinate category in any office: VII Class pass 

• For Watchman category: V Pass.  

• Conditional appointment  subject to acquiring Degree/ Intermediate/Technical 
qualification within 5/3/2 years which can be extended for a grace period of two 
years. If fails to secure the qualification, such employee can be considered for 
appointment on his consent to the post under Last Grade Service, subject to 
availability of vacancy. Otherwise his service should be terminated.  

     (G.O.Ms.No.969, GA (Ser.A) Dept, dt.27-10-1995) 

• Diploma Holders can also be considered in case the duration of study of such 
Diploma is equivalent to or longer than that of Intermediate  

 (G.O.Ms.No.112, Higher Education (TE.1) Dept, dt 27-10-2001)  
• The eligibility to be taken for educational qualifications   has to be reckoned from the 

date of application  for compassionate appointment .  
    (Govt.Memo.No.34830/Ser.A/97-1 dt. 19-8-1997 of   G.A (Ser.A) Dept)  
 
Age: 

• Minimum: 18 years     Maximum 34 years  or as fixed   by the Government 
• For widows : 45 years.  

     (G.O.M.s.No.144, G.A (Ser.D) Dept, dt.15-6-2003) 
• Minor : should attain majority within two years from the date of death. 

     (Govt. Memo. Dated 17-12-1979). 
• The application must be submitted to the concerned authority within one year from 

the date of death/medical invalidation of the Government employee. 
 In case of killing in extremist violence one year can be reckoned from the date of 
 attaining majority.    (G.O.Ms.No.443, G.A (Ser.C) Dept, dt.28-10-2002) 
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Vacancies 
 

• In the existing vacancy  straight away - duly intimating the same to the District 
Collector/GA(IC) Department.  

• In case no vacancy - the application should be forwarded to the District Collector, 
nodal officer, for  allotment to other department in the district where a vacancy is 
available.  

• the District Collector shall send proposals to the Administrative Department in 
Government. In case of HODs proposals shall be sent to the GA (IC) Department.  

• In case vacancy is  available at roster point meant for the Community to which the 
applicant belongs, such reserved community person can be appointed in such reserved 
vacancy or OC vacancy,  but a OC person should not be appointed against the 
available reserved community vacancy.  

• In case no vacancy exists for a OC person, such OC has to be considered by the 
District Collector by creation of supernumerary post in the concerned department to 
accommodate him. For creation of supernumerary post exceeding 5, the District 
Collector has to send proposals to the Administrative Department in Government. In 
case of HODs proposals  be sent to the GA(IC) Department.  
 

Competent Authority:  
 

� The appointing authority under relevant rules in respect of the post to which he is 
considered for appointment. 

• The age limit and educational qualifications are to be reckoned from the date of 
application. 

• On allotment by the nodal officer, appointment can be made initially on temporary 
basis subject to getting relaxation of age from the government. 

• Appointment  in any place where the spouse finds secured to live  i.e. native place or 
at the place where the deceased last worked or in any district according to her choice 
basing on the local status of such spouse/dependent under Six Point Formula.  
(Govt.Cir.Memo NO. 28967/Ser. G/2004-1 dated 5-6-2004)  

• These appointments shall be against direct recruitment quota and to the posts where 
direct recruitment is available.  

• The rule of reservation shall be followed. 
 
JOINING TIME:  

Joining time of 60 days shall be allowed as permissible under Rule 11(a) of State and 
Subordinate Service Rules.  

 
Regularization:  

In case of fully qualified appointees, from the date of appointment. In case of 
conditional appointment  prior to 22-6-2004 subject to acquiring qualifications,   from 
the date of appointment and in case of appointment  on or after 22-6-2004, from the 
date of acquiring the qualification  
 

 
G.O.Ms.No.183, GA (Ser.A) Dept, dt.24.5.2016 
 

• Government have decided to adapt the said orders in G.O.Ms.No.661, G.A.(Ser.G) 
Dept., dt:23.10.2008 which are in force as on 01.06.2014 for the State of Telangana. 
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Modifications ordered in G.O.Ms.No.183, GA (Ser.A) Dept, dt.24.5.2016: 
 

1. (i) This order may be called “The scheme of compassionate appointments to the 
dependents of Government employees who retire on medical invalidation orders 
issued in G.O.Ms.No.661, G.A.(Ser.G) Department, dt.23.10.2008 (Telangana 
Adaptation order) 2016. 

• (ii) it shall be come in to force with effect from 24.5.2016. 
 

2. In the said G.O., 
 

• (i) through out of the contents of the said orders, for the words “AP”, the word 
“Telangana” shall be substituted except in para-13 therein.  

• (ii) In para-14(1) of the said orders for the words “AP Revised Pension Rules, 1980” 
the words “Revised Pension Rules 1980” as applicable to the State of Telangana shall 
be substituted. 

• (iii) In para-16(i)(e) of the said orders, the word “SVIMS” shall be omitted. 
• (iv) In para-20 of the said orders for the words “A.P. Pension Code”, the words 

“Pension Code as applicable to the state of Telangana” shall be substituted. 
 

Procedure in case of Medical invalidation and compassionate appointment of 
dependent/spouse of such employee: 

 
1. The appointment is only in cases when the family is in indigent conditions and in 

great distress and when there is no bread winner in the family.   
2. The appointment is only in case of eligibility as per rules and in the department 

from which the employee retired. No relaxation of education qualification is 
permissible.  

3. Application should be submitted within one year from the date of Invalidation. 
4. Appointments are initially temporary limiting to 5% in the vacancies meant for 

direct recruitment in the unit duly observing provisions under SPF. 
5. Normal process of recruitment need not be followed. However, a formal 

notification of the vacancy should be sent to the Employment Exchange. After 
appointment the particulars of the persons appointed should be sent to the E.E.  
The Director of Employment and Training shall be intimated.  

6. On the date of invalid retirement, such employees should have 5 years of left over 
service irrespective of the age of superannuation.  

7. The appointment shall be provided to the family members as defined under Rule 
50 (12) (b) Revised Pension Rules 1980.  

 
Family means 50(12)(b)  : 
 

• Category I: (i) wife/husband including judicially separated.  
• (ii) sons/daughters including such son/daughter adopted legally before retirement or 

son/     daughter born after retirement and also including physically/mentally disabled 
son/daughter 

• Category II: (i) Unmarried/widowed/divorced daughter not covered under Cat. I 
above.  

• (ii) Parents wholly dependent when the employee was alive provided the deceased left 
behind neither widow nor a child  
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On receipt of the application for medical invalidation, the appointing authority shall 
refer such case to the Medical Board: 

• At Districts:   
• Where  there are Teaching Hospitals other than Rangareddy and Hyderabad  
• Medical Board consisting of :  

1. Superintendent of Govt. General Hospital 
2. Civil Surgeon-1   } Nominated by  
3. Civil Surgeon-2   } Superintendent of Govt. General Hospital. 

 (One of the two Civil Surgeons should be a specialist of the illness/decease of the 
employee is suffering; in case of women employees, one lady Civil Surgeon should be 
nominated. ) 

• In case of Rangareddy and Hyderabad: Medical Boards existing in Osmania and 
Gandhi Hospital  

• In all other Districts:  
The Medical Board consisting of 

1. District Co–coordinator of the District Head Quarters Hospital of Vaidya 
Vidhana Parishad 

2. Civil Surgeon-1   } Nominated by  
3. Civil Surgeon-2   } District Co-coordinator  

• (One of the two Civil Surgeons should be a specialist of the illness/decease being 
suffered by the  employee; in case of lady employee, a lady Civil Surgeon should be 
nominated.) 

•  The Medical Board at NIMS, gives its report based on the detailed clinical 
examination and relevant investigations in Govt. Hospital/Govt. Institutions.  

  
In case of the following diseases only the medical invalidation should be allowed:  

1. Paralysis -- All 4 limbs ;  
    One side upper limb and lower limb;   both lower limbs,  

2. End stage Renal disease 
3. End stage Liver disease 
4. Cancer with metastasis or secondaries. 
5. Dementia – Mental Disorder. 
6. Severe Parkinson disease.  
7. Loss of limbs (hands or legs) in case of drivers.  

 
On receipt of the Medical Board report, the appointing authority shall refer the cases of 
subordinate offices to the District Level Committee consisting of  

1. District Collector--  Chairman 
2. The District Medical and Health Officer -  Member 
3. The District Head of the     Department -- 

Member/Convener 
In case of the HODs and Secretariat Department the following committee shall scrutiny 
the cases.  

1. Special Chief Secretary/Prl Secretary nominated by Govt.  --  Chairman 
2. Prl. Secy/Secy to Govt. Health Medical & F.W – Member 
3. Prl. Secy/Secy to Govt. of Dept in which the employees is seeking Medical 

Invalidation --   Member 
4. Prl. Secy/Secy to Govt., Finance Dept – Member 
5. Prl. Secy/Secy to Govt., G.A (Ser) Dept -- Member   
6. Secy to Govt, Law Dept         --    Member 
7. Director of Medical Education--    Member 
8. Dy Secretary/Jt Secy/Addl Secy to Govt, M & F.W Dept   

             --   Member/Convener 
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• The above committees scrutinize the Medical reports and recommend for appointment 
on compassionate grounds  

Basing on the medical board’s report and the report of the above committee, the Head of the 
Department shall retire the employee on medical invalidation and appoint the dependents of 
such employee 
 
G.O.Rt.No.893, GA (Ser.A) Dept, dt.10.4.2017 

• Government have nominated Sri Rajeshwar Tiwari, IAS, Special Chief Secretary to 
Government, HM & FW Department, as Chairman of the State Level Committee 
constituted in G.O.Ms.No.661, G.A.(Ser.G) Department, Dated.23.10.2008 to 
consider the reports given by Medical Boards and scrutinize the proposals for 
appointments on compassionate grounds to eligible dependent family members of 
Government employees of Head of Departments and Secretariat Departments who 
retired on medical invalidation in accordance with the guidelines and conditions 
stipulated in the scheme. 
 

IN CASE WHERE WHEREABOUTS OF THE EMPLOYEE ARE NOT KNOWN 
1. Request should be entertained only within one year on completion of 7 years 

from the date of filing FIR with Police. 
2. The Police should certify that the missing employee is not traceable. 
3. The competent authority feels that the case is genuine. 
4. The benefit should not be allowed to the family members of the employee who 

is having less than seven years of left over service from the date of filing FIR. 
5. The employee should not have been suspected that he is committing fraud or 

joined terrorist/extremist organization. 
6. The result of the police investigation report should be taken into account. 
7. The appointment should be made by the appointing authority duly obtaining 

the permission from the Secretary of the Administrative Department against 
the vacancy available in the department.   

8. An indemnity should be obtained from the appointee to refund the amounts 
drawn by him/her for such employment and he/she is liable for termination in 
the event of appearance of the person missing or the missing employee is alive 
anywhere.  

9. In case the person is given the benefit of compassionate appointment, in case 
of his missing, the spouse of such missing employee is not entitled for 
appointment under this scheme  

  (Govt.Memo. No. 14141/Ser.II/2007-6, Dt.12-5-2008 of the G.A Department ) 
 
Dependents eligible for the benefit under the scheme  

a) Spouse  
b) son/daughter  
c) When employed son is separated, when there is no other earning member, one 

of the eligible out of spouse/son/daughter 
d) Legally Adopted son or daughter in case of adoption occurred five years prior 

to the date of death of the employee. 
e) Only daughter married has no brother or sister when the spouse of the 

deceased is not willing for appointment (Provided she is fully depended on the 
deceased employee). 

f) Daughter Unmarried on the date of application for appointment and 
subsequently married before her appointment  

g) One of the married daughter and unmarried minor daughter at the choice of 
the wife of the deceased.  
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h) A widow or widower appointed on compassionate grounds will be continued 
in service in case of remarriage.  

i) Unemployed younger brother/sister in case the deceased employee is 
unmarried. 

j) Dependent Widowed/deserted  daughter without receiving any property from 
husband, only legal heir of the deceased employee and if spouse is not willing 
to avail benefit.  

            ( Memo No. 40610/A1/Admn.II/2004 Fin (Admn.II) Dt 20-3-2004) 
k) One of the married  dependent daughters subject to eligibility if spouse is not  

 willing   (Govt.Memo.No. 116417/Ser-A/2003-1 GA(Ser.A) Dt. 8-10-2003)  
l) Married son, dependent on the deceased,  if there is no other family member 

subject to other conditions of the scheme. 
   (Govt.Memo.No.23327/Ser.G/2007-2 GA(Ser.G) Dept, dt.19-9-2007) 

m) If the wife is unwilling or unqualified, her choice of selecting one of her 
dependent children  shall vests with her.  

  (Govt.Memo.No.140733/Ser.A/2003-1, dt.14-11.2003 of G.A (Ser.A) Dept) 
 
Appointments subject to acquiring qualification: 

• A minimum  period of 2 years for acquiring technical qualifications, 3 years for 
intermediate and 5 years for degree be allowed. A further period of 2 years as grace 
period  be allowed to acquire academic/technical qualifications.  

• In case of failure to acquire the qualifications, considered for appointment to the 
lower post at the request of the individual.   

 
• Relaxation of age, educational qualification under APLGS contemplated in 

Govt.Memo.No.2047/Ser.A/83-1 DA(Ser.A) Department, dated 10-10-1983 need not 
be insisted for temporary appointments. However, service should be regularized only 
after getting relaxation orders from the HOD.  

 
RELAXATION OF RULES 

• No relaxation of rules in case of appointment other than the post in Last Grade 
Service is permissible. 

• Relaxation of stipulated time of one year  for application; time limit of two years for 
appointment  of minor appointment; Educational qualifications under LGS in respect 
of minor may be referred to Government in hard cases. In other case relaxation cannot 
be entertained.  

• Not to accept requests for relaxations of existing rules. Secretariat Departments/ 
 HODs  not to entertain such proposals.  
 (GM No. 28379/Ser.G/A1/2004-1 GA(Ser.G) Dt. 28-5-2005)  
 
Legal position:  

• The Supreme Court held that courts/tribunal cannot issue positive directions to the 
appointing authority in respect of compassionate appointment and also for creation of 
supernumerary post for such appointments in the absence of specific provision under 
the scheme for creation of supernumerary post. The appointment under the scheme is 
only in accordance with relevant provisions and guidelines given under the scheme by 
the Government.  

Ex Gratia payment:  
• In case of death while in service, when there is no other earning family member; when 

there is no suitable person for appointment in the family, children are minors and the 
spouse/other dependent does not avail the benefit of appointment; if the spouse 
crossed 45 years of age  exgratia amount can be granted  (G.O.Ms.No. 166 GA(Ser. 
G) Department dated 31-3-2005 
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• Class IV employee   Rs. 40,000   
• Non Gazetted Officer Rs. 60,000 
• Gazetted officers   Rs. 80,000 

 
• Appointment to the post of Watchman/Chowkidar can be made without requirement 

of Ex –Service- man or trained in Civil Defense or as a Home Guard subject to 
undergoing such training after appointment. 
(Govt.Memo.No.155498/Ser.G/GA(Ser.A) dt. 27-11-2004. 
 

� Appointment shall be in accordance with special rules, rule of reservation including 
local and Non local. 

           (Govt.Memo.No.46614/Ser.A/2005-1 GA(Ser.A) dt. 27-5-2005) 
 

� As there is no direct recruitment to the post of Record Assistant under General 
Subordinate Service Rules, compassionate appointments cannot be considered against 
such post (Govt. Memo No.536/Ser.A/96-1GA (Ser.A) Dept dt. 9-10-1996 and  para 2 
(4) of  GO Ms. No. 76 GA(Ser. A) Dept dt. 4-3-1998)   

 
� Compassionate appointment is permissible in case of deceased daily wage or NMR or 

consolidated pay person or contingent worker on full time basis/part time basis who is 
eligible for regularization as per GO 212 dt. 22-4-1994 and GO 112 dt 23-7-1997 who 
could not be regularized due to administrative reasons  
(G.O.Ms.No.118  F & P (FW PC) Dept,  dt. 18-8-1999).  

 
 
Nature of appointment 
 

• Initially the appointment should be temporary under Rule 10(a) of State and 
Subordinate Service Rules without subjecting to process of recruitment provided in 
the relevant recruitment rules in case satisfies the educational/technical qualifications 
and within the limits of minimum and maximum age.  

• Inter Local cadre transfers of compassionate appointees  on option to local cadre, 
holding a localised post, against a clear vacancy and seniority as at request without 
observing ban on transfer   (G.O.Ms.No. 70, GA(MC.III) Dept, dt.11-2-2009)  

• Compassionate appointment be made only in the local cadre to which the applicant is 
a local candidate 
(Govt.Memo.No.20568/Ser.G/299801, GAD(Ser. G) dt. 22-6-2009).  

•  Pension can be treated as earning  and pensioner can be treated as an earning member 
and also that the dependent children of a government employee, who died while in 
service cannot be considered for appointment under the scheme of compassionate 
appointment  when the other parent, who had retired from service and is in receipt of 
service pension.  

Govt.Cir.Memo.No.15456/Ser.E/2016, dt.24.12.2016 
 

• All the appointing authorities in the State shall examine the proposals of 
compassionate appointments on priority basis and appoint the dependents of the 
deceased Government employee within 10 working days from the date of submission 
of application, in terms of orders/instructions issued on the scheme of compassionate 
appointment from time to time, so as to provide immediate relief to the distressed 
family of such deceased Government employee. 
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LAST GRADE SERVICE RULES, 1992 
 

 In exercise of the powers vide Article 309 of Constitute of India, the Governor of 
Andhra Pradesh makes these Rules vide G.O.Ms.No.565, GAD (Ser.B), dated 24-10-1992.  

R1 Short title: A.P. Last Grade Service Rules 1992  

R2 Constitution:  

Consists of 12 categories of posts: Appointment to the posts of process servers, 1st Grade in 
the Judicial Department shall be made only by promotion from process servers II Grade.  

R3 (a) Applicability of General Rules: The A.P.S.S.S. Rules shall apply to this service 
except to the extent different provisions are made in these Rules.  

(b) Scope of the Rules: These Rules shall not apply to contingent establishment. 

 R4 Method of Appointment: Subject to other provisions in these Rules, the method is as 
follows: 

Note: 1.  all promotions appointment and transfer shall be made within each unit of  
  appointment. 

 2.  For appointment of attenders, qualified village servants shall be given  
  preference, by Transfer in the District Revenue establishment.  

R5 Qualifications: (a) As per Annexure I & Annexure II 

R6 Appointing Authority:  

(i)  Gazetted Officer or a Department, over a district.  

(ii)  District Collector -for watchmen, Gardener, Scavenger, Cleaner, Sweeper, 
 mali at District State Guest House at VJA, KNL & circuit G.H. at Waltair.  

R7 Reservation of Appointments:  

(i)  According to suitability to the post women and men should be preferred.  

(ii)  In Endowment Department service only Hindus should be preferred. 

 R8 Age:  

(i)  18 completed -28 not completed on 1st day of July  

(ii)  Persons released from bonded labour -40 years.  

(i) Watchman post from ex-serviceman -as per A.P.S.S.S. Rules.  
 

R9 Minimum Service: A person is not eligible for appointment by Transfer or promotion 
unless he has put in 3 years of service in the category.  
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R10 Probation:  

a) For new recruit – 2 years on duty in a continuous period of 3years. 
b) For promotee - 1Year on duty in a continuous period of 2 years. 
c) Persons transferred from one post to another in the same category or another category 

- No probation required 

 R11 Training:   

(i) Every member required training in Home guards for 2 years 
(ii) Women attained 35 years are exempted from training. 

R12 Service in a category in different departments or offices to count for probation and 
seniority 

(i) Service done in a post or another post will be counted along with the service in 
another department in the same category.  

(ii) Seniority will be counted even though re-employed after retrenchment from the date 
of his absorption into service. 

(iii)For inter-se-seniority, on merit or preference whatever is determined by selecting 
authority. 

R13 Unit or Recruitment, appointment, discharge and re-appointment: 

 For all the above purposes, the unit of appointment shall be the HOD offices or 
Directorates or District or part of district as may be specified by an order by HOD with 
approval of the Government. 

R14 Postings & transfers: 

(a) No member need serve outside the unit of appointment.  
(b) Appointing authority may transfer from one post to another from the same 

category recording the reasons.  
(c) All transfers and postings shall be made by appointing authority.  
(d) Authority having jurisdiction over 2 appointing authorities can transfer from one 

unit to another subject to A.P. Public Employment (Organisation of Local Cadres 
& Regulation of Direct Recruitment) Order, 1975.  
 

From Local cadre to State level officer or to the Directorates of HOD can be made by 
concerned HOD after obtaining prior approval of the Government.  

(e) All transfers and posting from one unit of appointment to another unit may be 
done by former appointing and with the consent of the latter subject to AP. Public 
Employment (Organisation of Local Cadres & Regulation of Direct Recruitment) 
Order, 1975.  
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R15:  

(a). Jamedars for Attendance on Ministers: Ministers may select persons for 
appointment as Jamedars from among Jamedar Sweepers, J. Scavengers, Daffedars 
and attenders of GAD or other department or office. But his appointment cannot be 
taken as regular appointment. Such persons don't have any right for further continue 
in the same category. such persons have to go back to their original place and 
category whenever their services are not required by a Minister.  

The number of posts under each Minister may be specified by Government from time to time.  

(b). Attenders and Sweepers for attendance on Ministers: Ministers may select person 
to the posts of attenders and sweepers and such appointment doesn't confer the right 
as though they are selected for the service. Their services can be terminated at any 
time without any reasons assigned for such termination.  

But such persons who are appointed at Minister as per R15(b) and put in 4 years of 
continuous service in the peshis of Ministers/Chairman, Planning & Development Committee 
shall be eligible for absorption as attenders and sweepers for regular appointment in the 
departments of secretariat/HOD offices, whenever vacancies arise.  

Attenders 2 Sweeper 1 under each Minister  

Attenders 2 Sweepers 2 under Chief Minister  

(c). Staff of the Government Whip: The Government whip may select such persons, and 
such persons shall not be regarded as appointed to the service and they don't have any 
claim for appointment to the service. Their services may be terminated at any them by 
the Government whip conceived without any reasons.  

R16. Service counting for leave and pension in respect of person transferred from a 
Local Body or Municipal Institution:  

(a)  In consequence of the Transfer of a Local Body or M1 to the control of A.P. State 
 Government, any person's previous service shall not be counted for pension, unless:  

 1. He rendered service in a pensionable post (or)  

 2. He was subscribing to P.F. maintained by such local body/institution (and)  

 3. Such local body/unit agrees to pay its share of pensionary benefits calculated 
  according to the rule of proportion (and):  

 4. He agrees to forego the bonus in respect of his service under last   
  L.B./institution.  

(b)  His Leave which was thereon the date entering L.B./institution into government, he 
 will not be entitled unless that L.B./institution agrees to pay the entire leave salary 
 which was calculated on average pay.  
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R17. Special Provisions: Direct Recruitment – means recruitment through Employment 
Exchange. If probationers or approved probationers are ousted for  want of Vacancy, 
the appointment authority shall give a certificate about his service, work and conduct 
and reasons for discharge.  

When two or more ousted persons are available, the senior most in terms of length of 
service shall be allotted first by the Employment Exchange. 

 Rule 2. Constitution: The service shaII consist of the following categories of posts. 

Category 1: 

 (a)  Jamedar  

 (b)  Jamedar Sweeper / Jamedar Scavenger   

 (c)  Head Mali / Head Malan  

 (d)  Daroga / Head Chowkidar / Head Watchman  

Category 2:  

a. Attenders.  

 Other posts by whatever designations known, in the scale of pay of Attenders and 
with qualifications for direct recruitment prescribed as pass-in-VII Class or below and not 
included in any ether Special Rules.  

Rule-4: Method of Appointment: Subject to the other provisions in these rules, the method of 
appointment to the several categories shall be made as follows:  

S.No Category  Method of Appointment 
1. (a) Jamedar By promotion from Category 2(a) or 2(b), 

as the case may be. 
 (b) Jamedar 

 Sweeper/Jamedar 
 Scavenger 

By promotion from Category-8 

 (c) Head Mali/Head Malan 
 

By promotion from  Category-11 

 (d) Darago/ Head Chowkidar/ 
Head Watchman 

By promotion from Category-3 

2. (a)  Attender and other posts listed 
 in the category 2(a) 
 

i)  By direct recruitment 
 
                    OR  
 
ii)  If any person in category 2(b) or 
categories 3 to 12 possesses the 
qualifications prescribed for direct 
recruitment for appointment to the posts 
in Category 2(a) and are willing for 
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transfer, by transfer of such personnel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 (b)  Attender in the O/o  the Non-
 ISF Records, Hyderabad 

i)  By direct recruitment  
 
  OR  
 
ii)  If any person in category 2(a) or 
categories 3 to 12 possesses the 
qualifications prescribed for direct 
recruitment for appointment to the posts 
in Category 2(b) and are willing for 
transfer, by transfer of .such personnel. 

 3 to 12 (3)/(4)/(5)/(6)/(7)/ (8)/ 
(9)/(10)/(11)/(12) 

By direct recruitment. 

 

 

Note 1: All promotions and transfers indicated in the above shall be made within each unit of 
appointment:  

 Provided that notwithstanding anything contained in these rules, preference shall be 
given to the ex-National Cadet Corps and Auxiliary Cadet Corps Personnel in making 
appointments to the posts of Lascars and Attenders in the National Cadet Corps Offices.  

Note 2: Appointment to the posts of Attenders, the qualified Village Servants shall be given 
preference for such appointment by transfer in the District Revenue Establishment.  
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CIVIL SERVICES (CONDUCT) RULES 1964 

GENERAL 

1.1.  Under the proviso to article 309 of the Constitution of India, which empowers the 
Governor to make rules regulating interlaid, the conduct of Government employees, 
the A.P. Civil Services (conduct) Rules 1964 came to exist. 

1.2  These rules contain the does and don’ts of Government servants.  

SCOPE  

Government employee is defined as any person who is a member of civil service of the State 
of Andhra-Pradesh or holds any civil posts under the State or in connection with the affairs of 
the State, whether he is on duty of under suspension or on leave or on foreign service, either 
within or outside the stare. 

FAMILY  

3.  These rules are also applicable to the members of the Family of the Government 
employee. "Member of the Family" includes the spouse, son, daughter, step-son or 
step-daughter of such employee whether residing with such employee or not and any 
other person related to and residing with such employee and wholly dependent on 
such employee; but does not include a spouse legally separated from such employee 
or a son, daughter, stepson or step-daughter who is no longer in any way dependent 
upon such employee or of whose custody such employee is deprived by law.  

4.  FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF INDIAN CONSTITUTION  

4.1  ARTICLE: 14 Equality before law.  

4.2       ARTICLE: 15 Prohibition of discrimination on grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or 
   place of birth.  

4.3  Article: 16 Equality of opportunity in matters of public Employment  

4.4  Article: 19 Rights to freedom  

4.4.1  Freedom of speech and expression  

4.4.2  Freedom of assembly  

4.4.3  Freedom of association  

4.4.4  Freedom of movement  

4.4.5  Freedom of residence and settlement  
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4.4.6  Freedom of profession, Occupation, trade or Business. 

5.  RESTRICTIVE PROVISIONS OF CONDUCT RULES  

5.1  Restriction on constitutional rights  

5.1.1  Taking part in politics and elections (Rule-19)  

5.1.2  Joining of and Forming Associations  

5.1.3  Demonstrations and Strikes (Rule-4&5)  

5.:1.4  Connection with press and Radio, Criticism of Government (Rule-15&16)  

5.1.5  Acquisition and Disposal of Property (Rule-9)  

5.2  Restriction on personal Rights  

5.2.1  Private Trade and Employment (Rule-10&12)  

5.2.2  Investing, Lending and Borrowing (Rule-8)  

5.2.3  Collection of Subscription (Rule-7)  

5.2.4  Acceptance of Gifts (Rule-6)  

5.2.5  Prohibition of sexual harassment of working women (3-C)  

5.2.6  Vindication of Acts and Character (Rule-20)  

5.2.7  Canvassing of outside influence (Rule -24)  

5.2.8  More than one marriage (Rule-25)  

5.2.9  Consumption of Intoxication drinks (Rule-26)  

5.3  The ultimate aim of such restrictions which forbid the Government servant to do 
 certain acts is mainly intended to improve the tone of Public Service. The relationship 
 between the Government and the Government servant is governed by the Law of 
 Master and Servant relationship.  

5.4  A Government servant is expected to maintain a reasonable and decent standard of 
 conduct and not bring discredit to his service by his misdemeanour.  

5.5  Thus neglect by a Government servant of his wife and his children in a manner 
 unbecoming of a Government servant, may be regarded as a good and sufficient 
 reason to justify action being taken against him.  
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5.6  If the Government were to sit back and permit its officials to commit any outrage in 
 their private Life, provided it falls short of criminal offence, the result may very well 
be  catastrophic fall in the moral prestige of the Administration.  
5.7  The State could demand a certain standard of conduct from the Government 
 servant not only while performing their official duties but in their private life as well. 

5.8  Argument are often raised to the effect that in view of the complexities of modern life, 
the consideration of expediency should outweigh the considerations of Honesty. 
Consideration of expediency may be irresistible at times but their evils are merely to 
be put up with and hot to be extolled or prescribed as standards of life and Work.  

5.9   A Public officer is not at liberty to amass fortune by taking illegal gratification even 
 though willingly given.  

6.1 EVERY GOVERNMENT SERVANT SHOULD AT ALL TIMES:  

6.1.1   Maintain devotion to duty.  

6.1.2  Maintain absolute integrity, discipline, impartiality and a sense of propriety.  

6.1.3  Do nothing which is unbecoming of such employee or derogatory t6 the prestige of 
 Government.  

6.1.4  Not act in a manner which will place his official position under any kind of 
 embarrassment.  

6.1.5  Exercise his best judgment in the performance of his official duties except when he 
 is acting under a direction from his official superior.  

6.2  Integrity is uprightness, honesty or purity.  

6.3  Devotion to duty is faithful service. 

6.4.  Unbecoming of a Government servant is unmannerly attitude, insubordination, lack of 
 decorum, laziness, corrupt habits, shirking of responsibility and other things which 
 are normally branded as unworthy of a Government servant.  
6.5.  The dictionary meaning of misconduct is given as bad management, mismanagement, 

culpable neglect of an official in regard to his office. It is a transgression of some 
established and definite law or a forbidden act. It implies a wrongful intention and not 
a mere error of judgment. Misconduct is something more than mere negligence. It is 
the intentional doing of something when the doer knows it to be wrong or which he 
does recklessly, not caring what the result may be. It is a sufficiently wide expression 
and covers any conduct which in any way renders a person unfit for his office or is 
likely to tamper or embarrass the administration. In   this sense, grossly improper or 
unbecoming conduct in public life may also become misconduct and may render an 
officer liable to disciplinary action. 
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6.6  Moral is concerned with right and wrong or duty which one owes to ones fellow 
 beings or to the society in general.  

6.7 Moral turpitude is a reprehensible act contrary to the accepted notions of right and 
 customary rule or code of conduct accepted by the society. It would mean anything 
 done contrary to justice, honesty, modesty or good morals.  

7 No Government employee can associate himself with an association, the object or 
 activities of which are prejudicial to the interests of the Sovereignty and Integrity of 
 India or public Order.  

8 He should not participate in strike or absent from duty or work without permission, or 
 neglect his duties with the object of compelling any superior officer or Government to 
 take or omit to take official action or indulge in demonstrative fast like hunger strike 
 or refuse to receive his pay.  

9.  No gifts can be accepted the prominent exception being a gift of a value of less than 
 rupees two hundred from personal friends on ceremonial occasions such as 
 weddings.  

10.  Every Government employee (other than members of last grade service) should, on 
 first appointment to the Government service, submit to Government a statement of all 
 immovable properties, irrespective of its value and movable property whose value 
 exceeds Rs.1,00,000/- in the forms prescribed in Annexure-1 and 2 to Rule 9.  
 (Sub Rule-7)  

11.  He should also submit before 15th January of every year, a declaration in the forms 
 given in Annexure I and II of Rule 9 (7) of all immovable/movable property owned, 
 acquired or inherited by him or held by him on lease/or on mortgage, either in his 
 own name or in the name of any member of his family.  

12.  Every Government Servant shall intimate to the competent authority within 15 days 
 from the date of receipt of foreign currency or foreign goods of the value exceeding 
 Rs. 50.000/-from any Person by him or by any member of his family or by any person 
 on their behalf.  

13.  No Government employee should except after previous intimation to the head of the 
 Department acquire or dispose of or permit any of his family member to acquire or 
 dispose of, any immovable property by exchange, purchase, sale, gift or otherwise 
 either by himself or through others. If such a transaction is conducted from sanction 
 of the Head of the Department Appointing authority/Regional Officer/District 
 Collectors/Other District Officers, as the case may be, as specified in sub-rule (10) of 
 rule 9 should be obtained. Same is the case with the movable property exceeding 
 Rs.1, 00,000 in value.  
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14.  The violation of above and or any of the following rule of conduct, would be treated 
 as negligence/misconduct and is required to be dealt with under the A.P. Civil 
 Service (CCA) Rules 1991. 
 
RULE NO. NATURE OF PROHIBITION IN THE CONDUCT RULES 

3 -B  Adopt dilatory tactics or wilfully cause delays  
3 -C  Indulge in sexual harassment with any working women  
4 Strikes 
5 Demonstrations 
6  Acceptance of gifts, services, entertainments, address and felicitations.  
7  Collection of subscriptions of other pecuniary assistance in pursuance of any object.  
8  Lending, borrowing and insolvency  
9  Acquiring or disposing of immovable or movable property.  
10 Indulging in private trade business and investment. 
11  Promotion and management of companies in private capacity.  
12  Private employment.  
13 Publication of books.  
14  Communication of official documents or information 
15  Connection with press.  
16  Participation in radio broadcast and contribution to newspapers and periodicals  
17  Criticism of the policy or action of Government or any other State or Central 
 Government.  
18 Evidence before any committee, commission or other authority.  
19 Taking part in politics and elections.  
20 Vindication of acts and character of Government employee.  
21 Working with or under relatives in Government service 
22  Employment of a member of the family in a private firm.  
23  Government employee not to deal in  his official concerning himself, his relatives or 
 dependants. 
24  Influencing authorities for furtherance of interests.  
25 Bigamous marriages 
26  Dowry   
27  Consumption of Intoxicating substances. 
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CIVIL SERVICES (CLASSIFICATIONS, CONTROL AND APPEAL)  
CCA RULES 1991 

PART -1: GENERAL (RULES 1-3)  

1.1  The APCS (CCA) Rules 1991 (G.O.Ms. No. 487 GA (Scr. C) Dept, dt 14.9.92) were 
 published in the A. P. Gazette on 1st July 1992. These rules came into force with 
 effect from 1 October 1992. These rules are intended to be applicable to every 
 Government servant who is a member of the Civil Service of the State, whether 
 permanent or temporary, a Government Servant whose services are temporarily 
 placed at the disposal of the Govt. of India, the Government of another state or a 
 company, corporation or organization owned or controlled by Government, or a local 
 or other authority and a Central Government employee, employee of other state 
 Government and Employee of a Local Government of A.P. who is temporarily 
 working with the State Government. These rules define Disciplinary Authority as one 
 who is competent to impose any of the penalties specified in rule 9 or rule 10.  

PART-II: CLASSIFICATION (RULES 5-7)  

2.1  The Civil services of the state are classified into:  

i)  The State service-included in schedule I (Gazetted officers), and  

ii)  The Subordinate services-included in schedule II (Non Gazetted employees).  

PART-II: SUSPENSION (RULE-8)  

3.1  A member of the service may be placed under suspension from service:  

3.1.1  Where a disciplinary proceedings against him is contemplated or is pending, 
 or  

3.1.2  Whether in the opinion of the competent authority, he has engaged himself in 
 activities prejudicial to the interest-of the security of the state, or  

3.1.3  Where a case against him in respect of any criminal offence is under 
 investigation, inquiry or trial.  

3.2  The authorities competent to suspend members of state and subordinate 
 services are laid down in rules 12-15.  

 3.3 A Government servant shall  be deemed to  have been placed under  
  suspension by an order of the authority competent to place him under  
  suspension 

3:3.1 With effect from the date of his detention custody whether on a  criminal 
charge or otherwise for a period exceeding forty-eight hours.  
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3.3.2 With effect from the date of his conviction if, in the event of a conviction for an  
 offence, he is sentenced to a term of imprisonment exceeding forty-eight hours and is 
 not immediately dismissed or removed or compulsorily retired consequent to such 
 conviction.  

3.4  An order of suspension may at any time, be modified or revoked by the authority 
 which made the order or by any authority to which that authority is subordinate.  

3.5  The State Government have prescribed proforma for issuing the orders of  suspension 
in G.O. Ms. No. 411 GA (Ser. C) Dept. dt 28.7.93 for the guidance of the  competent 
authorities. Similar proforma for continuance under suspension after  review, in 
intervals of six months has been prescribed in Govt., memo No. 904/Ser.  C/67-1 
GAD dt 29-5-1967. The checklist prescribed in Govt. Circular Memo No.  561837 
Ser-c/99 GAD dated 15-10-99 should be kept in view.  

3.6  The object of placing an officer under suspension is generally to facilitate easy 
collection of evidence from witnesses who may hesitate to depose against an officer 
so long as he is in office, or to prevent an officer from tampering with witnesses or 
records. In many cases it is not quite necessary to keep the officers under  suspension 
after a certain period.  

3.7  The circumstances in which a disciplinary authority may consider it appropriate to 
 place a Government servant under suspension as indicated by the Government are 
 detailed below. These are only intended for guidance and shall not be taken as 
 mandatory.  

3.8  Cases where continuance in office of the Government servant will prejudice the 
 investigation, trial or any inquiry (e.g. apprehended tampering with witness or 
 documents).  

3.9  Where the continuance in office of the Government servant is likely to seriously 
 subvert discipline in the office-in which the public servant is working.  

3.10  Where the continuance in office of the Government servant will be against the wider 
public interest other than those covered by (1) and (2) above, such as, there is a public 
scandal and it is necessary to place the Government servant under suspension to 
demonstrate the policy of the Government to deal strictly with officers involved in 
such scandals particularly corruption. 

3.11  Where allegations have been made against the Government servant and the 
 preliminary inquiry has revealed that a prima facie case is made out which would 
 justify, his prosecution or his being proceeded against the departmental proceedings 
 and where the proceedings are likely to end in his conviction and or dismissal, 
 removal or compulsory retirement from service. 
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3.12  In the first three circumstances, the disciplinary authority may exercise his discretion 
 to place a Government servant under suspension even when the case' is under 
 investigation and. before a prima facie case has been established.  

3.13  Certain types of misdemeanour or where suspension may be desirable in the four 
 circumstances mentioned are indicated below:  

3.14  Any offence or conduct involving moral turpitude.  

3.15  Corruption, embezzlement or misappropriation of government money, possession of 
 disproportionate assets, misuse of official powers for personal gain.  

3.16  Serious negligence and dereliction of duty resulting in considerable loss to 
 Government.  

3.17  Desertion of duty  

3.18  Refusal or deliberate failure to carry  out written orders of superior officers. 

3.20  In respect of the types of misdemeanour specified in (9) (10) & (11) above, discretion 
 has to be exercised with care.  

3.21  It should also be considered at an early stage whether sending the officer on leave (if 
he is willing to take it) will not be suitable step to take. This of course, will not apply 
in all serious cases where there is good prima facie case.  

3.22  The authority competent to suspend the Government servant, while issuing the 
 orders of suspension should invariably mention in the said order the subsistence 
 allowance which should be paid to the Government servant concerned. The order of 
 suspension cannot be given with retrospective effect. Every order, notice and the 
 other process made or issued under these rules (Vide rule 42) should take effect only 
 from the date of:  

3.23  Service of that order on the delinquent by delivering or tendering it in person, if he is 
 on duty.  

3.24  Communication of that order to the delinquent by registered post to the address 
 given by him, if any or of his usual place of residence.    

3.25  Publication in the A. P. Gazette, if it cannot be so served or communicated.  

3.26  Where a Government servant is suspended, he is free to go wherever he likes, but  he 
must leave address with the head of the office, or if he is himself the Head of the 
office, with his Immediate superior. He must also leave his address with the officer, if 
any, holding an inquiry into his conduct. He must obey all orders to attend any inquiry 
into his conduct-and if he fails to do so, the inquiry can be held in his absence.  
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3.27    A member of a service who is deemed to have been suspended by an order of the 
 competent authority if he is detained in custody on a criminal charge or otherwise, for 
 a period exceeding forty-eight hours, and if such a Government servant is released 
 on bail the competent authority may revoke the orders of suspension and admit him 
 to duty or grant him leave during the period, if applied for by him, if the said authority 
 thinks fit to do so having regard to the nature of the charge and other circumstances 
 of the case, The mere fact that the member of the service has been granted bail,  
 does not give him  a right to be restored to duty.  

3.28.  When a penalty of dismissal, removal or compulsory retirement imposed on a 
 member of 'a service, who has been placed under suspension is set aside in appeal 
 or review or by a decision of a court of law and further inquiry or action is 
 contemplated shall be deemed to have continued under suspension from the date of 
 the-original order of dismissal,' removal or compulsory retirement until further orders.  

4.1  The authorities which are empowered to suspend certain members of state services 
 are specified in rule 13. Where no such specific provision is made the concerned 
 regional authority if any is competent to suspend members holding initial Gazetted 
 Posts. The Head of the Department is competent to suspend members holding 
 second level Gazetted posts. If there is no Regional authority, the Head of the 
 Department can exercise his power in respect of both the initial and second level 
 Gazetted Officers. In the absence of specific provision, the immediate superior 
 Gazetted officer vide 14 (1) (a) or higher authority including appointing authority or 
 any highest authority (including Government) is competent to exercise this power of 
 suspension in respect of subordinate services.  

4.2  In trap cases, the Government servant should be suspended immediately after the  trap 
basing on the preliminary report of the Anti-Corruption Bureau. If there is likely to be 
any interregnum between the trap and the actual relief of the .trapped officer after 
being placed under suspension, the competent authorities should consider whether 
the officer could be transferred immediately so that material evidence is not destroyed 
and the arrangements should be made to relieve trapped officer forth with. 

4.3  In disproportionate assets cases, the accused officer need not be suspended 
immediately following the registration of the cases. But he may be transferred to a far 
off non-local post to avoid likelihood of his tampering with the records and 
influencing the witness.  

4.4  If, however, the Anti-Corruption Bureau finds during investigation that there is 
 reasonable ground for believing the accused officer has deliberately faired to co-
 operate with the investigating agency or that he is trying to tamper with the official 
 records or influencing the witnesses or bringing pressure on the investigating officers, 
 it is open to the disciplinary authority to place the accused officer under suspension, 
 at that stage, based on the recommendation of the Anti-Corruption Bureau to that 
 effect.  
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4.5  In cases other than those mentioned above, the disciplinary authority should consider 
 and decide the desirability of placing the accused officer under suspension, if he is 
 not already under suspension as and when charge sheet is filed against him in the 
 court or where after investigation, it is decided to initiate regular departmental action 
 for imposing any of the major penalties and a charge memorandum is served in this 
 regard.  

4.6  The cases of loss and fraud are usually reported to the police and officials involved 
 who are placed under suspension continue to be under suspension till they surrender 
 or are apprehended by the police and prosecuted, resulting in either the case 
 dragging on for a long time or if and when the absconding officials are apprehended 
 and proceeded against, they are required to be paid the subsistence allowance, if 
 they produce a certificate of non-employment.  

4.7  In such cases, the disciplinary authorities shall take the following action.  

4.7.1  A certificate should be obtained from the local police authorities to the effect that 
 whereabouts of the officials concerned are not known. This certificate should be 
 placed on record in the connected file.  

4.7.2  A brief statement of the allegations should be prepared and kept on the file.  

4.7.3  The disciplinary authority should himself record on the file the fact that the 
whereabouts of the officials concerned are not known and that the police authorities 
have also certified to that effect and, therefore, it is not reasonably practicable to hold 
the inquiry contemplated under Rule 20. The disciplinary authority can then take 
recourse to rule 25 where there is provision to dispense with the enquiry. Reasons  for 
not holding inquiry should then be recorded in writing and the disciplinary authority 
issue orders imposing such penalty, as it deems fit. The allegations and charges have 
to be briefly discussed in the punishment orders. Normally in such  cases, the 
punishment that could be meted out would be either removal or dismissal from 
service.  

4.8  A reference to the report/recommendation made by the higher authority, Anti-
 Corruption Bureau and Vigilance & Enforcement dept. should be avoided in the 
 orders of suspension issued by the competent authority in order to establish that the 
 competent authority has exercised-his power independently.  

4.9 Where the work and conduct of an emergency employee are not satisfactory he  
 should not be placed under suspension pending inquiry as it involves financial loss to 
 Government nor should disciplinary action be initiated against them but he should be 
 discharged from service in terms of his appointment by an innocuous order so far to 
 avoid complication.  

5.1 Review of the orders of suspension after a period of every six months should be 
 undertaken as specified below:  
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5.1.1 In the case of Gazetted Officer if the suspension order is issued by the regional 
authority the first review the review after six months will be done by him only the 
second and subsequent reviews will be done by the head of the Department at six 
monthly intervals. When  no Regional authority exists and the head of the department 
ordered suspension of first and second level Gazetted  officers such order shall be 
reviewed every six months by him only 

5.1.2 If the original order of suspension is ossued by government all reviews including first 
review shall be done as ordered above except that prior approval of the government to 
the result of the review shall be obtained when the review leads to reinstatement 
before reinstatement orders are issued 

5.1.3  In respect of third level and above Gazetted categories of officers, the review of order 
of suspension, at an interval of every six months shall be done by Government only.  

5.2  In respect of members of the subordinate service the first review of the order Of 
suspension after six months from the date of issue of orders shall be by the, 
appointing authority. The 2nd and subsequent reviews of the order of. suspension 
shall be by the Head of the department at=an-interval of every six months. Where the 
appointing authority-is-Head-of-the department itself, the review of the order of 
suspension at an inter\lal6f every six months shall be by the Head of the department 
only. Even if suspension is ordered by the higher authority the review shall be done as 
ordered above, except that the report on the result of review shall be sent to 'higher 
authority for information &, record.  

5.3  It may not be desirable to place an officer under suspension for a long period or 
indefinitely. Therefore, in all cases where a member-of service is placed under 
suspension, action regarding investigation or inquiry as the case may be, should be 
undertaken on priority basis with utmost speed at all levels  

Keeping in view the limits fixed for the inquiries at all stages and discipline 
proceedings. Should be finalized and orders issued as early as possible. Even in 
respect of criminal cases filed in the special courts for SPE and ACB cases, efforts 
should be made by authorities concerned that the trial is completed at the earliest 
possible period so that the member of service is not continued under suspension for 
longer period.  

5.4  However an outer limit of two years has been prescribed from the date of suspension, 
failing which the Govt. servant .may be reinstated" without prejudice to the 
proceedings being pursued. In exceptional cases, especially where there is deliberate 
delay caused due to non-co-operation' of the employee concerned suspension beyond 
two years can be continued.  

5.5  Payment of subsistence allowance should not be withheld pending review of 
suspension   
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PART-IV: CONTROL (RULES 9-10)  

6.1  Control is sought to be achieved by providing for the imposition of the following 
penalties on Government servants for their acts of negligence and misconduct. These 
penalties may be imposed on members of the state and subordinate services for good 
and. sufficient reasons.  

MINOR PENALTIES  

i)  Censure  

ii)  Withholding of promotion  

iii)  Omitted by G.O. Ms.No.335 GAD dt. 4.8.2005)  

iv)  Withholding of increments without cumulative effect.  

v)  (A)  Suspension (as a specific penalty) where a person has already been suspended under 
rule 8, to the extent considered necessary.  

(B) Reduction to a lower stage in the timescale of pay for a period not exceeding three 
years without cumulative effect and not adversely affecting his pension.  

MAJOR PENALTIES  

vi)  With holding of increments with cumulative effect  

vii)  (a) Same as provided for in clause (v)  

(b)  reduction to a lower stage in the time scale of pay for a specific period, with further 
directions as to whether or not the Government Servant will earn increments of pay 
during the period of such reduction and whether on the expiry of such period. The 
reduction will or will not have the effect of postponing the future increments at his 
pay.  

(c)  reduction to lower time scale of pay grade, post or service which shall ordinarily be a 
bar to the promotion of the Government Servant to the time-scale of pay, grade, post 
or service from which he was reduced, with or without further directions, regarding 
conditions of restoration to the grade or post or service from which the Government 
Servant was reduced and his seniority and pay on such restoration to that grade, post 
or service (By G. O. Ms. No. 373 GAD, Dt. 6.12.2003)  

viii)  Compulsory retirement  

ix)  Removal  

x)  Dismissal  

6.2  It is misnomer to consider the minor penalty as of little or no significance.  
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According to G.O.MS.NO. 342 GAD (Ser) dt. 4-8-97, any minor penalty Debars promotion 
for a minimum period of one year. Withholding of increments with cumulative effect bars 
promotion for twice the period of stopping  

6.3.  The penalty of fine vide rule 10 (i) may be imposed only one member of last grade 
service and holders of other posts specified in 1 to the  rules;" "  

6.4. The penalty of suspension for a period notexceeding,15,days maybe, ' imposed on 
Forest guards, directly 'recruited members of A.P, ' Police  Subordinate Service 
AP.Special Armed Police service and certain categories of A.P. Fire Subordinate 
Service, vide rule 10 (ii). 

6.5  "Censure Is a formal penalty which in the form of reprimand imposed on a , person 
who is guilty of a blame worthy act of omission or negligence. '  

6.6. Removal of a person does-~not disqualify him from future employment but , 
dismissal shall ordinarily disqualify him from future employment  

6.7.   In every case in which the charge of acceptance from any person of any gratification, 
other than legal remuneration, as a motive or reward for doing of forbearing to do any 
official act, is established, the penalty of removal or dismissal shall be imposed:  

6.8.  To improve the tone of administration, the Government have since ordered that in all 
proved cases of misappropriation, forgery, outraging modesty of women, bribe~ and 
moral turpitude penalty of dismissal shall be imposed.  

AUTHORITIES COMPETENT TO IMPOSE PENALTIES ON GAZETTED 
OFFICERS  

7.1  The authorities which are competent to impose certain penalties on some members of 
the state service are given in rule 11. In the absence of such specific provision in rule 
11, the general rule is that every Head of the Department declared' to be the 
appointing authority may impose on any , member of the state service holding an 
initial or second level gazetted post under his control, any of the penalties specified in 
clauses i to viii of rule 9 (G.O. Ms.No. 428 GA (Ser.C) Dept., dt. 13.10.99. 
Government alone-have the power to remove or dismiss Gazetted officers. 
Government being a higher authority to the H~~d of the department can impose any 
penalty on Gazetted officers after consultation with the APPSC wherever necessary.  

COMPETENT AUTHORITIES TO IMPOSE PENALTIES ON SUBORDINATE 
SERVICES (RULE 14)  

7.2  The authorities competent to impose certain penalties-on members of some 
subordinate services (Non-Gazetted) are specified in rule 14 and in appendices, II, III 
& IV. In the absence of such specific provision the general  

rule is that the penalties of (i) Censure (ii) Fine (Clause (i) of rule (10) (iii) withholding of 
increments (Clauses (i) and (iv) or rule 9) .can be imposed on a Government servant by his 
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immediate superior gazetted officer or where the appointing authority for such member is a 
non-gazetted officer, such officer or any higher authority. The officer next above the 
immediate superior Gazetted officer or appointing authority or any higher officer may impose 
the penalty.  

7.3  The appointing authority or any higher authority may impose on a member of the 
subordinate service the penalties of withholding of promotion for any specific fault or 
misconduct, suspension to the extent considered necessary, reduction, compulsory 
retirement, removal and dismissal.  

7.4  Where in any case a higher authority has imposed or declined to impose a penalty, a 
lower authority shall have no jurisdiction and where in any case a lower authority has 
imposed penalty or" exonerated a member, it shall not debar a higher authority from 
exercising his powers. His order shall supersede any order passed by a lower authority 
(Rule 18).  

7.5  PERSONS LENT:  Where the service of a person is lent by one department to 
another or to Govt. of India the instructions in rules 30 and 31, as amended in  

G.O. Ms. No. 20 GI.Adm. (Ser-c) Dept. dt. 20-1-2000 shall be followed.  

PART-V: PROCDURE FOR IMPOSING PENALTIES (RHI::-ES-20, 21, 22 & 23) 
MINOR PENALTIES (RULE.22)  

8.1  No order imposing the penalties I to V of rule 9 or 10 shall be passed by the authority 
competent to impose the penalty except after the member of the service is informed in 
writing of the imputations of misconduct or misbehavior and the proposal to take 
action against him and given an opportunity to make representation in the standard 
form VI or VII prescribed in G. O. Ms. No. 82 GAD (Ser-C) dt. 1-3-96, depending on 
the gravity of the charge(s). Representation, if any, is taken into consideration and 
examined. When an inquiry is conducted-under Rule 20, there is no need to give 
further opportunity to the charged officer and a minor penalty may be imposed on the 
basis of evidence adduced during the inquiry.  

8.2  The record of proceedings in such cases of minor penalty should contain:  

8.2.1  A copy of the intimation to the Government servant of the proposal to take action 
against him.  

8.2.2  A copy of the statement of imputations of misconduct or misbehavior delivered to 
him.  

8.2.3  His representation, if any.  

8.2.4  The evidence produced during the inquiry, if any.  

8.2.5  The advice of the APPSC, if any.  
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8.2.6. The finding on each imputation of misconduct or misbehavior 

8.2.7. The orders on the case together with the reason there for 

8.3. A disciplinary authority competent to impose any of the penalties specified in clauses 
(I) to (v) of rule 10,  may institute disciplinary proceeding against any Government 
servant for the imposition of any of the penalties specified in clauses (vi) of rule 9 
notwithstanding that such disciplinary  authority is not competent to impose any of 
the latter penalties 

MAJOR PENALTIES (RULE 20) 

9.1  An elaborate procedure is prescribed in Rule 20 for imposing major penalties Under-
Art.311 of the constitution no civil servant dismissed or removed or reduced in rank 
except after an inquiry in which he has been informed of the charges and given 
reasonable opportunity of being heard in respect of those charges.  

9.1.1  Under clause(4) of ruie 20, it is the responsibility of the disciplinary authority to 
undertake the work of framing charges and to deliver or cause to be delivered to the 
Government servant a copy of the articles of charge the statement  of imputations of 
misconduct or misbehavior and a list of documents and -witnesses by which each 
articles of charge is proposed to be sustained and shall require the Government 
servant to submit, within-such,.. time as may be' specified, a written statement of his 
defiance and to state' whether he desires to be heard in person. (The format NO.II 
prescribed should be used).  

9.1.2  On receipt of the written statement 6fdefence, or if no written statement of defence is 
submitted by the Government servant; further inquiry needs to be conducted in 
respect of charges not admitted in the former case and Ex-parte inquiry in the later 
case.  

9.1.3  The disciplinary authority shall necessarily appoint an Inquiry Officer when he 
proposes to conduct detailed inquiry in cases where, in his opinion, the charge-if 
proved, warrants imposition of major penalty; instead of itself taking up the inquiry, 
unless the appointment of Inquiry Officer becomes-impossible in view of the non-
availability of the Officer in the Department (Govt. Memo. No. 46733 GI. Adm. (Ser-
C) Dept., dt. 22-10-1999).  

9.1.4  The government servant may 'either appear himself in person before the Inquiring 
authority or may take the assistance of any other Government servant or retired Govt. 
servant to present. the case on his behalf Subject to the conditions laid down in clause 
(8) of rule 20.  
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9.2  The manner in which such an inquiry officer has to conduct the inquiry and submit his 
report to the competent authority is dealt within rule 20 (23). A format is prescribed 
for submission of Enquiry Officer's report in Govt. Circular  

Memo No. 56183/ Ser-C.799 GAp, Dt. 15-10-1999 

10.1  On receipt of inquiry report, disciplinary authority shall first see whether it conforms 
to the check list prescribed in Govt. Circular Memo No. 209227 Ser¬C/99 GAD Dt. 
28-9-99, and take action as per rule 21, and instruction in Govt. U.O.Note No. 
11107/Ser-C/99 GAD, Dt. 1-3-99 

 

10.1. (a) When it is proposed to award a major penalty he shall furnish a copy of inquiry 
officers report to the person charged and allow a reasonable time not exceeding one 
month to submit his further representation, if any on inquiry officers report, vide rule 
21 (4) however if the gravity of the charges held proved warrants only minor penalty. 
it may be awarded straightaway 

10.2. There is no need to give any opportunity to the charged officer to make a 
representation against the penalty proposed to be imposed, in view of Art.311 (2)of 
the constitution as amended by the 42nd amendment Act 1976 to the constitution of 
India. 

10.3. Where the authority to impose the  punishment is the state Government it is the 
necessary before passing an order, to consul the A.P. Public Service Commission, in 
the cases mentioned in Govt. Memo No. 32667/98-99 dt. 3.5.99. With a view to 
hastening the process of finalization of cases, Government ordered that the 
department should forward the proposals to the APPSC in complete shape including 
information on all the items referred to in the check-list appended to Govt. Memo No. 
655/Ser.C/99-1 GAD dt. 17.8.90. A copy of the letter of the Public Service 
Commission containing its advice•, may, if applied, be supplied to the accused 
Government Servant. Where such advice has not been accepted, a brief statement or 
the reasons for such non acceptance shall be furnished to the Government servant 
concerned along with a copy of the case, vide rule 44. As instructed in Govt. U.O. 
Note No. 43946/Ser-C/2000-3 GAD, Dt. 12-10-2000 consultation with APPSC, is not 
necessary before a major penalty is imposed on those who are convicted in a Court of 
Law or Special Courts for Special Police Establishment and ACB Cases.  

10.4. The final order containing the decision of the authority competent to impose the 
penalty should be a self-contained speaking order. Even where the order is passed by 
the Government, the order should set out briefly the relevant facts, findings, advice of 
the Commission and Governments decision thereon. It should be signed by an officer 
authorized to sign orders on behalf of the Government. Such an order should be 
communicated to the accused Government servant and his acknowledgement in token 
of having received it should be obtained and kept on record.  
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10.5  The following types of cases may merit action for imposing one of the major 
penalties. These are meant for guidance and not to be treated as yardstick. for 
imposing a major penalty. 10.5.1 cases in which there is a reasonable ground to 
believe that a penal offence has been committed by a Government servant but the 
evidence forthcoming is not sufficient for prosecution in a court of law eg. 

10.5.2.  Possession of Disprortionate assets   

10.5.3.  Obtaining or attempting to obtain illegal gratification  

10.5.4.  Misappropriation of Government property money stores  

10.5.5. Obtaining or attempting to obtain any valuable thing or pecuniary advantage 
without consideration or for a consideration is not adequate  

10.5.6.  Falsification of Government records 

10.5.7. Gross irregularity or negligence in the discharge of official duties with a 
dishonest 

  10.5.8. Misuse of official position or power for personal gain.  

10.5.9. Disclosure of secret o confidential information even though it does not fall 
strictly within the scope of Official Secrets Act. 

10.5.10. False claim on the Government like, T.A. claims, reimbursement claims etc.  

10.5.11. To ensure dean and efficient administration it was directed in G.O.Ms. No.2 
Gl Adm. (Ser-C) Dept, dt 4-1'; 1999 that in all proved case's of 
misappropriation, 'bribery, bigamy, corruption, moral turpitude forgery and 
outraging the modesty of women, the penalty of dismissal from service shall 
be imposed, as already mentioned in para 6.8 ante.  

11.1  The procedure laid down in Rule 20 of the AP Civil Service-(CCA) Rules in 
regard to the imposition of major penalties, need no~ be followed in certain 
exceptional cases, as mentioned in rule 25, viz.  

11.1.2  Where an authority competent to impose penalty is satisfied that for some 
reason to be recorded by that authority in writing, 'it is not reasonably 
practicable to give to that person an opportunity of showing cause.  

11.1.3  Where the Governor is satisfied that in the interest of security of the state it is 
not expedient to give to that person such an opportunity or to hold such 
inquiry.  

11.1.4  Where it is proposed to impose any of the penalties specified, on the basis of 
the report of the Lokayukta or Upalokayukta, the disciplinary authority shall 
take action on the basis of the recommendation contained in that report (rule 
27).  
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COMMON PROCEEDING (RULE 24)  

12.1  According to rule 24 where two or more members of the same service or different 
services are concerned in any case, the Government or any other authority competent 
to impose the penalty of dismissal from service on all such members may make an 
order directing that disciplinary action against all of them may be taken in a common 
proceeding. If the authorities competent to impose the penalty of dismissal on such 
members are different, such authorities not being the Government, an order for 
holding such inquiry in a common proceeding may be made by the highest of such 
authorities with the consent of the other authorities competent to. Impose the said 
penalty on others.  

12.2  It is for the highest authority who orders joint inquiry to see that the penalty imposed 
is proportionate to the seriousness of the charges held proved, keeping in view their 
degree of culpability/ seriousness of lapses held proved, while imposing the penalty 
in. such cases.  

12.3  When two or more persons are involved in one case, the magnitude of involvement of 
all the delinquent officers may not be the same and the degree of culpability may also 
vary from person to person. As such it may not be possible to impose the same 
penalty uniformly on all the charged officers, irrespective of the degree of their 
involvement. If the same penalty is imposed on all such delinquent and maligned 
officers involved in a case, ignoring their degree of culpability and involvement, such 
action is liable to be questioned. As such, it may not be legally valid to prescribe any 
guidelines or yardsticks for imposing penalty in such cases. The competent authority 
who orders such a joint inquiry should ensure that the members of service involved in 
disciplinary cases are imposed the penalties keeping in view their degree of 
culpability/seriousness of lapses/charges held proved.  

12.4  The disciplinary authority should take a comprehensive view by taking into account 
the totality of the circumstances and the extent of involvement of each of delinquent 
officers while inflicting the punishment.  

ACQUITTAL BY COURTS  

13.1  The Supreme Court of India in Corporation of Nagpur Vs Ramachandra (1981) 
(2Sec714-AIR 1984 SC.626) has made the following observations:  

13.1.1. The other question that remains is  if the respondents are acquitted in the 
criminal cases whether or not, the departmental inquiry pending against the 
respondents would have to continue. This is a matter which is to be decided by 
the Department after considering the nature of the findings given by the 
criminal court. Normally where the accused is acquitted honourably and 
completely it would not be expedient to continue a departmental inquiry on the  
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 Very same charges or grounds or evidence, but the fact remains, however, that merely 
because the accused is acquitted, the power of the authority  

Concerned to continue the departmental inquiry is not to taken away or its discretion in way 
fettered. However as quite some time has elapsed since the departmental inquiry has started 
the authority concerned if it is really  worthwhile to continue the departmental inquiry in the 
event of the acquittal of the respondents if however the authority feels that there is sufficient 
evidence and good ground to proceed with the inquiry it can certainly do so 

13.1.2. In the of the above judgment of the supreme court of India it is clear that the 
acquittal of the accused officer by the competent court is no bar to initiate 
departmental inquiry against the delinquent officer. 

13.1.3  The disciplinary authority may, if it comes to the conclusion that an order 
Imposing a penalty on a Government servant on the ground of Conduct which 
had led to his conviction on a criminal charge should be issued pass such an 
order without waiting for the period of filing an appeal, or if an appeal, has 
been filed with Out waiting for the decision in the first court of appeal. 
Standard form for such an order is annexed to Government Memo No. 
169/Ser.C/77-8 GAD dt. 10.2.78 

13.1.4  Whether, despite the acquittal, the facts and the circumstances of the case are 
such as to call for a departmental action against the Government servant on the 
basis of the misconduct on which he was previously convicted, departmental 
inquiry may be ordered, in standard form No. “Annexed to the Government 
memo.  

13.1.5 In case where Government employee is removed or dismissed or reduced in 
rank after complying with the requirement of article 311 (2) of the 
Constitution of India or of the provisions-of rule 20 of the A.P. Civil Service 
(Classification, Control and Appeal) Rules, then the order of removal, 
dismissal or reduction in rank, is not affected by his acquittal in a criminal 
court, if he is prosecuted in addition to the departmental action taken -against 
him. If however, a Government employee is removed or dismissed or reduced 
in rank, solely on the ground of conduct which led to his conviction on a 
criminal charge, without complying with the requirements of the aforesaid 
article or rule and if his conviction is eventually set aside by the appellate 
court, or by the High Court, in revision, then the order of removal, dismissal, 
or reduction in-rank-,as the case may be cannot stand, and that order will have 
to be reviewed. 

 UNAUTHORIZED ABSENCE -WILFUL AND PROLONGED ABSENCE FROM 
DUTY WITHOUT PROPER LEAVE  

14.1  In circular Memo No. 4481/N128/FR.1/88, Fin& Pig. (Fin. Wing F.R.I) Dept., dt. 
7.7.88 Government have issued instructions ordering concerned departmental 
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authorities to initiate disciplinary action-against those employees who remained 
absent from duty without proper leave and pass appropriate orders on the basis of the 
disciplinary proceedings by following the procedure  

Laid down in APCS (CCA) Rules. In spite of these instructions the following questions arise 
for consideration. 

14.1.1. Whether a member of service who remained absent from duty without proper 
leave can be permitted to join duty if he gives joining report pending further 
action to determine or regulate the period of absence by taking disciplinary 
action or otherwise.  

14.2  According to FR 18 and rule 5-A of the A.P. Leave Rules, 1993 and the Note-
1 there under, no Government servant should be granted leave of any kind for 
a period exceeding five years and that wilful absence from duty not covered 
by grant of any leave shall be treated as "dies-non" for all purposes-viz, 
increments, leave and pension.  

14.3  Neither F.R 18 and rule 5-A of the A.P. mean:  Leave Rules,  can  be 
construed to mean 

14.3.1. That is the number of service who remains absent from duty without proper 
leave cannot be permitted to join duty if he gives a joining report ,or 

14.3.2. That such member of service ceases to be in service by such absence so as to 
discharge him from service in terms  of FR.18. 

14.4.  What therefore follows from this is that if a member of service who remains 
absent without any leave gives a joining report it should be ensured by the 
competent authority that he is permitted to join immediately pending initiation 
of the disciplinary action for unauthorized absence, in case such action has 
already not been initiated against him and in all such cases the period of 
unauthorized absence has to be treated as dies-non in accordance with the 
Note-I under FR 18 and Rule 5-A aforesaid. This treatment of unauthorized 
absence as dies-non is distinct from disciplinary action taken or to be taken 
against the employee concerned.  

14.5  What F.R 18 and rule 5-A of the A.P. Leave Rules mandates is that no 
member of service shall be granted leave of any kind for continuous period 
exceeding five years without the specific approval of Government. No 
inference can be drawn from these rules that disciplinary action against a 
member of service cannot be taken unless he is continuously absent for more 
than five years without any leave. It is not at all necessary for the authority 
competent to wait for a• period of five years to initiate disciplinary action 
against the member of service for his absence from duty wilfully or 
unauthorized In all such cases the disciplinary proceedings can be initiated 
against such member of service who remained absent without any leave 
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straight way by following the procedure laid down in Rule 20 of the APCS 
(CCA) Rules, 1991 for unauthorized absence without leave which constitutes 
good and sufficient reasons for initiating disciplinary action under the said 
rules and such other misconduct as having secured gainful employment 
elsewhere during his absence from duty without leave. In all such cases the  

Inquiry officer has to be directed to complete the inquiry with in a fixed time say within a 
period of 2 months the charges post with framed against the employee concerned should be 
communicated by registered acknowledgement due. If however the employee id not available 
at the last address given by  

Him the charge memo should be got polished in the A.P Gazette and inquiry should be 
conducted ex-parte for taking necessary action against him even in such cases where an 
employee reports back to duty he should be permitted join to duty without prejudice to the 
action contemplated or pending against him if employee applies for leave on the same ground 
three months he should be referred to medical board for examination and necessary action 
may be taken against him on the basis of the medical report 

14.6  According to the note under Rule 6-A of AP. Leave Rules and with proviso to FR' 73, 
a temporary Government ser'lanlworkingllr1der,emergency provisions, who remains 
absent from duty after applying for leave or extension' of leave to which he is not 
entitled to tinder the Rules shall be deemed to have been discharged from duty with 
effect from the date from which he is not entitled -to any leave unless the leave 
applied for iS9L.anted in relaxation of relevant. rules. Where such a temporary 
.employee absents himself un authorised or without sufficient justification, action 
should be  taken immediately for discharging him from service invoking this rule, by 
issuing an innocuous order indicating the-provisions under which the employee stands 
discharged. .  

REQUEST FOR "RESIGNATION" WHILE ABSENT  

14.7.1. Resignation by a member of a service, who is placed under suspension, from 
service pending investigation or inquiry into grave charges or' who is deemed 
to have been suspended under rule 8 of the A.P.C.S. (Classification, Control 
and Appeal) Rules 1991 shall not be accepted-during the period of suspension. 

14.7.2. The consequence of the resignation as laid down in General rule 30 is that not 
only the service rendered by the member of service. In a particular post held 
by him at the time of resignation but also all his previous service under the 
Government will stand forfeited:-In view of this consequence the regulation of 
the period of unauthorized absence would be of no consequence and the 
acceptance of such resignation tendered by the member of service who 
remained. Absent from duty without leave need not wait the determination of 
unauthorized absence.  
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14.8  Where Government servants, while being un authorised absent or where their leave 
was refused, have sought for voluntary retirement on completion of 20/33 years of 
qualifying service in accordance with Rules 43 and 44 Revised Pension Rules, 1980, 
respectively, the competent authorities concerned have failed to take action to accept 
them promptly, resulting in unintended benefit to  

The employees on, termed Incuse of retirement on completion of 20 years of qualifying 
service as provided under Rule 43 of Revised Pension Rules 1980, a Government servant 
who gives a notice in writing of his intention to retire voluntarily shall not retire unless the 
notice given' by him is accepted by the competent authority, provided that the competent 
authority shall issue an order before the expiry of the notice period accepting or rejecting the 
notice. In case of voluntary retirement on completion of 33 years of qualifying service as 
provided under Rule 44 of Revised Pension Rules 1980, the appointing authority has to issue 
orders permitting the Government servant to retire from service. In normal course, in either 
case, the voluntary retirement can be accepted/permitted as the case may be pending 
determination of the period of unauthorized absence. In cases where it is contemplated to take 
disciplinary action against the employee concerned, it would be appropriate to-frame~ 
charges against him before he retires from service so that further action may be pursued in 
accordance with Rule 9 of Revised Pension Rules unless the charges are grave and 
acceptance of such notice would not be in public interest. As such, acceptance of notice of 
voluntary retirement need not await the determination of the period of absence, provided the 
Government servant concerned has rendered 20/33 years of qualifying service. Even in cases 
where an employee is permitted to retire voluntarily departmental proceedings can be 
instituted with the• sanction of government in respect of a cause of action which arose or an 
event which took place not more--than-four years before such institution, in terms of Rule 9 
of Revised Pension Rules.  

14.9  Whenever official continues to remain absent from duty or overstays leave without 
permission and his whereabouts are not known, or fails to reply to official 
communications, the disciplinary authority may initiate action under Rule 20 of CCA. 
Rules. In all such cases, the competent authority should by a registered 
acknowledgment due letter addressed to the official at his last known address, issue a 
charge-sheet in the form prescribed for the purpose and call upon the official to 
submit a written statement of defence within a reasonable period to be specified by 
that authority. If the letter is received undelivered or if the letter having been 
delivered, the official does not submit a written statement of defence on or before the 
specified date or at a subsequent stage does not appear in person before the inquiry 
officer, or otherwise fails or refuses to comply with the provisions of APCS (CCA) 
Rules, the inquiring authority may hold an expert inquiry. The notices of all hearings 
should be served on the accused or communicated .to. Him unless the first notice says 
that the inquiry will continue from day to day.  
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PART-VI: APPEALS (RULE 32-39)  

15.1  No appeal lies against any order passed by the Governor under clause (iii) of rule 25, 
any order of an inter locator nature in and of the final disposal of a disciplinary 
proceedings and any order passed by an inquiring authority in the course of an inquiry 
under rule 20, vide rule 32.  

15.2  A Government servant may prefer an appeal against the order of suspension made 
under rule 8,an order imposing any of the penalties specified in rule 9 or rule 10 by 
the disciplinary authority or appellate or revising authority an order enhancing the 
penalty imposed under rule 9 or rule 10 an order of discharge for a contract 
appointment exceeding a period of five years and an order reducing or with holding 
pension, vide rule 33. 

15.3  An appeal from an order court lie to the Governor and from any other authority 
including Heads of department shall lie .to the Government and appeal from an order 
passed by a lower authority shall lie to the Head of department. 

15.4  No appeal shall be entertained unless it is preferred within 3 months of receipt . of the 
order by the appellant The appellate authority, if satisfied; may entertain an appeal 
after expiry of the above period (Rule 35 &43): Every appeal shall .be compete in 
itself and '.presented to the 'appellate authority. A copy there of shall be sent to the 
authority, which made the 'order appealed against who shall offer his comments .and 
furnish relevant records to the appellate authority (Rule 36)  

15.5  A member of a subordinate service shall be entitled to appeal from an order  
Passed by an authority, imposing on him any of the .penalties, to next higher 
.aOth6fity\/jade Rule 34 (1) (iii).  
 

15.6  The appellate authority' is under obligation to consider (i) whether the procedure has 
been complied with and if not whether such noncompliance has resulted in violation 
of any Constitutional provision or in the failure of. Justice; (ii) whether the findings 
are warranted by the evidence on record; and  

(iii) Whether the penalty is adequate, inadequate or severe. He can confirm, enhance 
or reduce or 'set aside the penalty or remit the case with any direction he deems fit.  

15.7  The appellate authority, thus, has power to enhance the penalty in an appeal submitted 
by the affected employee for relief. While enhanci.ng the penalty, . the appellant 
should be given opportunity to make a .representation against such enhancement and 
in case of enhancement to a major penalty, an inquiry should be conducted if not 
already held, vide rule 37.  

15.8  The power of "Revision/Review vesting in certain specified authorities under rules 40 
& 41 can be exercised broadly, in the same manner as in an appeal. Here the power 
can be exercised suo moto also. A time limit of six months is laid down for this 
purpose in clause (iii) of rule 45 (1) unless this time limit is relaxed under rule 43.  
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CIVIL SERVICES UNDER THE CONSTITUTION OF 
INDIA 

 

1.  A unique feature of the Constitution of India  

(a)  One of the unique features of the Constitution of India is that it has dealt with 
Services under the Union and the States. This has reference to the Part XIV of the 
Constitution of India.  

(b)  Part XIV consists two chapters, namely, Chapter-I and Chapter-II. Chapter-I makes 
provisions with respect to "Services" and Chapter -II relates to the "Public Service 
Commission"."  

2.  The legal position of a Government Servant  

(a)  The origin of Government service is contractual. There is an offer and acceptance in 
every case. But once appointed to his post or office, the Government servant acquires 
a status and his rights and obligations are not longer determined by consent of both 
parties but by statute or statutory rules, which may be framed or altered by the 
Government unilaterally.  

 (b)  The legal position of the government servant is one of the status than of contract 

c)  The relationship between the Government and its servant is not like on orderly 
contract of service between a master and his servant the legal relationship is 
something entirely different something in the nature of status  The duties of status are 
fixed by the law and in the enforcement of these duties society has an interest. 

(Reference Roshan Lal Tandon Vs. Union of India reported in AIR 1967 SC 1889) 

(d)  Literally, status means standing or social position but that is not the sense in which 
this term has been used here.  

(e)  In language of jurisprudence, status is the legal relation of an individual to the rest of 
the community.  

(f)  In the context of service when the relationship between the Employer and Employee 
is regulated by Law, it is described as "Status".  

(g)  The powers and duties of the Government Servants are fixed by Law and not by 
agreement.  

(b)  The legal position of the Government servant is one of status than of contract.  

(c)  The relationship between the Government and its servant is not like an ordinary 
contract of service between a master and his servant. The legal relationship is 
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something entirely different, something in the nature of status. The duties of status are 
fixed by the law and in the enforcement of these duties, society has an interest.  

(h)  The powers and duties  

SERVICES UNDER THE UNION AND THE STATES 

SERVICES 

Art.309 interpretation:- In this part unless the context otherwise requires the expression 
“state does not include the state of Jammu & Kashmir 

Recruitment and conditions of service of persons serving the union or a state:- 

Subjects to the provisions of this constitution, Acts of the appropriate legislature may regulate 
the recruitment and conditions of service of persons appointed to public services and posts in 
connection with the affairs of the union or of any state. 

Provided that it shall be competent for the president or such person as he may direct in the 
case of services and posts in connection with the affairs of the Union and for the Governor of 
the State or such person as he my direct in the case of services and. posts in connection with 
the affairs of the8tate, .to make rules regulating the recruitment and the conditions of service 
of persons appointed, to such services and posts until provision in that behalf is made by or 
under an Act of the appropriate legislature under this article, and any rules so made shall have 
effect. Subject to the provisions of any such Act  

Art.310: Tenure of office of persons serving the Union or a State:- 

(1) Except as expressly provided by this Constitution, every person who is a member of a 
defence service or of a civil service of the Union or of an all India service or holds any post 
connected with defence Or any civil post under the Union, holds office during the pleasure of 
the President, and every person who is a member of a civil service of a State or holds any 
civil post under a State holds office during the pleasure of the Governor of the State.  

(2) notwithstanding that a person holding a civil post under the Union or a State holds office 
during the pleasure of the President or, as the case may be, of the Governor of the State, any 
contract under which a person, not being a member of a defence service or of an all India 
Service or of a civil service of the Union or State, is appointed under this Constitution or hold 
such a post may, if the President or the Governor as the case may be, deems it necessary in 
order to secure the services of a person having. Special qualifications provide for the payment 
to him of compensation, if before the expiration of an agreed period that post is abolished or 
he is, for reasons. Not connected with any misconduct on his part, required to vacate that 
post.  
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Art.311. Dismissal, removal or reduction in rank of persons employed in civil 
capacities under the Union or State: 

(1)  No person who is a member of a Civil Service. of the Union or an all India Service or 
a civil service of a State or holds a Civil Post under the Union or a State shall be 
dismissed or removed by an authority subordinate to that by which he is appointed.  

(2)  No such person as aforesaid shall be dismissed or removed or reduced in rank except 
after an inquiry in which he has been informed of the charges against him and given 
reasonable opportunity of being heard in respect of those charges:  

Provided that where it is proposed after such inquiry, to impose upon him any such penalty, 
such penalty may be imposed on the basis of evidence adduced during such inquiry and it 
shall not be necessary to give such person any opportunity of making representation on the 
penalty proposed:  

Provided further that this clause shall not apply:  

(a)  where a person is dismissed or removed or reduced in rank on the ground of conduct 
which led to his conviction on a criminal charge; or  

(b)  Where the authority empowered to dismiss or remove a person or to reduce him in 
rank is satisfied that for some reason, to be recorded by that authority in writing, it is 
not reasonably practicable to hold such inquiry; or  

(c)  Where the President or the Governor, as the case may be, is satisfied that in the 
interest of the security of the State it is not expedient to hold such inquiry.  

(3)  If, in respect of any such person as aforesaid, a question arises whether it is 
reasonably practicable to hold such inquiry as is referred to in clause (2), the decision 
thereon of the authority empowere-.9 to dismiss or remove such person or to reduce 
him in rank shall be final.  

Art.312: All India Services: 

(1)  Notwithstanding anything in Part XI, if the Council of States has declared by 
resolution supported by not less than that two thirds of the members present and 
voting that it is necessary or expedient in the national interest so to do, Parliament 
may by law provide for the creation of one or more all India Services including an all 
India Judicial Service Common to the Union and the States, and, subject to the other 
provisions of this Chapter, regulate the recruitment and, the conditions of service of 
persons appointed, to any such services.  

(2)  The services known at the commencement of this Constitution as the Indian 
Administrative Service and the Indian Police Service shall be deemed to be services 
created by Parliament under this article.  
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(3)  The all India judicial service referred to in clause (1) shall not included any post 
inferior to that of a District judge as defined in Article 236 

(4)  The law providing for the creation of the all India judicial service Aforesaid nay 
contain such provisions for the amendment of chapter VI of Part VI as may be 
necessary for giving effect to the provisions Of that law and no such law shall be 
deemed to be an this amendment of this constitution for the purpose of Art.36B 

Art.312 A: Power of Parliament to Revoke Conditions Of Service Of 
Conditions Of Certain Services: 

(1)  Parliament may by law:  

(a)  Vary or revoke, whether-prospectively or retrospectively; the conditions, of service as 
respects remuneration, leave and pension and the rights' . as respects disciplinary 
matter-sot persons who, having been,  appointed by the Secretary of State or Secretary 
of State in Council to a civil service of the crown in India before the commencement 
of this Constitution, . Continue on and after the commencement of the Constitution 
(Twenty eighth Amendment) Act, 1972, to serve under the Government of India or of 
a State in any service or post.  

(b)  vary or revoke, whether prospectively 0;' retrospectively, the conditions' of service as 
respects pension of persons who, having been appointed '. , by the Secretary of State 
or Secretary of State in Council to a civil service of the crown in India before the 
commencement of' this Constitution, retired or otherwise ceased to be in service at 
any time before the commencement of the . Constitution (Twenty eighth Amendment) 
Act, 1972.  

Provided that in the case of any such person who is holding pr has held the office of 
the Chief Justice or other judge of the Supreme Court, or-a-High Court, the Comptroller and 
Auditor General oJ India, The Chairman or other member of the Union or State Public 
Service Commission or the Chief _Election Commissioner, nothing in Sub-clause (a) or sub-
clause (b) shall be constructed as empowering Parliament to vary or revoke, after his 
appointment to such post the conditions of his service to his disadvantage except in so far as 
such conditions of service are applicable to him by reason of his being a person appointed by 
the Secretary of State or-Secretary of State in Council to a civil service or the Crown of India.  

(2)  Except to the extent provided for by Parliament by law under this article, nothing in 
this article shall effect the power of any Legislature or other authority under ,any 
other provision of this Constitution to regulate the conditions of service of persons 
referred to in clause(1)  

(3)  Neither the Supreme Court nor any -other court shall have jurisdiction in:  

(a)  any dispute arising out of any provision of or any endorsement on, any covenant, 
agreement or other similar instrument which was entered into or executed by any 
person referred to in clause (1), or arising out of any letter issued to such person, in 
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relation to his appointment to any civil service or the Crown in India or his 
continuance in service under the Government of the Dominion of India or a Province 
thereof;  

(b)  Any dispute in respect of any right, liability or obligation under Art.314 as originally   
enacted.  

(4)  The Provisions of this article shall have effect notwithstanding anything in Art.314 as 
originally enacted or in any other provision of this Constitution.  
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VIGILANCE FOR SMOOTH GOVERNANCE 
 

REQUISITE TRAITS:  
� Commitment to Change  
� Change  in perspectives 
� Change in direction 
� Change in attitude , continuous to serve the tax payer  

GROWTH OF VIGILANCE CONSCIOUSNESS: 

 Ombudsman first started in Sweeden in 1809 

• To redress public grievances 
• To enquire into Complaints of transgression of law by admn 

authority 
• Illegality or delays in reaching decisions. 
• Discourtesy or rudeness  
• Unfairness or bias 
• Incompetence  
• High handedness  
• Mistakes, failure to respond  
• Furnishing misleading statements 

Established in Finland in 1819, in Denmark in 1953, New Zealand in 1962 Norway in 1963, 
U.K. in 1966, Australia in 1976 
Lokpal for Centre, Lokayukta in states recommended by Admn. Reforms committee. 
(Morariji Desai) in 1966 –emphasized 

• They should be independent and impartial  
• Appointment should be objective and free from political or any 

other bias  
• Status of the members equal to Judge of High Court or 

Supreme Court  
 

Central-legislation was taken up for Lokpal Bill on 1968, 71,77,85,89.  
India is 72 in corruption in World in 2001  
It is NO.80 in most corrupt countries of 168 in the year 2002  
Nigeria, Liberia are most corrupt. New Zealand is the least corrupt Rs. 15,000 crores            
change hands in a year 
SENTINELS OF VIGILANCE  

• Central Vigilance Commission 
• Central Bureau of Investigation 
• Lokayukta 
• A.P. Vigilance Commission 
• Anti-Corruption Bureau 
• Vigilance and enforcement 
• Tribunal for Disciplinary Proceedings 
• Commissioner of Inquiries 
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LOKAYUKTA AND UPALOKAYUKTA, A.P. 

Established from 1-11-1983. An independent Public Authority to 
tackle mal-administration and corruption of public functionaries and 
redressing grievances of the citizens. 

OBJECTIVE 

• To provide easy cost free access to the common people 
• To redress their grievances speedily and effectively 

TARGETS 

• Every Minister (except C.M.) 
• Member of state legislature, Chief whip  
• Every Officer appointed to a public service or post in 

connection with the affairs of the state of A.P.  
• Every Chairman and President of Z.P/. and Panchayat samithi 

Every Mayor  
• Every Chairman of first grade Municipal Council  
• Every Secretary to Govt. 

AREA 

• Abuse if position by public Servant to obtain any gain or favour 
to himself or to any other person  

• To cause undue harm or hardship to any other person 
•  In the discharge of his functions actuated by improper or 

corrupt motive and causing-loss to the-state or any member of 
public  

• Guilty of corruption or lack of integrity  
• On complaint by any citizen or aggrieved person  
• By suo -motu action 
•  On a reference made by Governor 

Stages of action  

I) Preliminary verification through confidential probe Calling for 
information from govt. Dept. A.C.B. Vigilance and 
Enforcement, CID, etc. 

II) Regular Enquiry following principles of equity and natural 
justice  

VIGILANCE COMMISSION: 
G.O.Ms No 421 GA (Sc.D.) Dt.3-8-93. Appointed by governor .To coordinate and 

advise departments, Govt, undertakings, companies in matters pertaining to maintenance of 
integrity and impartiality in the Administration.   
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Functions:  
• To cause an enquiry against public Servant acting for an  

improper purpose or corrupt manner  
• Public servant exercised or refrained from exercising his 

powers for  
Improper or corrupt purposes 

• Any complaint of corruption,  misconduct or lack of integrity 
or  other  kinds of mal-practices 

• Exercising discretionary powers facilitating corruption. 
 

� To entrust the enquiry to ACB or to the Dept. 
� All India Services Officers, only after Consulting C.S. 

Action: Further action on the Fined Reports of ACS, Govt. Dept. 

• Prosecution in a court of Law. 
• Inquiries by the T.D.P.  
• Inquiry by the commissioner for Departmental inquiry  
• Departmental inquiry  

VIGILANCE AND ENFORCEMENT DEPT. 
G.O. Ms.No. 269 (SC.D) Ft 11-6-85. It is headed by Director General Vigilance and 
Enforcement, Ex-Officio Principal Secretary, G.A. D. 

� To achieve clean and efficient administration  
� Prevention of leakage of revenue  
�  Misuse or wastage of Govt funds, Resources, Materials, 

Properties  
� Loss of state's wealth and natural resources, losses, -wastage, 

and graft in public sector undertakings and Govt. companies.  
� To streamline internal vigilance in important departments  
� To quicker the processing of inquiries against public servants  
� To increase the REVENUES to the state.  
� To coordinate the activities of existing Vigilance and 

Enforcement Agencies  
� To expand Govt's Welfare and developmental activities  
� To advise the Govt. regarding changes needed in procedures, 

rules, to Simplify and streamline.  
� To advise the Govt. regarding matters of Vigilance, Anti-

Corruption  
� To refer any complaint to ACB 
� To organize training/orientation programmes for vigilance 

officers 
� To hold periodical meetings with Heads of Departments to tone 

up functioning. 
� To publish bulletins important amendments to relevant Acts. 
� To tender advice on all disciplinary matters. 
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It has jurisdiction on all employees of State Govt. and Local Bodies, at District Level to 
organize surprise checks at focal points of corruption. 

� To organize surprise inspections. 
�  To review procedures, Rules. 
�  To prepare lists of suspected firms, .contractors, spurious 

suppliers 

Vigilance Officers 

• It is the primary responsibility of the Head of the Department to take 
all steps to provide honest and efficient administration. 

• Each Department will have a vigilance cell and a Senior Officer with 
integrity will be nominated as chief vigilance officer. 

• There will be one .chief vigilance officer for each Secretariat 
Department and Vigilance Officers in all sub-ordinate and attached 
offices. 

• To combat corruption, misconduct, mal-practices 

Functions of C.V.Os: 

• To enquire into all complaints of corruption, abuse of power, 
malpractices and advise Departments.  

• To identify the areas of corruption, to streamline.  
• To maintain lists of officers of doubtful integrity and help H.O.D.  
• To assist ACB in enquiries. 
• To take follow up action on ACB Reports.  
• To study the inspection Reports, Audit Reports, P.A.C. Reports. 
• Quick disposal of Departmental enquiries.  
• To analyse all cases of corruption, fraud, abuse of power.  
• Prompt disposal of all references of Lokayukta. 
•  To keep watch over the functioning of the Department. 

COLLECTORS OF DISTRICTS: 
They shall be the C.v.Os for their jurisdiction. 

• To entrust any complaints, information to ACB or district level officers  
• To ensure expeditious investigations.  
• To eliminate opportunities in procedures for corruption and mal-

practices. 

 

Views of Sri N.Vittal: 

  Corruption is anti-national, anti-poor, anti-economic Development. 
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Factors Responsible: 

• Caste and nepotism 
• Financial interest dictates politics  
• Indian culture of tolerance 
• Earning for grand children 
• Amassing wealth is considered great  
• Social practices like dowry 
• Consumerism and desire for ostentations lifestyle 
• Education pressure  

Strategy to fight Corruption:  

• Simplification of rules and procedures 
• Bring greater transparency and empowering the public  
• Public vigilance ……N.G.Os……….Citizen participation 
• Effective punishment by chasing prosecution and more effectively 

Department enquiry cases 
• Black money in politics and bureaucracy should be eliminated  
• Elimination of Inspector raj. 

Eg: Self-assessment of property tax……V.A.T 

 

• More rules, more corruption, More Controls, Five Lakhs Vendors and 
cycle rickshaw pullers pay a bribe between 40 to 50 cores P.M. To 
Various police, Municipal authorities etc. Because of licensing retire. 

• Application of I.T. transparency and accessibility of information, web 
sites, internet. 

• Innovative use of media  
• Judicial activism 
• A pat for the good  
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FUNDAMENTAL RULES AND SUBSIDIARY RULES OF T.S 
GOVERNMENT 

INTRODUCTION  

1.1  The Fundamental Rules apply to all Government Servants paid from the consolidated 
 fund of the State. They deal with service aspects relating to Government Servants 
 such as the General Conditions of Service, Pay, Pay Fixations, Increments, Additions 
 to Pay, Combination of Appointment, Dismissal, Removal and Suspension,  
 Retirement, Leave, Joining Time and Foreign Service etc. The power of interpreting 
 these rules is reserved to the Government. 

1.1.1 Government may relax any of the provisions in just and equitable circumstances. 

1.1.2  The power of interpretation of these rules is reserved to the Government.  

DEFINITIONS  

1.2  Some of the important definitions in these Rules are, as follows (FR. 9): 

Duty: Service in a post, joining time, authorised course of training, 
compulsory wait  treated as such by competent authority, periods of 
enforced  halts enroute on  tour,  CL etc., are treated as duty. 

 There are some more instances detailed in FR 9 like period spent by employees in 
 attending to Conferences/Seminars/ Exhibitions/Examiner, being treated as Duty. 
 During given circumstances in respect of compulsory wait for posting, to treat such 
 periods as Duty, detailed procedure given in FR 9 should be followed to enable 
 Government to pass orders in each case as Duty.  

 Pay: (i) Basic Pay, (ii) Special Pay, (iii) Personal Pay, (iv) Additions to Pay granted 
 under FR 49.  

 Foreign Service: Means service in a post where the Government Servant draws his 
 pay from a source other than the consolidated fund of the State.  

 Personal Pay: means additional pay granted to save the employees from loss-in 
 substantiate pay or on personal grounds like family planning incentive increment.  

1.3  The whole time of a Government Servant is at the disposal of government and he 
 may be employed in any manner required by proper authority without claim for 
 additional remuneration (FR. 11).  

1.4  Lien: The concept of confirmation has been amended in GO Ms No. 633,  
 G.A (Services) Department, dt. 8.11.1989. Confirmation is delinked from 
 Availability of permanent post. Confirmation can be done against a temporary post in 
 the initial post after satisfactory completion of probation. 
 Suspension of Lien:  FR 14 (g) the lien of (i) a Government employee  appointed 
 outside the regular line from the date of relief; (ii) a Government employee 
 who resigned/relieved from a post to join in a different post to which he is selected by 
 direct recruitment from the date of his resignation/relief from the old post and (iii) a 
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 Government employee who is transferred from one department to another on request 
 or otherwise by departmental transfers from the date of his relief shall stand 
 automatically suspended even if it is not mentioned in such orders and such 
 Government employee shall automatically acquire provisional lien in the new 
 department in which they join.  

 The lien of a Government Servant which was automatically suspended under Clause 
 (g) under FR 14, shall automatically get terminated in the parent department on the 
 date on which his probation is declared in the new department or on the date on 
 which his probation is deemed to have been declared in the new department 
 whichever is later subject to a maximum of three years.  

 The existing employees who are working in the departments other than parent 
 department, have to exercise option within two months (from 19.5.2009) to continue 
 in other services, Maximum time of six (6) months from the date is allowed to get  
 relief from other Departments and to join parent-department (in the event they opt to 
 get back to parent department). GO Ms. No.144, Finance Department, dt. 19.5.2009.  

MEDICAL CERTIFICATE:  

No person can be appointed regularly without a Medical  Certificate 
of Health as provided under FR.1 O.  

1.5  Government may transfer a Government Servant from one post to another. The 
 Head of Department may allow Telegraphic Transfer of Charge (FR 17) in peculiar 
 cases.  

1.6  A Government Servant may be required to subscribe to a provident fund or similar 
 funds (FR 16).  

1.7  No Government Servant shall be granted leave of any kind for a continuous period 
 exceeding five years. Wilful absence from duty not covered by grant of any leave will 
 be treated as 'Diesnon' for all purposes viz., increment, leave and pension. Proper 
 notice and consideration of explanation should precede the decision.  

 A Government Servant who has un-authorizedly absented from duty for a period 
 exceeding one year should be removed from service after following procedure (GO 
 Ms. No.8, Finance Department, dt. 8.1.2004).  

1.8  Interruption between two or more spells of service shall be treated as automatically 
 condoned without any formal orders of the sanctioning authority, excluding, however  

 The periods of interruptions themselves (FR 18). 

PAY FIXATIONS 

2.1 Following are some of the circumstances under which pay fixation arises: 

1. First appointment to a post  
2. Revision of Scales of Pay  
3. Promotion to a post carrying higher responsibilities 
4. Reversion to a lower post 177



5.  Appointment by transfer to a post outside the regular line.  
6. Repatriation to the parent department from outside the regular line.  
7. Substantive appointment to a post not carrying higher responsibilities or to a 
 new post 
8.  Automatic advancement  
9. Re-employment  

2.2  GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF PAY FIXATION  

(i)  The provisions under FR 19, 22, 22-B, 23, 26 (aa), 31 and 35 deal with the principles 
 of pay fixation.  

(ii)  For purpose of pay fixation only Basic Pay is taken into consideration 

(iii)  In respect of Revision of Pay Scales, the guidelines given by Government each time, 
 lay down the principles of pay fixation. In the absence of guidelines, pay should be 
 fixed at the same stage in the revised pay scale and if there is no stage, at a next 
 below the stage to the pay drawn in the old scale, and the difference treated as 
 personal pay to be absorbed in future increments.  

2.3  FIRST APPOINTMENT  

 The basic pay is fixed at the minimum of the time-scale attached to the post to which 
 an employee is appointed. FR 22 (b).   

 The pay of a regular Government Servant (not appointed under emergency 
 provisions) when appointed directly to another post, under the Government, on 
 selection by APPSC, shall be fixed in the new post at a stage which is not lower than 
 the pay drawn by him in the earlier post FR 22 a(iv).  

2.4  REVISED SCALES OF PAY  

 In respect of Revision of Pay Scales, the guidelines given by the Government for pay 

 Fixation each time lay down the principle of pay fixation.  

 The latest revision has been made as a result of recommendations of the 9th Pay 
 Revision in GO-Ms. No.-52, Finance PC (I) Department, dt. 25.2.2010 giving effect 
 from 1.7.2008 with monetary benefit from 1.2.2010. Three stagnation increments can 
 be sanctioned beyond the maximum of the scale in the above cited GO.  

2.5  PROMOTION TO A POST CARRYING HIGHER RESPONSIBILITIES  

 Where a Government Servant is promoted to a higher post, the pay is fixed  under 
 FR 22 (b).The individual is allowed option to have benefit of this fixation either 
 from the date of increment itself or from the date on which he is entitled for the next 
 increment in the Lower post. Option has to be exercised within one month from the 
 date of promotion and can be revised only once within a period of one year from the 
 d ate of promotion. Such pay structure is permissible in the event of promotion from 
 ordinary scale, special grade and special promotions post scale only. In the event of 
 promotion from special promotion, Grade II pay fixation as per FR 22 a(i) and FR 31 
 (2) is permissible.  
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 FR 22(B) -The pay in the promotion post is fixed at a stage above the notional pay 
 which is arrived by increasing-the pay in the lower post by an increment.  

 E.g. An employee drawing a basic pay of Rs.37, 600 w.e.f 1.4.2009 in the time scale 
 of pay of Rs.27,000-51,760 is promoted to the next higher category of scale of 
 Rs.31,550 -53,060 on 15.5.2009. Fix his pay on the basis of the option from date of 
 promotion and from the date of next increment of lower post. 

 As per GO Ms: No. 145, Finance (FR.II) Dept., dt. 19.5.2009, if the employees does 
 not exercise his option within one month, the DDO will fix his pay by adopting the 
 method which may be most beneficial to the employee (from 19.5.2009).  

1.         If opted from the date of promotion itself: 

 
  Date   Pay scale of   Pay Scale of  
    Lower post  Higher Post  
    (Rs.27,000-51760)  (Rs.31,550-53,060)  

  1.4.2009  Rs.37,600    

  15.5.2009  Rs.37,600    

  (Promoted)  + 970    Rs.39,540  Pay fixed at next higher  
    add one Notional   stage after the addition  
    Increment)    of notional increment  
  Total  Rs. 38, 570 

  Next increment 1.5.2011 ……………  Rs. 40, 510 

2. If opted for promotional scale from date of next increment of lower post. 

  Date   Pay scale of   Pay Scale of  
    Lower post  Higher Post  
    (Rs.27,000-51760)  (Rs.31,550-53,060)  

  1.4.2009  Rs.37,600    

  15.5.2009 ----   Rs. 38,570 Pay fixed at just 
  (Date of promotion)       next higher stage 
  1.4.2010  Rs.37,600  

 Date of next  +  970  Regular  Rs. 40,510 Pay fixed at higher stage 
 Increment    increment    after addition of  
   +  970  Notional    notional increment  
   --------------- 
 Total   Rs.39,540  

 1.4.2011  Next increment   Rs. 41, 550 

Note: The date of fixation under FR 22(B) is the crucial date for grant of future increments in 
 the higher post.  
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 The pay fixation of the employees who are promoted to a higher post after enjoying 3 
 stagnation increments in the lower post should be done according to FR 22a (i) and 
 not FR 22 (B). Cir. Memo No. 40304/692/A1/FR.II/2001, dt. 31.1.2002.  

 The pay fixation of Typists, Steno Typists when promoted from a post carrying 
 special pay to a post not carrying special pay should be done by merging the special 
 pay with basic pay in the lower post (GO Ms. No. 190, F&P (FW-FR.II) Dept., dt. 
 24.8.1998. This rule shall not apply to the future recruits who are appointed 
 subsequent to the date of issue of the above GO.  

2.6     REVERSION TO A LOWER POST  

 Reversion may be due to 3 reasons  
 1. Administrative grounds  
 2. Penalty/Punishment - FR.28  
 3. Own request - FR 22 a (iii)       

Pay protection is not done in any type of reversion. 
2.7 APPOINTMENT BY TRANSFER TO A POST OUTSIDE THE REGULAR 
 LINE AND ON REPATRIATION TO THE PARENT DEPARTMENT  

 If an employee is promoted to a higher post outside the regular line, the same 
 principles of pay fixation discussed earlier will apply.  

On repatriation to the parent department, the benefits accrued outside the regular  line 
shall end with the temporary term.  

To avoid sudden drop, the pay drawn outside the regular line shall be protected 
treating the excess as personal pay to be merged in future rise in pay on account  or 
grant of increments.  

2.7.1  Stepping up of pay of a senior on par with that of his junior is allowed subject to the 
 criteria  

 (i) -Both the senior and junior have been drawing pay in an identical pay scale in the 
 existing scales.  

 (ii) -Both the above should be promoted to the same category of post carrying the 
 same scale of pay under the same mode of recruitment and from the same unit of 
 approval in the lower category.  

 (iii) -Pay of the junior in the lower category should have been less than or equal to 
 that of senior in the lower category prior to promotion of senior to higher post.  

 (iv) -The anomaly should have arisen directly as a result of pay fixation in the 
 automatic advancement scheme.  

2.8  SUBSTANTIVE APPOINMENT TO A POST NOT CARRYING HIGHER 
 RESPONSIBILITIES  

 The employee who is appointed to another post not carrying higher responsibilities 
 will draw as initial pay, the stage of the time scale which is equal to his substantive 
 pay in respect of the old post. FR 22a(ii).  180



2.9  FIXATION OF PAY OF -RETRENCHED EMPLOYEES OWING TO        
REDUCTION OF  STAFF AS A MEASURE OF ECONOMY ON THEIR 
ABSORPTION  

 According to Rule (9) under FR 22, read with GO No. 1002, GAD, dt. 29.11.1967, 
 GO 219, Fin. Dept., dt. 14.4.1972, the pay of those employees absorbed on an 
 identical post or a lower post should be fixed at the minimum of the time scale of the 
 post in which they are absorbed plus grade increments counting the length of 
 previous service in the equivalent and higher grade, provided they have not received 
 any pension or gratuity or if received, have returned the same either in lumpsum or in 
 instalments as prescribed by the appointing authority. Otherwise, only the minimum 
 of the time scale should be allowed. If the pension and gratuity already received are 
 refunded,  

 Previous service before retrenchment will be counted for pension to the extent 
 admissible. But the leave at credit shall not be allowed to carry over, to the leave 
 account of service after absorption.  

3.1 AUTOMATIC ADVANCEMENT SCHEME  

 On completion of 8/16/24 years of service in the same post, the employees drawing 
 pay in automatic advancement scheme when actually promoted to a higher post are 
 not allowed the pay fixation under FR. 22 B. The pattern of pay fixation is as under 
 FR. 22 a (i) read with FR 31 (2) in such cases. In regard to Revised pay Scales, 2008 
 in GO Ms. No. 93, Finance Department, dt. 3.4.2010, the scope of applicability of this 
 scheme is limited to the employees drawing pay in the scale of Rs. 25,600 - 30,560 
 and below. The main features of this scheme are as under.  

3.2  On completion of eight years of service which counts for increment, an employee 
 shall be eligible for special grade scale which is usually a scale next above the 
 ordinary pay scale of the post. Details in GO Ms. No. 93, (Pay Commission, Finance 
 Dept., dt. 03.04.2010. Monetary benefit is given from 1.2.2010. Arrears for February, 
 2010 to be remitted to GPF.  

3.3  On completion of 16 years of service which counts for increments and if the 
 employee is fully qualified to be promoted to the higher post, he shall be eligible for 
 the pay scale of next promotional post. If there is one. If there is no promotional post 
 under the relevant service rules, the employee is eligible for the scale of pay next 
 above the Special grade post (Special Promotion Post' Scale/special Adhoc 
 Promotion Post Scale).  

3.4  On completion of 24 years of service which counts for increment, an employee shall 
 be sanctioned one increment in the existing scale that is SPP/SAPP Scale as the 
 case may be, which is in addition to normal increment. In case of employees whose 
 date of normal increment is different from this date of completion of 24 years of 
 service, the date of next increment will be after completion of one year of service 
 from the date of drawal of increment allowed on completion of 24 years of service. 

3.5  The benefit of automatic advancement scheme will be withdrawn if the employee 
 relinquishes his right to promotion. Similarly, persons appointed to Iower post at 
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 request are also not eligible for the Automatic Advancement Scheme (Memo No. 
 007/375/PRC.1/88, dt. 26.10.1988). 

3.6  Service for considering 8 years/16 years/ 24 years to be computed from the date of 
 pay fixation under FR 22a (i). Actual drawal of increments is not the criteria (Govt. 
 Memo No. 38053/199/PC.l1I2008, dt. 19.9.2010).  

Eg. An employee drawing a basic pay of Rs. 32,350 w.e.f. 1.4.2010 in the scale of pay of 
21820-610-23650-650-25600-700-27700-750-29950-800-32350-850-34900-900-37600-970-
40510-1040-43630-1110-46960-1200-48160, completed 8 years of service on 15.4.2010 -Fix 
his pay in the special grade post scale of 23650~650-25600-700-27100-750-29950-800-
32350-850-34900-900-37600-970-40510-1040-43630-1110-46960-1200-49360 and indicate 
the next increment.  

   Ordinary scale   Special Grade Post Scale  

   Rs. 21820 -48160   Rs. 23650 -49360  

 1.4.2010  Rs.32,350    RS.32350+850  

 15.4.2010     =  Rs. 33,200 FR 22 a(i)  
 On completion of 8 years  

 1.4.2011      Rs. 33,200 + 850  

 (Increment)     =  RS.34,050  

INCREMENTS  

4.1  According to Rule 24, increments shall ordinarily be drawn as a matter of course 
 unless it is withheld. Increment can be withheld if the conduct of the employee has 
 not been good or his work was not satisfactory. Presence of orders is necessary for 
 withholding an increment If no orders withholding increment are received by the 
 drawing officer, he should draw the increment by enclosing an increment certificate to 
 the pay bill, unless it is an increment due on declaration of probation or passing of a 
 prescribed test which can be drawn only after issue of orders declaring the 
 satisfactory completion of the period of probation or the passing of that test.  

4.2  Rule 26 lays down the conditions under which service counts for increment. 
 According to this rule, service in a post including leaves counts for increment except 
 the following periods. Further for drawl of increment, the employee should have the 
 basic qualification for holding the post.  

 1.  Periods of suspension treated as not duty, if suspension is for misconduct. 
 Service preceding period of suspension also will not count for increment (Note 5 
 under Rule 24).  

 2. Periods of EOL taken for reasons, other than illness does not count. If on  
  MC., Causes beyond the control of employee or for prosecuting higher  
  studies. Specific orders of the Head of the Department are necessary for  
  counting EOL taken for the above 3 reasons for increment. Powers delegated 
  to heads of departments for a period not exceeding 6 months.  182



Other event which do not count:  

 Over stayal of leave not regularised (Ruling 2 under Rule 26(b).  
 Service in a lower post (Ruling 9 under Rule 26 (b 

Break in service due to discharge (Ruling 9 Note 2 under Rule26) 
Periods of Leave or deputation during which the employee Would not have continued 
in that post but for leave or deputation (Rule 26 (1)).  

4.2.1  Service in a higher post and identical post count for increment.  

4.2.2  Increment will be drawn from the first day of the month in which it falls due (GO 133, 
Finance Dept. dt.15.7.1974, GO 192, Finance Dept., dt. 1.8.1974 and Memo No.4964-
A/2111/FR. 11174-1, dt. 6.10.1974.  

4.3  increment falling due on the day succeeding the date of retirement through actually 
not drawn counts for pension.  

4.4  INCENTIVE INCREMENT FOR FAMILY PLANNING OPERATIONS (GO 
MS. NO. 52, M&H, DT. 23.1.1984)  

Employees of their spouses who undergo family planning operations are eligible for 
one advance increment subject to the following conditions.  

1 The number of living children should not be more than two {G0 377, HM & FW, dt. 
25. 11.1986 from 25.11.1986}:  

2 The rate of increment is the rate of next increment due after operation and this amount 
is treated as personal pay to be drawn at that rate throughout service as a separate 
entity.  

3 Husband should be below 50 years of age and wife between 20 years and 45 years of 
age.  

4 Sterilization etc., should be in Government Hospital. If operated in private hospital, 
the certificate should be countersigned by a Government Doctor not below the rank of 
Civil Asst. Surgeon within 5 days from the date of operation.  

5 Increment should be allowed from 1st of the month following the date of operation.  
6 Operation should be while in service.  
7 If both wife and husband are employees, only one can draw the PP at their choice.  
8 Personal pay should be withdrawn from the date of recanalization.  
9 Personal pay is not admissible for Hysterectomy.  

This increment has been stayed from the revised pay scales of 1999 and subsequent 
orders have ever been issued. 

COMBINATION OF APPOINTMENTS (RULE 49)  

5.1  The State Government (powers delegated to Head of Departments for a period up to 3 
months vide delegation 1. under Rule 4, read with GO 282, Fin. & Plg. (Fin. FR1), dt. 
11.8.1977 may appoint a Govt. Servant as a temporary measure to officiate in two or 
more posts. The order should declare whether he officiates, or holds full additional 
charge or merely to discharge current duties of the additional post. The second post 
should be distinct or separate and not subordinate to the first post. Additional pay 
should also be sanctioned by the above authorities.  
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5.2  If appointed to officiate in a second post and to hold full additional Charge of his own 
post:  

The highest pay to which he would be admissible, if appointment to one of the posts 
stood along and in addition 1/5th of this pay or  ½ the minimum of the scale of the 
2nd post whichever is less. He may draw compensatory allowances, if any of the 
second post in full and if CA is attached to both the posts larger of the two.  

5.3  If he holds full additional charges of a 2nd post in addition to his own:  

Additional pay for the additional post @ 1/5 of his pay or ½  the minimum of the 
additional post whichever is less. DA and other allowances permissible can be 
allowed on the additional pay.  

5.4.  If he discharges only current duties of second post in addition to his one:  

Additional pay not exceeding 1/10th of his pay or 1/4th of the minimum of the 2nd 
post and CA of his own post.  

a)  The additional pay at the above rates is admissible for the first 3 months of additional 
charge and at half those rates for another 3 months and thereafter, no additional pay. 
Heads of Departments can sanction the additional pay for the first 3 months and for 
the period in excess of 3 months sanction of Government is necessary (vide 
instruction 2 under FR 49). If the additional charge arrangement is ordered by 
Government, the additional pay@ 1/5th of pay for first 3 months and at 1/10th of pay 
for 3 more months (total 6 months) may be sanctioned by Head of Department.  

b)  Additional pay is admissible if the full additional charge is held for a period 
exceeding 14 working days excluding optional holidays, and casual leave, if any, and 
in respect of current duties one month (vide instruction 2 and ruling 8 & 9 of FR 49).  

PAY ADMISSIBLE IN CASE OF PUNISHMENTS  

Government or any other authority to whom such powers are delegated can Impose 
the punishments detailed in Rule 9 of the A.P. Civil Service (Classification, Control & 
Appeal) Rules in respect of the employees subordinate to them. To effect of these 
punishments on pay and allowances of the employees are dealt with in FR  24, 25, 29 
(i), 29 (ii), 29-A, 52, 53, 54-A and 54-B.  

Fundamental Rule 24 requires that the punishment of withholding of increment should 
specifically state about the following issues: 

1.  Period for which it is withheld.  

2.  Whether the postponement shall have the effect of postponing future increments.  

3.  Whether the period of stoppage will be exclusive of any interval spent on leave 
before the period of punishment is completed (Not applicable if the stoppage of 
increments is with cumulative effect).  

4.  Whether the stoppage will affect pension.  
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The effect of the order withholding increment is that the officer remains on the same 
pay for the period for which stoppage is ordered. If the order withholding increment 
does not state that it shall have effect of postponing future increments, it shall be 
assumed that the officers pay is restored to what it would have been had his increment 
not been withheld from the next natural date of increment (without cumulative effect).  

An illustrator how the pay is regulated during the period of punishment of stoppage of 
increment with and without cumulative effect is given below:  

Eg. Next increment stopped for a period of one year in the scale of Rs.27,000 -51,760 
while drawing a pay of Rs. 37,600/- from 1.2.2010 (order issued on 1.3.2010). The 
rate of next increment is Rs.970/-up to Rs. 40,510/-.  

Date 
Without cumulative 
Effect  

With Cumulative Effect  Remarks 

1.2.2010 37,600 37,600   Increment not released in both the 
cases. But in respect of cases of 
stoppage without cumulative effect, 
It is added when next increment is 
due whereas in regard to stoppage 
with cumulative effect, it is 
permanently lost. 

1.2.2011 
37,600 (Increment 
not released  

37,600 (Increment not 
released  

    37,600 +    

  970 970   

  970     

1.2.20212 39,540* 38570**  
* Increment due on 1.2.2011 and 2012 released as increment is stopped without cumulative effect 
 
** Increment due on 1.2.2011 is permanently denied. Stoppage being with cumulative effect 
 

6.3  If the punishment is to reduce the pay to a lower stage in his time scale, the pay is 
regulated under FR 29(1). This order of punishment shall state:  

1 The-period and the date for which the punishment to be effective  

2 Whether on restoration, the period of reduction shall operate to postpone future 
increments.  

3 The stage to which the pay is reduced.  

This order of punishment cannot be for an unspecified period or as permanent 
measure.  

6.4.1  The pay during and after the period of punishment will be regulated as follows:  

Eg. Pay reduced by two stages from Rs.39,540 to 37,600 in the scale of Rs.27,000 -
51,760 for a period of 2 years from 1.4.2009. Date of increment is 1.3.2010 
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6.5  In case of suspension pending enquiry, the employee is eligible under (FR 53) for 
subsistence allowance equal to leave salary on half pay, plus dearness allowance on 
the basis of such leave salary. Other compensatory allowances are on the basis of pay 
which the employee was in receipt on the date of suspension subject to furnishing of a 
certificate that he is not engaged in any other employment, business, profession or 
vocation. But in the cases of corruption, misappropriation, acceptance of iIIegal 
gratification subsistence allowance reduced by fifty percent (GO 276, dt. 4.1.2006).  

6.6 If the period of suspension exceeds 3 months, the authority competent to increase the 
subsistence allowance, may increase for any period subsequent to the period of 3 
months, suitably by an amount not exceeding 50% of such allowance if the 
suspension has been prolonged for, the reason not directly attributable to the 
employee; it may reduce it by 50% for the reasons directly attributable to the 
employee. The rate of dearness allowance will be based on' such increase or decrease 
in subsistence allowance. A second or subsequent review can be made at any time at 
the discretion of the competent authority and the subsistence allowance can be 
increased or reduced by 50% of the allowance originally granted based on the reasons 
already explained.  

6.7  FR 54, 54 A and 54-B deal with the regulation in. case the orders of dismissal, 
removal, compulsory retirement and suspension are set aside and the employee is 
reinstated on appeal or review. In cases where the reinstatement is ordered on appeal 
or review, the competent authority should first decide whether the employee is fully 
exonerated or not of the charges which resulted in his dismissal, removal or 
compulsory retirement / whether the suspension is justified or unjustified. The 
Competent Authority should also state whether the period of absence is treated as 
duty or not duty. The period treated as not duly cannot be treated as leave to which the 
employee is entitled without the request of the employee. If the employee is fully 
exonerated or suspension is unjustified, the period of absence should be treated as 

Date  
Reduction shall not Operate to 
postpone Future increments Ruling 
(1) (b) (i)  

Reduction shall operate to 
postpone future increments Ruling 
1 (b) (ii)  

1.3.2009  Rs.39,540  39,540 (Date of punishment)  

1.4.2009  Rs.37,600 (pay reduced by two 
stages)  

37,600  

1.4.2010  Rs.37,600 (same pay)  37,600  

1.4.2011 Rs. 41, 550/- (+ Incremant of Rs. 
970/- due on 1.3.10 and of Rs. 
1040/- due on 1.3.11 added. 41, 
500/-) 

39,540 

1.3.2012 Next increment Rs. 42590 40, 510 (on completion of the 
period of punishment) 
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duty and in other case, as 'not duty'. In case where the period is treated as duty, the 
employee is entitled for full pay and allowances which he would have received had 
the punishment not been imposed. However, if the competent authority is of the 
opinion that the delay in reinstatement is due to the reasons directly attributable to the 
employee, payment of a portion of pay and allowances not less than subsistence 
allowance and other allowances can be ordered after giving opportunity, for 
representation to the employee and after considering such representation.  

6.8  If the period of absence is treated as 'not duty', the employee is eligible for subsistence 
allowance. However, where the competent authority is of the opinion that the delay in 
reinstatement is not for the reasons directly attributable to the employee, he can order 
for the payment of a portion of pay and allowance not less than subsistence allowance 
and other allowances after giving opportunity for representation and after considering 
such representation.  

6.9  Where the dismissal, removal, compulsory retirement or suspension is set aside by a 
Court of Law on merits of the case and the employee is reinstated without further 
enquiry, the period of absence should be treated as duty for all purposes and he shall 
be paid full pay and allowances which he would have drawn had the punishment not 
been imposed.  

6.10  If the case is set aside for non-compliance of the provisions of Clause (2) of the 
Article 311 of the Constitution of India or the employee is not exonerated on merits, 
the period of absence should be treated as "not duty" and the payment of pay and 
allowances for the period of absence, shall be not less than subsistence allowance and 
other allowances.  

6.11  Where the period of absence which is treated as "not duty" is converted as leave at the 
request of the employee, the amount of subsistence allowance etc., already paid 
should be adjusted from the leave salary and the excess, if any, should be recovered 
(instruction 2 under FR 54).  

7.  PAY DURING JOINING TIME (RULE 107)  

1 Joining time is treated as duty and the employee is entitled to pay drawn by him in the 
old post before handing over charge in addition DA, HRA and CCA as applicable at 
old station. Conveyance allowance, FTA is not admissible during joining time (Clause 
(a) of FR 107 as amended in GO No. 84, Finance Dept., dt. 15.4.1981)  

2 During joining time after leave with allowances, joining time pay equal to leave salary 
(Clause (b) (ii) of Rule, 107).  

3 Where transfer of charge consists of inspection of several stores or scattered works by 
both the officers, the period is regulated as per (Ruling (1) under FR107). 
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JOINING TIME IS COMPUTED AS FOLLOWS  

(i) a) For preparation  : 6 days 
b) For journeys       : By rail-500 km     1 day 
   By motor vehicle 
   - 150 km 

            Besides the above, one Sunday is permissible. 

(ii) When there is no Change of residence as a sequel for the transfer, only  
one day is allowed (FR 106).  

8.  FOREIGN SERVICE 

While a Government Servant is in Foreign Service (FR 115), contributions towards 
the cost of his pension and leave salary should be collected from the foreign employer 
as per the scale prescribed under FR 115. If there is delay in payment of the 
contributions, interest at 7.3% should be collected on the contributions from the 
foreign employer (FR116).  

Note: For the purpose of contribution for pension, Government Servants have been classified 
into four grades 

Corresponding Government of 
India Classification  

Pay range under the State Government in 
Revised Pay Scales, 2005  

Group -A  (i) Post carrying a pay scale of Rs. 12,325 -
24175 and above  

Group B  (ii) Post carrying a pay scale of Rs. 8815 -18805 
and above but below Rs. 12,325 -24715  

Group-C (iii) Posts carrying a pay scale of Rs. 4825 -
10845 and above but below Rs. 88-15 18805  

Group -D (iv) Posts carrying a pay scale below Rs. 4,8,25 -  
10,845  

 

 

In G.O.Ms.No.34, Finance (FR-I) Department, dated 13.02.1968, orders amending rates of 
pension contribution payable during the active foreign service have been issued. The 
amendment came into effect from 01.04.21967. Rates of monthly contribution of pension 
effective from 1st July, 1982 are: 
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Year of Service 

Rates of monthly contribution   expressed as percentage in the 
maximum. Monthly   pay    of    the   post   in    the   officiating I 
substantive grade, as the case may be held by the officer at the time 
of proceeding on foreign service. 

  Group 'A'         Group 'B' Group  'C'           Group 'D' 
0-1  Year                   7% 6% 5% 4% 
1-2 Year 7% 6% 6% 4% 
2-3 Year 8% 7% 6% 5% 
3-4 Year 8% 7% 7% 5% 
4-5 Year 9% 8% 7% 5% 
5-6 Year 10% 8% 7% 6% 
6-7 Year 10% 9% 8% 6% 
7-8 Year 11% 9% 8% 6% 
8-9 Year 11% 10% 9% 7% 
9-10 Year 12% 10% 9% 7% 
10-11 Year 12% 11% 10% 7% 
11-12 Year 13% 11% 10% 8% 
12-13 Year 14% 12% 10% 8% 
13-14 Year 14% 12% 11% 8% 
14-15 Year 15% 13% 11% 9% 
15-16 Year 15% 13% 12% 9% 
16 -17 Year 16% 14% 12% 9% 
17-18 Year 16% 14% 13% 10% 
18-19 Year 17% 15% 13% 10% 
19-20 Year 17% 15% 13% 10% 
20-21 Year 18% 16% 14% 11% 
21-22 Year 19% 16% 14% 11% 
22-23 Year 19% 17% 15% 11% 
23-24 Year 20% 17% 16% 12% 
24-25 Year 20% 17% 16% 12% 
25-26 Year 21% 18% 16% 12% 
26-27 Year 21% 18% 16% 13% 
27-28 Year 22% 19% 17% 13% 
28-29 Year 23% 19% 17% 13% 
29-30 Year 23% 20% 18% 13% 
Over 30 Years 23% 20% 18% 14% 

Rates of monthly contribution for leave salary:  

Percentage of pay drawn in Foreign Service, for all classes of Government Servants subject 
to A.P. leaves Rules, 1993.  
9. SERVICE REGISTERS  
The detailed instructions relating to maintenance of Service Registers as-per Annexure II, 
part III of Fundamental Rules should be followed. Every Go\lt. Servant should be shown his 
Service Register every year and in token, his signature obtained in the service book. A 
periodical to this effect should be sent to the immediate superior by the end of every 
September. 
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Service Register should contain every step in a Govt. Servant's official life, including 
temporary and officiating appointment, promotion of all kinds, regularisation and completion 
of probation, increments, transfers and leave Annual Service Verification Certificate should 
be recorded in April each year. The Service Register should contain all events in the career of 
the employee. Mention about character should not be made. They should be kept in the 
personal custody of the Head of the Office.  .  

The format of the Service Book has been-revised in GO Ms. No. 200 Fin. & Plg. Dept., dt. 
10. 12. 1999 which provides for elaborate details concerning the employee and his career.  

The Page No.1     : Name &Designation of Employee  
Page NO. 2 & 3    : Index  
Page NO.4 &5      : Bio data of employee at the time of joining into service including  
   identification particulars and his photograph.  
Page No.6, 13, 53 :  Meant for continuation entries 
To 57, 65 to 68, 75 to 77 
Page NO.7    :  Particulars of previous service  
Page NO.8    : Examinations/Qualifications  
Page NO.9    : List of Family Members  
Page No. 10    : Nomination to Group Insurance  
Page No. 11    : Home Town Declaration and options for FR 22(b)  
   Pay fixations  
Page No. 12    : Service Pension Nomination  
Page No. 14 to 15 : Appointments, promotions and revisions  
Page NO.16 & 17 : Service regularisations & declaration of probations  
Page No. 18 to 25 : Incumbency particulars  
Page No. 26 to 35 : Pay, increments, fixations  
Page No. 36          :  Checklist for service verifications  
Page No. 41 to 50 : Memo of leave account including availment and  
   Sanction particulars  
Page No. 51 to 52 : EOL, Diesnon & Break in service  
Page No. 58 to 60 : Memo of AP Group Insurance Service  
Page No. 60, 61 &62:  GPF and APGLI  
Page No. 63 to 80:  Incentive increments, LTC availment, automatic advance  
   increment; departmental trainings, tests passed, property  
   particulars 
 
 In the event of loss of Service Register, necessitating rebuilding it, the Head of Office 
should obtain details of service from the employee, open a new one based on correlatory 
records and transmit to the offices where the employee had worked. 
  
 GO Ms. No. 202, Fin. & Plg. Dept., dt. 11.6.1980 and GO Ms. No. 247, Fin. & 
Plg..Dept., dt. 28.8.1982 permits in cases where the date of appointment is established with 
reference to direct independent evidence and affidavit by the employee in respect of his 
service duly supported by collateral evidence of contemporary employees shall be accepted. 
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GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE FUND RULES 
 

  Introduction: 

   The main purpose of the scheme is to ensure protection for the families of 
deceased Government employees and to augment their resource at the time of retirement. 

   The policies are exempted from attachment of the Court of Law. No 
Government dues are deducted from the policy amount, except the amount that may be 
due to the Fund on account of arrears of Premia or loan etc. 

  Eligibility: 

1. In the beginning, this scheme has been extended compulsorily to all Ex 
Hyderabad Government employees in Superior Service in the year -
1913 viz.,. "Hyderabad State Life Insurance Fund" functioning at 
Hyderabad. 

2. After formation of State of Andhra Pradesh in the year 1956, the 
"Hyderabad State Life Insurance Fund" was named as "Andhra 
Pradesh Government Life Insurance Fund" and made it compulsory to 
all state government employees in superior service on pensionable post 
recruited on or after 1st November, 1956. 

3. Temporary Government Servants appointed under Rule 10 (a) (I) (1) of 
State & Subordinate Services shall insure their lives with the A.P. 
Government Life Insurance Fund after they have put in a continuous 
service of one year, with a minimum premium of 4% of the basic pay 
and in the case of Class IV employees, Rs.4/-irrespective of their 
salary (Rule-18). 

4. The employees those who are below the age .of 20 years and above 48 
years are not allowed to become subscribers to the Fund. During the 
period from 1.3.1983 to 22.8.1984, the age limit of 48 years shall be 
deemed as 45 years. Consequent on reduction of age of superannuation 
from 58 years to 55 years. Rule 18 (GO Ms. No. 254, Fin: & Pig. 
Dept., DT. 27.9.1988) 

5. A re-employed pensioner and. an employee who is governed by the 
Factories Act shall not be accepted as subscriber to the Insurance Fund. 
(Rule-18 (C) 

Rate of subscription in R.P.S. -1986: 

         The subscription in accordance with the scale given shall be recovered 
every month from the pay of the insured as premium in lieu of which an amount of policy, 
shall be payable from the A.P.G.l.I. Fund on the insured completing the stipulated age or at 
his depth whichever is earlier (Rule-19). 
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a) The subscription towards APGLI should be recovered @ 4% of the 
basic pay w.e.f. 1.7.1986 or from any other date which the employee 
comes into the R.P.S-1986 and the arrears of subscription be recovered 
in such instalrnents to as to clear by 31.3.1988 besides regular enhance 
subscription.(Cir.Memo.No.20109-AJ60/Pen.II/87,Fin&PIg.Dept.DT. 
17.11.1987). 

b) Put in partial modification of the above orders, Government have 
directed on 26.11.l987 that the arrears of subscription at 4%ofbasic pay 
from 1.7.1986. Shall be recovered in 10 instalments commenting from 
the pay of December, 1987.  Onwards in addition to the regular 
subscription per Revised Basic Pay of RPS-1986. (Cir.Memo.No. 
20109-A/Pen-II/87.Fin. & Pig.Dept.dt 26.11.1987). 

c) Again the Government issued orders on 21.12.1987 revising the earlier 
orders and directed that the recovery of arrears of subscription from 
1.7.1986 Onwards shall be differed until further orders; Only the 
normal subscription at . 4% of the Basic Pay of RPS-1986 should be 
recovered from the salaries payable on 31.12.1987. (Cir. Memo No. 
20109-1I73/Pen.II/87, Fin. & Pig. Dept. dt.21.12.1987. 

d) Further, the Government issued revised orders on 13.11.1988 stating 
that the subscription be continued at the old rates from the. Pay bills of 
January, 1988.Onwards and admitted-for-payment till further orders. 

e) This system of collecting premium at 4% has been changed to slap 
rates in GO Ms. No. 368, Fin. & Plg.Dept.dt. 15.11.1994, according to 
which a government servant shall pay the slap rate irrespective of the 
cadre. He. Should be in the age group of 21 to 48 years and has 
completed one year of Continuous service. 

f) The Drawing & Disbursing Officer is responsible for effecting 
recoveries of Subscription in time. (GO Ms. No. 43, Fin. & Pig. Dept., 
DT. 28.1.1989. 

g) All the eligible employees must be brought under this Scheme. 
h) If the premium is under insured, it must be increased according to the 

specified rate and Insurance Policy for the increased amount be 
obtained (GO Ms. No. 368, Fin. & Pig. (FW.A-II) Dept. DT. 
15.11.1994). 
 

SLAB RATES AS PER-R.P.S. 2010 (GO Ms. No. 231, Fin. & Plg. Dept. Dt. 
01.06.2010 

Sl.No Pay Slab Monthly Premium 
1. Pay up to Rs. 6700 to 8440 RS.250/- 
2. Pay from 8441 to Rs. 10900  RS.350/- 
3. Pay from Rs. 10901 to Rs. 14860  RS.450/- 
4. Pay from Rs. 14861 to Rs. 18030  RS.600/- 
5. Pay from Rs. 18031 to Rs. 25600  RS.700/- 
6. Pay from Rs.25601 and above  Rs.1000/- 
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INCREASE IN PREMIUM: 

  In the case of increase in premium, the increased amount and the previous rate' 
of premium will be shown separately in the deduction schedules. In addition to this, a 
PROPOSAUDECLARATION FORM in the prescribed performs for the increased 
amount shall be submitted to the Regional Office of the APGLI through the DTO/PAO 
(Rule-20) (GO Ms. No. 369, Fin. & Pig. (FWA-IJ) Dept. DT. 15.11.1994). 

  The present system of issuing fresh policy or change of premium rate is 
discontinued and a RISE NOTE communicating the upward revision of policy amount 
will be issued in lieu of fresh policy value (Rule-30) .(GO Ms.No.43,Fin&Plg.Dept.dt. 
28.1.1989). 

REVISED PROCEDURE INTRODUCED AND FIRST PREMIUM 
THROUGH CHALLAN DISPENSED WITH 

  According to GO Ms. No. 337, Fin. & Pig. Dept., DT. 3.8.1976, the first 
premium under APGLI should be credited to Government account through Challan and the 
Challan should be forwarded to the Regional Officer, APGLI along with proposal form for 
issue of Policy. 

The above system has been dispensed with and system of automatic deduction of 1st 
premium through salary bills has been introduced vide GO Ms. No. 43, Fin. & Pig. Dept., d. 
28.1.1989. 

The revised procedure is as follows: 

1) The Head of the Office/the Drawing & Disbursing Officer shall deduct the 
first premium of APGLI automatically from the salary bill of the month in 
which the employee become eligible for compulsory insurance (as per Rule 
18 of APGLI) and obtain a DECLARATION FORM, in the prescribed 
preform, from the concerned employee for the 1st insurance and forward it 
to the Regional Office of APGLI duly certifying the 1st premium. 

2) The names of those employees will be included in the deduction schedules 
of APGLI and in the column prescribed for policy number, the word NEW 
CASE will be written in the deduction schedule in the pay bill. 

3) The D.T.O/P.A.O will forward the deduction schedules to the Regional 
Office of APGLI every month. 

4) After the deduction of 1st premium, deduction of premium will continue 
every month and the NEW CASE will be written in the column provided for 
policy number, till the policy is issued by the Regional Office, APGLI and 
communicated to the D.D.O. 

5) The Regional Officer, APGLI will issue policy after scrutinizing the 
particulars furnished in the declaration within 24 days and communicate the 
policy to the employee through the D.D.O. 
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MEDICAL EXAMINATION- DISPENSED WITH  
   According to the existing provision (Rule 25), employee has to undergo 

medical examination to become holder of APGLI Policy.  
a) If the monthly premium exceeds Rs.50/- 
b) If the age of the employee exceeds 45 years but does not 

exceed 48 years.  
  But the Director of insurance stated that the government servant, at the time of 

entry into service shall have to undergo Medical examination and produce. 
Physical Fitness Certificate of his good health, which will indicate the strength of 
his good health. Thereafter, he has proposed not to insist for further Medical 
Certificate to avoid delay in issue of policy; The Government have accepted the 
proposal of the Director of Insurance and dispensed with the existing Medical 
Examination. Rule' 25 (GO Ms: No. 286, Fin. & Pig. Dept., DT. 3.11.1986). 

 
NOMINATION: 
 
A subscriber can nominate any person or persons to whom the amount of policy or  
Policies or surrender value of policy may be paid. 
 

              In the event of more than one nominee, the subscriber has to indicate the share .amount 
payable to each of the nominee, provided, there should not be exclusion of wife/husband or 
children' of the subscriber. Otherwise, the nomination shall become null and void 

 

 The nominee shall be related by Blood or marriage or legally bound. Rule-31.  

  
 NOTE: Subsequent to nomination, if a subscriber is married and leaves behind.  

         Wife/husband or children, such nomination shall be null and void. 
 
  If the nominee dies before the insured/subscriber, he-will have option to make  
 Another nomination. He may cancel or change nomination in any manner during his  
 Life time 

 
The Policy of the fund will not be assigned/mortgage/deposited alienated to any  
Change of any nature. Rule 34. 
 
BONUS: 
 

(Simple reversionary bonus to the APGLI policy holders from 1.4.1987 to 31.3.1990  
And from 1.4.1990 to 31.1.1993) 
   The Director of Insurance has permitted the Bonus from 1.4.1987 to 31.3.1990 

at Rs. 80/-and from 1.4.1990 to 31.3.31993 at Rs. 100/-per Rs. 1,000/-per annum as 
shown: 

 

 The nominee shall be related by Blood or marriage or legally bound. Rule-31.  
 NOTE: .Subsequent to nomination, if a subscriber is married and leaves behind ..  
 wife/husband or children, such nomination shall be null and void.  
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1) A simple reversionary bonus of Rs. 100/-per thousand sum assured per annum shall 
be allowed for each full month during the period from 1.4.1990 to 31.3.1993 for the 
policies which were in force on 31.3.1993. However, the policies which became 
payable by death or maturity on or after declaration of previous valuation results (for 
triennium of 1.4.1987 to 31.3.1990) and before declaration of present valuation results 
are riot allowed for the present valuation rate of Rs. 100/-and the bonus will be paid at 
the previous valuation rate of Rs. 80/-only i.e. 1.4.87 to 31.3.90. 

2) In respect of policies which became payable by death or maturity on or after 
declaration of present valuation results shall be allowed at Rs.100/-rate per Rs. 1,000/-
sum assured per annum for the policies which were in force during the period from 
1.4.1993 till the date of death or maturity. 

3) In addition to the above bonus, a terminal bonus at the rate of Rs. 5/-per Rs. 1,000/-
sum assured per annum for each completed policy year (in the case of maturity) shall 
be allowed from commencement of policy up to the date of maturity on or after 
declaration of present valuation results and before declaration of next valuation 
results. 

4) And a Terminal Bonus at the rate of Rs. 5/-per Rs. 1,000/-sum assured per annum (in 
the case of death) for each full month shall be allowed from commencement of policy 
up to the date of death, on or after declaration of present valuation results and before 
declaration of next valuation results. 

5) These orders shall be applicable on or after the issue of these orders till next valuation 
results are declared. (For triennium of 1.4.87 to 31.3.90, the simple reversionary 
bonus is issued under GO Ms. No. 324, (FW.A-II), dt. 30.8.1993). 

6) Further orders of simple Reversionary Bonus at Rs. 100/-per thousand sum assured per 
Annum and Terminal Bonus of Rs. 5/-for the period from 1.4.1990 to 31.3.1993 are issued in 
GO Ms. No. 285, Fin.& Pig. (FW.A-II), DT. 9.5.1996. 

SETTLEMENT OF CLAIM IN CASE OF DEATH WHILE IN SERVICE:  
Rule-12 

  The amount of policy/policies and the Bonus due there on till the date of death 
is payable to the nominee/nominees of the subscriber, in the case of death while in 
service. If any amount is due from the deceased towards premium or loan with 
interest, it will be deducted from the policy amount payable. 
   The death claims are settled by the Director of Insurance only. The 
legal heirs of the deceased subscriber have to submit the following documents to the 
Director of Insurance, APGLI, AP, Hyderabad 
 

1. Refund Form NO.2 duly filled in and attested by the Head of the Office 
2. Advanced Stamp Receipt 
3. Original Policy/Policies  
4. Copy of legal heir certificate issued by MRO duly attested by a Gazetted 

officer  
5. Death Certificate in the Prescribed preform  
6. Withdrawal certificate of major Daughters (Unmarried) and widowed 

daughters. 
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 In the case of payment to minors, payment to be made to the natural guardian of the 
minor, if not to a legal guardian determined by civil court.  

             If no clam has been made on behalf of the subscriber, the amount will be paid to the 
legal reprehensive of the estate as determined by the civil court.  

PAYMENT OF INSURANCE AMOUNT ON INDEMNITY BOND 

 Such claims which do not exceed Rs.15000/- should be paid by the Director, 
APGLI, after enquiry into the rights to be paid to the claimants on production of Indemnity 
Bond and in excess of the above limit or in the event of dispute the claimant should be asked 
to produce, a succession certificate issued by Civil Court, by having competence to pass 
orders. 

CLAIMS IN THE CASE OF RETIRED EIVIPLOYEES -RULE-35 

 The claims of retired employees are settled by the Regional Offices located at 
Hyderabad, Warangal, Vijayawada and Kurnool. 

To claim the amount, the ceased Government servant has to submit the following documents: 

1) The refund Form No.1 duly filled in and attested by a gazetted officer 
2) An advance stamped receipt 
3) Places of posting from the date of issue of policy/policies 
4) Original policy 
5) Copy of retirement orders duly attested by a Gazetted Officer 

In case, the policy holder retires on pension before the policy/policies matured, the premium 
due by them may be deducted from their pension, with their consent. 

PAYMENT OF INSURANCE AMOUNT WHEN A GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE 
IS MISSING 

 
 When a government servant is missing for last one year, the claim of APGLI, 
amount including bonus will be settled Subject to fulfilling the following conditions: 

   
a) The family must lodge a complaint with the concerned police station and obtain a 

report that the employee has not been traced after all efforts have been made by the 
police. 

b) An Indemnity Bond shall be submitted by the nominee/dependents stating that all 
payments will be adjusted as and when the employee appears on the scene and 
makes any'c1aim (GO Ms. No. 262, Fin. & Pig. Dept., DT. 13.5.1990). 

PAYMENT OF APGLI AMOUNT TO THOSE WHO RETIRE WHILE IN 
FOREIGN SERVICE 
 The claims of APGLI relating to the employees who retire while in Foreign Service 
have to be settled by the Director Insurance only, irrespective of the place where he retires 
(Cir. Memo No. 1-91-08-021-B/28/FBF/Pen.11/91, Fin. & Pig. Dept.,DT. 30.11.1990).  
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LOANS FROM APGLI -RULE 45 
1) A Subscriber may be granted loan not exceeding 90% of either 

surrender value or the Present value whichever is beneficial to the 
subscriber Rule 45(1). 

2) No loan shall be granted unless the Director of Insurance is satisfied 
that the applicant's pecuniary circumstances justify the grant of such 
loan (GO Ms. No. 54, Fin. Dept., Dt. 21.2.83, w.e.f. 8.2.1982) Rule 45 
(2). 

3) No loan shall be granted for a sum of less than Rs. 1,000/-(GO Ms. No. 
285, Fin. & Pig. Dept., DT. 9.5.1996) Rule 45(3). 

4) No further loan shall be granted to the subscriber, unless at least half of 
the loan sanctioned earlier is repaid. If the Director of Insurance feels 
that there is real hardship, he can relax this condition and sanction the 
loan applied for (GO Ms. No.54, Fin. Dept., Dt. 21.2.1983, and w.e.f 
15.1.1981). Rule 45 (4). 

Sanctioning authority:     The Dy. Director in the Directorate and the Dy. Director of 
Regional Offices are authorised to dispose off all c1aimslloan cases 
irrespective of the amount. The Asst. Directors are authorised to 
dispose off loans up to Rs. 2,000/-(GO Ms No. 846, Fin. & Pig. (FWA-
II) Dept., DT. 4.10.1994). 

  Loan shall be recovered in equal monthly instalments of not less than 12, 
unless the subscriber so elects or in any case not more than 48 except in the case of loans 
advanced for the purchase or construction of a house, the maximum number of 
instalments will be 60. Rule-46. 
 
  The first instalment towards recovery of the loan will be deducted from the 
salary of the month following that in which the loan is granted. Recovery shall not be 
made except with-the consent of the subscriber when he is on leave on half average pay 
without pay or under suspension and may be postponed on the written request of the 
subscriber. Rule-47. 
  
  The rate of interest to be charged on the advance to the subscriber shall be one 
per-cent over and above the rate of interest allowed by the government. Rule-48. 

  After the loan has been fully repaid, interest shall be recovered in one or more 
instalments as may be directed by the director provided the instalment of interest shall 
not exceed the instalment of the original loan. Rule-49. 
 
  If the loan sanctioned has been utilized for other than the purpose of sanction. 
It shall be disallowed and the outstanding balance of loan tighter with interest shall be 
recovered. Rule-50. 

 
ENHANCEMENT OF PREMIUM 

   The employees are permitted to contribute the premium to the extent of 20% 
of the Basic Pay. The contribution is excerpted from Income Tax. 
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EXEMPTION ON DISABILITY 
   
 If a policy holder is permanently disable while in service he is exempted from  

 Payment of monthly premium up to Rs. 301-per month. The disability must be the    
result of an accident caused by violent external means and must' be total and 
permanent. Rule-51.  

 
Disabilities: 

1)   Irrecoverable loss of sight of both eyes or 
2)     Amputation of the feet at or above the ankle or 
3)     Amputation of both hands at or above the wrist or 
4)     Amputation of one hand at or above the wrist and one foot at or above the ankle 

The disability with full particulars have to be furnished to the authority within 90 
days, with a certificate from a Medical Officer specified in this behalf in proof of such 
disability to the satisfaction of the prescribed authority.Rule-51 (C). 

BONUS AND TERMINAL BONUS-RATES (Per 1,000/-sum assured 
per annum) 

 

Period Bonus Terminal 
Bonus   

1951-54 10/-  
1954-57 10/-  
1957-60 16/-  
1960-63 16/-  
1963-66 17/-  
1966-69 18/-  
1969-72 20/-  
1972-75 24/-  
1975-78 28/-  
1978-81 40/- 3/- 
1981-84 56/- 4/- 
1984-87 66/- 4/- 
1987-90 80/- 4/- 
1990-93 100/- 5/- 

 

GO Ms. No. 324, Fin. & Pig. (FWAII) Dept. DT. 30.8.1993 

GO Ms. No. 285, Fin. & Pig. (FW.A-II) Dept. DT. 9.5.1996 
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TABLE (A) 

 Endowment Assurance maturing at the age of 55 years 

Received table showing the sum assured under a Life Insurance Policy for a monthly 
premium of one rupee according to age. 

AGE NEXT BIRTHDAY AT ENTRY IN YERS  SUM ASSURED RS. /- 
21 459.00 
22 44080 
23 422.90 
24 405.20 
25 387.80 
26 371.80 
27 356.00 
28 340.70 
29 325.90 
30 311.30 
31 295.90 
32 200.50 
33 265.90 
34 251.60 
35 237.50 
36 223.30 
37 210.10 
38 197.10 
39 183.50 
40 171.20 
41 158.50 
42 145.20 
43 134.40 
44 122.80 
45 111.10 
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TABLE (B) 

  Endowment Assurance maturing at the age of 58 years (with Profits) 

Table showing the sum assured under a Life Insurance Policy for a monthly premium of one 
rupee according to age. 

AGE NEXT BIRTHDAY AT ENTRY IN YERS  SUM ASSURED RS. /- 
21 504.00 
22 485.80 
23 467.90 
24 450.20 
25 432.80 
26 415.70 
27 398.90 
28 382.30 
29 366.10 
30 350.10 
31 334.40 
32 319.10 
33 304.00 
34 289.20 
35 274.80 
36 260.60 
37 246.80 
38 233.20 
39 219.90 
40 207.80 
41 194.20 
42 181.10 
43 169.50 
44 157.50 
45 145.70 
46 134.00 
47 122.50 
48 111.10 

  

GO Ms. No.-225, Fin & Plg.Dept.DT. 3.9.1981 w.e.f. 1.4.1980 
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ISSUE OF POLICIES: 
 From and after 4.8.1964, there is only one kind of Insurance namely Endowment 
Insurance 

I)  The Endowment Assurance Policies shall mature on the 
Government .Servant attaining the age of (58) years, under which 
the coverage of risk commences in between 1.4.1980 and 
28.2.1983 and from 23.08.1984 onwards. Rule-6 (GO Ms. No. 254, 
Fin. & Pig. Dept., DT. 27.9.1988). 

II) The Endowment Assurance Policies shall mature on the 
Government servant attaining the age of (55) years under which the 
coverage of risk commences in between 1.3.1983 and 22.8.1984. 
Rule -6 (GO Ms. No. 254, Fin. & Pig. Dept., dt. 27.9.1988). 
 

POWERS TO GOVERNMENT AND DEPARTMENT 
 
  The Director of Insurance, AP, Hyderabad shall publish an Annual Statement 
of Accounts and an actual (expert authority) Reports of the Assets & Liabilities of the Fund 
for every 3 years (i.e. surplus amount in the Fund) for the purpose of declaration of simple 
Reversionary Bonus to the Policy holders. Rule-8. 
  
  The Government in the Finance Department shall have powers for conduct of 
this business and to issue instructions-to the Director of Insurance, AP, Hyderabad. RUle-9.-
(GO Ms. NO.1 09, Fin. & PIg (Pen. Code) Dept., DT. 30.7.1974) 
  
  Any subscriber who is aggrieved in connection with insurance, he may appeal 
to Government in Finance Department and the decision of Government in the matter shall be 
final. Rule-10. (GO Ms. No. 113, (Fin. Pen. IV) Dept., DT. 17.4.1974. 
 
  The amount of the Fund shall be deposited in the Public Account of the AP 
Government which shall pay interest annually to the Fund at a rate fixed by the Government 
from time to time. Rule-11 {GO Ms. No. 11~, (Fin. Pen.IV) Dept., Dt. 17.4.1974). 
 
  The Accounts of the director of insurance shall be audited by the AG, AP, and 
Hyderabad. The Director of insurance shall submit the report of progress of the Department 
to the government during the previous year, Rule-12. 
 
  In case the beneficiary is a minor, the payment of insurance shall be made to 
his natural guardian, and where there is no natural guardian to a guardian of the property of 
the minor appointed by a civil court. Rule-14 (GO Ms No.109, Fin & pen .Code) dept. dt. 
30.7.1974. 
No Suit or action shall lie against the Director of insurance or any other officer of the 
Government in respect of any act done or declaration made bonafide by him under these 
rules.Rule-17. 
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CALCULATION OF INTEREST 
Balance as on 31/03/2004 is Rs.30, 000.00 
 
 Subscription is@ Rs.400/-per month and withdrawal is Rs.8, 000/-in the month of 
October 2004 to be recovered in 20 monthly instalments, the interest will be:- 
 

 Subscription Recovery  Advance Amount Rs. 
31/03/2004 , 

3/2004 paid in 
-- -- -- 30,000/- 

April 4/2004 400 -- -- 30,400/- 
May 5/2004 400 -- -- 30,800/- 
June 6/2004 400 -- -- 31,200/- 
July 7/2004 400 -- -- 31,600/- 

August 8/2004 400 -- -- 32,000/- 
Sept 9/2004 400 -- -- 32,400/- 
Oct 10/2004 400 -- (-)8,000/- 24,800/- 
Nov 11/2004 400 400 -- 25,600/- 
Dec 12/2004 400 400 -- 26,400/- , 

2,65,200/- 
Jan 01/2005 400 400 -- 27,200/- 
Feb 02/2005 400 400 -- 28,000/- 

March 3/2005 400 400 -- 28,800/-, 
3,49,200/- 

 

3, 49,200 X 1/12 X 8/100 =2,328-00 interest.  

Total amount =28,800 + 2,328 =31,128 

Sanction of Temporary withdrawal (Loan to be repaid in   
instalments) Rule 14 
A. Condition to be fulfilled :- 

 
1. Normally the advance should not exceed three months’ pay or half of the 

balance at his credit, whichever is less -14(1).  
2. Sanctioning authority should satisfy himself about the pecuniary 

circumstances of the applicant before a loan is sanctioned -14(1)(a).  
3. Temporary advance shall not be granted in excess of three months’ pay or 

half of the balance except for special reasons to be recorded in writing.  
4. Application to be used:-Appendix I" Form 1 & 2.  

 
B. Purpose for which Temporary advance may be sanctioned  

 
I)    To pay Expenses in connection with prolonged illness-     

14(I)(a)(I). 
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II)     To pay for overseas passage for reasons of health or education   
14(I)(a)(II) 

III)     To Meet cost of higher education beyond high school stage; 
a) Outside India for Academic, technical, Professional or 

Vocational courses- 14(i)(a)(ii)(a). 
 

IV)        To Pay Obligatory expenses in connection with marriage or  
either ceremonies-14(i)(a)(iii) 

V)        To meet the cost of legal proceedings instituted by the 
subscriber for vindicating his position in regard to any allegations 
made against him in discharge of his official duties-14(i)(a)(v). 

VI)       To meet the cost of his defence where the subscriber is 
prosecuted by the Government or the-subscriber engages a legal 
practitioner  to defend himself in  any enquiry in respect of any 
alleged officer misconduct on his part -14(i)(a)(v). 

VII) To meet the cost of building or acquiring a suitable house 
including the cost of the site. -14(i)(a)(vi) 
    OR  

   Repairs outstanding amount of ……….taken for this purpose 

     OR 
        For reconstructions, additions or deletions to the house. 

viii)  To meet the cost of purchasing a house site OR repaying       
             Outstanding amount of loan taken for the purpose. -14(I) (a) (vii) 

 
ix)  To meet cost of constructing a-house on the site purchased,  
            Utilizing the amount of G.P.F. -14(I) (a) (viii)      
                      
x)  To meet the cost of acquiring a farm land OR business premises     
 Within 6 months of date of retirement. -14(I) (a) (xi) 
 
xi)  To meet the cost of purchasing a motor car -14(i) (a) (x)  
 
xii)  To pay the LIC premium or loan amount from the L1C of India .14 (i) (a) 
 

C. Consolidation of Advances 

   Balance of previous advances shall be added to the advance so 
sanctioned and instalments shall be fixed. -14(3) 

D. Recovery of Advances 
I. -Not less than 12 instalments and not more than 24, i.e. in normal sanctions. 

II. -In special cases, Le., more than 3 months’ pay or half the balance, more 
than 24 but more than 36. -15(I) 

III. -Recovery of advance may be postponed by the sanctioning authority on the 
request of the subscriber while he/she is in receipt of subsistence grant or is 
in on leave without leave salary or leave salary equal to or less than half 
pay. -15(2) 
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PART FINAL WITHDRAWALS 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Detailed provisions are as follows: 

Purpose Conditions Rule 
1. To meet the cost of higher 

education including where 
necessary travel expenses 
of the subscriber or any 
child of the subscriber 
beyond high school stage.  
 

   I)  Outside India academic,  
technical, professional or  
vocational courses   

 

a) 3 moths pay or half the balance 
whichever is less  

b) Sanctioning authority may 
relax the limit up to 10 months’ 
pay. 

c) Not more than 2 withdrawals in 
a financial year. 

d) 6 Months gap between the 1st 
and 2nd withdrawal. 

e) Only one part final withdrawal 
for the same purposes  

f) Education of different sons/ 
daughters will not be treated as 
same purpose.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
  15-A(i)(a) 
and 15s(B) 

Purposes Limitations  
a) For education, 

betrothal/marriage/illness 
20 Years of service or within 10 
years before the date of the 
superannuation whichever is earlier  

b)  
For House building purposes 
(For purchase of a house site, 
construction of house/ready 
built house/at whichever place 
he chooses  
 
 
Even if a subscriber Owens a 
house in a place other than his 
place of duty which is nit 
constructed from house 
building advance from part 
final withdrawal from GPF. 
                OR 
 
Even if he had an ancestral 
house in the place of his duty 
which is not fit for residence  

 
 
 
 
 
15 Years’ Service within 10 before 
the date of superannuation whichever 
is earlier  
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2. Betrothal/Marriage of the 
subscriber or his sons/ 
daughters and any female 
relation actually 
department on him.  

a)  For daughter and female 
relations:  
i)  6 months’  pay or half the 

balance whichever is less 
ii) Sanctioning authority may 
relax up to 10 months’ pay 
subject to half the balance. 
 

b)  For Dependant Son:  
 

I) 3 months’ pay or half the 
balance whichever is less. 

II) Relaxations up to 6 months’ 
pay or half the balance 
whichever is less.  

15A(i) (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
15D(i) 
 
15D(i) 
 
 
 
15D(ii) 

3. To meet expenses in 
connection with the illness 
including where necessary 
travel expenses of the 
subscriber and members 
of his family or any other 
persons actually 
dependant on him. 

1. 6 Months pay or half the 
balance whichever is less. 

2. Relaxation is up to ¾ balances. 
3. Only one part-final withdrawal 

for the same purposes.  
4. Illness of different persons on 

different occasions will not be 
treated as the same purpose.  

5. Temporary advance and part 
final withdrawal for the same 
purpose should be not 
sanctioned.  

 
 
 
15A(i)C & 
15C 

4. To build or acquire a 
suitable house for his 
residence including the 
cost of the site or repaying 
any outstanding amount of 
loan expressly taken for 
this purpose or 
reconstruction or making 
additions or alterations to 
a house already owned or 
acquired by a subscriber. 

1. 3/4 balance or actual cost loan 
to be paid whichever is less. 
Provided in case the subscriber 
has availed himself HBA from 
the grant of loans to 
Government Servants or any 
assistance. Given by any other 
Government. the part final 
withdrawal shall not exceed the 
maximum limit of HBA 
prescribed for that category of 
employees from time to time 
(G.O.Ms.No.264 Fin & Ping. 
01.17/06/1994) 

2. In the case of husband and wife 
who are both subscribers to 
GPF both of them may 
withdraw from the fund for 
building one house. 

3. Part-final withdrawal for 
alterations or making additions 
shall not exceed half of the 
maximum limit prescribed for 
the purpose of HBA rules from 
time to time for that category 
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of employees. (G.O.Ms.No.264 
Fin & Ping. 01.17/06/1994) 

4. Withdrawal under this Rule 
shall also be allowed where the 
house site or house is in .the 
name of the wife or husband 
provided she or he is the first 
nominee to receive provident 
fund money in the nomination 
made by the subscriber. 

 
5. The construction should be 

commenced within six months 
from the date of withdrawal 
and should be completed 
within one year from the date 
of Commencement of 
construction. 

5. For Purchasing a house 
site or repaying any 
outstanding amount of 
loan expressly taken for 
this purpose  

1. ¼ of the credit on the actual 
cost whichever is less. 

2. The house site shall be 
purchased within period of 
one month from the date of 
withdrawal of the amount.  

15A(2) (b) 
and 15-F 

6. To contract a house on the 
site purchased utilising the 
amount withdrawn from 
GPF.  

1/3rd of the balance 
standing to the credit or the 
actual cost whichever cost 
whichever is less.  

15A(2) (cc) 
and 15-G  

7. To acquire farm land or 
business premises within 6 
months from the date of 
retirement.  

6 months’ pay or ½ the 
balance whichever is less.  

15-H 

8. To purchase a motor car 
or repaying a government 
loan taken for the purpose.  

Rs.12, 000/- or 1/4th of the 
balance or actual price 
whichever less.  
Only one withdrawal is 
allowed. 
One should have completed 
28 years of service or 3 
years left for retirement 
whichever is earlier.  

15-I 

 

 Application for sanction is to be submitted in appendix “O” of GPF Rules. No 
Separate proceedings sanctioning the withdrawal need be issued. Sanction is to be accorded 
in the space earmarked in Appendix “O” quoting the rule under which sanction is given. 

 A subscriber who has already drawn a temporary advance may convert at his 
discretion, balance outstanding into part final withdrawal provided he satisfied the conditions 
prescribed for the grant of part final withdrawal (Rule 150J).  
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 SANCTIONING AUTHORITY -5th SCHEDULE (Rule 14) 
Authorities Competent to grant Temporary Advance/Part-Final Withdrawals    
              (G.O.Ms.No.42, Fin. (Pen.lI) Dept., dt.29-01-2003) 
 

i. a)  In the case of all non-gazetted employees (including 
last grade employees) 
 
b) In case the Drawing' Officer is a Non Gazetted Officer 
   
c) If there are other Gazetted Officers in the same Office 
(besides the Drawing Officers) 
 

The Drawing Officer is 
empowered provided he is a 
Gazetted Officer. 
 
The next superior Gazetted 
Office shall be authorised to 
all the employees including 
Non-Gazetted Head of the 
Offices. 
 
Head of the Office is 
empowered, to the Drawing 
Officer and other Gazetted 
Officers. 

ii. a) In the case of all Non-Gazetted employees (including 
last grade employees (working the Directorates/ Heads of 
Departments  
 
b) In the case of all gazetted Officers in the Directorate. 

The Drawing Officer of such 
Directorate. 
 
 
The Head of the Department. 

iii. In the case of the Heads of Departments The Secretary to Government 
in the concerned 
Administrative Dept. 

iv. In the case of Asst. Secretary and above working in 
Secretariat. 

The Secretary to. Government 
in each Department is 
empowered. 

 
FINAL WITHDRAWALS 

1. G.O.Ms.No.216 F & P (FW.Pen II). Dated 4-6-1985  

2. Govt. Circular Memo No.018436/905/Pen.II/86, dt.31-12-1988:  

3. G.O.Ms.N.q.1, F & P (FW.Pen.II), dated 3-1-1989.  

4. G.O.Ms.No.261, F & P (FW.Pen.II), dated 28-8-1989. 

The amount at the credit of the subscriber shall become payable when he retires/quit service 
provided. 

If dismissed, removed or compulsorily retired 

a)   He shall not be paid if an appeal is preferred until it is disposed. 

b) Where no appeal is preferred, until the time allowed for preferring the appeal is over; 
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c) However, if the individual certifies that he will not prefer an appeal, final withdrawal 
is permitted. 

ii) The subscription towards the fund may compulsorily be discontinued during the last 
4months of service. 

Iii)          Application for final payment in the revised form appended to this note should be 
submit 

                by    the Government servant 4 months in advance of his retirement. 

              Recoveries towards refund of temporary advances taken from the fund should not be         

              Effected during the last four months of service. 

v)  No temporary advance /of service 

vi) However in exceptional circumstances which should be rare part-final withdrawals 
may be sanctioned. In such cases sanction order should be communicated to the AG and his 
acknowiedgemeoLoLr8ceipfofsanction' and noting-the same in the GPF ledger card of the 
Government servant concerned should be obtained by the Drawing Officer.  

 vii)  For the purpose of social security-cum-provident fund boosters scheme a' subscribed 
would continue to be treated as subscriber till his retirement even though recovery of 
subscriptions is discontinued for the last 4 months, of his service so that in the event of his 
unfortunate death deriding the above period the person entitled to receive the amount 
standing to the credit of ~the subscriber could be paid the additional amount envisaged in 
rule'30-A of GPF rules.  

viii)  A statement of deductions made in the preform appended giving full partitions of 
deductions effected from the pay bills towards GPF during the last 12 months preceding the 
date of retirement shall be furnished to the AG so that the AG may be able to post these 
credits in the account in advance and authorize full 'payment of GP~ balance at' credit 
including the subscription’s subsequent to the last financial year preceding the date of 
retirement' also mat be able to post these credits in the account of the subscriber in advance 
and authorize full payment of GPF balance  at credit including the subscriptions subsequent 
to the last in financial year preceding the date of retirement also, in one instalment instead of 
in two instalments as hitherto.  

ix)  Interest on the balance is payable up to the end of the month preceding the month in 
which final payment is made.  

SOCIAL SECURITY-CUM-PROVIDEN FUND BOOSTER SCIENCE,  

1.  This scheme was  introduced with, effect from 1-8-1976 with a view to providing 
extra social security to the families of the subscribers and an incentive to save more.  

2.  On the death of subscriber in service, the person(s) eligible to receive the provident 
fund balance will be' sanctioned an additional amount equal to the average balance in the 
account of the deceased government servant in the fund during the three years immediately 
preceding the death of the employee subject to the following conditions 
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In Rule 30-A Amended in G.O.Ms.No.42, Fin.(Pen. lI) Dept., dated 1-2002. The employee 
has put in at least 5 years’ service at the time of death.  

3.  The Accountant General will authorize the payment of additional benefit provided in 
the scheme to the person(s) entitled to receive the PF money at the time of making final 
payment of the fund balance, without any further sanction.  

4.  The period of three years for calculation of benefit may be computed backwards from 
the month proceeding the months in which death occurs.  

5.  The interest credited to the account of subscriber should be taken into account to 
check that the minimum prescribed Fund balance has been maintained. The average balance' 
for purposes of the additional benefits should also include the amount of interest up to the 
month preceding the month in which death occurs.  

6.  The post which a Government servant was holding at the time of death should be 
taken for the purpose of minimum balances in his account. Details of posts held in the last 
three years preceding the death of the subscriber in case he has been promoted from last 
grade service to Non-Gazetted service or from Non-Gazetted service to Gazetted service 
during the last three years preceding the death should be furnished with the application.  

7.  In case subscriber intends to give lump sum credits may be accepted and they may be 
credited to the fund accounts on the subscribers so as to maintain the minimum balance to 
become eligible for the benefits of the Scheme.  

EXCESS DRAWAL OVER THE FUND BALANCE  

In case a subscriber is found to have drawn advance part/final withdrawal in excess of the 
amount standing to his credit on the date of drawal, the overdrawn amount shall be recovered 
with interest of the rate of 2%% over and above the normal rate of interest. In default, it shall 
be recovered in one lump sum from the emoluments of the subscriber. If the total amount to 
be recovered is more than half of the subscriber's emoluments, recovery shall be made in 
instalments of societies (half) of his emoluments till the entire amount together with interest 
is recovered.  

EMPLOYER GROUP INSURANCE SCHEME-1984 
 

(Introduced vide  G.O. MS.293 (FIN &WING-Accts-ii) DPET, DETED 8-10-1984) (Ref. 
G.O.Ms.no.307, Fin & plg.(F.W.Pen-ii) Dept., dated 9-11-1974 for FBF) 

1. Title And Date Of Effect 

This scheme shall be called be as A.P employee Group- insurance – Scheme 1984 

The scheme shall come into force from 1-11-1984 

The existing Scheme of family benefit fund will case on 31-10-1984.The accumulated 
amount under. Family Benefit Scheme as on 31-10:.1984 together with interest shall be 
payable to the employees at the time of their retirement or death whichever is earlier. 
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2.  Objective  

The scheme is intended to prove benefits of an insurance cover to the families of AP. State 
Government employees, employees of.  Panchayat Raj institutions, Municipalities and Work 
charged employees with 10 years of service or more, on the event of their death while in 
service and to have additional resource on retirement.  

3.  Application.  

.The scheme made compulsory to AP. State Government employees, employees of Panchayat 
Raj Institutions, Municipalities and work charged employees with 10 years of service or more 
who have become Government-¬employees and the scheme may be extended to. other 
categories of employees from time to time if the Government so decide.  

4.  Membership: (Enrolment)  

The membership of the .scheme shall be compulsory to those employees:  

(1)  who are in service as on 1-11-1984, and  

(2)  Who join service on or after 15t November 1984, and found medically fit for service;  

(3)  Employees who enter service in the month other than November shall be enrolled as 
members of the scheme on the next anniversary of the scheme;  

(4)  the Head of the office shall inform the employee the date of his  

enrolment and subscription to be deducted from his salary in Form No.(1). 

(5)  the employees of. The scheme shall be grouped into four categories, I.e. ,A, B,C&D 

In Revised Pay Scales -1986 

 DESCRIPTION POST CLASSIFITION 
OF GROUP 

1 Employees drawing pay il"•C:l-3Gale~orparthe-
maximumof which is Rs.3,500/-and above 

GROUP-A 

2 Employees drawing pay in a Scale of pay the 
maximum of which is Rs.2,440/-and above but below 
Rs.3,500. 

GROUP-B 

3 Employees drawing pay in a Scale of pay the 
maximum of which is Rs.1,625/-and above but below 
Rs.2,440. 

GROUP-C 

4 Employees drawing pay in a Scale of pay the 
maximum of which is Rs. 1,625/-and below. 

GROUP-D 
 

 

The table has been revised in G.O.Ms.No.172, F & P, dt.8-10-1992.  

5.  Rate of Subscription for Membership  

The rate of subscription for the scheme shall be in Units of RS.1 0/-per month. 
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Thus  Group "0" employees shall subscribe 
one Unit 

RS.1 0/-P.M. 

" employees shall subscribe two Units RS.20/-P.M. 
Group “B" employees shall subscribe three 
Units 

Units -RS.30/-P.M. 

Group "A" employees shall subscribe four 
Units 

Rs4O/-P.M. 

In the event of regular promotion/appointment of an employee, if the group of subscription is 
changed from one group to another group, it shall De raised from the next anniversary of the 
scheme. Till such date he. shall continue the same amount for which he was eligible before 
promotion/ appointment. In such case, the Head of the Office-concerned shall inform the 
subscriber the amount to be deducted from his salary in the revised rate, in Form No.(2).  

Example:-If the scheme comes into force w.e.f. 1-11-1984, a group '0' employee 
promoted/appointed on regular basis to group 'c' in May 1985 shall continue at the rate of 
RS.10/-P.M. up to October 1985 'and he is eligible for Insurance cover of Rs.10,OOO/-only 
in addition to the savings fund appropriate to his subscription, From November 1985, his 
subscription will be raised to RS.20/-P.M. and his Insurance cover will become Rs.20,000/-in 

addition to the Savings Fund 

6.  Premium and Insurance cover for member 

 When an employee entering service in a month other than November, i.e., after 30th 
November, he shall pay a subscription of Rs.3/- P.M. as premium for the benefit of Insurance 
cover of Rs.10,000/- applicable to the group from the date of joining Government service to 
the date of his becoming member of the scheme on the next anniversary of the scheme i.e., 1st 
November. 

 Example:- If the scheme comes into force with effect from 1-11-1984 and a group D 
employee enters in service on any day of May 1985, he shall pay a subscription of  Rs.3/- 
P.M. as premium for an insurance cover of Rs.10,000/- for a period of 6 months i.e., until 
Oct-1985 and from Nov-1985, his subscription shall be raised to Rs.10/- P.M and he shall 
become eligible for the benefit of savings fund in addition to insurance cover of Rs.10,000/- 

 Similarly, a Group C employee will pay a subscription of Rs.6/- P.M as premium for 
insurance cover of Rs.20,000/- and his subscription will be raised to Rs.20/- P.M from the 
next anniversary of the scheme and he shall become eligible for the benefit of savings fund in 
add 

7. Insurance Fun and Insurance Cover for Member   

In order to provide Insurance cover a portion of-subscription  shall be credited to the 
insurance Fund to be held in the "Public Account of A.P. Government", the amount of which 
will be Rs.10,000/-for each unit and it will be p aid to the families of the deceased employees 
while in service.  

The balance of Insurance Fund shall be credited/credited with the amount of interest on the 
"Post Office Savings Bank Deposits" at the rate of 5~% per annum.  

Addition to insurance cover of Rs.20,000/- 
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8.  Savings Fund  

The balance of the subscription shall be credited to  the Savings Fund which will be held by n 
A.P. Govt. Public Accounts". The total accumulation of Savings Fund together with interest 
will be payable to the members on his' retirement on superannuation or cessation of his 
employment or the families of the decease9 employee on his death while-in service.  

For every U1:Jit of RS.1 0/-contributed by the employee an amount of RS.3.125 shall be 
credited to the Insurance and the Balance of RS.6.875 shall be credited to .the Savings Funds.  

(As per G.O.Ms.No.312, F & P (FW. Accts. ii) Dept . dated 6-11-1984)  

8.2  The benefit admissible from the Savings Fund shall be, as determined by the 
Government from time to time as per the table furnished at the rate of 10% compound 
interest. If the rate of interest changes or the cost of Insurance changes, the benefit of Savings 
fund will also change correspondingly.  

8.3  In the case of death of a member, the payment of the amount of Insurance will be in 
addition to the payment of Savings Fund.  

8.4 . The rate of Interest shall be allowed @ 10% P.A compounded quarterly, on  

. the  balances in the Savings Fund for a block period of 5 years commencing from the date 
of the scheme comes into force 

REVISED RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION UNDER REVISED SCALES OF PAY-2005 
{G.O.Ms.No.255, Fin & PIg (FW Admn.ll) Dept., dt.22-06-2010)  

Fill up as per revised pay Scales-2015/2020 

 As per Revised Scale of Pay 2010 the employees shall be grouped in the following four 
categories: 

sl. no  Description of post Classification of 
Group 

Unit of 
subscription 

Rate of  
subscription 

1 Employees drawing pay 
in a Scale of Pay, the 
maximum of which is 
RS.18030 to 55660 

 
A 

 
8 Units 

 
RS.120/- 

2 
 

Employees drawing pay 
in a Scale of Pay, the 
maximum of which is 
Rs.11,860 and above, but 
below RsA2,590/¬ 

 
B 

 
8 Units 

 
RS.60/- 

3 Employees drawing pay 
in a Scale of Pay, the 
maximum of which is 
Rs.8440 and above, but 
below Rs.33,200/¬ 

 
C 

 
8 Units 

RS.30/- 

4 Employees drawing pay 
in a Scale of Pay, the 
maximum of which is 
Rs.6700/-to 23650/¬ 

 
D 

 
 
8 Units 

RS.15/- 
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Each unit of subscription is revised to Rs.15/-from Rs. 10/-. The amount of Insurance Cover 
will be Rs.15,000/-for each unit of RS.15/-instead. Of Rs.10,OOO/-. The Insurance cover 
shall be applicable only in such cases when revised rate of subscription is deducted. 
{G.O.ms.No.367, Fin & Pig (FW Admn.ll) Dept., dated 15-' 11-1994).  

The revised subscription as per revised groups shall be recovered compulsorily from the 
salary of November 1994, paid on 1-12-1994.  

For every unit of Rs.15/-, an amount of RsA-50 shall be credited to the Insurance cover and 
the balance of RS.10-50 shall be credited to the Savings Fund with effect from 1-11-1994.  

The of interest shall be 8% P.A. compounded quarterly with effect from 1-11-1994 

9. Recovery of Subscription  

The subscription of number shall fall due, commencing from the normal working hours on 
the first of the that month 

The subscription of a premium for the insurance cover shall be recovered from the date of 
joining service of the date of membership of the scheme and subsequently commencing from 
the normal working hours on the first every month 

The subscription for a month shall be recovered from the salary of the employee, irrespective 
of the date of payment for that month including 'the month in which the employee ceases to 
'be in employment due to retirement death: resignation or removal from service etc.  

The D.D.O shall recover the subscription from the employee irrespective of their being on 
duty, leave or suspension.  

INTEREST  

 No' interest shall-b-e levied on arrears of subscription due to delayed payment of-salary. For 
the period of Extraordinary Leave the arrears of his subscription shall be recovered with 
Interest admissible under the scheme (interest 10% P.A.), in not more that :3 instalments 
from the salary, from the month following the month in which he resumes duty after leave. If 
employee dies while' on Extraordinary Leave, the subscription due from him shall  be 
recovered with interest admissible under the scheme from the payments to his family under 
the scheme.,  

EMPLOYEE ON DEPUTATION I FOREIGN SERVICE  

If an employee proceeds on deputation or on foreign service, the Borrowing Authority / 
Foreign employer shall recover the subscription and credit the same to the concerned 
authority. If the subscription falls due, the arrears of the same shall be recovered with interest 
admissible in not more than 3 instalments (G.0.Ms.No.323, Fin. & Pig (Fin.Wing Accts-lI) 
Dept., dated 12-11-1994) (Para 3.2 of a/c procedure).  

Head of the Department is responsible to watch the receipt of Subscriptions regularly and 
their credit to Govt. Account by maintaining a separate Register in respect of those on 
Foreign Service. [(Para-3.2 Note (2))  
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The Head of the Department shall send the demand draft without delay to the Bank/Treasury 
for realisation and credit to Govt. Account (Under the head related) with a challan together 
with schedules in duplicate, so that one can be retained by Bank/Treasury and the other may 
be returned to the remitter with original challan (G.O.Ms.No.334 Fin. &. Pig, dt.29-1'1-1984 
-Para-3.3) 

In respect of Tahsildar rand Revenue Staff on deputation, the District Collector should watch 
the recoveries (Govt. memo. No.11267/132/accounts 11/85¬1, dt.3-12-1985 -para-3.4) 

ENTRIES IN SERVICE BOOK 

At the time of commencement of Subscription to the Scheme, i.e., Insurance Fund and 
Savings Fund a suitable entry shall be recorded in the Service Book of each employee, the 
Group to which he belongs, the rate of subscription and the month of commencement of 
subscription-and whenever there is a change in the Group and Rate of Subscription on 
account of promotion etc., necessary entry likewise shall also be recorded in the Service 
Book "that the subscriptions at the appropriate rates have been recovered for the period from 
April to March and the entries shall be attested by the D.D.O. Para-3.4. 

10.  Payments from Insurance Fund I Savings Fund 

If an employee retires on superannuation or otherwise ceases to be in service, the Head of the 
Office shall issue a sanction for the payment of accumulation in Savings Fund after obtaining 
a simple application in Form No.(3). 

The amount payable to the subscriber in the cease of Retirement, Resignation Etc., shall 

(a)  The amount due to him out of Savings Fund for the entire period of membership at 
lowest group and 

(b)  The amount / amounts due to him for additional Units which was raised due to 
Promotion / appointment to higher Group for the period from which the rate of subscription 
was so raised to the date of his retirement or cessation-of membership. 

Savings Fund together with interest has to be calculated-basing on TABLE-I, II 

& III communicated by the Government every year. 

Example:-Group "D' employee acquires membership in Group "C" and "B" after 10 and ?O 
years of service respectively and retires after 30 years of-membership. 

(a) Savings Fund @ RS.10/-P.M. for 30 years 

(b) Additional Savings Fund @ Rs:10/-P.M. for 20 years (Rs.20 -Rs.10) 

(c) Additional Savings Fund @ RS.20/-P.M. for 20 years (Rs.4O -Rs.20) 

If an amount dies while in service, the Head of Office shall address the nominee/heirs of 
subscriber in Form No.(4), to submit an application in Form No.(5) to issue a sanction for 
payment of Insurance Fund and accumulation in the Savings Fund. 

The amount payable to the nominee/heirs of the member who dies while in service shall be 
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(a) The amount of the appropriate insurance to which he was entitle at the time of death  
(b) The amount due to him out of the saving fund for the entire period of his membership 

in lowest Group; and 

(C ) the amount / amount due to him additional Units by which his subscription was raised 
due to appointment / promotion to higher groups for the period from which the rate of 
subscription was raised to the~ death of his death 

Example:-If a Group "D" employee' acquires membership in Group "e" and Group "B" after 
5 years and 15 years of Service respectively and dies while in service after 30 years.  

The nominee/nominees shall be paid the sum of the-following amounts:  
 (1)  The amount of insurance of RsAO,000/-due on monthly subscription of Rs.40/-P.M.  
(2)  --The-amount due from Savings Fund on a 'monthly subscription of Rs.10/-for 30 
years.  
(3) ,  The amount due from the Savings Fund on a monthly subscription of RS.10/-for25 
years.  
(4)  The amount due from the-Savings Fund on a monthly subscription of' RS.20/-(Rs.40 -
20) for 15 years. '  
 

WITHDRAWALS  

11.  Withdrawals of the amount from insurance Fund/Savings Fund will not be-
permissible for any member or beneficiary of the Scheme except in the case of Death or on 
the cessation of employment on account of resignation or retirement etc.  
12.  No loans or Advances shall-be paid from the Insurance Fund/Savings Fund.  
13.  Utilization: The accumulations in the Insurance Fund or Savings Fund shall be at the 
disposal of the State Government. Those accumulations may be utilised for "ownership 
housing scheme and other schemes for the benefit of . members of the Scheme".  
14.  The scheme shall be notified by displaying a copy on the notice board or in  
The prominent place where the employees are working. Few copies may be supplied to the 
unions/Associations.  
15.  . The Head of the Office shall furnish a statement to 0.0.0. by 10th of month/every 
month indicating the name', the Group, date of birth of ever  
. employee who is in service on the date of commencement of he scheme and on the date of 
appointment of the persons. .  
There is no change in the Insurance cover i.e., the amount of Insurance cover will be 
Rs.15,OOO/-for each Unit or RS.15/-Subscription per month.  
16.  . Payments in the case of employees whose whereabouts are not known  

(a)  Insurance Cover: The amount of Insurance cover is payable to the nominees or heirs 
of the missing person, after expiry of a period of 7 years following the month of 
disappearance of the employee, provided the claimants produces a proper and indisputable 
proof of death or a decree of Court that the employee should be presumed to be dead.  

(b)  Savings Fund:-The accumulations in, the Savings Funds to the nominee or legal heir 
after lapse of a period of one year following the month of disappearance subject to fulfilment 
of the~-following conditions:  
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(i)  The family must lodge a report with the concerned Police Station and obtain a report 
that the employee has not been traced, after all efforts had been made by the Police.  

(ii)  An Indemnity Bond should be taken from the nominees/dependents of the employee 
that all payments shall be adjusted against the payment due to the employee in case he/she 
appears on' the scene and make any claim.  

(iii)  Recovery of Subscription: (G.O.Ms.No.111, Fin. & Pig. (FW.Accts.lI)  

Dept., dated 22-4-1988) 

a)   For a period of 1 
year following the 
month of 
disappearance 

Full subscription at the rate 
applicable on the date of 
disappearance together with 
interest at the rate applicable 
to Savings Fund 

To be recovered from the 
Savings Fund amount 
payable after 1 year. 

b)  For a further period 
of 6 years (or) till the 
month in which 
insurance cover is 
paid whichever is 
later 

Premium for insurance cover 
at Rs.3/- p.m / Rs.4.50 p.m 
for every Rs.10,000/- 
Rs.15,000/- respectively 
along with interest 

To be recovered from the 
insurance cover payable after 
7 years. 

17. Entries to be made in the service register  

A few pages may be set apart or additional papers may be pasted securely in the service book 
for making entries regarding the scheme .as and when an employee is enrolled , entries 
regarding the following are to be recorded 

(a) Group to which enrolled 
(b) Rate of subscription  
(c) Month of commencement 
(d) Nomination made by the employee nomination duly countersigned by  

The Head of the office may be pasted in the service book while making an entry of 
the nomination in the body of the service Register 

(e)' .A Certificate should be recorded at the close of March every year . Indicating that the        
subscription' at the' appropriate rate has been 'recovered from the employee from 15t April to 
31 5t March of previous year; also indicating the change of Group, if any.  

     (f)  Balance of Family Benefit Fund and its final payment.  

.     (g)  Note of the payment with details of insurance Fund paid in the event of payment on' 
retirement/death;  

18. Transfer of Members  

Whenever a Government servant is transferred /sent on deputation, the following details are 
to be recorded in the Last Pay Certificate.  
(a)  The Group to which he belongs  
(b)  Rate of subscription  
(c)  The date of his continuous membership in the group and also in the 10weCgroups.  
(d)  The month up to which subscriptions have been recovered.  
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19.  Payments from Insurance/Savings Fund 

A.  Sanctioning Authority to order lump sum payment in the event of retirement/death in 
the Head of the Office 

If Head of office is a Non-Gazetted Officer His immediate next superior officer 

For the Head of the Office himself, His immediate next superior officer 

For employees on foreign service/ 
deputation 

Head of thep.aWidt8epartment 

For Head of the Departments Secretary to Government in the 
Administrative Department. 

 

B.  Basis of sanction: Annual certificates recorded in the Service Registers, Register of 
Members and Nominations recorded and filled in the Service Registers.  

c.  How to accord sanction: The sanction order should indicate:  

(a)  Separately the amounts payable• from Insurance Fund and Savings Fund,  

(b)  Relevant bio-data of the employee,  

(c)  In the case of death, the names of beneficiaries and the amount payable to each.  

D.  Certificate to be recorded on the bill by Drawing and Disbursing 
Officer:  

"That subscription to the Fund at appropriate rates has been recovered  

regularly from the Government servant from the date of his admission  

for the benefit of the scheme to the month of-cessation of duties".  
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INTEGRATED MEDICAL ATTENDANCE 
RULES, 1972 

 
“Government Servant “means a whole tile Government servant employed under the 
Government  of Andhra Pradesh and includes such servants employed ' under State 
Government with whom reciprocal agreements in respect of medical. Attendance have been 
entered into, ,bur does not include part time or honorary works 

 “Hospital “means a Government of and includes any Special Hospital in the State Or any 
other medical institution recognised by the Government 

“Registered Medical  practitioner” means a person registerecll1nder the " Madras, Medical 
Registration Act, 1914 adopted to Andhra State; and the Andhra Ayurvedic and Honioepathic 
Medical Practitioners Registration ACt,1956 and the Medical Act NO.1 of1312 Fasli of the 
erstwhile Hyderabad Government; ,  

, "Authorised  Medical Attendant" means a Medical Officer attached to the Government 
Hospital or Dispensary in the State who has been nominated by the, Government, from time 
to time, to serve as Authorised Medical Attendant-for the State Government Servants;  

"Patient" means a Government Servant or any member of his family and to whom these 
rules apply and who has fallen ill; 

"Station" means the town or place in which the Government Servant and  

other entitled person falls ill;  

"Family" : (a) In the case of male Government Servant, family means his parents, wife, 
legitimate children including an adopted son and step children residing with and Wholly 
dependent on him; .  

(b) In the case of woman Government Servant, it means her parents, husband and children 
residing with and wholly dependent on her  

(i)  The word 'wife' includes more than one wife  

(ii)  The claims for reimbursement of expenses in respect of parents should be 
accompanied by declaration in the proforma given below:  

Proforma 

 I–––––––––––––– (full name and designation) hereby declare that my father/mother–––––––
––––– has no property or income of his/her own and that he/she is wholly dependent on me.  

Signature & date                                          
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GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA STATE 

Name of the officer/official–––––––––––––––––––Designation––––––––––––––
Accommodation to Which the officer / official is entitled in Government Hospital –––––––––
––––––––––––––––station 

Signature Destination Of The Date 
Head of the Department/office 

 “I certify that there no Government or non-Government medical institutions available 
in the  

village ––––––––––––––of––––––––––––––––– Taluk” 

I also certify that I examined the patient (name)––––––––––––––––Designation ----------------
-----------(Department –––––––––––––––(Department) –––––––––––––––––And consider 
that the case in question is an emergency one requiring immediate treatment under a local 
private Doctor 

                                                                                       Signature of authorized medical 

         Attendant 

Medical Treatment: Medical treatment means use of all medical and surgical facilities 
available at the-Government Hospital in which ~he patient is treated and includes:  

(i)  Employment of such pathological, bacteriological, radiological or other methods of 
investigation etc., as are considered necessary by the Authorised Medical Attendant;  

(ii)  Supply of such medicines, special or other therapeutic substances as are ordinarily 
available in Government Hospitals in the state;  

TREATMENT OF TB  

1 Rules regulating admission• of TB. patients in Government TB. Institutions and other 
Government Medical Institutions, where there are TB. awards are given in Appendix V of the 
Rules.  
2 The following Private Hospitals which are in receipt of grants from the " State 
Government are recognised as treatment Centres for the Non¬ Gazetted Officers and 
employees of local bodies  

i)  The U.M.T.B. Sanatorium, Madanapalli  
ii),  Visranthipuram Sanatorium, Rajahmundry  
 
3.  An officer who wishes to enter the institution for treatment claim, reimbursement of 
the charges from the Government should 'obtain in        

Advance a certificate from  a local district medical officer to the effect that his case is one 
that requires treatment in specialised/T.B institution 

4. ten beds in the U.M.T.B sanatorium madanapalli and five beds in the visranthipuram   T.B.  
sanatorium Rajahmundry are reserved in the general wards for the treatment  of the 
Government servant and members of their families (GO MS NO.1257.helth Dept .dt 24-7-
1956) 
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NOTE:  

In-the first instance the entitled person who has to undergo treatment for T.B. ,should 
produce a certificate of non-availability of beds ‘in the nearest Government T. B. Sanatorium 
and that admission against the reserved beds should' be sought only through the District 
Medical Officer, Chittore and Rajahmundry (Rule 19): 

INTEGRATED MEDICAL ATTENDANCE RULES,1972 -215 page  

Due to' frequent amendments/orders/clarifications from time to time to the AP.I.M.A Rules, 
1922,,-Governament ahs reviewed all the provisions.-of the above, and re-issued the 
medication Rules accordingly.  

For this purpose, Government have appointed a Committee under the-Chairmanship of 
Director General of Medical & Health Services and Commissioner, AP. Vaidya vidhna 
parishad accordingly on the recommendations of the committee Government of issued 
G.O.Ms. No 74, H.M & F.W (K1) Department dt.15.3.2005 

MAIN POINTS 

1.  Central Government Health Scheme package rates for reimbursement of medical 
expenses incurred by the state government employees, their dependents, state government 
pensioners and their family members etc., for the treatment obtained at NIMS, Hyderabad, 
SVIMS, Tirupati and all government hospitals as out-patients and follow-Up treatment for 
post-operative .cases is reimbursable. For this, the patient has to get revalidation of 
prescription once in 6 months from specialist government doctor on submission of scrutiny 
report other DME or other scrutinizing authorities concerned.  

2.  As regards recognised private hospitals, medical reimbursement, of chemotherapy, 
radiotherapy for cancer, regular dialysis for kidney,. cardinal cases like cardiac cases, sever 
neurological problems and AIDs treatment subject to recommendation by the specialist 
•doctor for the length of the treatment is also with a 10% cut 'on the eligible amount-after 
scrutiny of bills by the competent authority.  

3.  Medical treatment in accident cases under emergency condition, treatment obtained in 
un-recognised private hospitals also allowed for reimbursement by the Heads of Department 
District Collectors, after getting the scrutiny of bills by the competent medical authority: And 
above Rs. 25,0001-shall be referred to relaxing rules by the Government.  

4.  Medical bills up to Rs. 25,0001-can also be reimbursed by the district level officers of 
all the Departments in the State subject to scrutiny done by the District Medical 
Board/District Hospital Superintendent/ Superintendent of Teaching Hospitals. And above 
Rs. 25,0001-Heads of Departments/District Collectors~•after scrutiny made by the DME or 
NIMS, Hyderabad or SVIMG, Tirupati as the case may be and where relaxation of rules are 
not involved.  

5.  In case of medical treatment taken outside the State, the rates of CGHS shall be 
allowed. However, if any treatment not covered in the said procedure, the scrutinizing 
authority is empowered to take final decision, basing on the disease/necessity of 
treatment/medicine. However, a 10% cut will be imposed on the eligible amount for outside 
state private hospitals.  220



6.  In case sanction of advance for any disease, the NIMS, Hyderabad and SVIMS, 
Tirupati, package rates to be followed based on the estimation given by them. However, the 
Medical Advance is applicable to the following diseases only. They are i) Acute Myocardial 
in Fracture, ii) Acute Coronary Disease, Acute Renal Failure, iii) Severe cases of Head and 
Spinal injury, road accident, iv) In cases of COMA, v) PYCA+STENT, vi) Open Heart 
Surgery vii) Pace Maker, viii) All organ transplants, ix) Plastic Surgery done for accident 
cases and burns and x) Mitral Valve replacement. In case of  private hospitals recognised  by 
the state government issue of letter of credit also extended subject to ceiling limit as per the 
package rates prescribed by the Government. The maximum ceiling limit of Rs. 2.00 lakhs is 
fixed for the above major ailments. However, this limit is only Rs.2.00 lakhs in respect of 
retired employee’s an9. their dependents. And family pensioner? w.eJ. 14.11.2008 is only Rs. 
1.00 lakh. For other cases, it only Rs. 1.00 lakh for service employees and for pensioners and 
family. pensioners is. of Rs. 75,0001-.  

1 For eye and dental ailments, reimbursement can be extended and no need of 
emergency certificate is required for the sanctioning tt)is claim. However, for dental cases, an 
amount of Rs. 10,0001-is fixed as maximum ceiling in the entire service and also limited to 3 
times to self or their dependents separate. The Government also instructed the private 
hospitals to abide the CGHS package rates are available for all ailments including eye and 
dental cases. Prior referral letter for treatment from the Government Hospital is to be 
obtained (As per GO Ms. No. 105, GM&FW (K1) Dept..dt. 9.4.2007).  

2 Master Health Check-up charges up to Rs. 3,000/-• is allowed in cases of employees 
who crossed 40 years and above (As per GO Ms. No. 105 

HM&FW(K1) Dept., dt. 9.4.2007 for three times with an interval of one year between each 
checkup in recognised hospitals, includes NIMS & SVIMS Hyderabad and Tirupati 
respectively. 

9.  Medical reimbursement for deliveries and tubectomy to the women employees be 
allowed up to two deliveries and with town living children as per the rates of CGHS. 

10.  Even in foreign countries under emergency conditions be allowed for reimbursement 
only if there are no official visit to that foreign country, provided they are not paid any 
amount towards the said treatment by any other authority including insurance company, 
subject to fulfilment of other formalities as in the case of local claims. 

11.,  For extending facilities of paying room of indoor treatment; the state government 
employees are categorised as three groups as per their scales of pay as follows:  

           i) Scale of pay upto Rs. 5.000/- -10,600/- General ward  

           ii)  -do-                                  Rs. 5,300 -13,000/-to      Semi Private 

                                                                 Rs. 8,400/-16,525/-             Ward  

           iii)        -do-                                   Rs. 9,000/--16,525/-          Private Ward  

                                                                    above 
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Under this Rule -i) Dismissed or removed government servants and, their dependents are not 
entitled for reimbursement and ii) retired and re-employed, pensioners, and his--family 
members who were convicted by the Court of Law for offence or involved in moral turpitude 
.and punishment was imposed under APRP Rules, 1980. However, the retired persons who 
were punished and the punishment was given, which is not a 100% cut in his pension, are 
allowed for reimbursement.  

12.  The powers to refer the patients to private recognised hospitals for specialized 
treatment, are delegated to Superintendents of Area Hospitals-and District Headquarters 
Hospitals under the control of AP. Vaidya Vidhana Parishad.  

13.  The claim of any kind should be preferred within a period of six months from the ate 
of discharge of the patient from the hospital. However, for the Coma, expiry and accidental 
cases, it is eight months.  

14.  The restriction imposed by the GO Ms. No. 601, HM&FW(K1) Dept. for three spells 
during the life time for same ailments for claiming reimbursement is removed. And a 
justification certificate issued by the concerned specialist is to be submitted.  

15.  If the claimant has claimed his medical reimbursement from the Insurance Company 
on his own reimbursement also be allowed from government. However the following original 
documents should be submitted for scrutiny of bills along with claim -1) Discharge 
Summery, 2) Emergency Certificate, 3) Essentiality Certificate, 5) Appendix-II Form, 5) 
Declaration of dependence to be attested by Gazetted Officer and• 6) Non drawl declaration 
by. the 000 concerned. Emergency Certificate for claims processed at NIMS since 
reimbursement for out-patient treatment also as reimbursable.  

The above order will be applicable to all state government employees, their dependents, 
retired state pensioners and their dependents, family pensioners, MLAs and other categories, 
who are entitled for free medical treatment as specified in AP Integrated Medical Attendance 
Rules, 1972..  

EXTENSION OF BENEFITS TO APNCHAYAT ~AJ EMPLOYEES  

The Government has extended the benefits of reimbursement of medical expenditure to 
Panchayat Raj employees including teachers (GO Ms. No. 11007/56, Admn.1I/97, F&P, dt. 
11.4.1997).  

EXTENSION TO NON TEACHING STAFF OF THE UNIVERSITIES  

Government have extended the benefits of GO Ms. No. 281, HM & FW (K) Dept., dt. 
1.5.1989 has amended subsequently in GO Ms. No. 184, HM & FW (K1) Dept., dt. 2.4.1992 
regarding major ailments to the non-teaching staff of all universities in the state with effect 
from-20~1~1-.-1998 (GO Ms. No. 542, Education (L1EL-I) Dept., dt. 20.11.1998).  
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LEAVE RULES 
 

 

Leave is a permission granted to a Government servant to be absent from actual duty.  
The general rules for the grant of leave are as follows:  
 
The authorities competent to grant other than special disability leave to the Government 
servants working in each department are detailed in F.R. 66.  
Under F.R.67, leave cannot be claimed as a matter of right. When exigencies of the public 
service so require, discretion to refuse or revoke leave of any-description is reserved with the 
sanctioning authority. But at the same time the competent authority cannot compel a 
Government servant to take leave on half pay when leave on full pay is permissible to him.  
Similarly vacation may be availed in combination or in continuation of any other kind of 
leave.  
Leave ordinarily begins on the day on which transfer of charge is effected and ends on the 
day on which charge is resumed. Holidays can be prefixed or suffixed to leave Subject to the 
conditions under F.R. 68.  
A Government servant on leave cannot take up any service or setting up of private practice 
etc., except with the permission of competent authority (F.R.69).  
A Government servant who remains absent after the end of his leave is entitled to no leave 
salary for the period of such absence, and that period will be debited against his leave account 
as though it is leave on half pay unless extension of leave is granted by the competent 
authority (FR 73).  
The application for grant of leave should specify the period of leave, nature of leave,  
Leave address and in the case of leave on Medical certificate, the Medical certificates should 
be enclosed.  
Vacation department means a department where vacation exceeds 15 days (FR 82 SR (2)). 
Vacation is treated as duty for all purposes (FR 82(d). If earned leave is taken in combination 
of vacation, the total period of leave & vacation should not exceed 120 days (Ruling 11 under 
FR.82).  
An employee transferred from vacation to non-vacation department is treated as in non-
vacation department from the close of last vacation enjoyed and on transfer from non-
vacation to vacation department is treated as in vacation department from the date of expiry 
of last vacation previous to such transfer (SR70fFR82).  
Leave at credit will lapse if interruption in service other than leave occurs (APLR 24).  
Leave at credit shall lapse on the date of retirement, death or resignation. However, earned 
leave at credit not exceeding 300 days can be encased in case of  
 
While in service all regular employee both superior and class IV are eligible . Surrender 
earned leave of 15 days in each financial year and receive cash benefit in. life thereof to 
salary on full of 15 / 30 days lieu  thereof equal to leave salary on full of 15/30 days;  
Temporary and emergency employee are eligible to surrender 15 days of earned leave after 
completing 24 months of service in the first instance and thereafter 15 days during the 
alternate financial  
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EARNED LEAVE FROM 1.1.78 (RULE 8,10,17 AN) 

TYPE OF 
EMPLOYEE 

EARING 
CAPACITY 

ACCUMULATION AVAILMENT 

1.Regular including  
(LGGS from 1.1.88) 

Advance credit of 15 
days for every half 
year on 1st Jan 1st  
July 

240 days upto 
15.09.09 
 
300days from 
16.09.05 

180 days at a time  
180 days of outside 
India Pakistan, 
Burma Nepal 

2.other (Non-
permanent) 

Advance credit of 8 
days per half year on 
1st jan & 1st july 

  

In respect of employees who join service in the middle of the half year, the advance Credit 
will be as follows for each completed months of service.  

Regular joined on 15-2-89 1s1 half year completed months -4 months@ 2~ = 10 days; other 
joined on 15-2-89 -1st half year -4 months 1+1 +2+1 =5 days. Similarly for those retiring in 
the middle of the half year.  

If the employee is on E.O.L. during the preceding half year, the advance credit-for the present 
half year will be reduced by 1/10 of the period-of EOl taken during the preceding half year 
subject to a maximum of 15/8 days.  

VACATION DEPARTMENT"(RULES 8,9 AND 10)  

TYPES OF 
EMPLOYEE 

Earning-Capacity Accumulation AVAIMENT 

Regular employees in  a portion of 30 days 
equal to  
the vacation taken 
and full  
1/11 of duty minus 
30 days or  
. 1.11.89 the 
reduction is 28  
. days instead of 30 
days in respect of 
teachers 
 

As in non  As in non  
superior services  vacation dept.  vacation  
  dept.  
   
   
   

 (G.O. Ms.No.354, Edn., Dt.20.11.89) 

Non-permanent in   1/22 of duty minus 15 days or  30 days  Leave at  

Superior services and   a portion of 15 days equal to                      credit 

Permanent and  the           vacation taken and full    

regular Employees in      period of vacation 

Non-permanent in   Not eligible for earned leave LGGS APLR 20(1) LGGS   
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HALF PAY LEAVE (both non-vacation and vacation) Regular and temporary rules 13, 18, 23):  

20 days for each completed year of service. There is no limit for accumulation and leave to 
the extent admissible can be granted at a time. However, in respect of temporary employees 
half day leave can be granted on M.C only after 2 years of service and 10 (a) (i) candidates 
are not eligible for half pay leave.  

COMMUTED LEAVE: Sanctioned on MC only: Half of half pay leave at credit can be 
commuted to leave on full pay to an extent of 240 days in entire service. The debit in the half 
pay leave account will be double the period of commuted leave taken (Rules 15-B and 18-B).  

LEAVE NOT DUE: When half pay leave is not at credit, leave not due to an extent of 180 
days during entire service can be granted on Me only. The debit will be in the half pay leave 
account to be set off against further credit. If any employee resigns or retires voluntarily after 
availing this leave and before wiping off the minus balance, the leave salary paid for the 
minus balance should be recovered. However, if it is on medical invalidation or death, 
recovery will not be insisted (Rule 15-C and 18~C)  

EXTRAORDINARY LEAVE (RULES 5-A, 16, 19 AND 23)  

Permanent and approved--probationers: Not exceeding 5 years including other kinds of leave. 
EOL on anyone occasion shall not exceed the following limits:  

a) months ordinarily}" Three  

b) Six months if it is supported by medical certificate and the employee has completed 3 
years of service.  

c) 18 months for treatment of T.B. or leprosy either as inpatient and or out patient on a 
certificate issued by the authorized medical officer and the employee has put in a service 
extending one year.  

d) 12 months for treatment of cancer mental illness on the certificate from the recognized 
institute or doctor and 

e) 24 months for prosecuting studies credited to be in public interest and to employee of S.C 
& ST to join examination training course at the centre notified by Government to the extent 
necessary provided the government servant has completed not less than one year of 
continuous service before proceeding on leave. The grant of EQL in item (b) to (e) is by 
Government 

LEAVE SALARY 

1.  Earned leave: equal to full pay drawn before proceeding on leave 
2. Leave on half pay:' Equal to half (the-pay drawn before proceeding. on. leave and 

full pay for a period of 6 months in entire service, if the leave is on MC for treatment 
of TB, Leprosy, Cancer, mental illness or heart diseases and  Renal (kidney) failure 
(GO Ms No~ 268 Fin & Pig(FWFRI) dt.28:.10:'91).  

3.   Leave not due: Equal to half pay 
4.  Commuted-leave: Twice-the amount-admissible under (2) above.  
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5. EOL: No leave salary. However in respect of NGOs as per (G.O.Ms.155;-Fin & Pig, 
dt 04-05-10). 

(a)  (i) A non-gazetted Government servant on a pay not exceeding Rs.45501'-. per month 
in the Revised Pay Scales, 1999, While on extraordinary Leave for treatment of 
Tuberculosis 1 Leprosy 1 Cancer 1 Mental illness I Heart diseases and Renal 
(Kidney) Failure is entitled to an ex-gratia allowance equal to half of his pay subject 
to a minimum of 1520/-per month and maximum of Rs.21901-per month..  

(ii)  A non-gazetted Government servant on a pay not exceedingRs.6675/¬per month in 
Revised -2ay Scales, 2005, while on extraordinary Leave for treatment .of 
Tuberculosis 1 Leprosy 1 Cancer 1 Mental illness 1 Heart diseases and Renal 
(Kidney) Failure is entitled to an ex=-gratia allowance equal to half of his pay subject 
to a minimum of Rs. 29601.:-: .per month and maximum of RsA0501-per month. 

(iii)  A non-gazetted Government servant on a pay not exceeding Rs: 11860/-per month in 
Revised Pay Scales, 2010, while on' extraordinary Leave for treatment of 
Tuberculosis / Leprosy 1 Cancer 1 Mental illness / Heart diseases and Renal (Kidney) 
Failure is entitled to an ex-gratia allowance equal to half of his pay subject to a 
minimum of Rs. 57701-per month and maximum of RS.74901-per month.  

(b) (i)  A Government servant -in the Last Grade Service while on Extraordinary Leave in the 
Revised Pay Scales of 1999 for treatment of Tuberculosis / Leprosy / Cancer / Mental 
illness / Heart  

Renal (Kidney) Failure is entitled to an ex-gratia allowance equal to half of his pay subject to 
a minimum of Rs. 1270/-per month and maximum of Rs. 1920/-per month 

(ii)  Government servant in the Last Grade Service while on Extraordinary Leave in the 
Revised Pay Scales, 2005 for treatment of Tuberculosis / Leprosy / Cancer / Mental 
illness / Heart diseases and Renal (Kidney) Failure is entitled to an ex-gratia 
allowance equal to half of his pay subject to a minimum of Rs. 2335/-per month and 
maximum of Rs. 3515/-per month.  

(iii)  Government servant in the Last Grade Service while on Extraordinary Leave in the 
Revised pay  of 2010 for-treatment of Tuberculosis / Leprosy / Cancer / Mental illness 
/ Heart diseases and Renal (Kidney) Failure is entitled to an ex-gratia allowance equal 
to half of his pay subject to a minimum of Rs. 4295/.. per month and maximum of Rs. 
6430/-per month.  

Other laves under F.R. allowed to employees covered by APLR 1933 vide ruling 1(ii) there 
under:  

1.  SPECIAL DISABILITY LEAVE -RULES 83, 83-A  

Granted by Government only. This leave is admissible to a permanent and temporary 
Government servant who is disabled by injury intentionally inflicted or caused or 
inconsequence of due performance of official duties or in consequence of his official 
position. This leave is granted on M.G. issued by the competent medical authority for a 
period not exceeding 24 months for any one disability. Leave salary equal to leave on full pay 
is payable for the first 120 days in respect of permanent employees and 30 days in respect of 226



the temporary employees and half pay for the remaining period without debit to any leave 
account. If the employee requests for payment of leave salary on full pay, full pay will be 
paid for the period of earned leave admissible (120 days maximum) and half of the period 
will be debited in the earned leave account.  

Ruling: The disability does not include the disability caused in the road accidents while going 
to office from residence and vice versa, but includes road accident while proceeding on 
official duty from office to office  or court or a work spot on the filed (G.O.133, Fin & Pig dt, 
10-6-81).  

2  STUDY LEAVE: RRULE 84 (NOT DEBITABLE TO LEAVE ACCOUNT)  

This leave is granted by Government only for the study of scientific, technical and 
other similar for a period not exceeding 2years in entire service after a service of 5 
years. If it is combined with leave with allowances this period should not exceed 28 
months (Rule 2 of study leave .rules). EOI may be taken  

In conjunction of this leave without any limit (NOTE UNDER RULE 13 STUDY 
PARTERNCTY LEAVE RULES) He will draw during leave. Leave salary on half pay (rule 
12)   

1. MATERNITY LEAVE (RULE 101 (A)) 

Not debatable to leave account  the leave is admissible to married women 
employee on the basis of medical certificate issued by the competent medical 
officer For a period not exceeding 180days for each confinement and not 
exceeding 6 weeks in case of abortions  including miscarriage and termination 
Of (pregnancy under M:T:D:Act 'of'197i'Maternfty' leave for confinement is 
to be sanctioned to female Government servant with less than two surviving 
children {G.o.Ms.No.152Fin & Pig CEWFR)dept.dt.04-05- 2010).This leave 
can be combined with other kinds of leave, If this leave falls .during vacation, 
the residue of18() days only with be sanctioned as maternity leave. Leave 
salary payable is equal to leave salary on full pay, 

2. HOSPITAL LEAVE (F.R101b): (Not debatable to leave account)  

Applicable to all  grade service employees and certain subordinate service 
staff detailed in SR (2) under FR 1Q1(br This leave is on half pay for a period 
not-exceeding 6 months in every 3 years of service when detained in hospital 
and receiving medical aid as outpatient it-is not admissible when the treatment 
is necessitated by intemperance an irregular habit .  

Out of the above 6 months, 3 months can be on full pay if the detention in 
hospital is due to injury received or disease constructed in the Course of duty 
(Ruling 4).  

3. CASUAL LEAVE 

Casual leave is a concession to enable Government servant in special 
circumstances to be absent from duty for short period, without such-absence 
being treated as leave 
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Maximum period of casual leave-that can be availed of in a. calendar year is 
only 15 days. The UN availed part of leave will lapse at the close of the 
calendar year 

Casual leave may be combined with optional holidays or Sundays or other 
authorized public holidays provided the resulting period of absence does not 
exceed 10 days.  

In the case of Casual leave to purely temporary and emergency Government 
servants the sanctioning authority will use its discretion having regard to the 
length of service put in by such Government servant.  

A Government servant may be granted casual leave for half a day either from 
10-30 to 1-30 pm. or from 2-00 pm to 5-00 pm.  

4. SPECIAL CASUAL LEAVE  

The following are the purposes for which special casual leave may be granted 
to a Government servant.  

1 When he is detained in a plague camp on the way to re-join duty.  

2 When he is ordered by the Head of the department to absent himself from duty on the 
certificate of medical officer and other purposes detailed below special casual leave 
can be granted for period not exceeding the period noted against each.  

       Occasion                                                                                       Amount of leave 

Summons to give witness in a court in                                             as per the certificate of 
attendance which his private interest is not in issue  

For family planning operations:  
Male -Vasectomy                                                                                6 working days  
2nd -operation                                                                                                 -do- 
Female -Tubectomy                                                                                  14 days  
Male ~ for tubectomy of wife                                                                       7 days  
2nd operation                                                                                                   7days  
Insertion of intrauterine contraceptive                                      1day on the day of IUD 
insertion  
Leave for 2nd operation is permissible when the doctor certifies that the first operation was a 
failure. Additional special CL beyond above limits can be given on account of post operation 
complications subject to production of MC Re-canalization (Both: 21 days or the actual 
period as per the certificate whichever is less plus to and fro journey days, if the operation is 
necessary as he is having less than 2 children or lost all his male children after operation The 
special CL for FP operation can be prefixed or suffixed to regular leave /CL year.  

7.  SPORTS  

1.        For participating in sporting events in       Not exceeding 30 days in a  
           National or international Importance         calendar year. Excess to be treated  
            When selected by the All India                as regular leaves  
           Sporting Federation and also as 
           Manager of team  
.2.  Elected as President or Secretary                    15 days in a Calendar year  
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3. A.P Secretariat cultural association 
Member for drams enacted in mufassil  

6 days in calendar years 

4. Office bears and members on the 
purchasing committee of the Gov. employee 
consumers co-op stores to go to district for 
making bulk purchases of various 
commodities for store  

12 days in calendar year + 2 days for each 
trip of journey 

5. principal office bearers of the regional 
association and two office bearers from each 
in the district / city for representation in AP 
civil service Joint staff council 

7 days in calendar year  

6. Employees of vacation department in case 
of 
Dire  necessary or under the  pressing Family 
circumstances 

-do- 

7.Employees who participate in the rallies 
camps etc,of the A.P Bharat scouts & Guides 
 
 

10 days in calendar year  

8. members of institution of engineers 
  

A) For attending annual meeting. HYD 
B) For attending annual  convention to 

any  
C) Part of the country 

 
 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS  
 
 CL cannot be combined with the regular 
leave /  

 
 
7 days in a calendar year  
 
10 days in a calendar year 
 
 
 
Joing time / vacation special casual leave can 
intervene  between two spell of leave if 
certified by doctor 
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TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE RULES & LEAVE TRAVEL CONCESSION 
 

1. The A.P.TA. Rules were framed under the powers conferred by provision to Article, 
309 of the Constitution of India and Fundamental Rules, 44. 

2. Some of the important TA. Rules stands modified with the issue of GO Ms. No. 124, 
Fin. & Pig. (FWTA), dt. 21.09.1999; GO Ms. No. i28, Jan. & Pig. (FWTA), dt. 
24.98.1999 and GO Ms. No. 129, Fin. & Pig. (FWTA), dt. 24.08.1999 in relation to 
Tour TA. And GO Ms. No. 24, Fin. & Pig. (FWTA), dt. 28.02.2000 in relation to 
transfer TA. 

3. Travelling allowance has been defined as a allowance granted to an employee to 
cover his expenses (up to the limits given in the rules) in the performance of his 
journey in public interest [Rule 2(b)] 

4. All claims under TA.Rules should be drawn only after countersignature of a 
controlling officer. However, certain officers like Heads or Departments, Collectors 
etc., are authorised to countersign their own TA. Bills (Rule 3 to 5). 

5. Controlling officers may allow any government servant subordinate to them to 
proceed on duty within his jurisdiction and Heads of Departments to any part within 
the State of A.P. Similarly, the Government may authorise any government servant to 
proceed on duty to any part of India ((Rule 60). However, these sanctions are not 
necessary for the journey of an officer summoned by a Court of Law to give evidence 
in his official capacity. 

6. The claim for T.A. should be made within 3 months from the date of completion of 
journey. Claims preferred after the above period are liable to be summarily rejected 
by the Controlling Officer (Art. 54 of F.C). 

7. It is the duty of the Controlling Officer before countersigning a TA bill  
 
a) to scrutinise the necessity, frequency and duration of halts and to disallow the 

whole or any part of the claim if he considers that the journey was unnecessarily 
protracted on the halt was of excessive duration 

b) To scrutinise the distance, rate and calculations in the bill (Rule 7). 
 

8. Travelling allowance is not admissible for the journeys within a radius of 8 Kms 
(Rule, 43) even though it is at the beginning or end of rail journey. However, if the 
journey is within 8 Kms from headquarters, there is a provision for payment of actual 
charges which the government servant may spend in payment of fares of railway or 
other public conveyance (Rule, 64). In the twin cities of Hyderabad and 
Secunderabad, where a journey by public Conveyance is not possible actual charge@ 
Rs 1.5per km subject to a maximum of Rs.25P each way can be paid. However, in 
respect of visits to AP. High Court/AP. Administrative Tribunal/City Courts as well 
as Government Pleaders concerned, the maximum amount permissible is Rs. 50/-per 
each trip subject to ceiling of 20 trips per month or a maximum of Rs.1000/-per 
month; (GO' Ms. No. 107, Fin. & Pig. (TA) "Dept., dt07.04.2010). 

9. Public Conveyance has been defined as a journey by car or other conveyance which 
piles regularly for conveyance of passengers.[Rule2(b) (Viii)] 
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10. T.A. Claims already paid cannot be revised due to retrospective revision of pay 
scales or promotions (Ruling 1 of Rule 8). 

11. There is a provision for supplemental claim when the original claim is within 
3months but the officer has omitted to claim appropriate rate of T.A due to ignorance 
of rules, or to include the full claim in respect of one item either advertantly or for 
want of some information. 

12. Headquarter/Duty point in case of tour T.A is the office of employment at 
Headquarters and office visited If it is at outstation [Rule 2(b) (ii)] and in case of 
transfer T.A. it is residence at the old or new station-(Rule, 22).  

Tour T.A can be divided into 4 categories 1) Fixed Travelling Allowance, 2y Actual 
Expenses. 3) Daily allowance and 4) Milea.ge allowances. 
 

FIXED TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE 
 

13. Fixed Travelling Allowance has been defined as an allowance granted to an officer 
who is required to tour within a specified area for a specified period in a given 
duration ego One month, a quarter, half year, a year the case maybe. 

14. F.T.A rates: GO Ms. No. 99. Fin. & Pig. (TA) Dept., dt.06.04.2010) – 
 U have to fill as per Revised Pay Scales 2015/2020 

 
Details Minimum 

Number of 
days required 
to be toured in 

a month 

Rate to be allowed if the jurisdiction is 

Within the 
Mandal 

Within 3 
Mandals but 
one direction 

Revenue 
Division 

Officers on a 
pay scale upto 
Rs.9200-27000 

15Days 
20Days 

450 
550 

550 
650 

650 
750 

 
Officers on a 

pay of 
Rs.9460-27700 

and above 

15Days 
20Days 

500 
600 

600 
700 

700 
800 

 
15. FTA is not payable during leave or joining time (Rule 13 & 14). 
16. For journeys performed outside the specified area, FTA can be exchanged for regular 

TA. but proportionate FTA should be deducted. However, for halts outside the 
specified area it cannot be exchanged for D.A (Ruling 8 & 9 under Rule, 17). 

17. If journey is performed in Government vehicle, F.TA. should be reduced by 25% for 
the number of days he uses Government vehicle, if such days go to make the 
maximum number of days. If such days are in excess over the minimum number of 
days, no deduction need be made (Rule 15) 

18. Deduction of F.T.A. (Rule 17): 
a) For the days on which regular TA. is claimed, deduction will be 1/28, 1/29, 1/30 

or 1/31 per day of the rate of FTA as the case may be 
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b) For each day short toured a day’s FTA should be deducted 
Example: 
Rate of FTA per month  : RS.400.00 
 Number of days to be toured  : 20 
Number of days actually toured  : 15 
FTA to be deducted  : 400x5/20 =Rs.100/- 
 

19. All officers are divided into 3 grades as given in the annexure -I for the purpose of 
T.A. The class to which they are eligible if the journey is by train, rate of mileage if 
the places are not connected by public conveyance are also given in the annexure. 

20.  For the days of journey exceeding 8 kms actual charges incurred for the journey by 
public conveyance and D.A. as given below are payable. 

21. Where the journey is between-places not connected by public conveyance mileage as 
given in annexure-I is payable for the entire distance but no daily allowance is 
payable. 

22. Where the-journey is performed by bus, bus fare actually paid and daily allowance is 
payable. 

23. All officers who are eligible to travel• by air can travel by 1st class AC. All officers 
drawing in the scale of pay of RS.18335 -30065 in 2005 pay scales are eligible to 
perform journey by Air on official duty outside the State. Journey by air within the 
State is not permissible.(GO Ms. No.129, Fin. Pig.(FWTA) Dept.,DT.24.08.1999 &). 

24. Officers eligible to travel by 1st Class ‘may travel by AC Chair Car or AC II tier 
sleeper or AC III tier sleeper. 

25. All officers who are eligible to travel by air can travel by 1st Class Ac  
26. If the journey is Performed in a government Vehicle , no charges for the journey is 

payable  
27.  If the officer performs  journey  in his own car, mileage @Rs.11.00 per km and if it 

is by own motor cycle/scooter Rs;4:00perkm can be paid;  If more than one officer 
travels in the same car, only one is eligible for the mileage. Payment of mileage will 
be restricted to 125krns per day if the jurisdiction of the officer is one district and to 
250 kms if it is more than one district. However, these restrictions will not be 
applicable in case of journeys connected with election work. If the journey in their 
own care to places exceeding 8 kms but not exceeding 32 kms, subject to a maximum 
of one D.A. payable.  

28. Mopeds like Luna, TVS does not come under the definition of motorcycle (Memo 
Ne,-26832/662/TN65, Dt.9.9.1985 of Finance Department.) 

DAILY ALLOWANCE  
 

29. Daily allowance is payable on the days of journey in addition to air, train of bus fare 
and for the days of halt at the place of visit at the rate given in annexure-1. It is 
payable for each day of absence from headquarters. A day is reckoned as to cover 
twenty four hours of absence. From headquarters commencing from the minute the 
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officer leaves the headquarters-and ends at the minute of officer returns to his 
headquarters. If the absence performs the return journey on the same day, full FA 
will be admissible if the absence is 12 hours and more, half D.A is payable if the 
absence is 6 hours and more and no D.A. if the absence-is-Less than six hours 37(1). 

(i) No daily allowance is payable where mileage is claimed for journey by own 
car/scooter and where the places are not connected by public conveyance 
40(4).   
 

30. The D.A. is intended to cover the ordinary daily charges such as cost of boarding, 
accommodation, hiring of conveyance etc. It also includes the cost of hiring 
conveyance on a journey for which, no mileage is admissible. However, in respect of 
journeys to Delhi and outside the state taxi/auto charges from station to duty point are 
admissible. There is also a provision for payment-of taxi charges not exceeding Rs. 
400/-per day for visit to the offices of Government of India or Ministries or any other 
office on official work in respect of officers of the rank of Secretary to Government 
and above the A.P. Bhavan at Delhi is required to place a vehicle at the disposal of 
the officer. If no vehicle is available at Delhi, Bombay and Calcutta for official 
purpose, a taxi should be obtained on hire and placed at the disposal of the officer. 
The hire charges should be-got reimbursed from the department to 

Which the officer belongs.40 (7) 
31. Daily allowance is payable for the days of halt at camp including holidays. But no 

D.A. is payable for the days on which the officer avails casual leave and public 
holidays. If the casual leave is for half day only half D.A. is paid. 40(2). 

(i) Full daily allowance is payable for the entire duration of tour.  
 

32. If the return journey is performed while on casual leave, T.A. for the return journey is 
not payable. However, if the leave is on medical certificate, T.A. for the return 
journey is admissible. 48 (4). 

33. If both boarding and lodging are provided free in camp, only one-fourth D.A. is 
payable. If either boarding or lodging is provided free, hair-D.A. is-payable 40(5). 

34. There is also a provision for payment lodging charges for the stay at Hyderabad, 
Visakhapatnam, Vijayawada, Tirupati and Warangal but the employee should be 
from a district other than the one in which the above places are located. The lodging 
charges payable are also given in Annexure-1, where lodging charges are claimed, 
D.A. on those days should be reduced. By 25%. 41(1). 

        TRANSFER TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE  
 

35. The rules relating to journey on transfer are contained in Rule 69 to 80 of T.A. Rules. 
These rules are modified to the extent given in GO Ms. No. 24, Fin. & Pig. (FWTA), 
dt.28.03.2000. 
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36. Travelling allowance on transfer is admissible where the transfer is in public interest. 
It is not payable where the transfer (1) is at the request of the employee (2) does not 
involve change of residence and (3) in after return from leave exceeding four months.  

37. However, if the leave is on medical certificate while in transit TTA is admissible.  
If the transfer is after expiry of leave exceeding 4 months, the officer can be permitted 
to recover the T.A. admissible for the transport of personal effects, conveyance and 
cleaner in case of car. 

38. Ordinarily, T.T.A. is not payable in case of overstayal of joining time. But Heads of 
Departments may permit payment with a reduction of not more than 50% of the 
amount otherwise admissible. 

39. If an employee is transferred to a new station while on transit, T.A as on tour will be 
paid for the journey already made and thereafter, TTA to the new headquarters 
(Rules 76). 

40. The family of the employee will be treated as having accompanied the employee 
even if they precede him by month from  the date of handing over charge at the old 
station or follows him within 6 months from the date of joining at the new station 
(Rule 75) 

 
41. Similarly personal effects  can be transported within 6 months of the date of at the 

new station [Note under Rule 70(iv)] 
 

42. T.A for the family is also payable when the family travels from the old station to any 
place other than the new station or join him at the new station from place other than 
the old station But T.A will be limited to what would have been admissible had the 
journey been made from the old station to the new station or between the places of 
travel Whichever is less (Rule 74).  

43. Family for the purpose of T.T.A. includes wife, children including adopted son. Step. 
Children and parents residing with and wholly dependent on the employee. A female 
employee can Claim T.A for her husband if he is wholly dependent on her. Married 
daughters cannot be treated as a members of family from the date from which they 
are placed under the protection of their husband. But-a widowed daughter can be 
treated as a member of the family if she is wholly dependent on the employee [Rule2 
(b) (iii). 

44. If both husband and wife are employees and if transferred from the same old station 
to the same new station at the same time. Only one is eligible for TTA and the second 
is treated as member of the family (Note 3 under-Rule 70). 

45. If handing over charge or taking over charge take place at a place other than the old 
or new headquarters, for the journey from headquarters to the place of handing over 
or taking over charge, TA as on tour will be paid and TTA from the old headquarters 
to the new headquarters will be paid (Rule 73). 

46. Claim for personal effect is also admissible for transporting personal effects from the 
old station to any place other than the-new station or from any place other than the 
old station to the new station subject to the condition, that the claim does not exceed 
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the amount admissible had the personal effects been carried from the old station to 
the new station (GO Ms. No. 24, Fin. & Pig. (FWTA), dt. 28.02.2000).  

47. The fare admissible for journey on transfer for self, family and personal effects are 
given in annexure -II. 

         T.A. FOR JOURNEYS OTHER THAN TOUR OR TRANSFER 
 

48. T.A. as on tour is payable for the following journeys 
 
Purpose of Journey  Restrictions if any  

1. Journey to attend an obligatory 
examination ( Rule 82 to 85)  

 
 

2. Journey to give evidence when 
summoned (Rule 92) 

 
 
 

3. Journey for medical examination  
( Rule 94 to 100)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Journey on a course of training     
( Rule 102) 

a) D.A. is not Payable  
b) Payable only  twice for the same 

examination  
 

T.A is not payable if the enquiry is 
conducted at that place at the request of 
the suspended employee  
 
 
a) For consultation if medical officer is 

not available at the place of posting. 
b) For treatment if the local doctor 

certifies that necessary treatment 
cannot be provided locally. 

c) If required as per APGIL Department 
Rules 

d) For undergoing second medical 
examination 

e) For journey in (a) to (d) above , D.A 
for halts is not admissible. 
 
If the period of training does not 
exceed 60 Days . 
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ANNEXURE-1 
GRADES OF GOVERNMENT SERVANTS 

G.O.Ms.No.336, Fin. & Plg.Dept., Dt.29.10.2005,  
U have to fill as per Revised Pay Scales 2015/2020 

Grade D.A. 
for 
tours 
withi
n the 
state  

D.A. for 
tours to 
any place 
outside 
the sate  

Reimbursement of lodging charges for visit to places outside state   

*At 
Municipal 
Corporatio
ns either 
within the 
state 
outside the 
state  

At       
 
Hyderabad 
/Secunderabad  

Delhi/Mumbai 
/Chennai/  
Kolkata/  
Bengaluru 

Class of Fare  

 Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs 
Grade-1 
Rs.25600-
50560 & 
above  

 
 
300.
00 

 
 
400.00 

 
 
500.00 

 
 
750.00 

 
 
875.00 

1st class/AC 
II Tier/III 
Tier Sleeper  

Grade-II 
Rs.13660-
38570 to 
23650-
49360  

 
 
200.
00 

 
 
300.00 

 
 
300.00 

 
 
450.00 

 
 
525.00 

-Do- 

Grade-III 
Rate of 
Employee
s 

 
 
150.
00 

 
 
200.00 

 
 
200.00 

 
 
300.00 

 
 
350.00 

2nd Class/ 
Sleeper 
Class  

 
*Payable on Certification that Government accommodation was not 
available and production of original receipts of the lodging house.  
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                  T.A. AS ON TRANSFER 

 
1.  Journey on a course of training [Rule 102(a)] a) For Training courses 

detailed in annexure –I of 
F.R. if the period of 
Training exceeds 60days  

If the training at any one place exceeds 60days. T.A> as on tour for Journey days and monthly 
allowance for the days of halt will be paid [paid 102(a)] 
In case of training courses, if the trainees are required to stay compulsorily in the mess of the 
institute, the monthly allowance shall be the actual expenses of mess and lodging charged by the 
institute.  

2.  Journey by family members of a deceased 
Govt. Servant ( Rule 106) ( to be claimed 
within 3 months from the date of death) 
  

a) T.A. to home of deceased 
employee any other place 
where the family wishes to 
reside. 

  b) T.A. should not exceed the 
amount of the headquarters 
to home of the home of the 
deceased employee.  

3.  Journey on retirement ( to be claimed within 
6 months from the date of retirement  

a) T.A. to Home Town Only 

b) For self only one fare 
c) If the Home town is in 

other state, T.A. is payable 
up to state limits. 
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NOTE: 1. Receipts must be produced for the above 
payments  

 
LEAVE TRAVEL CONCESSION  

(Rule 92 & Annexure VII) 
 

1) LTC -Reimbursement of expenditure incurred by the Government employee and 
family members to travel from his headquarters -Home Town/Any place within 
the State. 

2) Eligibility -Not less than 5 years of service 
3) Amount of reimbursement -Actual amount as per entitlement  
4) Frequency -Once in every block of two consecutive Calendar Years  

2001-2002 -- To Go To Home Town 
2003-2004 – To Visit any place in the state   
 
�  Home Town declaration need to be made  
� Not declared -anyplace in State eligibility 
� Concession not availed will lapse  
� Prior permission  

 
5) Sanctioning authority -Earned Leave -Sanctioning Authority  
6) Leave required to be taken-at least casual leave 

7) Family GO  ---  Parents not eligible 
                              NGO -- Parents if not pensioners & Adopted Son -1  
 

8) Home Town Declaration :  
� Change – Once In service 
� Submitted to the controlling officer and shall be communicated to the Head of 

the officers for entry In S.R.  
 

9) Journeys:  

Train – Fares 
Bus – Bus Fares 
No Train / Bus –– Greater than 2 persons in a group -2 Mileage Bus Less than 2 
persons in a group -1 Mileage 
 
  

10)  Regulation of claims 
  

* Train travel:  Produce used Air/Railway/Bus tickets in original                         
Along with   LTC Claims Cir. Memo No. 11818/48/ A2ITAl2001, DT. 7.3.2002  

* Bus travel ––– Bus tickets  

* Air travel ––– Restricted to train class 
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  Time limit for claims -  30Days of completion of the return journey  

      15% cut on gross amount up to 1 year  
11)   Advances       -  80% Article 84 of A.P. financial code  
12)   Certificates   :  The Following certificates have to be furnished  

 
I)  By The Government  employee: 

 
I. Certified that for the block period of …………..I have not 

submitted any claim so far for leave travel concession in 
respect of the persons for whom traveling allowance is claimed 
in this bill. 

II. Certified that the advance of travelling allowance for the leave   
travel    concession has been fully adjusted in this bill. 

III. Certified that the persons for whose journeys the claim is 
preferred     in this bill performed the journeys to and 
from……… 

IV.  Certified that my Wife/husband  is not a Government 
employee is' an employee of ……………..and that the 
concession has not been availed by her/him separately for 
herself or for any of the family members covered by this claim 
for the block period………. 

V. Certified that the family members for whom claim has' been 
made in this bill are wholly dependent on me. 

II) By the Controlling Officer/Drawing Officers 
a) Certified that the claim was preferred. in time by the claimant and 

that the delay in presentation at the Treasury is due to administrative 
reasons 

b) Certified that  the Claim was not preferred and paid previously 
c) Certified that necessary entries were made in the Service Register of 

the individual regarding the ailment of leave travel concession during 
the block period…………. 

d) Certified that apart from normal checks, I. have verified the claim 
after obtaining all the required details as to the actual travel 
correctness of number of family members, distance travelled fares 
and mileage claimed and I am satisfied that the claim is in order [Para 
12 (c) & (d)] 
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13)    Penalties for misuse/abuse of LTC: Misuse/abuse is proved as a result of 

departmental enquiry 
a) The entire amount if drawn and disbursed shall be recovered in one lump 

sum. 
b) The right of the Government employee for availrnent of LTC shall be 

forfeited for rest of the service, and 
c) Disciplinary action• has to be taken against the Govt. employee as per A.P. 

Civil Services (CCA) Rules. 
 
 
14)    Penalties for misuse/abuse of advance drawn for LTC:  

a)  The entire amount of unutilized advance along with penal interest at 
(18%) per annum shall be' recovered in one lump sum (GO Ms No. 43, Fin. & 
Pig. Dt. 08.01.1999  

b)  The action referred to in (b) & (c) of the above Para also has to be 
taken. 
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INTEGRATED MEDICAL ATTENDANCE 
RULES, 1972 

 
“Government Servant “means a whole tile Government servant employed under the 
Government  of Andhra Pradesh and includes such servants employed ' under State 
Government with whom reciprocal agreements in respect of medical. Attendance have been 
entered into, ,bur does not include part time or honorary works 

 “Hospital “means a Government of and includes any Special Hospital in the State Or any 
other medical institution recognised by the Government 

“Registered Medical  practitioner” means a person registerecll1nder the " Madras, Medical 
Registration Act, 1914 adopted to Andhra State; and the Andhra Ayurvedic and Honioepathic 
Medical Practitioners Registration ACt,1956 and the Medical Act NO.1 of1312 Fasli of the 
erstwhile Hyderabad Government; ,  

, "Authorised  Medical Attendant" means a Medical Officer attached to the Government 
Hospital or Dispensary in the State who has been nominated by the, Government, from time 
to time, to serve as Authorised Medical Attendant-for the State Government Servants;  

"Patient" means a Government Servant or any member of his family and to whom these 
rules apply and who has fallen ill; 

"Station" means the town or place in which the Government Servant and  

other entitled person falls ill;  

"Family" : (a) In the case of male Government Servant, family means his parents, wife, 
legitimate children including an adopted son and step children residing with and Wholly 
dependent on him; .  

(b) In the case of woman Government Servant, it means her parents, husband and children 
residing with and wholly dependent on her  

(i)  The word 'wife' includes more than one wife  

(ii)  The claims for reimbursement of expenses in respect of parents should be 
accompanied by declaration in the proforma given below:  

Proforma 

 I–––––––––––––– (full name and designation) hereby declare that my father/mother–––––––
––––– has no property or income of his/her own and that he/she is wholly dependent on me.  

Signature & date                                          
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GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA STATE 

Name of the officer/official–––––––––––––––––––Designation––––––––––––––
Accommodation to  

Which the officer / official is entitled in Government Hospital –––––––––––––––––––––––––
station 

Signature Destination Of The Date 

Head of the Department/office 

 “I certify that there no Government or non-Government medical institutions available 
in the  

village ––––––––––––––of––––––––––––––––– Taluk” 

I also certify that I examined the patient (name)––––––––––––––––Designation ----------------
-----------(Department –––––––––––––––(Department) –––––––––––––––––And consider 
that the case in question is an emergency one requiring immediate treatment under a local 
private Doctor 

                                                                                       Signature of authorized medical 

         Attendant 

Medical Treatment: Medical treatment means use of all medical and surgical facilities 
available at the-Government Hospital in which ~he patient is treated and includes:  

(i)  Employment of such pathological, bacteriological, radiological or other methods of 
investigation etc., as are considered necessary by the Authorised Medical Attendant;  

(ii)  Supply of such medicines, special or other therapeutic substances as are ordinarily 
available in Government Hospitals in the state;  

TREATMENT OF TB  

1 Rules regulating admission• of TB. patients in Government TB. Institutions and other 
Government Medical Institutions, where there are TB. awards are given in Appendix V of the 
Rules.  
2 The following Private Hospitals which are in receipt of grants from the " State 
Government are recognised as treatment Centres for the Non¬ Gazetted Officers and 
employees of local bodies  

i)  The U.M.T.B. Sanatorium, Madanapalli  
ii),  Visranthipuram Sanatorium, Rajahmundry  
 
3.  An officer who wishes to enter the institution for treatment claim, reimbursement of 
the charges from the Government should 'obtain in        

                                

Advance a certificate from  a local district medical officer to the effect that his case is one 
that requires treatment in specialised/T.B institution 
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4. ten beds in the U.M.T.B sanatorium madanapalli and five beds in the visranthipuram   T.B.  
sanatorium Rajahmundry are reserved in the general wards for the treatment  of the 
Government servant and members of their families (GO MS NO.1257.helth Dept .dt 24-7-
1956) 

NOTE:  

In-the first instance the entitled person who has to undergo treatment for T.B. ,should 
produce a certificate of non-availability of beds ‘in the nearest Government T. B. Sanatorium 
and that admission against the reserved beds should' be sought only through the District 
Medical Officer, Chittore and Rajahmundry (Rule 19): 

INTEGRATED MEDICAL ATTENDANCE RULES,1972 -215 page  

Due to' frequent amendments/orders/clarifications from time to time to the AP.I.M.A Rules, 
1922,,-Governament ahs reviewed all the provisions.-of the above, and re-issued the 
medication Rules accordingly.  

For this purpose, Government have appointed a Committee under the-Chairmanship of 
Director General of Medical & Health Services and Commissioner, AP. Vaidya vidhna 
parishad accordingly on the recommendations of the committee Government of issued 
G.O.Ms. No 74, H.M & F.W (K1) Department dt.15.3.2005 

MAIN POINTS 

1.  Central Government Health Scheme package rates for reimbursement of medical 
expenses incurred by the state government employees, their dependents, state government 
pensioners and their family members etc., for the treatment obtained at NIMS, Hyderabad, 
SVIMS, Tirupati and all government hospitals as out-patients and follow-Up treatment for 
post-operative .cases is reimbursable. For this, the patient has to get revalidation of 
prescription once in 6 months from specialist government doctor on submission of scrutiny 
report other DME or other scrutinizing authorities concerned.  

2.  As regards recognised private hospitals, medical reimbursement, of chemotherapy, 
radiotherapy for cancer, regular dialysis for kidney,. cardinal cases like cardiac cases, sever 
neurological problems and AIDs treatment subject to recommendation by the specialist 
•doctor for the length of the treatment is also with a 10% cut 'on the eligible amount-after 
scrutiny of bills by the competent authority.  

3.  Medical treatment in accident cases under emergency condition, treatment obtained in 
un-recognised private hospitals also allowed for reimbursement by the Heads of Department 
District Collectors, after getting the scrutiny of bills by the competent medical authority: And 
above Rs. 25,0001-shall be referred to relaxing rules by the Government.  

4.  Medical bills up to Rs. 25,0001-can also be reimbursed by the district level officers of 
all the Departments in the State subject to scrutiny done by the District Medical 
Board/District Hospital Superintendent/ Superintendent of Teaching Hospitals. And above 
Rs. 25,0001-Heads of Departments/District Collectors~•after scrutiny made by the DME or 
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NIMS, Hyderabad or SVIMG, Tirupati as the case may be and where relaxation of rules are 
not involved.  

5.  In case of medical treatment taken outside the State, the rates of CGHS shall be 
allowed. However, if any treatment not covered in the said procedure, the scrutinizing 
authority is empowered to take final decision, basing on the disease/necessity of 
treatment/medicine. However, a 10% cut will be imposed on the eligible amount for outside 
state private hospitals.  

6.  In case sanction of advance for any disease, the NIMS, Hyderabad and SVIMS, 
Tirupati, package rates to be followed based on the estimation given by them. However, the 
Medical Advance is applicable to the following diseases only. They are i) Acute Myocardial 
in Fracture, ii) Acute Coronary Disease, Acute Renal Failure, iii) Severe cases of Head and 
Spinal injury, road accident, iv) In cases of COMA, v) PYCA+STENT, vi) Open Heart 
Surgery vii) Pace Maker, viii) All organ transplants, ix) Plastic Surgery done for accident 
cases and burns and x) Mitral Valve replacement. In case of  private hospitals recognised  by 
the state government issue of letter of credit also extended subject to ceiling limit as per the 
package rates prescribed by the Government. The maximum ceiling limit of Rs. 2.00 lakhs is 
fixed for the above major ailments. However, this limit is only Rs.2.00 lakhs in respect of 
retired employee’s an9. their dependents. And family pensioner? w.eJ. 14.11.2008 is only Rs. 
1.00 lakh. For other cases, it only Rs. 1.00 lakh for service employees and for pensioners and 
family. pensioners is. of Rs. 75,0001-.  

1 For eye and dental ailments, reimbursement can be extended and no need of 
emergency certificate is required for the sanctioning tt)is claim. However, for dental cases, an 
amount of Rs. 10,0001-is fixed as maximum ceiling in the entire service and also limited to 3 
times to self or their dependents separate. The Government also instructed the private 
hospitals to abide the CGHS package rates are available for all ailments including eye and 
dental cases. Prior referral letter for treatment from the Government Hospital is to be 
obtained (As per GO Ms. No. 105, GM&FW (K1) Dept..dt. 9.4.2007).  

2 Master Health Check-up charges up to Rs. 3,000/-• is allowed in cases of employees 
who crossed 40 years and above (As per GO Ms. No. 105 

HM&FW(K1) Dept., dt. 9.4.2007 for three times with an interval of one year between each 
checkup in recognised hospitals, includes NIMS & SVIMS Hyderabad and Tirupati 
respectively. 

9.  Medical reimbursement for deliveries and tubectomy to the women employees be 
allowed up to two deliveries and with town living children as per the rates of CGHS. 

10.  Even in foreign countries under emergency conditions be allowed for reimbursement 
only if there are no official visit to that foreign country, provided they are not paid any 
amount towards the said treatment by any other authority including insurance company, 
subject to fulfilment of other formalities as in the case of local claims. 

11.,  For extending facilities of paying room of indoor treatment; the state government 
employees are categorised as three groups as per their scales of pay as follows:  
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           i) Scale of pay upto Rs. 5.000/- -10,600/- General ward  

           ii)  -do-                                  Rs. 5,300 -13,000/-to      Semi Private 

                                                                 Rs. 8,400/-16,525/-             Ward  

           iii)        -do-                                   Rs. 9,000/--16,525/-          Private Ward  

                                                                    above 

Under this Rule -i) Dismissed or removed government servants and, their dependents are not 
entitled for reimbursement and ii) retired and re-employed, pensioners, and his--family 
members who were convicted by the Court of Law for offence or involved in moral turpitude 
.and punishment was imposed under APRP Rules, 1980. However, the retired persons who 
were punished and the punishment was given, which is not a 100% cut in his pension, are 
allowed for reimbursement.  

12.  The powers to refer the patients to private recognised hospitals for specialized 
treatment, are delegated to Superintendents of Area Hospitals-and District Headquarters 
Hospitals under the control of AP. Vaidya Vidhana Parishad.  

13.  The claim of any kind should be preferred within a period of six months from the ate 
of discharge of the patient from the hospital. However, for the Coma, expiry and accidental 
cases, it is eight months.  

14.  The restriction imposed by the GO Ms. No. 601, HM&FW(K1) Dept. for three spells 
during the life time for same ailments for claiming reimbursement is removed. And a 
justification certificate issued by the concerned specialist is to be submitted.  

15.  If the claimant has claimed his medical reimbursement from the Insurance Company 
on his own reimbursement also be allowed from government. However the following original 
documents should be submitted for scrutiny of bills along with claim -1) Discharge 
Summery, 2) Emergency Certificate, 3) Essentiality Certificate, 5) Appendix-II Form, 5) 
Declaration of dependence to be attested by Gazetted Officer and• 6) Non drawl declaration 
by. the 000 concerned. Emergency Certificate for claims processed at NIMS since 
reimbursement for out-patient treatment also as reimbursable.  

The above order will be applicable to all state government employees, their dependents, 
retired state pensioners and their dependents, family pensioners, MLAs and other categories, 
who are entitled for free medical treatment as specified in AP Integrated Medical Attendance 
Rules, 1972..  

EXTENSION OF BENEFITS TO APNCHAYAT ~AJ EMPLOYEES  

The Government has extended the benefits of reimbursement of medical expenditure to 
Panchayat Raj employees including teachers (GO Ms. No. 11007/56, Admn.1I/97, F&P, dt. 
11.4.1997).  
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EXTENSION TO NON TEACHING STAFF OF THE UNIVERSITIES  

Government have extended the benefits of GO Ms. No. 281, HM & FW (K) Dept., dt. 
1.5.1989 has amended subsequently in GO Ms. No. 184, HM & FW (K1) Dept., dt. 2.4.1992 
regarding major ailments to the non-teaching staff of all universities in the state with effect 
from-20~1~1-.-1998 (GO Ms. No. 542, Education (L1EL-I) Dept., dt. 20.11.1998).  
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REVISED PENSION RULES’ 1980 
 

I. Every Government servant is entitled to certain pensionery benefits on his finally 
quitting the service on retirement on account of superannuation Or any other 
reason. 

II. The following are the types of Pensions 

Service Pension  

1)  Superannuation – Rule 33 and Rule 42 - on attaining the age of 58/60 years as fixed 
by the Government. 

2) Invalid Pensions - Rule 37 - On account of bodily or mental infirmity is permanently 
incapacitated for the public service on production of Medical Certificate issued by the 
competent medical board. 

3) Retiring Pension &Voluntary Retirement Pension Rule 34, 43,or 44 - On completion 
of 20 years of qualifying service by a Govt. employee who opted to retire voluntarily 
by giving at least three months’ notice. Less than 3 months may also be accepted-by 
Competent Authority.  

4) Compensation Pension - Rule 38, Is granted to a Govt. servant who is selected for 
discharge from service owing to abolition of a permanent post unless he is appointed 
in another post or he is transferred to another establishment even as a lower pay and 
accepts this appointment or transfer.  

5) Compulsory Retirement - Rule 39 - As a penalty may be granted pension or gratuity 
or both at a rate not less than 2/3rds or not more than full invalid pension or gratuity 
or both admissible. The pension should not be reduced less than the minimum in Rule 
45.  

6) Compassionate allowance - Rule 40 - A Govt. servant who is dismissed or removed 
from service shall forfeit his pension and gratuity. However the authority competent 
to dismiss or remove a Govt. Servant from service, may, if the case is deserving of 
special consideration, sanction a compassionate allowance not exceeding 2/3rds of 
pension or gratuity or both which would have been admissible to him if he had retire 
on invalid pension.  

Ill. Family Pension: 1) When a Gov. Servant dies while in service  

2) After retirement, the family shall be given Family Pension under 
Rule 50 called as family Pension. 

Note:  If an Employee under suspension on the date of retirement on Superannuation, 
he should be retired from service on the due date of retirement without 
prejudice to the departmental or judicial proceedings pending against him and 
he should not be continued to be under suspension.  

As per Revised Pension Rules, 1980 The Pensionary Benefits will be calculated with the 
following particulars as per service register of the employee.  
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1. Date of Birth  
2. Date of Appointment  
3. Date of Retirement / Death  
4. Total Non-Qualifying Service (To be deducted)  
5.  Weightage (To be added)  
6.  Last Drawn Basic Pay only (with scale)  
 

DATE OF BIRTH:  Fixation of Date of Birth: Art. 358 of AP Pension Code  

1)  If only year known: -1st July of that year.  

2)  If only month & year known: -16th of that month.  

3)  If Date, Month & Year of Birth are not known, then the Date of Birth has to be 
arrived as per the Physical Fitness.(i.e. Health & Age) Certificate issued by Medical 
Authority.  

DATE OF RETIREMENT: Under rule 42. Executive Instructions (i)  

1)  The last date of calendar month will be taken as date of Retirement, If the date of birth 
is 2nd or any date of the month. 

2)  The last date of preceding calendar month will be taken as date of retirement, If the 
date of birth is 1st of the month.  

DATE OF DEATH:  

1)  As per Death Certificate issued by the competent authorities (i.e Municipality / Gram 
 Panchayathy / Tahsildar) respectively.  

DATE OF APPOINTMENT:  

1 The date of temporary appointment on pensionable post will be taken as date of 
 appointment for calculation of pensionery benefits. G.O. Ms. No. 14 F & P  
 dt. 5-1-1979.  

2 The date of appointment as full time contingent worker will be taken as date of 
 appointment for calculation of pensionery benefits, converted as per GO Ms No. 
 9&38 of 1980&1981&156 29/4/1983  

QUALIFYING SERVICE:  Service which counts for pensioner benefits (u/r -21):  

1 All the .E.O.L. (Extraordinary Leave) on Medical Grounds counts for Pensionery 
 benefits.  

2 The E.O.L. on Private Affairs up to (36) months counts for Pensionery Benefits. 

3. The Service as an Training / Apprenticeship is a pre-requisite for appointment shall 
 qualify u/r – 16. Read with G.O. Ms. No. 178 Fin Dept dt: 17-5-2011 
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NON – QUALIFYING SERVICE: Period of Non-Qualifying Service:- 

1) E.O.L. (i.e. without salary) above (36) months 
2) Suspension period (Unsettled if any) 
3) Dies – Non (u/r FR-18) 
4) Boy Service (Below 18 years)  
5) Any other service not qualifying for pension. 
6) The service rendered by an employee for un-aided periods in a teaching or non-

teaching Post in Aided Educational Institutions shall not qualify for pension U/R-14 
Note(2)  

WEIGHTAGE: (only Service Weightage).  

1. Maximum weightage (5) years, who retires on Superannuation Pension U/R - 29 
 (Irrespective of the length of qualifying service put in by an employee on the date of 
 Superannuation)  

2.  Maximum weightage (5) years, who retires on Voluntarily U/R -43 (On completion of 
 20 years Qualifying Service) A person who has been permitted to retire voluntarily 
 from service should be given weightage of maximum period of 5 years or the period 
 left over to reach superannuation or-the period of difference between 33 years and 
 actual qualifying service whichever is shorter.  

 *Note:-No weightage for Invalid pension and Family Pension.  

LAST DRAWN PAY: (u/r- 31, & 32)  

1)  The Basic Pay drawn as, on the date of retirement. GO Ms. No 87, dt : 25-5-1998.  

2)  Where an-employee's date of increment falls due on the day following his retirement, 
 he may be given the benefit of increment notionally purely for the purpose of 
 pensionery benefits w.e.f. 27-10-1998 vide G.O. Ms. No. 235, F & P, dt. 27.10.1998.  

3)  The stagnation Increments counts for Pensionery Benefits. Govt. Memo No. 
 21445/367/A1/PC.1/2007-dt. 25-4-2008.  

4)  The persons promoted during the period of last 2 months in a "Regular Vacancy", 
 and eligible for benefit irrespective of number of days they acted in the promoted. 
 Post. It should be entered in the Service Register as promoted in "Regular & Clear 
 Vacancy"  

II.  A.P. Revised Pension Rules, 1980 -Service Pension (At a glance) With Reference 
to A.P.R.P.S 2010  

1. Minimum service required for getting 10 years on attaining the age of  
Pensionery benefits:   58/60 yrs (including weightage i.e.   
      5+5 =10 from 1-7-08) u/r 45(2) 
  
 

2. Minimum service required forgetting  5 Years u/r 46(1)  
Gratuity:  
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3. Maximum service counts for   33 Years u/r 45(2) 

pensionery benefits:  
 

4. Maximum gratuity payable:   Rs.7,OO,OOO/-from 1-2-2010 vide 
       GO Ms NO.1 01 Fin (Pen. 1) Dept.) 
       Dt. 6-4-2010 
 

5. Maximum Commutation:    40% of pension GO Ms. NO.158 
      dt. 16-9-1999 
 

6. Commutation value per 1 rupee for Rs. 8.371x12 = 100.45 (for Next  
58 years:       Birthday) 
  

7. Commutation value per 1 rupee for Rs. 8.194x12 = 98.32 (for Next 
 60 years:                                      Birthday) vide GO Ms.No.100 Fin 
                                      (Pen. 1 Dept.) Dt. 6-4-2010 
 

8. Restoration of commuted amount:  After 15 years from date of receipt of 
      Commuted value amount. u/r 18 of  
      Appendix –IV 
 

9. A fraction of year:     3 months or more be treated as 1 
      Half year u/r 45(3) (ii) 
 

10. Weightage means:    Service weightage only. 
11. Maximum weightage for    5 years from 1-7-2008 vide GO Ms. 

Superannuation pension:    NO.100 Fin (Pen. 1) Dept. Dt. 6..A-2010 
12. Maximum weightage for voluntary 5 years u/r 43(5) 

Retirement Pension:  
 
Note: No Weightage for Invalid  
Pension and Family Pension  

13. Minimum Pension in A.P. :   Rs. 3350/-+ OA (from 1-2-2010)   
      Vide GO Ms.No. 100 
 

14. Financial Assistance:   Rs. 3350/- (from 1-2-2010) Go.100 
  

15. Death Relief (Obsequies charges)  Minimum Rs. 10,000/- or One month  
for Service Pensioners only and also  pension whichever is Higher vide  
to the spouse of the pensioner pre- GO Ms: No.102 Fin (Pen. 1 Dept.) 
deceased service pensioner:   Dt. 6.4.2010 
 

16. Maximum stagnation increments            3 Increments (counts for Pensionery 
under PRC-2005:                                     Benefits) 
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17.  Rate of stagnation increments are  Higher Rate (i.e. Next stage of the 
payable:      Basic Pay) Govt. Memo No.   
      21445/367/A1/pc-1/2007 Dt. 25-4-2008  

 

18. The Annual Grade increment due  Counts for the pensionary Benefits  
after next month of retirement:  
 

19. Maximum amount of commuted    --No limit— 
value payable:  
 

20. Medical Allowance from 1-2-2010: @Rs.200/- p.m. for all Service & Family 
      Pensions vide GO MS.No.100 

FORMULAS: -    FOR SERVICE PENSION 

PENSION:  Last Drawn Basic Pay x Total Qualifying Service (including half years) / 66.  

GRATUTIY:  Last Drawn Basic-Pay + DA x No. of half years of Qualifying  
(From 1-2-2010)      Service / 4. 
 
ENHANCED FAMILY PENSION:  Last Drawn Basic Pay x 50/100.  
(i.e., Restricted to Service pension)  
 
NORMAL FAMILY PENSION :  Last Drawn Basic Pay x 30/100.  

COMMUTATION:  Pension x 40 = Rs. x 8.371 x 12 = Rs. for (58 years Age) 
            100  
 
COMMUTATION:  Pension x 40 = Rs....x 8.194 x 12 = Rs. for (60 years Age)  
     

ANTICIPATORY SERVICE:  90% of Eligible Pension as per G.O. Ms. No. 186 Dt. 
PENSION u/r -51 (A)  w.e.f. 1-2-2010  24/5/2010  

 (With time to time DA) (It should be sanctioned by the pension sanctioning authority & 
Drawn by DDO in the APTC Form -47). Under Major Head 2071-Pension & Other Retire 
Benefits.  

ANTICIPATORY GRATUITY:  80 % of admissible Gratuity 
 (U/R-46)     (It should be sanctioned by the pension sanctioning  
    authority & Drawn by DOG in the APTC Form -47)  

ANTICIPATORY FAMILY PENSION: 75 % admissible family pension (No DA on it)  
(U/R-51-B)  

PROVISIONAL PENSION {u/r-52): 75% of admissible pension with DA. 
 (If departmental or Judicial  (It should be authorized by. the AG / DAO of SA 
proceedings-are pending)   of the Dist. Concerned. &No Gratuity is Payable.  
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Note:  A Notice should be issued to Govt. servant before 12 months to his retirement to 
submit pension papers.  

III.  FORMULAS FOR FAMILY PENSION (Expired while in service)  

1.  Minimum service required for  1 day and above with medical fitness  
 getting Family pension:   certificate. (As per APGSF. P. Rules 1964)  
      u/r (4) Family Pension (1) w.e.f 1-1-1964 
      read with G.O. Ms.No. 14, F&P, Dt. 5-1-1979  

2.  Family pension for below 7 years  30% of last pay drawn u/r 50 (2)  

3.  Family pension for above 7 years  50% of last pay drawn upto 7 years  
 of Continuous service :   from date of death there after 30% of last pay 
      drawn. u/r 50 (3) (a) (i) 

4.  Gratuity (Death-cum-Retirement  As per service pension formula with  
 Gratuity (i.e. DCRG) payable:  the following particulars. 
 
      (As per G.O. Ms.No.235 F&P dt.1.6.1993) 
      whichever is higher  

 

I.  Expired below 1 year    :  Equal to 3 years  

II.  Expired above 1 year below 5 years   : Equal to 9 years  

III.  Expired above 5 years up to 18 years  : Equal to 18 years  

Note: No Commutation of Pension for family pensioners. 

IV. Encashment of E.L on Retirement / Death (Maximum 300 days):- G.O. No. 
232/16-9 2005.  

1) Pay + DA + HRA + Addl. HRA + CCA is payable (As per G.O.Ms.NO. 25, F&P, dt. 
5-2-1996) the Additional HRA besides HRA admissible to the employee retired / 
death from 1-9-1994 even provided rent free quarters and in surrender leave also. 
 

2)  Physically Handicapped allowances are not admissible in surrender leave / EL/ HPL/ 
Commuted leaves / Subsistence Allowance. 

3)  The I.R. not count for Commutation of DA, HRA, CCA, or any other allowances, 
 encashment of EL, Pay fixation, Pension or Gratuity etc., vide, G.O.Ms.No. 303,  Fin 
(PC-1) Dept., dt.15-10-2008.  

V.  Calculation of Pensionary Benefits (Service Pension)  

Example: A Superior Govt. Servant retired on Superannuation Pension (details are as 
follows)  
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Date of Birth    : 1-4-1952  

(+) Age    : 58 - u/r 33, 42,  

Date of Retirement   : 31-3-2010 - u/r. 42(i) P.No. 87  

(-) Date of Appointment : 26-5-1981  

Gross Qualifying Service : 06-10-28  

(-) Non Qualifying Service : 06-02-00 - u/r. 21  

Total Service   :  00- 08-28  

(+) Weightage   : 00-04-04 -u/r. 29 

Net Qualifying Service  : 00-00-33   

Last Drawn Basic Pay  : Rs. 27,000=00 (Scale 19050-45850)   

Service Pension  : Rs. 27,000 x 33/66 =13500/- p.m. from 1-4-2010 u/r.45 

Gratuity (DCRG)   : Rs. 27,000 + 6702 =33702x 66/4 =5,56,083/- u/r. 56  

Enhance Family Pension  : Rs. 27,000 x 50/100 = 13,500/- (Restricted to Service 
     Pension) 

Normal Family Pension  : Rs. 27,000 x 30/100 = 8,100/- p.m. u/r. 50(20)  

Commutation Value   : 13,500x401100 =5,400 x 8.371x12=5,42,441/- 

Note: No Commutation allowed from Minimum pension.  

VI.  Calculation of Family Pension (Expired While in Service)  

Last Drawn Basic Pay  :  Rs. 22,430=00 (Scale 19050-45850)  

Below Seven Years   : Rs. 22,430 x 30/100 =6,729/-p.m. u/r 50(3) (a) (i)  

Above Seven Years   : Rs. 22,430 x 50/100 = 11,215/-p.m. u/r 50(2)  

VII.  A.P. REVISED PENSION RULES, 1980  

Rule-50 - Family Pension: (Expired while in Service):  

� 50)(3)(a)(i): Family Pension: The Govt. Servant expired while in Service after 
completion of 7 years continuous service 50% of the Last Drawn Basic Pay is payable for 
a period of 7 years. Thereafter 30% of L.D.Pay is payable. If expired below 7 years 30% 
of L.D.Pay is payable. 
  

� 50)(3) (a)(ii) : In the event of death of a Government Servant, after retirement, the family 
pension shall be payable for a period of seven years or for a period up to the date on 
which the retired deceased Government servant would have attained the age of 65 years 
had he survived whichever is less.  
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� 50)(5)(i) : In the case of widow or widower, up to the date of Death or Re-marriage 
whichever is earlier.  
 

� 50)(5) (ii) : In case of a son, until he attains the age of 25 years or starts earning his 
livelihood, whichever is earlier vide G.O.Ms.No. 287, F&P, dt. 12.8.1994. 
  

� 50)(5) (iii): In the case of unmarried daughter until she attains the age of 25 years or until 
she gets married or starts earning her livelihood, whichever is earlier vide G.O.Ms.No. 
287, F&P, dt. 12.8.1994.  
 

� 50) 6(a)(i): Where the family pension is payable to more widows than one, the family 
pension shall be paid to the widows in equal shares. (lf married Second wife with Govt. 
permission).  
 

� 50)6(a) (ii): On the death or remarriage of widow, her share of the Family Pension shall 
become payable to her eligible child.  
 

� 50) 7 (iii): If sons and unmarried daughters are alive, unmarried daughters shall not be 
eligible for family pension unless the sons attain the age and thereby become ineligible 
for the grant of family pension.  
 

� 50) 8: Where a deceased Govt. servant or pensioner leaves behind more children than one 
the eldest eligible child shall be entitled to the family pension for the period, after expire 
of that period the next eligible child shall become eligible for the grant of family pension.  

� 50)9: Where Family Pension granted under this rule to a minor, it shall be payable to the 
guardian on behalf of the minor. 
 

� 50)10 (b)(c): If both family pensions are payable, the amount of two pensions shall be 
limited to Rs. 15,383/- vide G.O.Ms.No. 128, F&P, dt. 18-5-2006. (Under RPS 2005). 

 
� 50)12(b)(i): The Female who married a retired Government servant, is also eligible for 

family pension vide G.O.Ms.No. 335, F&P, dt. 15-9-1993. 
 

� 50)12(b) Note2 (ii): Sons/daughters including such son/daughter adopted legally before 
retirement are eligible for family pension G.O.Ms.No. 287, F&P, dt. 12.8.1994.  

 
� 50)12(b) Note 2 (iii): Sons/daughters born after retirement are eligible for, family 

pension as per G.O.Ms.No. 236, F&P, dt. 28-5-1994  

50)13. Executive Instructions:  

� 50)13. (v) : The physically and mentally handicapped children are eligible for Family 
Pension vide G.O.Ms.No. 52, F&P, dt. 20-2-1984 read with Cir.Memo.No. 
42885/81/A2/Pen.l/99, dt. 26.05.2000 & they should submit the Physically Handicapped 
Certificate for every Three years.  
 

� 50)13(vi): Family Pension not admissible to the second wife-in general. 
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� 50)13(vi): Admissibility of Family Pension to the children of a divorced wife.  
 

� 50)13(viii): Divorce is not legal separation.  
 

� 50)13(x): Relinquishment of right to Family Pension.  
 

� 50)13(xi): Grant of Family Pension to the 2nd living Wife: As per COURT ORDERS 
vide Govt. Cir.Memo No. 36840-A/329/A2/Pen.1/93, F&P (Pen.1) Dept. dt. 11-9-1996 

 
� 50)13(xv): Family pension to the post- retiral spouses and children date of effect and 

payment of cash benefit from 15-9-1993.  
 

� 50)13(xvi): The Widowed/divorced daughter and parents who were totally dependent on 
Govt. servant while he was alive are eligible for family pension vide G.O. (P) No. 523, 
Finance, dt. 22-06-2004 & G.O.Ms. No. 231 Fin (Pen - I) Dept DT: 8-8-2008 & 31-5 dt. 
7.10.2010 & 353 Fin. (PSC) dt. 4-12-2010. In case of twins equal shares is to be paid. 

 
� Rule-9:  Right of Government to withhold or withdraw pension:  

 
� 9(7)(a): When a Government servant dies before conclusion of disciplinary proceedings, 

generally death abates all further proceedings. 
 

� In case of Financial loss to Govt. amount will be recovered under R.RAct from Family  
 

� 9(V)(b) & Rule-46 : Payment of Interest on Gratuity - Where charges are dropped and 
interest on pensionary benefits is claimed. The sanction of Government in the 
administrative Department concerned should be obtained with the concurrence of the 
Finance Department for payment of interest in every case.  

 
� No anticipatory gratuity shall be sanctioned when disciplinary proceedings are 

contemplated against the pensioner. 
 

� 9(e) : Commuted value of Pension: In the case of others to whom pension was allowed 
either in full or in part, the period of one year for commutation without medical 
examination has to be reckoned from the date of issue of orders on conclusion of the 
proceedings vide G.O.Rt.No. 1097, Fin.(FW:Pen-I)Dept., dt. 22-6-2000.  

 
� The following terminal benefits may be sanctioned to the Government servants 

retired from service pending disciplinary action: vide G.O.Rt.No. 1097, Fin.(FW:Pen-
I)Dept., dt. 22-6-2000.  

1)   FBF, GIS, GPF, APGLlF, EEL, EHPL Provisional Pension  

� Rule-14. B of APPENDIX-I: In the case of serving employees whose whereabouts 
are not known & Rule-14.C. In the case of Pensioners whose whereabouts are not 
known: The family must lodge a FIR in concerned Police Station to get Family Benefits 
vide G.O.Ms.No. 241, F&P(FW.Pen.I)Dept., dt. 10.9.1987 read with G.O.Ms.No. 41, 
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F&P (FW.Pen.l) Dept., dt. 8.2.1994. The Compassionate Appointment will be given after 
7 years by the Govt. concerned Dept. 
 

� Cir.Memo.No.25806/592/FR.1/2004,dt. 13-10-2004 : One who continues in service 
beyond superannuation by mistake is not entitled to any payment take appropriate 
disciplinary action against all the persons concerned for their deliberate dereliction of 
duty in not ensuring the petitioners retirement on his attaining the age of superannuation  

� Rule-29 -Adding Weightage: Sanction of Service Pension by adding weightage of Three 
(3) years of Service to Minimum qualifying Service as per Rule-29 of APRPR-1980 vide 
Govt. Memo. No. 15755-A/141/A1/Pen-II/2008, dt. 13-6-2008.  
 

� Encashment of Half Pay Leave: As per G.O. Ms. No. 154 Fin. Dept. dated. 4-5-2010  

Formula:- Half Pay Leave Salary + D.A. x No. of days of HPL (subject to the total days not 
      exceeding 300 days HPL + EL)  

� Obsequies charges (Funeral Charges): As per G.O.Ms. No. 192 Fin. Dept. dt.  
23-4-2010 Rs. 10,000/- to the Govt. Servants expired while in service (w.e.f. 23-4-2010) 
debitable to service head of A/c. of Salary.  

Note: 

1. The Pay, Leave Salary and other emoluments can be drawn for the day of Govt. Servant's 
death, the hour at which the death takes place does not effect the claim under Act. 80 (A) 
of APFC Vol.-l.  
 

2. On re-marriage of spouse (widow / widower), her/his family pension will be seized. But, 
she/he will be continued in Govt. Service even after remarriage (vide Govt. Memo No. 
873/Ser.A/85-a, dt.27-1-1986 of GAD)  

 
3. Every Pensioner should submit "Annual Verification Certificate” (i.e Life Certificate) at 

respective STO/APPO in the month of November to March regularly, otherwise the 
Pension will be stopped.  

 
4. First Pension/Gratuity/Commutation Value (New Cases Only) will be paid at last station 

where Govt.  Servant retired. Thereafter the PPO may be transferred any where in the 
state, at pensioner’s request. Govt. Cir. Memo No. 20928/264/PSC/2008 dt. 18-12-2008. 

 
5. Payment of LTA / DA & F.P. to the legal heirs without Legal Heir Certificate / Family 

Member Certificate to the Nominee, whose name was already authorized by AG / DAO 
of SA (Including All India Service Pensions) vide to Govt. Cir. Memo. No. 
743/147/PSC/2009/ Fin (PSC) Dept. Dt. 29-5-2009.  

Treasuries & Accounts Website for pensions: www.treasury.ap.gov.in  

1)  Pensionary Benefits: (Pension / Gratuity / Computation I Family Pension)  

i)  Sanctioning Authorities: Concerned Dept.  

ii)  Authorising Authorities: i. AGAP, Hyd. / DAO of SA concerned Dist.  
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iii) Disbursing Authorities: JDPPO, Hyd/APPO's in twin cities/DTO/STO in  
      Districts.  

2)  Terminal Benefits: FBF / GIS / GPF / APGLlF / EEL / EHPL  

CONTRIBUTORY PENSION SCHEME (NPS) - (Common Procedure)  

1.  In the budget for 2001-02 the Government of India have announced a New Pension 
 Scheme.  

2.  The Employees appointed on or after 1-9-2004 are eligible for Contributory Pension 
 Scheme as introduced by Govt. of A.P. vide.G.O.Ms.No. 653, dt. 22-9-2004, 
 G.O.Ms.No. 654, dt. 22-9-2004, and G.O.Ms.No. 655, dt. 22-9-2004 of Finance    
 (Pen-l) Dept.  

3.  As per G.O.Ms.No. 654, Finance (Pen-l) Dept., dt. 22-9-2004 the existing GPF (AP) 
 Scheme will not be applicable to the newly recruited employees who are covered 
 under Contributory Pension Scheme introduced w.e.f. 1-9-2004.  

4.  An Employee shall contribute 10% of the Basic Pay and DA towards CPS.  

5.  The amount recovered from the Pay Bill shall be credited to the revised Head of 
 Account 8342-117-04-001 as per G.O.Ms.No. 151, Fin (Pen-l) Dept., dt. 2-7-2007.  

6.  The arrears of subscription to Contributory Pension Scheme. (One subscription for 
 current month and one additional for arrears of Subscription).  

7.  The DA Arrears of the said employees should be credited to the M.H. 8009 01-101-
 03-CSS till to date of allotment Index Number.  

8.  The Index Number should invariably noted in the first page of individual S.R.  

9.  The Employees who are in-service before 1-9-2004 joins another Organization/Dept., 
 after submitting technical resignation, where same rules applicable, such employees 
 will not come under the purview of New CPS. In other words they would continue to 
 remain under earlier pension rules. 

Present Procedure for getting PRAN-No. 

10.  The CPS Application Forms are to be obtained from Website www.npscra.nsdl.co.in 
 for PRAN No.  

11.  Govt. released matching grant to CPS during financial year 2008-09, 2009-10.  

Existing Procedure for getting CPS No. 

12.  The DDO send proposals to the AG, AP, Hyderabad for allotment of Index Number in 
 the Proforma prescribed as per said G.O.Ms.No. 655, dt. 22-9-2004 for superior 
 service employees.  

13.  The Index Number for the Class IV employees of the districts allotted by the 
 concerned Deputy Director of Dist. Treasuries. In case of Class-IV of HoDs' of Twin 
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 Cities, the PAO, Hyd. allotted the Index Number as per DTAs Memo. No. 
 D2/4036/2006, dt. 31-7-2007.  

14.  As per DTA's orders the Employee's I.D. Number was CPS A/c No.  

Family Benefits (if expired while in Service) After introduction of CPS from 1-9-2004. 

1 Compassionate Appointment  
2 Encashment of Earned Leave 

 
3 Payment of GIS (Saving Fund) 

 
4 Payment of GIS (Insurance Fund) 

 
5 Payment of APGLIF 

 
6 The Family Pension &DCRG will be sanctioned under APRPR 1980 as per Govt. 

Cir.MEMO.No.30857/422/A1/PEN.I/2010 Dt: 8.3.2010 Provisionally. 
 

ANNEXURE 
 
Retirement Benefits Family-Benefits to the Legal Heirs 

1. Encashment of E. L. / EHPL 1. Encashment of E. L. / EHPL 

2. Refund of FBF Balance 2. Refund of FBF Balance 

3. Refund of Saving Fund under GIS 3. Refund of Saving Fund under GIS 

4. Payment of GPF 4. Payment of Insurance Fund under GIS 

5. Payment of APGLIF amount 5. Payment of GPF 

6. Service-Pension 6. Payment of Booster amount under GPF 

7. Gratuity 7. Payment of APGLIF amount 

8. Commutation of Pension. 8. Payment of APGLF Sum assured with 
bonus 

9. TA on retirement to Native Place 
(Actual fares to self and family & not 
exceeding 3 mileage towards 
personal-effects). 

9. Family Pension i.e. 
 i) Enhanced family pension upto 7 years 
 ii) Thereafter normal Family Pension to 
till Death 

 10. Gratuity (i.e. DCRG) 
 11. TA on death to Native place actual 

fares 
 12. Compassionate appointment / Exgratia  
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Entries to be made in SERVICE BOOK:  

 
New S.R.:- G.O.Ms. No. 200, F&P, dt. 10-12-1999.  
 
1. Xerox copy of the S.R. -----Each page should be attested by the Head of the Office/ 

Gazetted Officer 
 

2. Annual Service Verification Certificate.  
 

3. Annual Group Insurance Subscription Recovery Certificate.  
 

4.  Annual Recovery of HBAIMCA Certificate (if any)  
 

5. Annual Grade Increment sanctioned entry.  
 

6.  G.P.F. A/c No with name of the Nominee.  
 

7.  APGLlF Policy No. with name of the Nominee.  
8. CPS A/c No. with name of the Nominee.  

 
9. List of Family Members (as furnished by Employee)  

 
10. Employee I.D. Number. /PAN No. 

 
SERVICE VERIFICATION CERTIFICATE  
 

Services Verified with reference to pay bills and acquaintance roll etc. 
 
From ……….. To ……….. And found correct.(Every Year i.e. April to March) 
 
ANNUAL RECOVERY CERTIFICATE  
 
Under Group Insurance Scheme  
 
 The Group Insurance Subscription has been recovered from the Salary for the period 
from …….. To …………   @ Rs. ……………p.m. (As per G.O. Ms. 225 Fin. (Admn. -I) 
Dept. Dt. 22-6-2010. Every year i.e., April to March) 
 
 Note: Where the SR itself is lost or is not traceable taken action as per GO MS No. 202 F&P 
FWPS(1) Department Dt : 11-6-1980 Affidiavit or collateral evidence for opening Duplicate 
S. R.  
 
Retirement Age: - For Superior Service Employees (i.e.G.O. /NGO :-58 years & For Inferior 
Service Employees (i.e. Class-IV) :- 60 Years & (60 years for All India Services).  
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The following points are to be mentioned in the Last Pay Certificate:  
 

1. Name of the Government servant and Designation :- 
 
2. Name of the Office (Place of working) :- 
 
3. Transfer Promotion Reversion. Order No. and Date :- 
 
4. Reliving Order No... and Date :- 
 
5. Date of Reliving:- 
 
6. Pay and Allowances paid Up to :-(i.e. Date :-)  
 
7. Employees 1.0. No. :- 
 
8. PAN No:- 
 
9. Name of the Bank :- (Salary Credited) :- 
 
10. Head of Account:- (Salary Debited) :-M.H :- 
Earnings     Deductions 
 
Basic Pay:     G.P.F (Account No. :-) 
Special Pay:     APGLIF (Account No. :-) 
Family Planning Increment:   G.I.S : 
Dearness Allowances:   P.T.: 
House Rent Allowances:   C.P.S: 
Addl. H.R.A:     H.B.A: 
C.C.A :      M.C.A/Marriage Advance : 
Other Allowances:    Festival Advance: 
 
Total:       Total: 
 
Net Amount:- 
 
Balance of Casual Leaves ND NON:-    ( ) days and O.Hs( ) days / C.C.Ls(   ) :  
 
DETAILS OF GOVT   and NON –GOVT LOANS/ADVANCES :- (Including BANK  
LOANS):- 
 
Court Attachments:-  
 
Maintenance Charges Paid to 2nd wife :- 
 
Non-Payment Certificate Regarding D:-A / Pay Fixation :- 
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Example :- 
 

VIII. Calculation of Pensionary Benefits (Service Pension)  
 
Example :- A Superior Govt. Servant retired on Voluntary Retirement Pension (details are as 
follows)  
 
Date of Birth    : 15-3-1956  
 
Date of Retirement   : 31-12-2010 -u/r. 43 under VRS  
 
(-) Date of Appointment  : 19-5-1-982 
 
Gross-Qualifying Service  : 12-7-28  
 
(-) Non Qualifying Service  : Nil  
 
Total Service    : 12-07-28  
 
(+) Weightage   : 00-03-03  
 
Net Qualifying Service  : 12-10-31 i.e. (32 years)  
 
Last Drawn Basic Pay  : Rs. 40,510=00 (Scale 23650-49360)  
 
Service Pension   : Rs.40,510 x 32/66 = 19,642/-p.m. from 1-1-2011 u/r 45 
 
Gratuity (DCRG)   : Rs. 40,510 + 10,056 =50,566 x 64/4 =8,09,056/- 
      u/r. 56 But Maximum Payable Rs.7,00,000/-only  
 
Enhance Family Pension  : Rs. 40,510 x 50/100 = 20,255/-(Restricted to Service Pension 
      Rs. 19,642)  
 
Normal Family Pension  : Rs. 40,510 x 30/100 =12,153/-p.m. u/r. 50(20)  
 
Commutation Value   : Rs. 19,642x40/100 = 7856 x 8.678 x 12 = 8,18,176/- 
 
Example:  
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IX. Calculation of Pensionary Benefits (Service Pension)  
 
Example :-A Superior Govt. Servant retired on Invalid Pension (details are as follows) 
  
Date of Birth    : 15-3-1956  
 
Date of Retirement   : 31-12-2010 
 
(-) Date of Appointment  : 19-5-1982  
 
Gross Qualifying Service  : 12-07-28  
 
(-) Non Qualifying Service  : Nil  
 
Total Service    : 12-07-28  
 
(+) Weightage   : Nil 
  
Net Qualifying Service  : 12-10-28 (i.e. 28 ½  years)  
 
Last Drawn Basic Pay  : Rs. 20,300 = 00 
  
Service Pension   : Rs.20,300 x 28 ½  / 66 = 8,766/- p.m. from 1-1-2011u/r 45 
  
Gratuity (DCRG)   : Rs.20,300 + 5,039 = 25,339 x 57/4 = 3,61,080/- u/r 56 
  
Enhance Family Pension  : Rs. 20,300 x 50/100 = 10,150/- (Restricted to Service  
      Pension Rs. 19,642)  
 
Normal Family Pension  : Rs. 20,300 x 30/100 = 6.0901-p.m. u/r. 50(20)  
 
Commutation Value   : Rs. 8,766 x 40/100 = 3,506/-(On Medical Grounds only) 
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స�Jర హ7� చటÊం 2005 Oయడం జ/¤, అ Êబà 12, 2005 :ం� అమP̂A వ<Bం$. 
 

� ఈ చటÊం 2�రం �ఖ�Oయబ�న దర��>ల7 2il6~�!� చటÊం ����ం<న 
సమయంP స�§నం ఇn6K\ ఉం�ం$. (· చuÊల: î<� Ùప�డ}). 
 

� 2iత6 ఉÛ
¤ � స�Jర హ7� చటÊం r/B తపD�స/� ��� nK. ఎం}కం¦ ఈ 
చటÊం 2�రం �ఖల�
 దర��>ల: ప/ష�/ంచ��A mర స�Jర అ~�/A ఆ 
�)
లయంP ప�O� 2¥ 2iô6Û
¤ °/>=&«P సహక/ంJK\ ఉం�ం$. 

 
ఈ అ	
సనం త)6త అ	
స7� 
 

1. స�Jర హ7� చటÊం OయడంP గల ఉ�%�
(�� gవ/=>!. 
2. స�Jర హ7� చటÊంP గల ఉమq� (=§రణ) ప��/	వన� �ర6<=>!. 
3. స�Jర హ7� చటÊం 2�రం దర��> O0 g§��� వ/Q=>!. 
4. స�Jర హ7� చటÊం 2�రం స�Jరం ïల̂�A గల ÐనØ«ంóల: gవ/=>!.  
5. స�Jర హ7� చటÊం 2�రం దర��>�!A గల అËDE O0 g§��� వ/Q=>!. 
6. స�Jర హ7� చటÊంP గల  అప)ధ !��ల: (M��Ê�) �ర6<=>!. 

 
ఆ అభ
సనంP గల g	�� 
 

g	గం 1 స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – ఉ�%శ
ం 
g	గం 2 స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – ఉమq� ప��/	వన� 
g	గం 3 స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – దర��> O0 g§నం 
g	గం 4 స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – దర��>� ప/ష�/ంO g§నం 
g	గం 5 స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – ïల̂� :ం� ÐనØ«ంó� 
g	గం 6 స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – అËDE O�79 g§నం 
g	గం 7  స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – అప)ధ !�� g~ంచడం/M��Ê� 
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aదe g	గం – స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – ఉ�%శ
ం 
 

� స�Jర హ7� చటÊం 2005 ఎం}�ర7 Oయబ�ం$? 
 

1. 2¥ అ~�ర యంÒంగంP రదర)కత, జnú�oతనం ��7)వడం  సం; 
2. అ~�ర యంªం�ల అ}óP ఉన� స�J)�� 2జల7 అం}#�PA �OBం}7; 
3. m!ల7న� స�Jర హ7�� చటÊబద%ం Oయడం  సం; 
4. స�Jర హ7� చటÊం స/�k అమ�Oయ��� �ంÍ మ/0 )ష� స�Jర కÐషN\ 

�ల�లDడం  సం. 
 

� స�Jర హ7� చటÊం ఉ�%�
� ఏÐe? 
 

1. 2iత6 �ర
కGల r/B 2జల7 �Kయyయడం 
2. m!ల7 =~�/కత కKDంచడం 
3. రదర)కత మ/0 జnú�oతనం Mంచడం 
4. అg�¥ త¤kంచడం 
5. 2ç=6మ
 వ
వస&P 2జల 	గ=6�
�� Mంచడం 

 
� స�Jరం r/B �KZన 2జ� 2iత6 ప��!� �ర�ంతరం గమ��> ఉంu! మ/0 

2���> ఉంu!. త�6) 2iత6ంP çగµకత M/¤ 2జల7 జnú�o� ఉంu!. 
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�ండవ g	గం – స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – ఉమq�/=§రణ ప��/	వన� 
 

� స�Jర హ7� అన� 
 

1. ఏ అ~�ర యంÒంగం �యంªణ Aంద ఉన� స�J)న�«� స�Jర చటÊం 
2005 Aంద æందగKÚ హ7�. 

2. ప:ల�, పÒల�, /�!�ల� త�È O� హ7�. 
3. /�!�లP ఉన� స�J)�� ఎ¥>)� వడం, ne ధృ³క/ంచబ�న �Ë� 

మ/0 నకళñ: �� వడం. 
4. స�Jర సంప¥> ©క� ధృ³క/ంచబ�న �ంÏE\ �� వడం. 
5. �±��^, ]^Ë�, ¦ó�, ³�£ �
±ట^ µపంP�� మ� gధన ఎల���� 

µపంP ఉన� స�J)�� æందడం. 
6. అGంô స�Jరం కం°
టà P �� �� మégధన ప/కరంP �� 

�Çప> ఉం¦ AంÆ-అåÆ\ �6) æందడం 
 

� స�Jరం అన� 
 

1. /�!�� 
2. పÒ� 
3. Ó|� 
4. ఇ-Ó«E\ 
5. అ"W@� 
6. సలØ� 
7. ప-� 2కటన� 
8. స!�(ల!^ 
9. ఉత>!6� 
10. G_-ú�\ 
11. �ంB7Ê� 
12. ��$క� 
13. 'ప!^ 
14. �ంÏE\ 
15. |డE\ 
16. tu సØ ఎల���� µపంP గల స�Jరం 
17. మ� gధన µపంP ఉన� స�Jరం 
18. అమ�P ఉన� మ� చటÊం 2�ర�2iత6 యంÒంగం సం$ంచద¤న C�Æ 

సంస&A సంబం~ం<న స�Jరం 
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� /�!� అన� 
 

1. ఏ�� పªం, )త 2¥, S� 
2. ఏ�� E+Eq, E+F (SE Oయద¤న E+Eq), (]
�\) ]ZE 2¥ 
3. E+Eq :ం� �Zన <ªం �� <Ò� (	ê �రవXB) 
4. కం°
టà �� మ� ప/కరం �6)ä� ఉతD¥> అ�
 స�Jర సంప¥> 

 
� తృ�య ప²ం అన� అ~�ర యంÒంగం సØ స�Jరం  సం అభ
/&ంO m!8 �7ం� 

ఉన� ఇతర వ
A> ఎవ7�. 
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�డవ g	గం – స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – దర��> O0 g§నం  
 

� 	ర�య m!8 ఎవ7� స� స�Jరం సంబం~త అ~�ర యంÒం��A/mరస�Jర 
అ~�/A �ర7 ఆంగ^ 	షP ��/Öంì 	షP ��/=&�క 	షP �� )త°ర6కం� 
దర��> OయవXB.  
 
�చన: �లం�ణ )ష� 2iత6ంP =�Jరం �ర7 దర��> ఆN-�N P సమ/DంO 
అవ�శం �}. ఈ అవ�శం �వలం �ంÍ 2iత6ంP �ªþ ఉం$. 

 
� స�Jరం  � వ
A> �ర²)�
Há mర స�Jర అ~�/ ఆయన7 సØయం అం$ంJK 

అన� ఆయన �ÏDన ��� )త°ర6కం� న|} OZ ఆ దర��>� H6క/ంJK. 
 

� స�Jరం  � వ
A> ఎం}7 స�Jరం  !X��8 అ� �రÎ� mర స�Jర 
అ~�/A/అ~�ర యంÒం��A �DK\న అవసరం �}. 
 

� స�Jరం  � వ
A> �oQత దర��> !��� �K̂ంJK.  
 

� �/Í
 �ఖ7 $bవన ఉన�n/A దర��> !�� �K^ంó :ం� ÐనØ«ంó ఉం�ం$. 
అం¦ n! దర��> !�� �K̂ంJK\న అవసరం �}. 
 

� స�Jరం  సం అ~�ర యంÒం��A దర��> అం$నó8 ఆ స�Jరం మé అ~�ర 
యంÒం��A సంబం~ం<న$ అ«నట^«á ఆ దర��>� ఆ అ~�ర యంªం��A 
³�నంత త6ర�, దర��> అం}7న� త)6త ఐ} éêల7 Ðంచ7ం�, బ$� O@K. 
అG దర��>� బ$� OZన gష@�� దర��>�!�A )త°ర6కం� �Kయy@K. 
 

� స�Jరం  సం అ~�ర యంÒం��A దర��> అం$నó8 ఆ స�JరంP అ~క 	గం 
మé అ~�ర యంÒం��A సంబం~ం<న$ అ«నట«̂á ఆ దర��>P� సంబం~త 
	��� ఆ అ~�ర యంªం��A ³�నంత త6ర�, దర��> అం}7న� త)6త ఐ} éêల7 
Ðంచ7ం�, బ$� O@K. అG దర��>� బ$� OZన gష@�� దర��>�!�A 
)త°ర6కం� �Kయy@K. 
 
�చన: ఈ అభ
సనంP ఐదవ స^«Ñ స�Jరం  !I వ<Bన దర��> బ$� అ9$ 
తóD� �పDబ�ం$. అం}� ��� స/OZ ·న gవ/ంచడం జ/¤ం$. 
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�లkవ g	గం – స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – దర��>� ప/ష�/ంO g§నం 
 

� స�Jరం  సం అం$న దర��>� సంబం~త అ~�ర యంÒంగం/mర స�Jర 
అ~�/ ³�నంత త6ర�, దర��> అం$న �e :ం� 30 éêలPó, �రQ«ం<న !�� 
�K̂ం<న త)6త, దర��>�!�A ఆ దర��>P అ�¤న స�Jరం అం$ంJK. 
 

� దర��>�!  /న స�Jరం అం$ంచ��A అ~�ర యంªంగం/mరస�Jర 
అ~�/A అ�
 వ
@�� !�� µపంP దర��>�!� :ంt వ��Oయడం 
జ!b-ం$. ఈ gవ)� �లం�ణ 2iత6ం çoOZన స�Jర హ7� (�ê మ/0 
!��ల �యంªణ) �య�� 2005 P ఇవ6బ��«.  
 

� mర స�Jర అ~�//అ~�ర యంÒంగం స�Jరం ఇవ6��A ¥రస�/ం<నó8 
దర��>�!�A ఈ Aం$ స�Jరం )త°ర6కం� ఇn6K\ ఉం�ం$. 

 
1. దర��>� ¥రస�/ంచ��A గల �రÎ� 
2. ¥రస�రణ· అË� O� వ��A ఉన� �లప/Ð¥ 
3. అËD� gJ/ంO అ~�/ gవ)� 

 
� స�Jర హ7� చటÊం 2�రం స�Jరం  !I వ<Bన దర��>ల: ప/ష�/ంచ��A 

mరస�Jర అ~�/A గల సమయం 
  

సందర�ం  �లప/Ð¥  
=§రణ స�Jరం  /నట̂«á 30/35 éê�* 
తృ�య ప²ం ©క� స�Jరం  /నట̂«á 40 éê� 
వ
A> WÎ�A మ/0 �6చBA Ø� కK¤నó} 48 గంట� 

(*mర స�Jర అ~�/ – 30 éê�/సØయ mర స�Jర అ~�/ – 35 éê�) 
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ఐదవ g	గం – స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – ïల�̂ :ం� ÐనØ«ంó� 
 

� స�Jర హ7� చటÊం ఈ Aం$ స�Jరం ïల^�ంచడం· ÐనØ«ంó ఇవ6డం జ/¤ం$. 
 

1. 	రత�శ =ర6K�~�రం, సమ�తల· 2¥�ల 2	వం ÙÏంO స�Jరం. 
2. �శ భÍత, L
Øతqక, �çM�క, ఆ/%క 2£జ�ల· 2¥�ల 2	వం ÙÏంO 

స�Jరం. 
3. g��లô సంబం§ల· 2¥�ల 2	వం ÙÏంO స�Jరం. 
4. ఏ�� 9)�� N�ÏంO స�Jరం. 
5. ఫG� స�J)�� 2కeంచ�డద�/ïల^�ంచ�డద� �
య=&నం/Pú
నE 

ఆ��ం<న ప²ంP అGంe స�Jరం. 
6. స�Jర ïల^� �
య=&నం ~��రణ Aంద7 వ�>ంద:7ం¦ అGంe స�Jరం. 
7. స�Jర ïల̂� వల ̂ర^ÓంÆ, )ష� �సనసభల ©క� హ7�ల: ఉలంQంO�á 

అGంe స�Jరం. 
8. n�జ
పరన Rప
త, n
ర రహ=
�, þSసంప¥>A సంబం~ం<న 

స�Jరం. 
9. స�Jర ïల̂� వల ̂ ÉßరంగంP తృ�య ప��A Ø� కK¤నట̂«á అGంe 

స�Jరం. 
10. g�6సబద%న సంబంధం ol
 ఒక వ
A>A అం}#�P ఉన� స�Jరం. 
11. ఏ�� g�� 2iత6ం :ం� gశ6సబద%ం� అం$న స�Jరం. 
12. స�Jర ïల̂� వల̂ ఏ వ
A> WÎ���/K¥క భÍత�� Ø� 

క�b-ంద:7ం¦ అGంe స�Jరం. 
13. చuÊల అమ�  సం, భÍl 2£జ�ల  సం Rప
ం� స�Jరం అం$ం<న 

�క సØయప�న n/ b/>ంóన7 �/�� స�Jరం. 
14. ద)
ó> 23య�, 9ర�&ల: ప�Ê79ం}7, WZ�
Æ O�ం}7 అవé§� 

కKDంO స�Jరం. 
15. మం-మండK, �ర
ద!)�, ఇతర అ~�!ల స�Pచన� సØ �
ö�Æ పÒ�. 
16. 2ç �ర
కG�, 2ç2£జ�లô �Ðత>ం �� వ
A>గత స�Jరం. 
17. వ
7>ల వ
A>గత (glలPA 4ం¤Ù� అnంఛ�య అవ�శం కKDంO 

స�Jరం. 
 

� స�Jర ¥రస�రణ7 అవ�శం ఉన� ఇతర సంద)�� 
 

1. స�Jరం అం$ంచడం వల^ )ç
�A �ం$న$ �7ం� ఒక వ
A>A �ం$న �Ë 7Æ 
ఉల^ంఘన జ/Ú ప²ంP. 

2. అ�¤న స�Jరం స�Jర హ7� చటÊంP� స�Jరం అ9 �ర6చనం Aంద7 
)నóD8. 
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3. అ�¤న స�Jరం Mద�aత>ంP ఉం� అ~�ర యంÒంగం ©క� వన!� వృ§ అ�
 
సంద)�లP. (అ«á ఇGంe సంద)�� JG అ!}) 

4. అ�¤న స�Jరం ఇవ6డం వల̂ స�Jరం ©క� ర²ణ/భÍత 2�దంP ప�న 
సంద)�లP. 

5. 2iత6ం �ల�KDన ఇంటKVN\ మ/0 భÍl సంస&ల7 సంబం~ం<న స�Jరం 
అ�¤న సంద)�లP. 

 
�చన: g�ల 2ç 2£జ�ల దృ1 Ê( స�J)ల ïల^� సమంజసþ అ� సంబం~త 
అ~�ర యంÒంగం ©క� mర స�Jర అ~�/ �� అËD�Æ అ~�/ 	g�> · 
¥రస�రణ �ట¤oP కK¤న స�J)�� ïల̂� OయవXB. 

 
స�Jరం ఇOBటó8 mర స�Jర అ~�/ �� nK\న ç�త>� 
 

� స�Jరం �ర7 దర��> )�9 దర��>�!  /న స�Jరం స�Jర చటÊం 
2�రం ÐనØ«ంచబ�న� �� అ� mర స�Jర అ~�/ ప/�KంX nK. 

 
� ఆ స�Jరం స�Jర హ7� చటÊం 2�రం ÐనØ«ంచబ�న$ �7ం¦, ఆ స�J)�� 

�oQత సమయంP దర��>�!A అం$ంJK. 
 

� ఆ స�Jరం స�Jర హ7� చటÊం 2�రం ÐనØ«ంచబ�న$ అ«á, ఆ ÐనØ«ంó 
°/>=&«P ఉం�? (±²N 9 - �Ë 7Æ)  �� Çకం� ఉం�? (±²N – 8) అ9 అం��� 
ప/�KంJK. Çకం� ఉన� �ట 2ç2£జ�ల దృ1 Ê( స�J)�� ïల̂� OయవXB. 
 

� ఆ స�Jరం స�Jర హ7� చటÊం 2�రం ÐనØ«ంచబ�న$ అ«, ఆ ÐనØ«ంó 
°/>=&«P ఉం¦ అGంe స�J)�� ïల̂�ంచ�డ}. 
 

� ఆ స�Jరం స�Jర హ7� చటÊం 2�రం ÐనØ«ంచబ�న$ అ«, ఆ ÐనØ«ంó 
Çకం� ఉం¦, ఆ స�Jరం ïల̂�ంచడం  2ç2£జ�ల దృ1 Ê( మం<�? ��? అ9 
gష@�� ప/�KంJK. 
 

� ఆ స�Jరం స�Jర హ7� చటÊం 2�రం ÐనØ«ంచబ�న$ అ«, ఆ ÐనØ«ంó 
Çకం� ఉం¦, ఆ స�Jరం ïల^�ంచడం  2ç2£జ�ల దృ1 Ê( స7న$ అ«á అGంe 
స�J)�� ïల̂�ంJK. 
 

� ఆ స�Jరం స�Jర హ7� చటÊం 2�రం ÐనØ«ంచబ�న$ అ«, ఆ ÐనØ«ంó 
Çకం� ఉం¦, ఆ స�Jరం ïల^�ంచడం  2ç2£జ�ల దృ1 Ê( స7న$ �7ం¦ 
అGంe స�J)�� ïల̂�ంచ)}. 
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� ïల^� :ం< ÐనØ«ంó ఉన� స�Jరం అన� �రణంô ఒక దర��>� ¥రస�/ం<న 
సందర�ంP ÐనØ«ం<న స�Jరం �7ం� ఆ /�!�P ఉన� ఇతర స�J)�� 
gడìZ ÙపగK¤న ప²ంP అGంe స�J)�� దర��>�!�A అం$ంచవXB.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ఆరవ g	గం – స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – అËDE O�79 g§నం  
 

� స�Jరం  /న వ
A> అËD� �ఖ� O� సంద)�� 
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1. దర��>� ¥రస�/ం<నó8; 
2.  /న స�J)�� ఇవ6నó8; 
3.  /న స�JరంP �ంత	గþ ఇ<Bనó8; 
4. ����త సమయంP� అ�¤న స�Jరం ఇవ6నó8. 
5. aదe అËD�Æ అ~�/ �రQయంô సంతృÏ> �ందనó8 �ం� అËD�Æ అW/ß 

(�ంÍ �� )ష� స�Jర కÐషN) A అËD� O� nK. 
 

� · సంద)�లP దర��>�!8 ����త సమయం �bZన త)6త �� mర స�Jర 
అ~�ర �రQయం అం}7న� �e :ం� 30 éêలP� సంబం~త అ~�ర యంÒంగంP 
����ంచబ�న aదe అËD�Æ అ~�/A �� mర స�Jర అ~�/ ·=&«P 
H�యà/ఉన�త ��P ఉన� అ~�/A అËD� O� nK. (aaదe అËD�) 

 
� ఎవ7� mర స�Jర అ~�/ తృ�య ప��A సంబం~ం<న స�J)�� ïల^� O@ల� 

�రQ«ం<న సందర�ంP సంబం~త తృ�య ప²ం �� aదß అËD�Æ అ~�/A సద! 
�రQయం· అËD� O� వXB. 
 

� aదe అËD�Æ అ~�/ �రQయం �� �� ప²ంP �రQయం ���� ఉం�K\న áì :ం� 
90 éêలP (�ంÍ/)ష�) స�Jర కÐషN �ం} అËD�A ïళñవXB. (��ండవ అËD�) 

 
� aదe అËD�Æ అ~�/ ��7న� �రQయంô సంతృÏ> �ందనట^«á ఆ �రQయం అం$న �e 

:ం� 90 éêలP �ంÍ/)ష� స�Jర కÐషN �ం} అËD�A ïళñవXB. (��ండవ అËD�) 
 

� తృ�య ప��A సంబం~ం<న సంమJర ïల^�· వOB అËDE\ P సంబం~త తృ�య ప��A 
తన nదన� g�ÏంX�9 అవ�శం ఇn6K. 
 

� ఏ అËD� gJరణPä� స�Jరం  సం వ<Bన అభ
ర%న� ¥రస�/ంచడం �
యబద%þ 
అ� �µÏంJK\న #ధ
త ఆ దర��> ¥రస�/ం<న అ~�ర యంªంగం·9 ఉం�ం$. 
 

� ఏ అËD�ä� అ$ అం}7న� áì :ం� 30 éêలP� ప/ష�/ంJK.   
 
 
 
 

ఏడవ g	గం – స�Jర హ7� చటÊం – M�� Ê� (అప)ధ !�� g~ంచడం) 
 

� M��Ê g~ంO సంద)�� 
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1. సX-క �రణం �7ం� స�Jరం �ర7 వ<Bన దర��>� ¥రస�/ంచడం. 
2. సX-క �రణం �7ం� ����త �లప/Ð¥P� స�Jరం ఇవ6కÉవడం. 
3. స�Jరం  సం వ<Bన దర��>� }!��శ
ంô ¥రస�/ంచడం. 
4. �KZ �� తóD8, అసం°/>, తóDÛవ పeÊంO స�Jరం అం$ంచడం. 
5. దర��>P  /న స�J)�� ధ6ంసం Oయడం. 
6. మ�gధం�ä� స�Jరం ఇవ67ం� అ8�పడడం. 

 
� · సంద)�లP l: సX-కం�, ç�త>�9 వ
వహ/ంJన� �µÏంX79 #ధ
త 

సంబం~త mర స�Jర అ~�/·9 ఉం�ం$. 
 
� · సంద)�లP సంబం~త mర స�Jర అ~�/ Û�� �µÏతన ప²ంP దర��> 

�� 9వర7 �� స�Jరం అం$ంO వర7 స�Jర కÐషN ఆ mర స�Jర 
అ~�/· éê7 250 µయల YóDన గ/షÊం� 25,000 µయల వర7 జ/�� 
g~ంచవXB. 
 

� · సంద)�లP సంబం~త mర స�Jర అ~�/ Û�� �µÏతన ప²ంP n/A 
వ/>ంO సo6� �బంధనల 2�రం n/· �మ�²ణ చర
� OపuÊK\ం$� స�Jర కÐషN 
Z]ర� O@K/O�>ం$ ��. 
 

ఇతర �బంధన� 
 

� స�Jర హ7� చuÊ�A అ:బంధం� గల �ం� 8>
E P ';�న� ఇంటKVN\, భÍl 
సంస&ల7, ఆ సంస&� 2il6�A సమ/DంO ఎGంe స�J)�A ఈ చటÊం వ/>ంచ}. 
అ«á ఈ సంస&P^ అg�¥ ఆéపణ�, �నవ హ7�ల ఉల̂ంఘన7 సంబం~ం<న 
స�Jరం gషయంP �ªం స�Jర చటÊంP� �బంధన� వ/>=>«. 
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-JVN RAJANIKANTH, SL(ATW) 

Constitutional Binding: Article 283(2) of Constitution of India 
empowered the Governor to form AP treasury rules. 

{Art.283(2): Custody, etc., of Consolidated Funds, Contingency Funds 
and moneys credited to the public accounts:  The custody of the 
Consolidated Fund of a State and the Contingency Fund of a State, the 
payment of moneys into such Funds, the withdrawal of moneys 
therefrom, the custody of public moneys other than those credited to 
such Funds received by or on behalf of the Government of the State, their 
payment into the public account of the State and the withdrawal of 
moneys from such account and all other matters connected with or 
ancillary to matters aforesaid shall be regulated by law made by the 
Legislature of the State, and, until provision in that behalf is so made, 
shall be regulated by rules made by the Governor of the State} 

Treasury code contains two volumes – Volume-I and II 

Volume-I has three parts  

Part-I : A.P. Treasury rules (TR.1 to TR.42) 

Part II : Subsidiary rules and Executive instructions under AP Treasury 
Rules 

Part III : Miscellaneous statutory rules and executive instructions. 

Volume-II has two parts 

Part –I : 27 Appendices  

Part- II: 109 Forms 

 

 

        The Telangana Treasury Code  
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Volume-I 

Section-I 

TR.1: These rules may be called the “Andhra Pradesh Treasury rules” 

Section-II 

TR.2: Definitions 

State -state of Andhra Pradesh 

The Governor -Governor of Andhra Pradesh 

The Government -Government of Andhra Pradesh 

Government servant –any person serving with the affairs of the 
state (salaried or not), every person who is authorized to receive, 
carry, keep, spend money on behalf of Government 

Treasury- any treasury of the state 

Bank- RBI or any agency/branch of RBI/any bank designated by 
RBI 

Collector- Head of the district 

Accountant General- Head of the office of audit, who keeps the 
accounts of state and exercises audit functions on behalf of CAG of 
India. 

Finance Minister- Minister to whom the business of finance of state 
is allocated by Governor. 

Cheque - written order addressed by the Drawer to a 
bank/treasury to pay a sum of rupees to the payee. 

DTA- head of T & A department 
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Section-III 

TR.3: Location of Moneys in Govt. Account 

Moneys standing in the Government account shall be either in Treasury 
or in Bank. 

Instruction 2: A state bank branch should be kept open even on al 
holiday on the request of the Collector for conducting the business. 

Section-IV 

General System of Control over treasuries 

TR.4: District treasuries: There shall be one treasury for each District in 
general. The immediate executive controller shall be the District treasury 
Officer who shall be sub ordinate to the Director of treasuries and 
accounts.   The Inspection of treasuries by the officers of Indian Audit 
Department shall not relieve the DTA of his responsibilities for 
management and inspection. 

SR.2: The DTA shall inspect the District treasury at least once in six 
months. 

SR.4: when a Treasury irregularity is brought to the notice of DTA 
by AG, DTA shall order for investigation to fix up the 
responsibility for irregularity and ensure steps to avoid repetition 
of such irregularity. The investigation report shall be submitted to 
AG. 

SR.5: The Treasury officer shall attend to the day to day 
administration of the treasury in accordance with the treasury 
rules and instructions of AG and the Government. 

SR.6: The Treasury officer shall see that no favoritism is shown to 
any one in regard to the facilities for doing business at treasury. 

Instruction 4: The Director of treasuries and accounts should 
examine the stocks and stamps at least once in every six months. 
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He should also examine the safe custody articles at least once in a 
year. 

Instruction 5: The Director of Treasuries and accounts should 
examine the deposit registers at least once in a half year. 

TR.5: Sub Treasuries: establishment of one or more sub treasuries under 
a District Treasury. 

SR.1: There shall be ordinarily be a sub treasury at the headquarters 
of every Tahsildar 

SR.4: The sub Treasury Officer shall be personally responsible to the 
District Treasury Officer for accounting of all transactions carried 
out at the sub treasury. 

SR.12: The District Treasury Officer should conduct the technical 
examination of sub treasuries at least once in calendar year 

SR.13: Sub treasuries will be inspected by an officer of the Indian 
Audit department, if circumstances render it necessary.  

Instruction 13: The monthly accounts prescribed by the AG shall 
be rendered to the District treasury Officer by 7th of succeeding 
month  

TR.6: Accountant General: AG works as per Audit manual under the 
control of CAG.  

Section-V 

TR.7: Payment of moneys into Government account: All moneys 
received by or rendered to Government servants in their official capacity 
shall be credited to treasury/bank without undue delay. Any amount 
received by a department on Government account shall not be kept out 
of the account. 
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Direct appropriation of departmental receipts for departmental 
expenditure is not permitted except in certain cases {specified in 
TR.7 (2) (a) to (t)} 

TR.8: DELETED 

TR.9: A Government servant may not deposit moneys withdrawn from 
a Government Account in a bank, except with the special permission 
from the Government. 

TR.10: Payment of Money into Government Account (receipt) 

The Challan shall be presented to the Treasury Officer who shall enface 
it with an order to the bank to receive the amount. The challan shall 
contain proper accounts classification of the credit. 

SR.2(b): Unless specified otherwise in the rules/departmental 
codes, any amount below Rs.50/- payable to Government account 
should ordinarily be collected by the Departmental officer 
concerned with a receipt in APTC Form-7 in return.    

Clarifications on SR.2(b): (Memo: 31925-C/305/TFR/89 fin dt.7-2-
1990) 

1) Where it is not possible to collect the amount below Rs.50/- in 
cash, the amount can be realized by DD drawn in favour of 
departmental officers; those DDs shall be deposited in bank in 
at convenient intervals along with a challan for remittance into 
Government Account. 

2) The amounts deducted towards APGLI, GIS etc. may be paid 
through challan even though amount is less than Rs.50/- 

3) There shall be no limit for remittance of amounts by 
departments into treasuries even it is below Rs.50/- 

SR.6: If original receipt is lost by the private party, then a 
certificate may be given that certain sum is received on certain 
Government account against a fee of Rs.10/- for every certificate. 
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Instruction 3-A:  when government dues are paid by Cheque. Then 
the date of actual realization of amount into the government 
account shall be treated as date of payment and not the Cheque 
issued date or date of presentation of the Cheque in the treasury. 

Challans:  

SR.10: Challan shall be presented in triplicate for all purposes for 
paying money in Government account in APTC form 10 revised as 
per GO Ms No.87 F&P (FW.TFR) dept. 31.10.2002 

b) When payment made to Government is to be credited to more 
than one head of account, a separate challan shall be used for each 
head. 

Instruction.9: When challan is to be used for repayment of a loan 
or advance, separate challans shall be presented for principal and 
interest amounts. 

SR.13 & instruction.33: Numbering of challans: The register of 
challans passed for remittance shall be maintained for each 
department separately and bear separate serial of numbers. 

SR.19: when a private person desires to pay amount into bank, the 
Challan shall be presented to treasury for enfacement; if found 
correct, the treasury officer shall append his initials along with the 
words-“Entered-Correct” on all the parts of the challan. The 
challan is then taken to bank by the party and amount is credited. 
The banker gives the original part of the challan as a receipt and 
the remaining two portions i.e., duplicate and triplicate copies are 
sent to treasury along with the daily account.  

A challan so endorsed by the treasury officer is valid for fourteen 
days only or a date preferred by department after which the 
challan shall be revalidated by the treasury department for 
presentation at the bank. 
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Section-VI 

TR.11: Custody of Moneys in the Government Account: 

SR.1: Moneys received by a Government servant on behalf of 
Government and not remitted into treasury shall be kept in a cash 
chest, which shall be kept in the personal custody of the 
Government servant. The key of the chest shall be kept in his 
personal custody and the duplicate key shall be kept in the 
treasury. If the moneys deposited so large then double locks of 
different pattern shall be used and the keys shall be kept at the 
custody of two different Government servants. 

The iron safe used for custody of moneys shall be embedded in 
masonry, if possible. 

SR.2: Every day Head of the office shall verify the cash book 
balance with that of cash on hand by counting. 

SR.2(c): When the head of the office is away from headquarters, 
the head of the ministerial section shall maintain the cashbook. 
The head of the office shall verify the balances as soon as he 
returns from tour.  

Strong Room 

SR.3: The Treasury officer and the treasurer shall be physically 
present at the time of opening of the double lock strong room and 
shall remain there till it is closed. The Treasury officer shall hold 
one of the key of the two padlocks placed on the entrance to the 
strong room and the other key shall be with the Treasurer. 

Instruction.4: No place shall be used as a strong room unless it is 
first certified to be secure and fit for use as such by an officer of the 
Public Works Department not below the rank of an Executive 
Engineer. 

Instruction 4(c): Every strong room should be inspected once in 
every three years by the Executive Engineer or by an experienced 
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Assistant Engineer or upper subordinate holding sub divisional 
charge deputed by the Executive Engineer for the purpose and the 
Treasury Officer should obtain a certificate of Safety from the 
Inspecting Officer after every three years of inspection.(G.O Ms. 6 
Fin(TFR) Dept  dated 21.01.2011 orders wef 01.04.2011) 
 
Instruction 4(d): The district Superintendent of police shall record 
an order prescribing the positions of the sentries and may also 
require any additional precautions to be taken in the strengthening 
of fastenings, burning of lights, etc. 
 
Instruction 4(e): The copies of the latest certificates obtained from 
the concerned officers mentioned in instructions 4(c) and 4(d) 
above shall be hung up in a conspicuous space inside the strong 
room. 
 
Instruction 4(f): The doors and windows of the strong room shall 
remain permanently closed and locked, except during the time 
necessary for moving coin or other valuables into or out of it. 
 
Pad locks and Duplicate Keys:  

 
Instruction 5: A register of all padlocks belonging to the District 
and Sub-treasuries shall be maintained in APTC Form No. 26. 
The duplicate keys of all padlocks used in District treasury and 
sub treasuries shall be exchanged once in three years during 
annual inspection. 

 
(b) Every padlock shall have a number impressed upon it, or 
attached to it by a metal or other label, and the same number shall 
be impressed on or attached to each key belonging to it. No two 
padlocks in the same district shall bear the same number.  
 
(d) No local mechanic shall ever be allowed to repair a treasury 
padlock or to make a new key for one.  
 
If a key is lost, the DTO shall report to DTA. No padlock of which 
a key is lost shall be used again unless its levers are altered by 
superintendent, Public works workshop, Sitanagaram. 
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SR.8(a): A register shall be maintained by the Treasury officer 
showing the names of all persons entering the strong room each 
time with time of entry and leaving including himself. The register 
shall be kept in a locked receptable inside the strong room. The 
treasury officer shall initial it before closing the strong room.  
 
Instruction 19: The following articles should be kept in safe 
custody in the Treasury: 
(a) Sealed boxes containing valuables from civil courts 
(b) Sealed boxes containing the double lock keys of the cash chests 

and strong rooms of banks 
(c) Sealed packets containing the keys of iron safes and cash chests 

of other Government institutions 
 
Instruction 20: No cash chest or a packet containing valuables shall 
be received at a treasury unless it is properly sealed. The treasury 
officer shall issue a receipt for accepting the sealed box and not for 
the contents present in the box.  
 
The treasury officer should insist for the receipt while returning 
the sealed box to the depositor. In case of loss of the original 
receipt, the departmental officer shall submit a written declaration 
to the effect that the safe custody article will not be claimed if the 
receipt lost is traced subsequently. 
 
The Treasury officer shall maintain a safe custody article register 
in form 19. 
 
Note: In case where the safe custody article has not been 
withdrawn from the treasury after lapse of three years, a penal 
rent of Rs.25/- shall be levied from the departmental officer per 
article per annum. (G.O.Ms No. 282 fin Dt. 21.11.1991) 
 
If any article is unclaimed for a period of Ten consecutive years 
then the fact shall be published in the  Gazette allowing time for 
disposal. After that the sealed articles shall be opened in presence 
of DTA, DTO. If the sealed box contains: 
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i)Gold/silver- shall be sent to central excise Dept. 

ii)Currency notes- shal;l be credited to Government account 

iii)Soiled/uncurrent notes- shall be sent to RBI for destruction 

iv)Keys- shall be sent to PWD work shop for destruction. 

 
Section-VII 

TR.12: Withdrawal means the drawl of funds from Government account 
for disbursement. 

TR.13: Moneys may not be withdrawn from Government account 
without written permission of Treasury officer/officer of Indian Audit 
Department authorized by AG. 

TR.14: AG may permit withdrawal for any purpose. 

TR.15: A treasury officer may permit withdrawal for the following 
purposes:  

Dues from Government to drawing officer; 

To provide drawing officer to meet claims likely to be presented in 
future by government servants and private parties. 

To make payments due from Government to private parties 

To pay sums to drawing officers on account of permanent 
advance. 

TR.16: Drawl of funds from Government accounts 

SR.1: A bill drawn by a Government servant shall be signed or 
countersigned by the DDO. 

SR.2(a): The Correct classification up to seven tier (major, sub 
major, minor, sub major, group sub, sub, detailed, sub detailed) 
head of account shall be noted on the bill. 
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SR.2(b): Every bill shall be prepared in the form prescribed in 
Treasury code. 

(FINANCE (TFR) DEPARTMENT G.O.Ms.No.75 , Dated:03-04-
2014) 

 
SR.2(c): The designation and seal of the DDO shall be duly affixed 
below the signature of DDO. 
The spaces left blank in the money column of the bill shall be 
invariably be covered in oblique lines. 
The bill should contain protective endorsement in red ink 
expressed in whole rupees slightly in excess of the total amount of 
the bill. 
 
SR.2(d): The alterations/ corrections in the bill shall be attested in 
full by the DDO. 
 
DDO should cancel the incorrect entry in red ink and insert correct 
entry. Overwriting the incorrect entry is prohibited (Art.323 APFC 
Vol.I) 
 
SR.2(e): Separate bills shall be presented for more than one major 
head, plan and non plan. 
 
SR.2(f): Claims for which no form is prescribed shall be made in 
form 40. 

SR.2(g): Rounding off the Transaction: 

Pay and allowances shall be rounded off for each item. 50 paisa 
and above rounded to the next rupee and below 50 paisa shall be 
ignored. 

Pension/CVP/DCRG related amounts shall be rounded off to next 
rupee. 

Interest amounts, challans by private parties, bills for recoupment 
of PA shall be made in whole rupee. 
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(Memo No.18877/231/TFR/89 Fin&Plg. Dt 4.2.1990 & Art 320 
APFC Vol.I) 

SR.2(h): No bill or voucher shall be signed by a clerk for head of 
the office. The Head of the office may delegate the powers to his 
sub ordinate Gazetted officer. This delegation of powers shall not 
relieve the head of the office from his responsibility for the 
accuracy of the bills and disbursement of money. 

SR.2(j): sanction order particulars shall be entered in the bill and a 
copy of it shall be attached to the bill. 

SR.2(l): Deductions made in a bill shall be supported by schedules 
in prescribed form. 

SR.2(r):  A fee of Rs. 10/- shall be levied for each certificate issued 
to payee in the event of loss of original bill/voucher. 

SR.2(s): Every receipt for sum exceeding Rs. 5000/- shall be duly 
stamped by revenue stamp of Rs.1/-  

SR.2(t): DDO shall send his specimen signature to the treasury on 
which he draws bills, duly counter signed by a superior officer 
whose signatures are available with treasury. 

SR.2(w): when payment is made through a messenger, form 101 
containing the specimen signature of the messenger duly attested 
by DDO shall be enclosed to the bill. 

SR.3(b) and SR.12: For first drawl of Pay and allowances of a 
person recruited directly or re-employed after resignation, health 
certificate shall be attached to the bill. Last pay certificate shall be 
attached to the bill where ever necessary.  

SR.3(d): A travelling allowance bill shall be counter signed by the 
controlling authority. 
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SR.6: Executive Instruction: The office copy of the pay bills shall 
me maintained in APTC form 109 for each financial year and it is a 
permanent record in the office. 

SR.11: Absentee statement shall be attached to the pay bill in form 
48, if any person is absent to duty either on leave (other than CL) , 
or on Deputation, suspension etc.,  

SR.13: Periodical increment certificate in Form 49 shall be enclosed 
to the pay bill. 

SR.14: Arrear pay shall be drawn in a separate bill and not in 
regular pay bill. 

DDO shall record the following certificates along with arrear 
claims with dated signature 

1) That no part of the amount claimed in this bill has been claimed 
previously and 

2) That a note of the arrear claim has been recorded in the office 
copy of the pay bills. 

SR.18(b): A Gazetted head of the office may draw contingent bills. 
He may delegate the powers to his sub ordinate Gazetted officer. 
(Exceptions are given in APTC Vol.II appendix.13 in regard to Non 
Gazetted Government servants) 

SR.18(d): Abstract contingent bills shall be presented in Form 57. 
He shall attach a certificate that the detailed bill of the previous 
AC bill has been submitted to the controlling officer for counter 
signature already and shall specify the date of dispatch of the 
same. 

SR.18(e): Fully vouched bills for contingent expenditure shall be 
presented in form- 58. All sub vouchers exceeding Rs.1000/- shall 
be enclosed to the bill and vouchers not exceeding one thousand 
rupees shall be retained in the office and a certificate to that effect 
be appended on the bill. 
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SR.19: Directions for preparing contingent bills:  

Head of account related to contingent expenditure shall be 
entered. 

Charge debitable to more than one head shall not be claimed in a 
single bill. 

Prescribed certificates for contingent expenditure shall be 
appended on the bill. 

SR.20: Works expenditure charged as contingent expenditure: 
charges on account of petty works and repairs allotted to 
departments other than public works shall be drawn in form 59. 

When a bill contains payments for labour engaged departmentally, 
the DDO shall certify that the amount charged was paid on muster 
rolls maintained as per rules.  

Instruction.7: For every two years, a certificate from the executive 
engineer that suitable Government building is not available and 
the rent charge is reasonable shall be obtained. It shall be enclosed 
to the bill preferred in Treasury. 

 

SR.26: Compensation awarded by courts out of fines to injured 
parties: When a court orders for payment of compensation to 
injured party of an amount kept in Treasury, the payment order 
shall clarify that- 

1. The compensation order has been confirmed by the appellate 
court. 

2. The payment order is in confirmation with the modification 
orders issued, if any, by the appellate court. 

3. The appeal time is expired and no appeal has been preferred in 
the appellate court for revision of payment order. 
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SR.27: Bills for refund of revenue: Bills for refund of revenue shall 
be preferred in form 62. Every refund shall be noted against the 
original receipt entry in the departmental accounts. A certificate to 
the effect that ‘the refund is in agreement with the departmental 
rules’ shall be furnished in the order of sanction.  

Note: the order of refund is valid for a period of three months 
from the date of sanction except provided otherwise in the 
departmental manuals. 

 (also see Art. 32-35 of APFC Vol-I) 

SR.28: Loans and advances: Particulars of order of sanction shall 
be written on every bill claimed for a loan or advance.  

SR.31: Deposit repayments: Deposit repayments shall be preferred 
in Form 62.  

Deposits which are credited to Government under Article 271 of 
APFC Vol-I cannot be paid without the sanction of Accountant 
General. After the Accountant General has sanctioned, the 
repayment may be claimed at the Treasury.  

Note: Sanction for payment issued by AG is valid for three 
months. 

Instruction.19: When a deposit head of account is changed from 
one head to another form 66 shall be used.(like lapsed deposits) 

SR.32(c): The treasury officer shall not accept any document 
bearing erasure. He shall return such document/bill to DDO and 
inform him to present a fresh one. 

SR.32(e): The Treasury officer shall use a book of counterfoil forms 
in form 69 for communication of objections to DDOs. The DDO 
shall furnish reply on the third part and retain the second part in 
his office. The treasury officer shall paste the slip on the 
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corresponding original copy in the book of objections. Such 
objections shall not be written as endorsements on the bill. 

SR.32(i): An endorsement on  contingent bill shall lapse three 
months after the date of endorsement or financial year whichever 
is earlier.  

SR.32(P): Fraudulent repayment of deposits- certain instructions: 
While preferring the refund  bill of deposits the following 
instructions shall be followed. 

(Memo no. 11325-B/141/A1/TFR/91 dt, 10.12.1991) 

1. Only DDOs whose specimen signatures are available with 
treasury should authenticate the refund sanction orders 

2. Challans and sanction orders shall be retained till one year from 
the date of refund. 

3. The refunds of the revenue deposits shall be made only to those 
persons who originally credited the moneys/ to their legal 
heirs. 

4. Refund bill should not be endorsed in favour of the depositors 
but only a DD/bankers drafts delivered to depositors. 

SR.34(1): the last pay and allowances(retirement, resignation, 
dismissal etc.,) of a Gazetted Government servant shall not be paid 
unless the DDO satisfies himself that there are no dues to 
Government from the Government servant. 

Payments due to a deceased Government servant shall be made to 
legal heirs in accordance with Art. 80 of APFC Vol-I.  

{Art. 80 APFC Vol-I: Pay, leave salary and other emoluments can 
be drawn for the day of a Government servant’s death; the hour at 
which the death takes place does not affect the claim. 

Pay, etc., due to and claimed on behalf of a deceased Government 
servant may be paid without the production of the usual legal 
authority:— 
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(i) if the gross amount of the claim does not exceed Rs. 5,000 under 
orders of the Head of the Office, in which the Government servant 
was employed at the time of his death provided that the Head of 
the Office is otherwise satisfied about the right and title of the 
claimant; 

(ii) if the gross amount of the claim exceeds Rs. 5,000 under orders 
of the Government on execution of an indemnity bond (Form 6) 
duly stamped for the gross amount due for payment, with such 
sureties as may be deemed necessary. 

If there is any doubt as to the claimants’ legal right to the amount, 
payment should be made only to the person who produces legal 
authority} 

(2) Recoveries of excess payments made to a Government servant 
shall be adjusted against last pay and allowances or leave salary 
due to him.  If the amount due to Government exceeds the amount 
payable to Government servant then written consent of the 
employee shall be taken to recover the amounts from his pension 
in installments. If he refuses to do so then legal action may be 
initiated. 

Instruction.33: Treasury bills book/register of bills: The Treasury 
Bills book shall be maintained in form 70 and shall be presented to 
treasury along with each bill. The Treasury officer should not pass 
any bill if presented without treasury bills book. 

Note: Form 70A shall be used in PAO. 

Certificates to be recorded when a new bills register is brought 
into use: 
a) Certified that this Treasury Bills Book/Register of Bills contains 
pages serially numbered from ____ to ____ and brought into use 
with effect from ____ (in words). 
b) Certified that I am presenting the bills in the Pay & Accounts 
Office/Dist./ Sub-Treasury through this Register of Bills/ 
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Treasury Bills Book only, and I have personally satisfied myself 
that no other Register of Bills/Treasury Bills Book is currently in 
use for presenting the bills at the PAO/ Dist./Sub-Treasury”. 
C) Certified that I have personally satisfied myself that all the bills 
presented through this Register of Bills/Treasury Bills Book have 
been either en cashed or returned by the PAO/ Treasury Officer 
and have been properly and completely accounted for. This 
register is closed and kept under my personal custody. 

To prevent presentation of fraudulent bills at treasury, the register 
shall be reviewed bi- weekly by the DDO concerned in the form of 
abstract as below: 
(GO Ms.71 Fin(Accts II) dt.6-6-1979) 

(1) Opening balance 
(2) Bills sent during 1st half/2nd half of the week (from _____ 

to_____) 
(3) Total (1+2) 
(4) Bills passed during 1sthalf/2ndhalf of the week (from _____to 

_____) 
(5) Balance(3-4) 
(6) Brief reasons for pendency 
 
Instruction.38A: Payment of net proceeds of entertainment tax to 
panchayats:  The commercial tax officer after reconciling the 
departmental figures with treasury shall issue proceedings 
sanctioning the allocation of entertainment tax amounts to 
panchayats and other local bodies. 
 
Instruction.38B: Payment of net surcharge on Stamp duty, 
professional tax, compensation and Grants due to panchayats: The 
sub registrar shall prefer bills to treasury in triplicate based on the 
authorization of the District Registrar. The triplicate copy shall be 
forwarded to district panchayats officer.  
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Out of the amount 5% shall be credited to registration department 
and out of remaining 95%- 3/5th will go to village panchayats, 
1/5th to mandal praja parishads and 1/5th to Zilla parishads. 

 
SR.39: Cheques obtained from a particular District treasury cannot 
be used outside that District. Separate cheque books shall be used 
for District Treasury and sub treasury.  
 
SR.49: Time – expired cheques: If a Cheque, which is expired as it 
is not presented at the treasury within three months from the 
month following the month of issue, shall be returned to the DDO, 
he shall destroy it and then issue a new cheque in the place of it. 
On the counter foil old and new cheques cross entries shall be 
recorded.  

**A Government cheque shall be payable at any time within one 
month from the date of issue. (G.O.Ms No.1174 fin dt.03.07.2001) 

SR.50:Lost- cheques: When a DDO identifies that the cheque 
issued by him is lost, he shall report the same to the concerned 
Treasury officer and request him to stop the payment on it. The 
treasury officer then shall send a certificate to DDO that the 
requested cheque has not been paid duly obtaining confirmation 
certificate from the Bank. On receiving the letter from the Treasury 
Officer, DDO shall cancel the original cheque and issue a new one. 
While issuing a fresh cheque to a private party, an indemnity bond 
shall be obtained in APTC form 107.  

SR.51: Cancelled cheques: If a cheque is cancelled for any reason 
then the DDO shall destroy it if it is in his procession, otherwise 
the procedure mentioned in SR.50 shall be followed. 

Instruction.40(b): A DDO who requires a fresh cheque book shall 
sign and send the printed requisition form available at the last 
page of previous cheque book to the treasury officer concerned. 
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Only one cheque book shall be issued on one request from the 
DDO.  

Exception: The registrar of Andhra University is permitted to 
obtain more than one cheque book at a time. 

Instruction.41: The cheque book shall be invariably kept in the 
personal custody of the DDO. 

Instruction.43: when a pass book or list of cheques cashed is 
maintained in from 73, it shall be in the custody of DDO except 
when it is taken to a treasury officer for monthly reconciliation. 

Instruction.56: Treasury bill book need not be presented at the 
bank for payment of a bill. 

SR.57(d): The bank shall make payment strictly in accordance with 
the pay order of the treasury officer, however, the bank will not 
disburse payments unless satisfied by the identity of the person 
receiving the payment as per form 101. 

SR.57(e): Payment orders issued by the treasury officer shall be 
valid for 5 working days of the bank, after that bank shall refuse to 
make payment until the order is revalidated by the treasury 
officer. 

TR.17: Special Instruction to Treasury officers 

Instruction.1: A treasury officer is authorized to pass the pay bills 
of Gaz. Officers and non Gaz. Establishment which involves 
payment not covered by sanction when temporary establishments 
have been continued beyond the period covered by original 
sanction, up to three months, provided the head of the office 
attaches a certificate counter signed by the controlling authority 
stating that the continuation is awaited.   
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Instruction.4: The bill in which the final withdrawal of GPF is 
made shall not contain the claims of more than one subscriber to 
the fund. 

Instruction.5: The Treasury Officer should note, all the 
authorizations received from AG in a register and the fact of the 
payment made should be recorded against the relevant entry 
before payment is actually made.  

The original authorization issued to the party shall be attached to 
the bill. In the event of loss of original authorization of the party or 
T.O, the matter shall be referred to AG for issue of duplicate 
authorization on furnishing a certificate of non- payment. In the 
event of authorization being lost by payee, he should attach a 
certificate of non-payment by treasury along with his application 
to AG. 

TR.18: A treasury officer should not undertake on behalf of the claimant 
any correspondence with any authority in regard to a claim which he 
considers to be disputable. 

TR.19: A payment shall be made in the district, in which the claim arises, 
except as provided by rule 20 and 21. 

Instruction.1(f): a Government servant who is transferred may be 
allowed to draw advance pay at the new station with in one month 
of his join, if LPC shows that no such advance has been taken at 
old station. 

TR.20: The leave salary of a Government servant shall be drawn from 
the treasury from which his pay could be drawn if he was on duty. 

TR.21: Pensions payable in India may be paid in any district of the State. 

TR.22: Interest bearing advances sanctioned to Gaz officers viz. HBA, 
Advances for purchase of conveyances etc., may be paid without 
authorization from AG. 
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TR.23: A treasury officer may not permit any withdrawal of pay and 
allowances of a Govt servant to whom he has granted last pay certificate, 
unless the certificate is first surrendered. 

Instruction.1: In case of arrears due to Government servant at old 
station, the Drawing officer at new station shall prepare the arrear 
statement based on LPC and send the same to the earlier parent officer. 
The parent officer shall check the correctness of the statements, record a 
note of the arrears in his office copies and return the statement to the 
new drawing officer, who shall claim the arrears.  

TR.24: The treasury officer shall be responsible to the Accountant 
General for acceptance of the validity of a claim against which he 
permitted the withdrawal and for the evidence that the payee has 
received the sum withdrawn. 

TR.25: The treasury officer shall obtain sufficient information as to the 
nature of every payment he is making and shall not accept a claim which 
does not formally present that information unless there are valid 
reasons, which shall be recorded in writing, for omitting to require it. 

TR.26: A Treasury officer may correct an arithmetic inaccuracy or an 
obvious mistake in any bill presented to him, but shall intimate to the 
drawing officer any correction which he makes. 

TR.27: Collectors, in urgency e g., floods, earthquake etc., by an order in 
writing authorize and require a T.O to make a payment. The 
expenditure so incurred shall be reported to AG.  

Instructions to Drawing officers 

TR.28:  A Government servant who is authorized to draw moneys on 
cheques shall notify the bank/treasury, the serial number of Cheque 
book and the number of leaves it contains. 

TR.29: When a Government servant who is authorized to draw 
/countersign the cheques/bills shall send a specimen signature of the 
relieving officer to treasury and bank. 
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Instruction.3: The treasury officer shall keep the specimen 
signatures of the Government servants who draws bill on his 
treasury posted in a register. 

Section-VIII 

TR.30: Transfer of moneys standing in the Government Account 

Instruction.7: No money should be locked up unnecessarily and the 
Government balance with reserve bank shall always be as high as 
possible. 

TR.31: If a Treasury officer receives intimation from the AG that moneys 
have been incorrectly withdrawn and that a certain sum should be 
recovered from a drawing officer, he shall affect the recovery without 
delay. 

TR.32: Responsibility for the money with drawn: A Government servant 
supplied with funds for expenditure shall be responsible for such funds 
until an account of them is rendered to the satisfaction of AG. He shall 
also be responsible to see that the payments were received by the 
entitled person.  

SR.1: A Government servant is responsible for the safe custody of 
moneys received from treasury and shall maintain prescribed 
accounts for watching the correct disposal of the money and for 
correctness of the cash balances in the office. 

SR.2(a): The Drawing Officer shall take the acknowledgment for 
every payment made from the payee who shall note the actual 
date of payment also. 

SR.2(b): if is quite impossible to receive the acknowledgement, 
then a certificate of payment issued by drawing officer counter 
signed by his superior officer shall be placed on record. 
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SR.3: No sub voucher shall be treated as valid, until it bears a pay 
order specifying the amount in words and figures & 
signed/initialed by disbursing officer in ink.  

SR.4(a): The drawing officer shall be personally responsible for the 
moneys drawn until he has paid them to the persons entitled to 
receive them. He may retain them for a period not exceeding three 
months before refunding the same. 

SR.4(b): As far as possible, a clerk who has prepared a bill for 
establishment pay etc., shall not be allowed to disburse the pay. 

SR.4(c): UD pay register in form 20 shall be maintained for 
watching the undisbursed pay and allowances in the office. 

SR.4(e): The Disbursing officer shall not pay the last pay and 
allowances to the government servant, until he makes it clear that 
no amounts are due to Government from the employee. 

SR.5: Every Government servant who has been granted a 
permanent advance shall regularly check the correctness of the 
balance with reference to the contingent registers. 

Instruction.1: All vouchers and acquittances should be filed and 
preserved carefully in the office. 

Instruction.2: Sub vouchers of the contingent bills should be 
cancelled so that they cannot subsequently be used fraudulently. 

Instruction.2(b): DDO should endorse the word “cancelled” across 
each of the sub vouchers in red ink and initial it with date. 

Instruction.2(d): No sub voucher should be destroyed until three 
years have lapsed from the date of payment. (Art.326 APFC Vol-I) 

TR.33: Transaction between Andhra Pradesh and other state 
Governments. 
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TR.34: Disbursements and Receipts of moneys relating to Union 
Government in the treasuries of the State. 

TR.35-36: Disbursements and Receipts of moneys relating to other state 
Governments in the treasuries of the State. 

TR.37: Disbursements and Receipts of the state in United Kingdom 

(The detailed procedure for the rules under TR.33 to TR.37 are laid 
down in AP Accounts code and Volume IV of manual of Comptroller 
and Auditor General of India) 

TR.38: The AG exercises his powers under the control of the CAG. 

TR.39: No clause under these rules shall have impeding effect on the 
functions of CAG. 

TR.40: The finance minister under these rules cannot impose any 
responsibility on the Banks in connection with Government business in 
contravention to the responsibilities imposed on banks by the agreement 
with Governor. 

TR.41: All references under these rules shall be interpreted with 
reference to President of India during the period of control of state 
under Art.356 of the Constitution. 

TR.42: The Government may relax any provisions of these rules in 
favour of any Government servant, class of Government servant, 
Department or Departments. 
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Maintenance of Cash Account Responsibilities of 
Drawing & Disbursing Officer 

 
1. RESPONSIBILITIES TOWARDS MAINTENANCE OF 

ACCOUNTS(Art. 5 of APFC I) 

Every Government servant should see that proper accounts are maintained. for all 
government financial transactions with which he is concerned and render . accurately and 
promptly all such accounts and returns relating 'to them as are ...• prescribed. He should 
check the accounts every day to see that his subordinates do not commit fraud, miss 
appropriator for any other irregularity. The Head of the Office will be held personally 
responsible for any loss that may be found due to any neglect. of the duties laid upon him by 
the provisions of the financial code. The fact that a Head of the Office has been mislead or 
deceived by a subordinate will in no way mitigate his personal responsibility, since every 
government servant should be familiar with the financial rules and exercise a specially strict 
and close control over . his subordinates in regard to the use of public funds and the 
maintenance of proper accounts. 

2.  RESPONSIBILITIES TOWARDS RECEIPTS (Arts. 2,7to 11 of APFC I) 

 a) to assess the demands carefully in advance;  

b) Take steps to realize the revenues promptly;  

c) Maintain proper account of collection;  

d) Watch the f3fOgreSS of collections against the total demand (D.C 

e) Prompt steps to collect all arrears;,  

f) Consolidate the figures in a register to show the total month classified as per the budget 
estimates;  

g) To compare the figures compiled in the register with (a) and (b) A. G.'s figures and 
reconcile difference if any. 

I) to take steps to apply to the competent authority for writing off the irrecoverable arrears 

ii) The receipts realized should not be locked up. in the cash chest in huge balances. It should 
be remitted into the Treasury under the relevant Head of 

Account as frequently as possible so as to keep the balance of the chest at the lowest 
minimum.  

iii) On no account, should the departmental receipt be appropriated for incurring any 
departmental expenditure except in certain cases. specified in T. R. 7 (2). To meet any 
expenditure amounts should be drawn separately from the treasury according to the 
availability of funds.  

iv) Powers of subordinate authorities to write off losses on account of no realization of sums 
due to the Government are contained to Appx. 23 of APFC.vol. II.  
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v) The detailed rules governing demand and collections relevant departmental codes and 
manuals. are  contained in the  

vi} AUDIT OF RECEIPTS (Appendix. 10 of Vol.Jl)    

a. Audit shall have power to examine the correctness of the sums brought to accounts as 
determined by the Government in consultation with the AG.  

b. Audit will not interfere with the executive responsibility of the departmental officers.  

c. Audit shall not make enquiries with the-taxpayers.  

d. Audit is done with executive orders~  reference to statutory provisions, financial rules 
 and  

e. The chief aim should be to ascertain that adequate regulations and procedures have been 
framed to secure an effective check on the assessment, collections and proper allocation of 
revenue. In the Audit, general is more important than the particular.  

f. Audit should ascertain what checks are imposed against the commission of irregularities at 
various stages of collection and accounting and suggest improvement in procedures.  

g. Audit will see that no amounts due to the Government are left ou~standingwithout 
sufficient reason and watch such outstanding and suggest measures for their recovery.  

Vii} REFUND OF REVENUE (Arts. 32 to 35 of APFC VOL. 1 &SR 27 TR 16 ¬APTC  

I) Refund Bill (APTC From 62) Powers to Order refunds (Appx.2 APFC Vol. II).  

a) For the purpose of refunds, revenue is classified as:  

i} Ex-gratia: Government under no legal obligation to make a refund. Claims should be 
summarily rejected if the party does not present his case within 3 months from the date of 
notice. Maximum one year period 

Legally entitled: 1 year from the date of credit of Revenue to the Government and subject to 
law of limitation 

An order for refund of revenue remains in force for a period of  3 months only from the date 
of issue except otherwise as provided by any law, rule or departmental regulation.  

c) The above rule of refund does not apply to certain classes of refunds detailed in Arf.35.  

d)  The powers to refund revenue as per Appx. 2 are subject to the departmental rules 
contained in departmental manuals and codes.  

e) Original record to be traced and refund should be recorded against the. original entry of 
receipt in the departmental accounts and also counter foil of the receipt Original receipt 
.given to the payer to be collected back (if possible) and destroyed, except in the case of 
refunds of fine amounts by courts, where true copies of challans can be accepted. videG.O. 
Ms. No. 94 -f::in. & Pig. (Admn.1) dated 27-3-1980 .  
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3.  RESPONSIBILITIES TOWARDS INCURRENCE OF 
EXPENDITURE{Arts.3, 4 &38to 44 &56 of APFC VOI. 

i) Every head of the office should on no account incur any item of expenditure from public 
funds unless the following conditions are satisfied: 

a)  The expenditure must have been sanctioned by a general or specialorder of the 
authority competent to sanction such expenditure.  

b)  Sufficient funds must have been provided for expenditure in the budget of the 
financial year or .by way of reappropriation of funds sanctioned by the competent authority. 
Sufficient funds .should have been released by the competent authority  

c) The expenditure should not exceed the appropriation.  

d) –On no account should funds be reserved or appropriated by transfer to a deposit head or 
drawn from the Treasury and kept in the cash chest to avoid lapse of appropriation.  

e) There should be no undue rush of expenditure towards the end. of financial year.  

ii) Further every head of the office 'should strictly adhere to the following principles known 
as the standards of financial propriety.  

a) The expenditure should not' be prima facie more than the occasion  

Demands. He should exercise that same diligence and care in respect or all expenditure from 
public money under his control as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of 
expenditure of his own money 

b) He should not pass any order directly or indirectly to his own advantage.  

c) Public money should not be utilised for the benefit of particular person or section of 
community unless.  

i) The amount of expenditure involved is insignificant, or  

ii} A claim for the amount would be enforced in a court of law, or  

iii) The expenditure is in pursuance of a recognised policy or custom. The amount of any 
allowance such as TA.granted to meet expenditure of a particular type should be so regulated 
that it is not on the whole, a source of profit to the recipient.  

iv) The Drawing Officer is responsible for the corrections of the amounts drawn. If there is 
excess drawal, the D.O. will be required to make good the excess amount drawn. If it cannot 
be recovered from him for any reason, the officer who countersigned the bill will be liable to 
make good any loss arising from culpable negligence on his part and the treasury Officer who 
passed the bill also is similarly liable to make good the loss arising from culpable negligence 
on his part. (Art. 56 of APFC Vo!.l 
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4. REGISTERS FOR CASH ACCOUNTS TO BE MAINTAINED BY THE HEAD OF -
THE OFFICE 

Name of the Register FORM NO. OF APTC Vo!.11  

i) Cash Book          5  

ii) Fay Bill Register        47  

iii) TA. Bill Register         52  

iv) Misc. Bills Register       40  

v)   Register of Contingent Charges 7 of APFC Vol I    7 of ApFC VOL I 

advance and other payments       58 

vii) Misc acquaintance register for payment of T.A festival    58 

 

viii) U;D. Pay Register       20 

ix)Permanent Advance Register 

x)Cash Book for non Govt. transactions 

xi)Treasury Bills Register 

 xii) Office copy of L.p.c & issued Register 

xiii) Register of true copies of L.P.Cs received 

xiv) Tour advanced Register  

xv) Register of recoveries offestival advance.• xvi) 

xvi) Register of recoveries of loans granted to Goyt, servant for purchase of bicycles house 
building marriage motor cycle ete  

xvii) register of recoveries of G.P.F 

XVIII) Register of recoveries of A.P.G.L.I (see appx 26of APFC Vol,II) 

xix) Register of recoveries of P LI 

 xx) Register of recoveries of advance on transfer  

xxi) Increment watch Register (Gazetted .&NOf.l-Gazetted separately) 

 xxii) Register showing the service books received foremothers offices and' sent to other 
offices 

xxiii) Register showing-the temporary establishment of the offices and their continuance 

 xxiv) File containing the original challans for the amounts remitted into the" Treasury 
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 xxv) Register of actual expenditure incurred with progressive totals prescribed in Budget 
manual 

xxvi) Office copy-of G.P. F. bills Register 

 xxvii) Printed receipt books for the issue of receipts for the amounts received from the 

parties 
xxviii) Register showing account of receipts used and unused 

 xxix) Register of current account transactions 

 xxx) Register of Cheque books  

All the registers should be-neatly bound up and kept as they are of very important in nature. 

The following instructions should be followed for their maintenance 

All the pages of the Register should be numbered and certificates appended on the front page 
under attestation of the head of the office showing• the number of pages the Register 
contained.  

i) If the Register is opened in manuscript for want of printed copy, the headings of the 
Register should be typed and neatly pasted.  

ii) There should be no Register without proper headings.  

iv) .A Register once exhausted should be withdrawn from the clerk concerned and sent to the 
record room for safe custody under proper acknowledgment.  

V) In case of Cash Book, permanent Advance Register and U.D. Pay Register, the closing 
balance as appearing on the last page of the old Register and a certificate to the effect should 
be appended in the new Register under the attestation of the head of the Office.  

5.CUSTODY OF CASH & MAINTENANCE OF CASH CHEST  

i) The office cash balance should be kept in the iron cash chest having double lock 
arrangement. The cash chest shall, if practicable, be embedded in masonry so as to prevent 
removal by thieves. One key of the chest should be held by the head of the office and the 
other by the Superintendent or any other senior most Government servant of the Office. They 
should personally hold the keys of the chest and the keys should never leave the possession of 
the government servants concerned. The cash chest should be opened and closed personally 
by them and should not be entrusted to the attenders. Whenever any Government servant 
holding the key of the cash chest happens to hand over to any other government servant who 
is authorized to hold the same during the absence, it should not be sent through any other 
messenger who may unscrupulously prepare a duplicate key for its use at a later date without 
the notice of the head of the office and other government servant holding the keys (S.Rs 1 & 
2 T.R.II of APTC Vol.l).  

ii) Whenever there is change in the incumbent of the government servant holding the key of 
the cash chest due to any kind of leave or transfer the incoming government-servant should 
personally verify the cash and record a certificate of verification in the cash book under his 
own hand and affix his dated signature.  
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iii) The duplicate keys of cash chest should be kept in a small packet, and the packet sealed 
and sent to the nearest treasury for safe custody. The receipt granted by the T.O. should be 
carefully filed. Thereafter every year, the sealed packet should be obtained from the treasury 
duly surrendering the receipt obtained at the time of deposit, the contents of the sealed packet 
checked up and the duplicate keys should again be deposited in the treasury for safe custody 
(Instrn. 19 of T.R. 11 of APJC Vol.l). 

When leaving the office and every day after locking cash chest a proper the seal duly signed 
by the head of the office should be pasted on the cash chest and the sealed cash chest handed 
over to the             night watchman if there is one under his acknowledgment On the next day 
when the office is opened, the 'cash chest should be taken over by the Head6f the Office by 
furnishing the acknowledgment. A register should be li1aintain~c:l for this p8rpqse in the 
form hated in Appehdix1. The night watchman is expected to be awake  during the nights and 
guard the office and cash chest. He should be provided with a torch light and stick Once in 
fortnight the head of the office should make surprise visit to the office to find out whether the 
night watchman IS performing the duties or not and 'record the result in the register. if the 
night watchman is found sleeping arid in drunken state deterrent action should be taken 
against him. '  

5.1 CASH Book (S.R.3-T.R.10, SR2-R.R'.11)  

The following instructions should be followed in the maintenance of Cash Book.  

a) Every Government office should maintain a Cash Book in A.P.T.C. Form No. S with the 
following Columns 

 i) Date of receipt (il) Particulars (iii) Amount (iv) Date of disposal or remittance' to treasury 
(v) Particulars (vi) Amount (vii) Remarks.  

b) There should be two cash books -one for Government transactions and the other for non- 
Govt transactions, if the Government servant is permitted to handle in his official capacity 
morays received not on behalf of the Government Institution. The cash balance-relating to 
Govt. transactions and non Govt transactions should be kept separately in the cash chest 
(S.R7 (c)  

T. R. 10 of APTC VaLl). 

c) It is not correct to multiply cash books and as far as possible only one cash book should be 
maintained. Subsidiary registers may however be opened, if need be, taking their totals to the 
cash book.  

d) Money received on behalf of the Government (with the exception of moneys withdrawn 
from Treasuries on Bills for Pay. contingencies etc., which are accounted for and watched in 
other ways should immediately be accounted for in the Cash Book (S.R. 3-T.R 10).  

e) For each entry on the receipt side of the Cash Book, there should be a counterfoil of 
printed receipt. A printed receipt book should be maintained for the issue of receipt for the 
accounts received in the office (S.R.2-T.R1O). Against each relevant entry of receipt for the 
amounts received in the cash book, the receipt number should be noted against each item in 
the cash book.  
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f) Before an officer signs a receipt he should see that the~ receipt of the money 

Has been duly recorded in the cash book and in token of his check he should initial with date 
the relevant entry in the Cash Book.  

g)-When money is sent to the Treasury/Bank for remittance, entry should be made in the 
Cash Book while signing the Challan. It should be attested only on receipt of the chalan  after 
remittance.  

h) In respect of amounts received on account of encashment of bills and cheques at Treasury 
or Bank, they should be supported by relevant entries in the Treasury Bill Register,: or U.D.P. 
or P.A. Register etc..  

i) After totaling the receipts recorded in the cash book, the opening balance of the cash book 
should be added and grand total struck.  

j) For every item of disposal on the charges side of the cash book, there should be 
acquaintance in proof of having disbursed the amount.  

k) At the close of business on each working day, the Cash Book should be closed duly 
verifying the cash on hand and the closing balance arrived at in the Cash Book.  

I) A Memorandum of verification should be recorded in the Cash Book duly counting the 
cash and verified with the book balance as shown in the Cash Book and other registers after 
they have been c1osed-for the day and then signed by the Drawing Officer as below:  

A. Balance as per Cash Book       xxxxx 

Balance as per U.D.P Register      xxxxx 

Balance as per P.A. Register      xxxxx 

Total Book Balance      ¬––––––––   
     -----------   

B. Amount held in cash .              xxxxxxx                     

         Amount held in the shape 

         Of cheques and drafts 

 Total          
         ¬¬¬¬¬¬–––––– 

C. cash balance ascertained by counting      xxxxx 

m) If there is difference between the book balance and, the physical balance, the same should 
be reconciled. If it cannot be reconciled, action should be taken under Art. 294 of APFC Vol.I 
and S.R.2 of T.R. 11 of APTC Vol. I. 

n)  If the concerned officer happens to be in camp or leave, the officer who looks 
after his work or the ministerial head should also check the cash book as above and the D.O. 
should as soon as he returns verity the entries in the Cash Book and attest the $ame duly 
satisfying the correctness of the same 
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PROCEDURE WITH REGARD TO DEMAND DRAFTS AND CHEQUES  

Whenever a demands draft cheque is received in favor of a Departmental officer towards the 
Government dues it should be entered in Security Register. A temporary receipt in A.P.T.C. 
form. No.4 should be issued by the departmental officer for the draft cheque. It 
should8erecbrdedas'•recE:ipt in the Cash book immediately on  receipt. Once in a Week  or at 
lesser intervals  challan for each, draft/cheque should be preparedal1dpreiehtedtOgether with 
the draft cheque to the , bank duly making an entry on the .. payment side of' the cash hook 
for collection and, 'crediting the proceeds to the "Government Account The name of the 
individual on whose behalf the text revenue covered by draft / cheque is remitted should be 
specified in the challan after the proceeds covered by the cheque / draft are realized a final 
receipt  ( in new CF from No. 106) should be issued to the party. The challan No.& Date 
should be noted against the relevant debit entry in the cash book and also in the security 
register   

EDURE WITH REGARDTO POSTAL ORDER  

The above procedure may be followed. In this case the challan may be .presented along with 
the cash after the posta/order is enchased:  

PROCEDURE WITH'REGARD TO-MONEY ORDERS’. 

, Immediately on receipt of postal money orders, an entry should be taken on receipts side of 
cash book after receiving the' amount covered by money order. At the end of every week or 
at lesser intervals, a challan should be prepared for each money order received and the 
amount remitted into bank duly making an entry on the payments side of the cash book. The 
name of the party on whose behalf the tax I' revenue is sought to be remitted should be 
specified in the challan. A receipt (In New CF form No. 45 -Old CF No. 106) should be sent 
to the party for the amount (G.O.Ms.No.251 Fin.& Pg. (A&L) dated 6-8-80)  

T.R 10, SRs 10 AND 19  

Instructions were issued in Govt. Circular Memo No. "25916 -N483/Admn.1/ 81-2 Fin. & 
Pig. dt. 1-6-81 that the departmental officer should furnish full classification (from major 
head to detailed head) with computer code on the challans for the remittance of undisbursed 
pay and allowances etc. The drawing officers are also required to ensure that challans 
accompanying the remittances are got rechecked by the staff of the compilation branch 
stationed at the SBH Hyderabad and Secunderabad before the chaJlans are tendered on the 
country  of the bank.  

The precautions which are required to be taken (Vide G.O. Ms. NO.171 Fin (Acts II) dated 
10-5-83) in writing the challans should be scrupulously followed.  

S.R.7 UNDER T.R.10  

In order to have effective control over handing and .accounting of non -Govt cash, the 
following instructions have been issued in Govt. Circular Memo. No. 

 17393/0/1364 IA&U82-3 Fin. & Pig.dated 2-5-83.  
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1In addition to the normal procedure followed for the maintenance of non Govt. cash book, 
the balance of non-Govt. cash should be exhibited-distinctly in the details of cash balance 
maintained in the Govt cash book and Cash balance verified during the course of physical 
verification of cash.  

2The amounts recovered under different non Govt. recoveries shall be remitted within a 
period of 7 days from the date of recovery of such amount.  

3During the periodical verifications of Govt. cash balance, the non Govt cash balance-also 
shall be verified in order to ensure that the instructions are followed.  

5.2 TREASURY BILL REGISTER: INSTRUCTION 33-TR -16  

a. Every office presenting bills at Treasuries should enter particulars of all its bills including 
bills of Gazetted Government servants in a book called the "Treasury bills book" in APTC 
form 70 with the following columns:  

1. Number, date and description of bills  

2. Total amount of bill 

3. In cash  

4. By Govt drafts or book adjustment  

5. Name and designation of the person in whose favour the Gov1. Drafts are to be issued.  

6. Name and designation of the messenger authorised to collect token from the Treasury cash 
from the bank/treasury  

7 Signature of the Drawing Officer.  

8. Date of receipt of the bill in treasury and the initials of H.H.A  

9. Token No. allotted by the Treasury  

10. Amount passed by the Treasury  

11. Dated initials of the H.H.A in token of the treasury having passed the bill  

12. Remarks (date of receipt of money should be entered and initialed by the 0.0.0.)  

b. The register. Should be presented at the Treasury along with cash bill. The treasury will 
"not accept any bill unless the treasury bills book duly entered 

Upto col. 7 is presented with it 

Where the bill is passed for' payment, the Treasury is expected to note the amount for which 
the bill has been passed, and the concerned, official in the' Treasury should sign in full in 
token ofa uthenticity of the particulars recorded by the Treasury in Cols. 8 to 10. I(there are 
any unattested corrections or erasures or over writings in .respect of the amounts' rioted byte 
Treasury," '. they should begot attested by the Treasury officials, 'after receipt 'of the cash, 
from the bank. The treasury.bills'registershould not be allowed to remain in  the treasury for 
unduly long periods if there are bills pending forJIloLe_tban3' days in the treasury the matter 
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should &e taken up with the Treasury officer or S.T.O. by the Head of the office for their-
expeditious disposal.  

d.  If the treasury returns a bill any  6hject;bn and if it is soughtt6be represented after 
rectification ofdefE3cts pointed out by the treasury, a fresh entry should be made in the 
treasury bills register and the bills sent.  

'e .If theTreasury  passes any bill for less amount disallowing certain amount according to the 
entry recorded by It In the Treasury bills register, a memorandum of deductions from bills 
should be-obtained from the Treasury in APTC from 71-lnstruction 34-TH 16 of APTC Vol. 
I.  

f. While endorsing bills for encashment, care should be taken to follow the monetary 
limitations for each type of messenger as laid down inArt.274Aof. A~P.F.C. Vol. L . 

5.3  REGISTER OF BILLS  

In Twin Cities, where the/bills are presented at P.A.O. a Register of bills in APTC 70-A 
should be maintained with the following columns: (1) S.No. (2) Description of claims (3) 
Amount (4) Endorsed in favor of (5) Signature~ of D.O. (6) Token No. (7) Date (8) Cheque 
No. (9) Date (10) Amount passed (11) Reference to Register (12) Attestation.  

 Precautions should be taken to ensure that parallel Treasury bill registers are not 
maintained.  

 g. The following certificates should be recorded when existing register is closed and a 
new register is opened as per G.0.Ms.No.172 Fin & pig. (FW Accts.-II) dt. 6-6-79:  

 i. Certificates to be recorded when a new bills register is brought into use.  

(i)  Certified that this Treasury Bills Book/Register of bills contain pages serial numbered 
from–––––––––––––––––––––––– to––––––––––––– and brought into use with effect from–
––––––––––– (in words).  

(ii)  Certified that I am presenting the bills in the Pay & Accounts Office / Dist/Sub-
treasury". 

II.  Certificate to be recorded when the Register is completed and lodged before a new 
Register is brought into use.  

"Certified that I have• personally satisfied myself• that all the bills presented thought this 
Register of Bill/treasury Bills Book have been either enchased or returned by the PAO/ 
treasury officer and have been properly and completely accounted for. This register is closed 
and kept under my personal custody.  

To prevent presentation of fraudulent drawl of bills this register should be reviewed bi-
weekly by the. Drawing Office Land the result of the review recorded in the form of abstract 
as below.  

(1) Opening balance (2) Bills sent during 1st half /2nd half of the week (from ... to ...) (3) 
Total 1 +2 (4) Bills passed during 1st half/2nd half of the week (from to ) (5) Brief reasons 
for pendency.  
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5.4  UNDISBURSED PAY REGISTER: INSTRN.26 T.R.1 0 AND SR.4 TR. 32  

APTC VOL.I  

1 All the amounts relating to the claims of Govt. servants in the office should be 
brought to account in this register on the same day of encashment. The same register shall 
also be used where necessary for watching the disposal of the undisbursed balances, if any, of 
amounts .drawn on contingent bills in excess of the permanent advance.  

2 As far as possible, the official entrusted with the preparation of bills should not be 
entrusted with disbursement. In a large office separate U.D.P. Registers may be maintained 
for pay and allowances and contingencies.  

3 The Register is to be maintained in A.P.T.C from No. 20 With the following columns:  

(1) Date. (2) Annual S.No. (3) Description of bill (4) Amount (5) Amount undisbursed (6) 
Date of subsequent disbursement (7) Amount disbursed (8). Balance (9) Date (10) No. of 
receipt item from when disbursed (11) Particulars of payment (12) Amount.  

4 The serial Nos. in this Register should be assigned consecutively for each. financial 
year. The serial number against each item should be rounded off when the complete amount 
drawn under the particular item is disbursed leaving no balance.  

5 The receipts should be indicated in cols. 1 to 4 while the disbursements there to 
indicated in cols. 9 to 12. On each date of transaction, the totals under receipts and 
disbursements should be worked out and the balances struck.. The undisbursed balance as• 
verified from the acquaintance roll should be entered in col.5 and subsequent disbursements 
noted in cols. 6 to 8 till the  .Entire amount is disbursed and the item is finally rounded off.  

6  The closing balance of U.D.P Register should be taken to the cash book 

7    The U.D.P. Register should be signed every day by the head of the office 

8     The undisbursed amount should not be kept for more than 3 months from the date of 
drawal and they should be remitted. 

5.5  PERMANENT ADVANCES  Arts. 94-98, 106-107 OF A.P.F.C  VOL.I 

As a general rule, drawl of money from the treasury  is only by presenting a proper voucher 
prepared in accordance with the rules and no money should be drawn until it is required for 
immediate disbursement. The P.A system is an exception to general rules. P.A. is meant for 
meeting unforeseen and urgent expenditure which cannot be postponed for fulfilling the 
formalities. 

2. The P.A. is sanctioned by the Secretary to Govt. of the concerned. The amount required by 
subordinates should be allotted by the head of the office from his P.A. 

3.The P.A. of the Head of the department has to be fixed and sanctioned by the Government;  

4.For sanction of P.A. or for revision of the existing P.A the concerned departments of 
Secretariat should send the proposal to Finance (A&L) Department for concurrence, of grant 
of P.Ato the subordinate officers under' the their control.  
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5.No. P.A should be larger than necessary.  

6.It should be initially drawn after sanction of AP.T.C 49 debatable MH 872¬Permanent 
Cash Impresent   Civil 

7.The amount of PA. Sanctioned, the order in which sanctioned and the amount drawn should 
be noted on the front page of the register and attested by the' head of the Office.  

5An acknowledgement sn6iJld be sent to the sanctioning authority:-'  

a. When the P.A. is sanctioned for the first time.  

b. When there is revision in the quantum of P.A. . 

c. On 15th April every year showing the position as on 31st March.  

d. Whenever there is a change in the incumbent of the post.  

e. It should be in the form prescribed under Art. 98.. 

f. The acknowledgement should, always before the full amount sanctioned. 

9.  The Drawing Officer should enclose a true copy of the P.A. acknowledgement sent to 
the sanctioning authority, to his own pay bill for April each year. Otherwise the PAO/TO are 
empowered to return the bill" (Art 105).' 

10.  Advances to peons for railway fares and advances for office expenses in camp can be 
made from PA (Art 105).  

11. Recoupment of P.A. may be made at the end of every calendar month, and also when 
during the course of a month a transfer of charge takes place or when the. balance of P.A. on 
hand has become inconveniently small (Art. -106).  

12.  The P.A. register should be maintained in Form 89 of APTC with the following 
columns (SR 5 -TR 32).  

Charges: (1) Date (2) Monthly S.No. (3) Description of expenditure (4) Amount (5) Mode of 
recoupment (6) Date of recoupment.  

Receipts: Date, No. of bills, S.No. of the item of charges recouped, Amount, Remarks.  

13.  Each voucher for the expenditure incurred from PA should be entered in this register 
and its recoupment watched. The register should be closed every day of transaction with the 
following abstract.  

(1) Opening balance (2) Total (3) Deduct charges (4) Closing balance (5) Add recouped 
expenditure as per sub-voucher (6) Total P.A.  

14.  The columns 7 to 10 showing the receipts should be filled up whenever the contingent 
bills are encased to recoup the P.A. and whenever cash is recovered from the persons 
concerned. Simultaneously col. 5 showing the mode of recoupment (by cash or by cashed 
contingent bill) and col. 6 showing the date of recoupment should be filled up under the 
attestation of head of the Office.  
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15.  Consecutive serial numbers should be assigned for each month to the vouchers for the 
amounts spent from P.A. and the number should find place both in the register and on the 
voucher.  

16.  When the contingent bill is prepared to recoup the P.A. with reference to paid 
vouchers, the vouchers should be cancelled to avoid the Possibility of double drawl at later 
date.  

17.  The recouped vouchers and cancelled vouchers should be preserved carefully (serially 
arranged) in the personal custody of the Head of the office for production before inspection 
parties. If any voucher is not produced, the Head of the office will have to make good the 
amount covered by vouchers so lost and not produced.  

18.  The closing balance of A.P Register should be taken to the cash book  

19. Whenever there is change in the incumbency of head of the office. Due to C.L. 
Earned leave or transfer, the closing balance of A.P register including uncovered vouchers 
should be verified by the incoming govt. Servant and the result of verification recorded in the 
register under his full signature.  

20. As per GOMs No. 184 F & P dt.6-5-89, the office copies of pay bills should be 
maintained in a pay bill register in the new form No. 109 prescribed in the GO and entries 
made as stipulated.  
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STORES PURCHASE PROCEDURES, CASH BOOK MAINTENANCE & BILL 
FORMS 

STORES 

 Stores include all articles and materials such as furniture, chemicals, scientific 
instruments, appliances stationery articles, Diet articles, material for construction of 
buildings, departmentally manufactured stores, tools and plant etc(Art. 122) 

 All stores should be purchased through the Director, Printing and Stationery excepting 
those which have been specifically exempted from his preview under article 123 such as 
perishables like fruits, food stuff, news papers etc.  The items under rate contract finalized by 
Director of Printing and Stationery should be purchased from the earmarked firms.  In cases 
of emergency, the Heads of Departments may purchase stores directly after obtaining 
approval of the stores purchasing committee in regard to other items as well. 

'Where stores are purchased directly the following criteria should be followed. in regard to 
preference in the purchases. 

 First preference for stores manufactured, in " sister government department/workshops.  

Second preference in respect of standard items to fully owned government• undertakings and 
corporations in respect of standard, items. These cor!30rations need 60t participate in tenders. 
In respect of Non-standard items, the undertaking also has to participate in the tenders, if any, 
called by the departments.  

The items reserved the SSI units should be exclusively purchased from them. The list can be 
had from Director of Industries. These units have also been exempted from the requirement 
of Lodging earnest money and security deposit for these specified items for which they have 
been enlisted.  

The goods manufactured in jails should be had from them only. They include furniture, 
stitching of Khaki uniforms, attenders liveries, ammunition boots for officials of police fire 
services and prison departments, phenyl, navar etc. These items can be purchased from 
outside only after obtaining 'No Stock Certificate' from the Jail department.  

Modern office equipment such as computers etc., should be purchased only through the AP. 
Technology Services Ltd:  

The cloth requirements of offices towards livery etc., should be purchased from the APCO. 
Like wise the woollen carpets should be purchased only from AP. State Wool Industrial 
Cooperatives Leather goods should be purchased from L1DCAP.  

Steel furniture should be purchased solely from APSSIDC, while wooden  

furniture should be purchased from the jail department, the Government centres like . PWD 
workshops, Furniture Mill cum mechanical wood work shop. Sanathnagar etc. Industries 
training centre, Hyderabad should be given next preference.  

Stitching of uniform should be entrusted to physically handicapped coop tailoring industries. 
Caning of chairs and manufacturing of garden chairs should be entrusted to physically 
handicapped co-op cane and weaving society (G.O. MS. No. 467 Fin & Pig. Dt. 9.7.90, G.O. 
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Ms. No. 770 Industries & Commerce dt. 8.11.90, G.O.Ms. No. 1717 pig dt. 20.12.85, G.O. 
Ms. No. 106 GAD dt. 27.2.86,G.O.Ms.No. 594 GAD dt. 22.11.86.  

TENDERS: Article 125 deals with purchases through tender systems.  

SINGLE-TENDER SYSTEM: to be adopted in regard to purchases of a small order this 
does not exceed RS.10000 and Rs. 20000 if more than one kind of article is ordered at one 
time and propriety items.  

LIMITED TENDER SYSTEM should be adopted when the limits for the single  
tender system are exceeded and the estimated value of the order is less than Rs.  
5000/-. The open tender system should be followed in regard to purchase of  
Stores of a value of Rs. 5000 and more: In regard to PWD, the limit applies tei  
purchases-of Value of Rs. 10,000 and above.  
 
When open tenders are called-circular communication should be sent to dealers of repute 
apart from wide publicity in News papers, trade bulletins etc. A time gap of at least one 
month should be given between the date of notification of the tender and the last date for 
submission of tenders. If the lowest tender is passed over specific reasons therefore should be 
recorded (Art 125).  

STOCK ACCOUNTS: Separate stock accounts should be maintained for expendables and 
non-expendables such as furniture, equipment etc. Art 133). Stock accounts are generally 
maintained in offices on a number basis or quantity basis The Head of the Department has to 
see that the source are value with a reasonable accuracy and the rates adopted are review at 
the suitable intervals by a Competent authority.  

Unserviceable stores are recorded in a register and disposal watched. They are ultimately 
condemned and either destroyed or sold. Recovery is effected from the store-keeper in 
respect of any loss due to his neglect. If irrecoverable the amount is written off.  

INSPECTION OF STORES: Stores should be periodically inspected and action  
taken to regularize the short coming by recovery from concerned/write off etc. (Art  
'139). The unserviceable articles should be identified and action taken for disposal  
and write off in the manner indicated and action taken for disposal and write off in the '. 
manner indicated in Art 143 APFC vol. 1.  
                                                            
 

 

Stock verification and Discrepancies:  Stores should be verified at least once a year   

to see whether:  

(i)  the accounts have been maintained correctly; and  

(ii)        the actual balance agrees with the book balance 

Any excess should, after investigation, be credited as excess found in a stock verification. 
Deficiency may be due to incorrect accounting or unavoidable causes Iike evaporation, etc. If 
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it is due to theft, or negligence, the cost of replacement value should be recovered.   If 
irrecoverable the amount should be written off.  

In addition to' regular verification," as' above ,surprise checks by superior officers should be 
made at intervals, at least once a year so as to ensure that stores care-properly maintained and 
accounted for: The check may be confined to important items. The results of such surprise 
checks should be reported to Government. 

Submission of tenders: If the lowest tender is passed over specific reasons therefore 
should be recorded (Art 125).  

STOCK ACCOUNTS: Separate stock accounts should be maintained for expendables 
and non-expendables such as furniture, equipment etc. (Art 133):  

Stock accounts are generally maintained in offices on a number basis or quantity basis. The 
Head of the Department has to see that the source are value with a reasonable accuracy and 
the rates adopted are review at the suitable intervals by a Competent Authority.  

Unserviceable stores are recorded in a register and disposal watched, They are ultimately 
condemned and either destroyed or sold. Recovery is effected from the store-keeper in 
respect of any loss due to his neglect. If irrecoverable the amount is written off.  

                                                II. CASH BOOK  

Every Government Office/Firm will have Gash transactions I.e. Cash Receipts and Payments.  

Its Cash Receipts and Payments recorded in a book is know as "CASH BOOK".  

The person who maintains this book is called "CASHIER"  

The difference between opening Balance + Receipts and Payments on any day is known as 
Cash Balance.  

Characteristics of Cash Book  

1.  Only Cash Transactions are recorded. 

2.          It always shows Debit Balance but it never shows the Credit Balance  

3.  The Balance of Cash can be known at any point of time.  

4.  There are Debit and Credit columns in Cash Book  

Cash-Book and its Importance  

The Cash Book -or Cash account is the most important of all books of subsidiary 
nature.  Only cash transactions are recorded in this book.  

Cash Transactions are Two types (i) Cash Receipts and (i) Cash Payments. Cash 
receipts should be shown on Debit side and payments on credit side of the Cash Book.  

At any cast payments should not exceed-receipts.  
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When the amount of Receipts equal to the payments, the Cash Balance is nil. The 
constant Examination of the Cash Book helps the Government/Firm to have a proper control 
on cash.  

Dr. -The Specimen Proforma of Cash Book is as follows:  

Cr.  

Date Particulars Amount  
       Rs. 

Date Particulars Amount 
      Rs. 

      
 

Cash book (Sr. R3-T R. 10, SR2-R. R.11)  

The following instructions should be followed in the maintenance of Cash Book.  

a)  Every Government Office should maintain a Cash Book in A.P.TC. Form NO.5 with 
the following columns:  

i) Date of receipt ii) Particulars iii) Amount iv) Date of disposal or remittance to treasury v) 
Particulars vi) Amount vii)• Remarks  

b)  There should be two cash books-one for Government transactions and  

the other for non-Govt. transactions, if the Government servant is permitted to handle in his 
official capacity moneys received not on behalf of the Government Institution. The cash 
balance relating to Govt. transactions and non govt. transactions _should be kept separately in 
the cash chest (Sr.R.7© T.R.O of APTC Vo1.1)  

c) It is not correct to multiply cash books and as far as possible only one cash book 
should be maintained, Subsidiary registers may however be opened, if need be, taking their 
totals to the cash book.  

.d) Money received on behalf of the Government (with the exception of moneys   
withdrawn from Treasuries on Bills for pay.   Contingencies etc, which are accounted for and 
watched in other ways) should immediately be accounted for in the Cash Book(SR3~T:R 10)  

 e) For each entry on the receipt side of the Cash Book, there should be a Counterfoil of 
printed receipt.  A printed receipt book should be maintained for the issue of receipt for the 
accounts received in the office (S.R.2-T.R.10).  Against each relevant entry of receipt for the 
amounts received in the cash book, the receipt number should be noted against each item in 
the cash book.  

f) Before an officer signs a receipt should see that the receipt of the money has been 
duly recorded in the cash book and in token of his check he should initial with date the 
relevant entry in the Cash Book.  

g).  When money is sent to the Treasury/Bank for remittance, entry should be made in the 
Cash Book while signing the challan. It should be attested only on receipt of the challan after 
remittance.  

h)  In respect of amounts received on account of encashment of bills and cheques at 
Treasury or Bank, they should be supported by relevant entries in the Treasury Bills Register, 
or U.D.P. or P.A. Register etc.  324



i)  After totaling the receipts recorded in the cash book, the opening balance of the cash 
book should be added and grand total struck  

j)  For every item of disposal on the charges side of the cash book, there should be 
acquaintance in proof of having disbursed the-amount.  

k)  At the close of business on each working day, the Cash Book should be. closed duly. 
Verifying the cash on hand and the closing balance arrived at in the Cash Book.¬ 

l)  A Memorandum of verification should be recorded in the Cash Book duly counting 
the cash and verified with the book balance as shown in the Cash Book and other registers 
after they have been closed for the day and then signed by the Drawing Officer as below:  

 

A.  Balance as per Cash Book                       XXXXX 
            Balance as per U.D.P. Register                                                                XXXXX  
           Balance  as per P.A. Register.                                                                    XXXXX  

Total Book Balance  
B.  Amount held in cash                                                                XXXXX  
            Amount held in the shape of cheques and drafts                                      XXXXX  
           Total  
C.  Cash balance ascertained by counting                                                       XXXXX 

m)  If there is difference between the book-balance-and the physical balance, the same 
should be reconciled, if it cannot be reconciled, action should be taken under Art 294 of 
APFC Vol1 and S.R. 2 of T.R. 11 of APFC Vol l.  

n)  If the concerned officer happens to be in camp or leave, the officer who looks after his 
work or the ministerial head should also check the cash book as above and the D.O. should as 
soon as he returns verify the entries in the Cash Book and attest the same duly satisfying the 
correctness of the same.  

III. BILL FORMS  

Bill Forms in which the amounts should be drawn by the 000 (G.O. Ms. No. 87 Finance 
(RFR) Department Dt. 31.01.2002 w.e.f. 01.04.02)  

1 Challan Form-APTC Form 10  
2 Employees Advance Bill form -A.P.T.C. Form 40  
 

  All Loans and Advance like F.A. G.P.F., A.P.E.W.F., G.I.S., F.B.F., HBA, MCA, 
MA, CA etc. -APTC FORM 40A shall also be used as Annexure to APTC FORM 40 for GPF 
withdrawals.  

  Pay advance I TA Advance  
  Advance for Medical Expenses.  
3.  Salary bill form-APTC form 47  

Drawal of pay and allowances for Gazetted and Non-Gazetted, Encashment of leave, 
Leave Salary, Educational concessions.  
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4.  TA Bill Form – APTC Form.52 

(a) T.A (b) TTA 
(c) F.T.A (d) Conveyence Allowance 
(e) Bus Warrants (f) L.T.c 

 
 5.    Abstract contingent bill (A.C.bill)-A.P.T.C form 57 

a)  For drawl of all types of advances by the Government Officers, authorized by 
the Government, with specific sanction for departmental purposes for which detailed bills are 
required to be submitted to the AG  

           b)  Drawals under T.R. 27  

6. Fully Vouched contingent bill for                   A.P.T.C.form 58  

(a)  Over time allowances                                     (b) Tiffin Charges  
(c)  Medical Reimbursement                                (d) Ex-gratia / adhoc payments  
(e)  Honoraria payments                                       (f) ESI allowances 
(g)  Wages                                                             (h) Office expenses  
(i)         Professional and Special Services                 (j) Rents, rates and taxes  
(k)  Public relations                                               (l) Advertising, sales &publicity  
(m)  Hospitality charges                                         (n) Secret services  
(0)  Materials and Supplies                                   (p) Other charges-legal charges  
(q)  Diet charges                                                   (r) Purchases of all kinds with vouchers 
(s)  Recoupment of imprest  
(t)  Monthly honorarium to village servants/anganwadi workers/adult education, extension 
workers etc.  
7. Refund of Revenue bill-'-AP.T.C. From 62  

(a)  Refund of revenue'  
(b)  Refund on account, of spoiled stamps  
8.  Deposit repayment bill form....AP.I.C. Form 64  
(a)  Repayment of revenue deposits  
(b)  Repayment of court deposits-Civil and Criminal  
(c)  Repayment of revenue of Earnest Money Deposits  
(d) Repayment of other departmental deposits or security deposits 
(e)  Repayment of user charges deposits             
9.  Pension bill form---AP.T.C. From 75n6 

        (a)  first payment of pension  
        (b)   Lifetime arrears  
        (c)   Death relief  
10.  Grants-in-aid bill from ---AP.T.C. From 102  

        (a)   Grants-in-aid of all kinds  
        (b)   Social Security-Exgratia payments  
        (c)  Exgratia and relief to victims to individuals calamities ' 
       (d)   Legal aid to poor  
       (e)   Discretionary grants made to individuals/institutions  
       (f)  Adjustment of taxes/cess. to local bodies such as entertainment tax,  

professional tax, water tax, surcharge on stamp duty, motor vehicles tax, 
mineral cess etc.  

      (g)   Consolidated pay on 300 contractual services  
11.  Scholarships and stipends bill form-AP.T.C. 103  for drawl of all kinds of 

scholarships and stipends.  
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12.  Loan bill form-AP.T.C. form 108  

For  drawl of loans sanctioned by the Government in favour of institution and private 
individuals.  

General precautions to be taken before the bills ate preferred  

1 Bill should be signed by the DOG (SR.I under TR 16)  
2 Correct classification up to 7-tier of the head of the Account to be noted in the 

boxes in the Bill (SR 2(a) under TR 16).  
3 The bill should be preferred in the prescribed from (G.O.Ms.No.179 Fin.& Pig 

(FWPER) dept. dt.15.05.89 read with SR 2(b) under TR 16).  
4 Carbon copy of the bill or vouchers Is not admissible (SR2(b)under TR 16)  
5 The bill should contain the office seal Department DR2(c)  
6 The claim is covered under proper sanction by the Competent Authority (An 

3(a) & 38 of APFC Volume 1 read with SR 2(a) of TR 16)  
7 The bill should contain discharge endorsement and pass order in figures 

rounded-off to the nearest Rupee (SR 2 (c)  
           8. The bill should contain protective endorsement (SR 2 (c)  
 
9 All corrections, alterations and erasures to be attested with full signature of the 

DDO(SR 2(h) under TR-16 
 

10 Specimen Signature on record and the specimen signature in the bill should be the same 
(SR 2(h) read with instruction 1& 20 TR) 
 

11  Non-drawal certificate should be enclosed ( SR 14 under TR16) 
 

12 Ink signed copy of the sanction order by the competent authority should 
 

13 be enclosed (Art 45 of APFC Volume 1) 
 

Check list 1- Contingent Bills 

(a) full particulars of the expenditure with sub-voucher number for individual items should 
be furnished in the statement enclosed to the bill.  All sub-voucher for payment 
exceeding Rs.1,000/- should be enclosed to the bill.  Sub-vouchers no exceeding Rs. 
1,000/- should be cancelled and filed in the office copy and certificate to that effect 
should be furnished on the bill (SR 18(e) TR-16) 

(b) Invoices attached should be passed for payment and should bear the full signature of the 
Drawing Officer 

(c) The prescribed sales tax certificate should be recorded on the invoices/bills 
(d) A certificate to the effect that the articles or materials billed for, have been purchased on 

the tender system prescribed in Art 125 A.P.F.C and have been received in good order 
are of good quality and that the rates paid are not in excess. 

(e) A certificate to the effect that the articles or materials billed for, have been brought into 
the respective stock registers, accounted for and verified in the manner laid down Art. 
133-145 A.P.T.C should be furnished 

(f) Bills of the Telephone/Electricity/Telegraph Department should be enclosed. 
(g) A certificate to the effect that all the calls in the telephone bill are official 
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FINANCIAL CODE 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
1.  The TS Financial code, which is  in two volumes, deals with general provisions 

concerning financial administration of the Government.  Aspects relating to 
various issues such as revenue, ,expenditure, establishment charges, contingent 
charges, stores, works, grants-in-aid, deposits, Iosses, misc. expenditure, loans and 
advances, miscellaneous subjects etc., and the proformae of contracts and 
agreement, various registers etc., are dealt in the vol. I. The vol.lI comprises of 
appendices concerning delegation of financial powers. Prominent-among these 
appendices are those which deal with delegation of financial powers on various 
administrative and financial matters. In all, there are 330 articles and 27 forms in 
vol. I and 27 appendices in the vol. lI. The executive orders issued by Government 
on financial management from time to time also have to be adhered by all Govt. 
servants.  

 
GOVERNMENT TRANSACTIONS  
 
1.1 Government's financial transactions consist of receipts and disbursements. 

The-receipts-comprise ordinary revenue derived from taxes, duties, fees, fines 
and similar items of current Government income and receipts of a  deposit or 
banking nature including repayment of loans and advances. Government 
disbursements comprise expenditure out of ordinary revenues, capital 
expenditure and payment of banking nature including loans and advances and 
repayment of deposits (Art. 1 &2).  

 
RECEIPTS, THEIR COLLECTION AND CHECK  
 
3.1  Every Government servant who is responsible for the collecting of any 
 moneys due to the Government should ensure that:  
 

(a)  Demands are made immediately as payments become due.  
 

(b)  Effective steps are taken to ensure the prompt realisation of all 
amounts due.  

 
(c)  Proper records are kept to account for all collections made.  

 
(d)  The demand, collection and the balance are monitored frequently to 

ensure  complete realization.  
 
 Irrecoverable dues are written off as per provisions contained in Appendix 23 
 TSFC vol. 1/ (Art. 7-9). The Heads of Departments are vested with powers of 
 write off to the extent of Rs.5.00 lakhs.  
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3.2  Rents of Government buildings due from Government servant, should be 
 recovered from the Government servant concerned promptly in accordance 
 with the Instructions contained in Art 14-21.  
 
3.3  Where any Government property or right is sold by public auction adequate 
 time should be given between the" date of notification of the auction and the 
 actual date. The Government servant conducting the auction shall give 
 adequate time before knocking down the bid in' favour of the highest bidder 
 and shall also obtain signatures of successful bidder and two other bidders 
 lower to the highest bid (Art 22-A).  
 

3.4. REFUNDS OF REVENUE Appendix 2, Vol. II, deals with powers of various 
 authorities regarding refund of revenue. Incuse of excreta refund, a claim for 
 refund is entertain able up to a time limit of one year if notice has not been 
 given. When notice is given, the time limit is one year. Statutory refunds are 
 governed by the .Law of Limitation. As per G.O.Ms.No. 94 Fin. & Plg dt.  

 27.3.86 the original record should be traced and the fact of refund recorded in 
 the departmental record and the counterfoil of the cash receipts, original 
 receipt issued to the payees should also be collected if possible and 
 destroyed. 
 
SANCTIONS  
 
4.1  A sanction order should stipulate the authority under which it is accorded; 
 Copies of the sanction should be sent to the AG. under the ink signature of a 
 Gazetted officer (Art. 45).  
 
4.2  Sanction of the Government or authority subordinate to the Government takes 
 effect from the date of the order conveying the sanction unless otherwise 
 stipulated in the sanction order under the rules on the subject (Art. 49).  
 
4.3.  A Sanction for a fresh charges lapses if it has not been acted on for a year 
 unless it is specifically renewed. The period of one year is taken into 
 consideration from the date of issue of the sanction which should be 
 considered to have been acted upon, if payment in whole or in part has been 
 made in pursuance of the sanction within 12 months from the date of issue of 
 sanction. In-cases where part payment has been made with in the stipulated 
 period, subsequent payment of balance may be made without a fresh 
 expenditure sanction.  
 
4.4  When there is a specific provision in a sanction for any fresh charge to the 
 effect that the expenditure would be met from the budget provision of a 
 specified financial year, such sanction will lapse on the expiry of the specified 
 financial year and will not be operative for one year from the date of sanction 
 (art. 56).  
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4.5  The powers of sanction of expenditure of the subordinate authorities are laid 
 down in TSFC VOL.II, Appendix 7 deals in respect of consumer items and 
 contingent expenditure. The specific provisions relating to delegation of 
 Financial Powers in the Departmental Manuals should also be considered. 
 Apart from these, Larger delegation of powers are vested with the Heads of 
 Departments, Dist. Collectors and other regional and district officers from 
 time to time as ordered in the following GOs: 
  
 G.O.(P) No. 703 GA (AR&T) Dept. dt. 4-12-78 
 
 G.O.Ms.No. 215, Fin & Plg. dt. 14-7-83, 
 
 G.O.Ms.No. 102, GAD dt. 24-2~86,  
 
 G.O.Ms.No. 317, GAD dt.13-6-86, 
  
 G.O.Ms.No.187, GAD dt.13-6-86,  
 
 G.O.Ms.No. 496, GAD dt. 28-9-94 and  
 
 G.O.Ms.No. 389 GA (AR& T) dt. 4-9-96, 
  
 G.O.Ms.No. 148, Fin. & PIg. dt. 21-10-2000.  

  
4.6  CONTRACTS: Authorities specified .in Appendix 4 of TSFC Vol. II are  
 authorised to enter into, contracts on behalf of the Government. The 
 standardized form of tender and contract in respect of stores is available in 
 form No.9 appended to the TSFC Vol. I. Contacts in regard to which the 
 Governments have not issued any definite rule and contracts containing 
 unusual conditions should be made only after obtaining Government sanction 
 (Art. 51). The Departmental Manuals also contain the standardized formats 
 for contracts specific to the Dept.  
 
STORES  
 
4.7  Stores include all articles and materials such as furniture, chemicals, scientific 
  instruments,  appliances, stationery articles, diet articles, material for 
 construction of buildings, departmentally manufactured stores, tools and plant 
 etc. (Art. 122). 
  
 All stores should be purchased through the Director, Printing and Stationery 
 excepting those which have been specifically exempted from his purview 
 under article 123 such as perishables like fruits, food stuff, newspapers etc; 
 The items under rate contract finalized by Director of printing and stationery 
 should be purchased from the earmarked firms. In cases of emergency, the 
 Heads of Departments may purchase stores directly after obtaining approval 
 of the stores purchasing committee in regard to other items as well.  
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 Where stores are purchased directly, the following criteria should be followed 
 in regard to preference in the purchases.  
 
4.7.1  First preference for stores manufactured in sister government departments / 
 workshops.  
 
4.7.2  Second preference in respect of standard items to fully owned government 
 undertakings and corporations; in respect of standard items. These 
 corporations need not participate in tenders.  
 
4.7.3  In respect of Non-standard items, the public undertakings also have to 
 participate in the tenders, if any, called by departments.  
 
4.7.4  The items reserved for the SSI units should be exclusively purchased from 
 them. The list can be had from Director of Industries. These units have also 
 been exempted from the requirement of lodging earnest money and security 
 deposit for these specified items for which they have been enlisted. 
  
4.7.5  The goods manufactured in jails should be had from them only. They include 
 furniture, stitching of khaki uniforms, attender’s liveries, ammunition boots 
for  officials of police, fire services and prison departments, phenyl, never. These 
 items can be purchased from outside only after obtaining 'No stock certificate 
 from the jail department.' 
  
4.7.6  Modern office equipment such as computers etc, should be purchased-only 
 through the A.P. Technology Services Ltd.  
 
4.7.7  The cloth requirements of offices towards livery etc., should be purchased 
 from the APCO. Likewise the woollen carpets should be purchased only from  
 A.P. State Wool Industrial Co-operatives. Leather goods should be purchased 
 from LIDCAP.  
 
4.7.8  Steel furniture should be purchased solely from APSSIDC, while wooden 
 furniture should be purchased from the jail department, the Government 
 centres like WD workshops, Furniture Mill cum mechanical wood workshop, 
 Sanathnagar etc. Industries Center, Hyd should be given next preference.  
 
4.7.9  Stitching of uniform should be entrusted to physically handicapped coop 
 tailoring Industries. Canning of chairs and manufacturing of garden chain 
 should be entrusted to physically handicapped co-op cane and weaving 
 society, (GOMs.No.467 Fin & Plg dt. 9-7-90, GOMs. NO.770 Ind. and 
 Commerce dt. 8-11-90, GOMs.No.717 Plg. dt. 20-12-85, GOMs. NO.106 
 GAD dt. 27-2-86, GOMs. No.594 GAD dt.22-11-86).  
 
4.7.10 TENDERS: Article 125 deals with purchases through tender systems.  
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4.7.11  SINGLE TENDER SYSTEM: to be adopted in regard to purchase of a small 
 order which does not exceed Rs.10, 000 and Rs.20,000 if more than one 
 kind of articles is ordered at one time and propriety items.  
 

4.7.12 LIMITED TENDER SYSTEM: Should be adopted when the limits for the 
single  tender system are exceeded and the estimated value of the order is less 
than Rs. 5 lakhs. 

  

4.7.13 OPENS TENDER SYSTEM: Should be followed in regard to purchase of 
stores  of a value of Rs. 5, 00,000 and more. When comparing the rates quoted 
by  the firms situated in A. P. and those outside the State, the comparison 
should  be done on the basic cost and not inclusive of taxes. Govt. orders in 
this  regard should be adhered:  

 
4.7.13.1. When open Tenders are called, circular communication should be sent 

to dealers of repute apart from wide publicity in Newspapers, trade 
bulletins etc.   A time gap of at least one month should be given 
between the date of  notification of the tender and the last date for 
submission of tenders. If the  lowest tender is passed over specific 
reasons therefore should be recorded  (Art125). E. procurement should 
be adopted in procurement of stores as stipulated in orders of Govt. 
from time to time. 

  
4.7.14  STOCK ACCOUNTS: Separate stock accounts should be maintained 

for Expendables and non-expendables such as furniture, equipment’s 
etc. (Art 133}. 

 
4.7.15 INSPECTION OF STORES: Stores should be periodically inspected and 
 action taken to regularise the short coming by recovery from concerned/write 
 off etc. (art 139). The unserviceable articles should be identified and action 
 taken for disposal and write off in the manner indicated in art. 143 TSFC Vol.  
 I. In regard to library books the verification procedures stipulated in G.O. MS 
 No: 10 Finance dated 8-1-1987 should be adhered and write off of losses 
 considered. 
 
WORKS  
 
5.  When a Government building is occupied by more than one department the 
 Revenue Department, if it is one of the occupants and otherwise the 
 department which occupies the major portion of the building will be termed as 
 the department which uses or required the building (art.151).  
 
 No work may be started without a proper estimate. The powers delegated to 
 various departmental authorities to sanction expenditure on works are 
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 specified in Annexure 12 TSFC vol.lI. The following are methods of special 
 execution of works (Art. 163).  
1.1 THE DEPARTMENTAL METHOD: Where the department itself engages 

the necessary daily labour and procures necessary materials. This, method is 
adopted when no-contractor-is available or when it is considered economical.  
 

1.2 PIECE WORK METHOD: The piece worker agrees to execute a work at 
specified rates without reference to quantity and this is adopted in regard to 
petty works.  
 

1.3 LUMPSUM METHOD: The contractor agrees to execute a complete work 
with the specification for a lump sum payment.  
 

1.4 SCHEDULE CONTRACT METHOD: The contractor agrees to execute a 
work at fixed rates and the amount paid to him depending upon the quantity of 
the work.  
 

1.5 AGREEMENT: No work which is to be executed under a contract should be 
started until an agreement is executed with the contractor (Art. 160).  
 

1.6 MUSTER ROLL: Should be maintained in the manner prescribed/stipulated 
under art.172 TSFC for all departmental works. The attendance of the work 
charged establishment and casual workers should be taken in the muster roll.  
 

1.7 MEASUREMENT BOOK: Is the original record of actual measurement of 
the works executed and should be written in the manner laid down under art. 
175 TSFC Vol. I. It must -be preserved with great care since it may have to be 
produced as evidence in a court of law in the event of legal disputes in regard 
to works.  
 

1.8 ADMINISTRATIVE APPROVAL AND TECHNICAL SANCTION: 
Administrative approval means the formal acceptance by an administrative 
department of a proposal that PWD (R&B) or the Electricity Department, 
should incur a specified amount of expenditure on a specified work. Technical 
sanction means the order for a competent authority sanctioning a properly 
detailed estimate of the cost of a work to be carried out by PWD/Electricity 
Dept. after the Administrative approval is obtained (Art 185TSFC vol.I). For 
execution of works other than by departmental method the tender system 
should be followed (Art. 192).  

6  ARREAR CLAIMS: A drawing officer should obtain authorization of 
AG/PAO  in regard to claims which are not preferred within one year of 
their becoming  due. However claims not exceeding RS.5001-of each 
individual monthly claim  presented within 3 years of their becoming due 
can be drawn without the  need for pre audit.  

6.1  A T.A. claim made after 3 months from the date on which the claim has fallen 
 due should be refused. No .c1aim for drawal of arrears of TA is admissible 
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 consequent on the fixation of pay in the revised pay scales etc. A leave travel 
 concession bill, if preferred after one month of the completion of journeys 
 should be admitted only after imposing a 15% cut over the said claims. T.A. 
 claim which is not preferred within three years of performance of journeys is 
 not permissible.  
 
6.2  The appointing authorities in respect of NGOs and the Heads of Departments 

in respect of Gazetted Officers are authorised to sanction arrear claims up to a 
period of 6 years after pre audit. Arrear claims for periods exceeding six years 
are not subjected to AG's preaudit and sanctioned by the Heads of 
Departments on adhoc basis vide G.O.Ms. No. 161, F & Pig dt. 27.4.91. But in 
such cases two separate bills for period over and above six years which are 
sanctioned on adhoc basis by the Heads of Departments should be  prepared 
vide G.O.Ms.No. 161, F&Plg dt. 27.4.91. The date on which a claim becomes 
due is the date of its sanction.  

 
6.3  PAY ETC DUE TO DECEASED GOVERNMENT SERVANTS: Pay, 

leave  salary and the emoluments due to a Government servant are to be paid 
fourth day of death irrespective of the hour of death. In respect of Gross 
amount of claim up to Rs. 5,000/-payment to the person holding right and title 
may be ordered by the Head of the office without the need of any legal 
authority. Lf  the gross amount exceeds Rs. 5,000/- orders of the Head of the 
department should be obtained who will order the payment in accordance with 
the detailed procedure laid down in Art 80.  

 
6.4  PAYMENT INTHE CASE OF EMPLOYEES WHOSE 

WHEREABOUTS ARE  NOT  KNOWN (art 81 read with 
G.O.Ms.No.241,  F&P dt.10.9.87 and G.O.Ms.No.111 Fin& Plg dt. 
22.4.88)   

 
6.4.1. In the above case the family should obtain a report from concerned 

police station that the employee has not been traced. An indemnity 
bond  from the Nominee/dependent to the effect that all payment due 
to the  employee, in case he appears on the scene and makes any claim 
should be  obtained. All Government dues should be recovered 
before effecting payment  to the nominees.  

 
6.4.2  PENSION: Family pension, DCRG applications are entertained only after 

one year of disappearance.  
 
6.4.3 GROUP INSURANCE: Insure cover claim is payable after 7 years of the 
 month following month of disappearance provided the claimant produces a 
 properand indisputable proof of death or a decree of the court of the 
 employee is presumed dead. 
  
6.4.4  SAVINGS FUND:  is payable after one year after following the procedure 

laid down under 4.11.1 above. However in respect of total insurance claims 
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for a period of one year, full subscription at the rate applicable on the date of 
disappearance together with interest at the rates applicable to savings fund 
should be recovered from the savings fund amount payable after one year.  For 
a further period of 6 years or till the month in which insurance cover is paid, 
whichever is later, premium of insurance cover at 3/- per month for every Rs. 
10,000/-along with interest should be recovered from the Insurance cover 
payable after 7 years.  

 
6.5. TOUR ADVANCES are sanctioned under art.84 by heads of offices to 
 themselves as well as employees of their offices to defray tour expenses. The 
 advances should be adjusted in full at once when the Government servant 
 returns to headquarters or by 31st March whichever is earlier. Advances  
 drawn in March May be adjusted before 30th April. No second advance 
 should be sanctioned until the first has been fully adjusted. A register in form 
 NO.223 TSFC Vol.I should be maintained for the adjustments of Tour 
 advances (art.84). 
  
6.6.  DEDUCTION OF INCOME TAX: Every Disbursing officer should make 

the appropriate deductions of income tax in accordance with the provisions of 
IT Act. (art.86).  

 
6.7. ATTACHMENT OF PAY AND ALLOWANCES BY CIVIL COURTS: 

The maximum amount attachable by a civil court is calculated on the amount 
earned and not on what remains after satisfying debts due to the Government 
on advances taken under the rules. The emoluments excepting the 
compensatory allowances detailed in art. 87 are attachable by courts of law.  

 
CONTINGENT CHARGES  
 
7.1  Heads of offices have been empowered to incur or sanction expenditure on 
 ordinary and recognized contingencies should not involve any commitment 
 beyond a single payment unless the authority concerned has been fully 
 empowered to incur or sanction such recurring expenditure. Appendix 7 & 15 
 TSFC VOL.ll in particular deals with powers of various authorities in this 
 regard.  
 
7.2  DELEGATION OF POWERS: Head of offices may also delegate their 

powers to incur-or sanction expenditure on contingencies to any gazetted 
government servant serving under him subject to any further conditions and 
restriction which he may consider necessary.  

 
7.3  Government have prescribed the powers of various Heads of Departments  and 

subordinate authorities in the following codes:  
 
     (a)  Financial code Vol.lI in regard to loans and advances and temporary 
 advances and subordinate authorities in the following codes.  
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     (b)  Financial code Vol.lI in regard to various aspects relating to refunds of 
 revenue, entering into contracts, contingent expenditure, miscellaneous 
 expenditure, write off of losses etc.  
 
     (c)  Departmental codes and manuals specifically for the officer of concerned 
 departments.  
 
     (d)  Executive orders/delegation of powers are accorded in the G.Os indicated at  
 4.5.  
 
      (f)  Executive orders conferring larger powers in regard to some specific 
 departments are issued in G.O.Ms. No.417 GAd dt. 5.8.86 etc.  
 
7.4  Contingent charges are recorded in a special register maintained in each 
 office as per provisions under art 103 FC Vol.I. Detailed classification of 
 expenditure and the progressive total a~1st the, budget allotted should be 
 recorded in the contingent register as laid down in art. 103.  
 
7.5  DRAWAL OF MONEY RELATED TO CONTINGENT 

EXPENDITURE: The moneys under contingencies are generally drawn from 
public account as follows:  

 
7.5.1  PERMANENT ADVANCE: Each office is sanctioned the required amount 

of permanent advance by the Government. Revision of P.A. may also be 
sanctioned by the above authority. The P.A. id accounted for in a special 
register prescribed in GO Ms. No. 54 F&P dt.14-2-79 appended to financial  

 Code vol.1 and is meant for making initial payments in regard to items of, 
 expenditure which are absolutely essential to meet the expenses of an office 
 (art.94) and presentation of bills at the Treasuary / PAO (art106)  
 
7.5.2 FULLY VOUCHED BILLS: in regard to transactions made on credit basis, 

the amounts required are drawn based on suppliers bills and advance stamped 
receipts. If these transactions come under countersigned contingencies, i.e. 
items specified for each department under appendix8 TSFCVol.I. controlling 
officer should countersign before draw l, Otherwise these can be drawn by 
drawing officer, themselves.  

 
7.5.3  ABSTRACT CONTINGENT BILLS (A.C.bills): are drawn for the items of  

Contingencies specified in Appendix 8 of TSFC. In respect of items of 
expenditure not already earmarked for drawl on A.C. bills under appendix 8 
TSFC vol.lI, the Heads of departments may authorize drawals on A.C. bills for 
sums not exceeding Rs. 10,000/- on each occasion. (G.O. Ms. NO.148 Fin & 
Plg dt. 21-10-2000). The detailed bills with regard to the A.C. Bills in all cases 
 have to be presented directly at the Dist. Treasury concerned/PAO. The 
officer is dispersed with system of forwarded through controlling.  
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7.5.4  TEMPORARY ADVANCE (ART.99): may be drawn for meeting 
contingent   expenditure of a specific nature by obtaining specific sanction of 
Government.  Standing sanction in respect of some of the departments are detailed in 
 art.99. A second advance should not be drawn unless the detailed accounts 
 for the earlier advance are submitted by Drawing officer to AG/PAO and 
 certificate to that effect recorded in the bill.  
 
GRANTS IN AID  
 
8.  Art 211 deals with grants-in aid. Every order sanctioning a grant should  
 specify clearly the object for which it is given and the conditions, if any, 
 attached to the grant. A utilization certificate should invariably be obtained-for 
 all grants and the checks envisaged under art. 211 scrupulously exercised.  
 
 
DEPOSITS  
 
9.  Government receives money in connection with the transaction of public 
 business termed as deposits which are repaid to the parties concerned by 
 repayment or otherwise. Any department of Government may receive such 
 deposits. A large number of these relate to revenue administration or the 
 administration of justice. No amount should be credited under a deposit head 
 if it can properly be credited to some other known head in Government 
 account. The criteria under art.267 and 268 should be followed in accepting 
 deposits. The detailed procedure in regard to credit and repayment of 
 deposits are laid down in T. R. 10 and TR 16 of APTC code Vol.I. The  
 departments should reconcile the balances under deposits with the Treasury /  
 Bank every month.  
 
CARRIAGE OF CASH  
 
10.  The minimum precautions to be observed for safeguarding Government 
 money i.e., the encashing of bills, in remitting money from one office to 
 another are stipulated in art. 274-A. The staff members as per scale should 
 be detailed for the purpose keeping in view the volume of cash involved.  
 
LOSSES  
 
11.  In the event of losses in cash and stores, the departments should follow the 
 detailed procedure under art. 294-302 of the code. Departmental action 
 should be pursued to see that the losses are made good and where this is 
 impossible, to get waiver by write off under order of competent authority. The 
 modus operandi of the loss should be investigated thoroughly to know the 
 defects in the system, if any, which resulted in the loss and to ensure 
 necessary remedial measures.  
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12.  MISCELLANEOUS  
 
 Govt. circular Memo No.164-B/25/A21W&M/2000/Fin & plg Dept   
 dt.28.2.2000  reiterates the ban on purchase of New Vehicles. Proposals for 
 hiring of  vehicles should be accompanied with condemnation certificate 
 issued by the  appropriate authority in conformity with orders issued in 
 G.O.Ms.No.333 GA  OP II Dated 31-71997. Driver of the condemned vehicle 
 should be  surrendered to Finance & Pig. (FW-SMPC) Department.  
13.  DELEGATION OF POWERS  
 
 Delegation of powers as accorded in GOMs No. 490 GAD dt. 28-9-94 and  
 G.O. Ms. No. 389 GA(AR&T) D dt. 4-9-96 and as per G.O. Ms. No. 148, 
 Finance and Planning dt. 21-10-2000 are indicated in the statement. 

SI. 
No  

Item of Expenditure  Sectt Dept 
HODs/Dist. 
Collectors.  

Regional officers  Dist. officers 
(other than 
(D.C.'S) Unit 
Offices  

1.  Maintenance of Motor 
Vehicles  
a. Light Vehicles 
b. Heavy Vehicles  

Full powers subject 
to guidelines vide 
G.O.Ms. No.333 
GAD Dt.31-7-1997  

2000 per vehicle 
4,000 per vehicle  

2000 per vehicle 
4,000 per vehicle  

2. Purchase of Stationery Full powers Full powers Full powers 

3. Purchase of steel, wooden 
Furniture 

Full powers 50,000 10,000 

4. Repairs to Furniture Full powers 5,000 5,000 

5. Rent of office building Full powers 
according to plinth 
area & rent 
assessment by 
R&B (instructions 
issued in G.O. Ms. 
No.35 F& P 
dt.27.2.97 read 
with Govt. Memo 
127 R&B/97 dt. 
9.6.97) 

Full powers 
according to 
plinth area & rent 
assessment by 
R&B (instructions 
issued in G.O. 
Ms. No.35 F& P 
dt.27.2.97 read 
with Govt. Memo 
127 R&B/97 dt. 
9.6.97) 

Full powers 
according to plinth 
area & rent 
assessment by 
R&B (instructions 
issued in G.O. Ms. 
No.35 F& P 
dt.27.2.97 read 
with Govt. Memo 
127 R&B/97 dt. 
9.6.97) 

6. Purchase of bulbs and 
lamps 

Full powers 10,000 500 

7. Light refreshments Rs. 300 at a time  
not exceeding Rs. 
2000 p.m. 

Rs.200 p.m. Rs.200 p.m. 
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8. Books, maps and 
periodicals 

Full powers 12,500 P.A 600 P.A. 

9. Repairs to typewriters  Full powers Full powers Full powers 

10. Condemnation of vehicles Full powers subject 
to technical 
scrutiny by PW 
workshop or Area 
Transport Officer 

Full powers 
subject to 
technical scrutiny 
by PW workshop 
or Area Transport 
Officer 

Full powers subject 
to technical 
scrutiny by PW 
workshop or Area 
Transport Officer 

11. Repairs to Duplicators 
Full powers 

Full powers 1,000 1,000 

12. Organization of Sports and 
games 

50,000   

13. Electrical installations Full 
powers  
a. For additional 
improvements alterations 
to each building, 
apartment in the 
compound 

Full powers 1,000 1,000 

 b.  Improvement and 
alternations and new 
installation to new  
buildings 

1,00,000 1,000 1,000 

14. Printing locally without 
referring to govt. Press 
printing & binding 

Full powers 5,000 1,000 

15. Visits of high personages 5,000 on each 
occasion subject to 
a ceiling of  
Rs.50,000 

200 per occasion 
subject to a 
ceiling of  
Rs.2,500 

200 per occasion 
subject to a ceiling 
of  Rs.2,500 

16. Purchase of non-govt. 
Publications relevant to  
law and Admn.  
Management 

Full powers   

17. Crockery Cutlery and 
Utensils (Initial Purchase) 

5,000    

18. Purchase of Fans Full powers   

19. Air Coolers Full powers   
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THE ACCOUNT CODE 
 

1.  The AP. Accounts code Vol-1 deals with important aspects concerning  
  classification of Accounts and other allied aspects. The functions of the  
  Comptroller and Auditor General of India (C.A.G.) in relation to accounts are 
  derived mainly from the provisions of Articles 149 to 151 of the Constitution  
  of India. Article 149 envisages an Act of Parliament to regulate the duties and  

Powers of the CAC Parliament has enacted the Comptroller and Auditor 
 General's (Duties, Powers and Conditions of Service) Act, 1971 which came 
 into force from 15th Dec. 1971. The Act prescribes inter alia the duties and, 
 powers of the C.A.G. in relation to the Accounts of the Union, the States, 
 Union Territories and other authorities and bodies.  
 
 According to section 10 of the Act., C.A.G. shall be responsible for compiling 
 the accounts of the Union and of each state from the initial and subsidiary 
 accounts rendered to the audit and accounts offices under his control by 
 treasuries, offices of departments responsible for the keeping of such  
 accounts and he shall prescribe the manner in which the accounts are to be  
 kept.  
 
 Detailed instructions were issued by the C.A.G. regarding maintenance of 
 Accounts. The Andhra Pradesh Accounts Code is in three volumes. Volume I 
 of the code describes the functions of the C.A.G. in relation to Government 
 Accounts and the general outlines of the system of these accounts. Volume II 
 of the code contains the directions of the C.A.G. relating to the initial accounts 
 kept by Treasuries and the form in which accounts are rendered by them to 
 the Accountant General. Similarly Volume III contains the C.A.G'S directions 
 regarding the initial and subsidiary accounts kept by the Public works and 
 Forest Department Offices and the accounts, submitted by theses offices to 
 the Accountant General. 
  
2.  MAIN DIVISIONS OF GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTS: The Government 
 Accounts are kept in three parts. They are:  
 
 Part I   Consolidated Fund  
 Part II   Contingency Fund  
 Part III   Public Account  
 
1.1 PART -I: CONSOLIDATED FUND: There are two main Divisions viz:  

 
1)  Revenue  : Consisting of Sections/ Sectors for Receipt Head (Revenue 
 Account) and Expenditure Heads (Revenue Account).  
 

 2) Capital  : Consisting of Sections / Sectors for Receipt Heads,       
  (Capital Account) and Public Debt Loans and Advances etc.  
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2.2  REVENUE ACCOUNT: The first Division deals with the proceeds of 
taxation  and other receipts classified as revenue, and the expenditure met there 
from.  It is divided into sections, sectors to indicate Receipt Heads (Revenue 
 Account) and Expenditure Heads (Revenue Account)  
 
The sectors prescribed for sectorial classification of revenue receipts are:  
 
 A.  Tax Revenue 
 
 B. Non -Tax Revenue, and  
 
 C.  Grants -in -Aid and Contributions. 
  
2.3  The sector A. Tax Revenue will have the following sub-sectors. 
 

a) Taxes on Income and expenditure  
 

b) Taxes on property and Capital transactions.   
 

c) Taxes on Commodities and Services.  
 

2.4  The Sector B. Non -Tax Revenue will have the following Sub-Sectors  
 
 a)  Fiscal Services  
 
 b)  Interest receipts, Dividends and Profits  

 c)  Other Non-tax Revenue comprising of receipts relating to  

  i) General Services, ii) Social Services, and iii) Economic Services etc.  
 
2.5  Similarly the following sectors are prescribed to record the expenditure.  
 
A. General Services  

 
B. Social Services  

 
C. Economic Services  

 
D. Grants -in-Aid and contributions 
 
 A number of Sub-sectors are opened under each sector.  
 
2.6 CAPITAL ACCOUNT: The section Receipt Heads (Capital Account) in the 
second division (para 2.1. above) deals with receipts of a capital nature which cannot 
be applied as a set off to capital expenditure.  
 
The section Expenditure Heads (Capital Account) in the second division (Para 2.1. 
above) deals with expenditure met usually from borrowed funds with the object of 
either increasing concrete assets of a material and permanent character or of reducing 
recurring liabilities.  341



 The section ‘Public Debt’ and Loans and Advances etc. of the second division  
(para 2.1above) comprises loans raised and their repayments by government such as 
Internal Debt, external Debt to the Central Government and Loans and Advances 
made and their recoveries by Government..  
 
2. PART II: CONTINGENCY FUND: Apart from the Consolidated Fund, there is  
Another fund called 'Contingency Fund' which shall be at the disposal of the 
Governor of the state. This fund is created under clause (2) of Article 267 of the 
Constitution of India and constituted by the Andhra Pradesh Contingency Fund 
Amendment Act, 1957as amended from time to time. It is in the nature of an imprest  
Created by a non-recurring contribution of Rs.50 crores from the consolidated Fund  
of the state. The Contingency Fund is intended to provide advances for meeting 
unforeseen expenditure arising in the course of a year, pending authorisation of such 
expenditure by law to be passed by the State Legislature under Article 205 or 206 of 
the Constitution. The rules regarding the purpose for which the contingency fund has 
to be utilised, the procedure to be followed in case the advances sanctioned remain 
wholly or partially unutilised etc. are laid down separately. 
 
3.  PART III: PUBLIC ACCOUNT: The Public Account of the State pertains to 

all public moneys received by or on behalf of the State Government which are not 
creditable to the Consolidate fund of the state, vide Articles 266 (2) and 284 of the 
Constitution of India. It comprises:  

 
 1. Provident Funds etc.  4. Suspense and Miscellaneous  
 2. Reserve Funds,   5. Remittances,  
 3. Deposits and Advances.  6. Cash Balance.  
 
4.1 The accounts relating to Provident Funds, Reserve Funds, Deposits and, 
Advances record transactions in respect of which the Government Act as Bankers, 
receiving amount which they afterwards repay and paying out amounts which they 
subsequently recover. The suspense and Miscellaneous and remittance accounts 
comprise merely of adjusting heads, and all entries under them are cleared eventually 
by adjustment under final heads.  
 
5.  SEVEN TIER SYSTEM OF CLASSIFICATION OF GOVERNMENT 
OPERATIONS: For a purposeful review of Government operations, a scheme of 
classification consisting a number of tiers is needed.  
 
5.2.  MAJOR HEADS AND SUB-MAJOR HEADS: The sectors are sub-divided 
into Major Heads of Account. The outlays under each sector are allocated among a 
number of major heads (Heads of. Development so far as plan outlays are concerned) 
which would give an idea of the distribution of expenditure among functions which 
represent the major divisions of the Government efforts such as Education, Medical, 
Agriculture etc. This distribution will facilitate appreciation of inter reallocation of 
resources within the sectors, for example, how much is provided for education visa -
vis public health in the sector 'Social Services', how much for  
industry Vis-a-Vis transport facilities in the sector 'economic services' and so on.  
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5.3.  Each Major Head is allotted a code number which consists of a four digit 
arabic number code. The first digit indicates whether a particular Major Head pertains 
to the Revenue Receipt Section I Revenue expenditure Section / Capital Receipts 
Section I Capital Expenditure section, Public Debt, Loans and Advances Section or to 
the Public Account. The next three digits indicate the Major Heads. The digits 
indicating the major head would remain the same for the major head denoting the 
same function occurring in the several sections included in the Consolidated Fund. 
The significance and mode of operation of this scheme of codification would be clear 
from the following examples; taking the major heads for the functions 'education' and 
'medical & Public Health' in the sector B. 'Social Services' arid 'Road Transport' in the 
sector 'Economic Services'. These major heads will have the code numbers as 
indicated below: 
 

Receipt
s  

Major 
Head 
Revenu
e 
Accoun
t  

Expenditure  

Major 
Head 
Revenue 
Account  

Capita
l  

Major 
Head  

  
Loan 
Major 
Head  

202 
Educati
on  

2202 
Educatio
n  

4202 

Capital 
outlay on 
Educatio
n  

6202 
Loan for 
Education  

210 

Medica
l & 
Public 
Health  

2210 
Medical 
& Public 
Health  

4210 

Capital 
outlay on 
Medical 
& Public 
Health  

6210 

Loan for 
Medical & 
Public 
Health  

1055 
Road 
Transp
ort  

3055 
Road 
Transpor
t  

5055 

Capital 
outlay on 
Road 
Transpor
t  

7055 
Loans for 
Road 
Transport  

401 
Crop 
Husban
dry  

2401 
Crop 
Husband
ry  

4401 

Capital 
outlay on 
Crop -
Husband
ry  

6401 
Loans for 
Crop 
Husbandry  
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5.4 The following table indicates the block of consecutive serial numbers allotted to 
various major heads.  
 
 0020 to  1999  Receipt Major heads  
 
 2011 to 3999 Expenditure major heads on Revenue Account  
 4000   Capital receipts major head  
 4011 to  5999  Expenditure major heads on capital account  
 6001 to  6010  Public Debt.   
 6011 to  7999  Loans and advances etc 
 8000   Part II contingency fund 
 8001 to 8999 Part III Public Account  
 
5.5 For purposes of greater and effective control, Sub-major heads are opened 
under some major heads 
 
 Example: 2210 Medical and Pubic Health  

01. Urban Health Services – AlIopathy 
02. Urban Health Services - Other systems of Medicine 
03. Rural Health Services – AlIopathy 
04. Rural Health Services – Other systems of Medicine 
05. Medical Education, training and Research 
06. Public Health 
08. General  
 

The Sub-major heads constitute the fourth tier of classification. 
  

5.6 MINOR HEADS AND SUB-HEADS: The objectives of a function are achieved  
by undertaking a number of programmes. For example, the objectives of Public, 
Health are achieved through the following programmes:  
 
   Prevention and control of diseases  (101)  
   Prevention of food adulteration  (102)  
   Drug Control     (104)  
   Manufacture of sera/vaccine   (106)  
   Public Health Laboratories   (107)  
   Public Health Education  (112)  
   Public Health Publicity   (113)  
 
 These are called minor heads of account.  
 
 Similarly Under 05: Medical Education, training & research, we have the 
following minor heads:  
 
 101  Ayurveda   104  Siddha 
 102 Homeopathy   105  Allopathy  
 103 Unani    200  Other Systems  
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Thus the fifth tier of classification; viz. minor heads identify these programmes under 
each function (major head). This will not only give a clear picture of what programme 
Government is undertaking to develop a particular function but also facilitate 
preparation of budget. A programme would consist of a number of schemes. For 
example, the control of diseases under 'Public Health' will consist of schemes the 
malaria eradication, filaria eradication. Control of tuberculosis etc. These are called 
sub heads under the relevant minor head. This is the sixth tier of classification and this 
will reflect the schemes undertaken under a programme. The fifth and sixth tiers of 
classification will thus provide a link between budget outlays and development 
programmes and schemes and foster adoption of modern techniques for programme 
selection, monitoring and evaluation of performance etc.  
 
5.7 DETAILED HEADS AND SUB-DETAILED HEADS:-  
 
The detailed heads and sub detailed heads constitute the seventh and last tier of 
classification. Within each scheme, for purposes of departmental control it would be 
necessary to know expenditure on the scheme in terms of inputs such as salaries 
purchase of stores, grants in aid, loans and investments etc. The last tier of 
classifications should, therefore, represent the nature of expenditure which is 
otherwise called object classification.  
 
The standard object heads from 1-4-2002 have been revised by Government in 
G.O.Ms.No.664 Finance & (BG) Department dated 27-10-2001. The list of object 
heads is given below:  
10 Salaries     150 Royalty  
11 Pay     160 Publications  
12 Other Allowances    200 Other Administrative  
             Expenses  
13 DA      210 Supplies and Materials  
20 Wages     211 Materials and Supplies  
30 Over Time Allowance   212 Drugs and Medicines  
40 Pensionery Charges   220 Arms and Ammunition  
41 Pensions     230 Cost of ration/diet charges  
42 Gratuities     240 P.O.L.  
50 Rewards     250 Clothing and Tentage  
110 Domestic Travel Expenses  260 Advertising and Publicity  
111 TA     270 Minor Works  
112 Bus Warrants    271 Other Expenditure  
113 TA/DA to Non-officials   272 Maintenance  
130 Office Expenses    273 Work Charged Establishment  
131 Utility Payments    280 Professional Services  
132 OOE    281 Pleaders Fees  
140 Rents, Rates and Taxes  282 Payments to Home Guard 
283 Payments to Anganwadi  501 Compensation  
       Workers 
284 Other Payments   502 Transport Facilities, Other  
             Expenditure .  
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300 Other Contractual Services  
301      Contractual Services               510 Motor Vehicles 
302.     Out Sourcing                520 Machinery & Equipment             
310 G.I.A.     521 Purchases 
311 GIA towards Salaries    522 Tools and Plant, members 
312 Other GIA   523 Deduct Receipts and  
313 Per Capita Grants         Recoveries 
314 Seignior age Grant   530 Major works, towards  
            Maintenance 
315 EFC Grants       540 Investments  
320 Contributions   550 Loans and Advances  
330 Subsidies     560 Repayments of Borrowings  
340 Scholarships and Stipends 600 Other Capital Expenditure  
410 Secret Service Expenditure  610 Depredation  
420 Lump sum provision   620 Reserves  
430 Suspense    630 Inter Account transfers  
450 Interests    640 Write-off and losses   
460 Shares of Taxes/Duties   706 Deduct recoveries  
500 Other Charges  
 
010 Salaries: Will include Pay and Allowances of Officers and Staff including 
Leave travel Concession except Dearness Allowance which is now classified under 
new detailed head as '013' Dearness Allowance'.  
 
013  Dearness Allowance: The Dearness Allowance payable to all Officers and 
Staff will be classified under this head. 
 
020 Wages: will include payment of wages to daily wage workers and contingent 
employees paid on consolidated basis.  
 
111  Travel -Expenses: will cover all expenses on account of travel on duty 
including Conveyance, Fixed Travelling Allowance and Transfer Travelling 
Allowance but excluding leave Travel Concession.  
 
113 T.A. / D.A. to non -official Members: will record expenditure on T.A. / D.A 
to Non official Members of all Committees constituted by the Government.  
 
132 Office Expenses: will include all contingent expenditure for running an office 
such as Postage, Telephone, Telegram, water and Electricity charges Purchase of 
Motor Vehicles, Purchase of furniture" stationery and other equipment for office use. 
The expenditure on maintenance of office vehicles excluding petrol, oil and lubricants 
will come under this bead. The .expenditure on petrol, oil and lubricants shall be 
classified under distinct detailed head 450 Petrol, Oil and Lubricants.  
160 Publication: will include expenditure on printing of Office Codes and 
manuals and other Documents whether priced or non priced but will exclude 
expenditure on printing of Publicity materials and Purchase of Library Books.  
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211  Materials and Supplies: will include all materials except 'Drugs and 
Medicines' which will be recorded under a distinct detailed head '670. Drug and 
Medicines'.  
 
212  Drugs and Medicines: will record expenditure on cost of Drugs and. 
Medicines in Hospitals and Dispensaries.  
 
220 Arms and-Ammunition: will include purchase of Arms and Ammunition to 
Police Department etc. 
 
240  Petrol, Oil and Lubricants: will include expenditure on petrol, oil and 
lubricants on all motor vehicles including office vehicles and functional vehicles.  
 
250  Clothing, Tentage and Store: will include supply of uniform to Police, 
Excise Constables, Home guards, last grade employees, Boarders in Hostels, Jail 
Inmates etc.,  
 
260  Advertising and Publicity: Will include Printing of Publicity material. 
  
272  Maintenance: will record expenditure on maintenance of Civil Works. It will 
also include expenditure on Work charged Establishment.  
 
280  Payments for Professional and Special Services: will record expenditure  
on payment fee, payment to Home Guards, payments to Anganwadi workers and all  
other type of remuneration for professional services.  
 
310  Grants-in-aid: will include grants -in -aid towards Salaries and other Grants- 
in aid including obsequies charges to be paid to the family of deceased Government  
Servants.  
 
320  Contributions: will include all contributions to be made by the Government.  
 
330 Subsides: will include all subsidies like Rice Subsidy, Fertilizer Subsidy etc.  
 
340 Scholarships and Stipends: will include all Scholarships and Stipends.  
 
500  Other Charges: A residuary head. This will also include legal charges 
connected with filing of appeals in the court obtaining certified copies of Judgement  
from the Court.  
 
510  Motor Vehicles: will include purchase of all functional vehicles Like Fire 
Engines, Ambulances, and Police Vehicles etc. It will also record expenditure on 
maintenance of functional vehicles except expenditure on petrol, oil and lubricants, 
which will be classified under "450. Petrol, Oil and Lubricants".  
 
520  Machinery and Equipment: will include machinery, equipment, apparatus 
etc., other than those required for the running of an office. It will also include 
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Expenditure on maintenance of machinery and equipment 
 
522. Tool and plant: will include special tool and plant acquired for specific work other than 
machinery and equipment 
. 
530. Major works and 270 minor works:  will be classified with reference to classification 
of major / minor work in A.P Account code .This exclude cost of land acquisition which will 
be classified under distinct head 640 Lands 
 
5.8 from the preceding paras we arrive at the following conclusions 
The Government transactions are classified under seven Tiers 
(1)and (2) sectors and Sub-sectors indicate group of function 
 
(3)and (4) major heads and sub-major heads represent individual functions 

 
(5) Minor Heads represent programmes. 
 
 (6) Sub-heads and Group sub-heads represent schemes. 
 
(7) Detailed and Sub-detailed heads represent object classification. They are the primary units 
of appropriation meant for itemized control, over expenditure and indicate the nature of 
expenditure on a scheme on a activity or organization in terms of inputs such as 'Salaries 
officer Expenses' etc. 

5.9  Thus, for example, the complete classification of Charges towards pay of an officer 
employed for prevention and control of malaria in a district office in the public Health 
Department would be ,as follows 

Sector  B. Social Services 
Sub-Sector   (b) Health and Family Welfare 
Major Head 2210 
Sub -major Head 06 public Health 
Minor-head 101- prevention  
Sub-head  Control of malaria 03 district officer 

001-Direction and administration 
Detailed 010 salaries – 011 pay of officers 
  
      

6.  CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURE AS 'CHARGED' OR AS 'VOTED'  

The custody of the Consolidated Fund of the-State and the Contingency Fund of the .state, 
the payment of moneys into such funds, the withdrawal of moneys there from, th~ custody of 
public moneys other than those credited to such funds revived by or  

on behalf of the Government of the State, their payment into the public account of the state 
and the withdrawals of moneys tr-orl1 such account and all other matters connected with or 
ancillary to matters aforesaid shall be regulated by law made by the Legislature of the State 
(Article 283 (2) of the Constitution of India).  
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6.1 EXPENDITURE 'CHARGED' ON THE CONSOLIDATED FUND OF THE 
STATE:  

There are certain offices, the holders of which should function independently and even the 
Legislature should not have any control over them; however remote "it might be, which 
would impinge upon their-independent functioning. in order to ensure their independent 
functioning, the Constitution provides for their salaries to be charged on the Consolidated 
Fund. In other words, their salaries are not subject to vote by the Legislative Assembly, lest 
the Legislative Assembly by interfering with their salaries try to control their functioning. 
Apart from this, the independence of the Judiciary and the preserving the rule of law by 
enforcing the decrees off the court is also ensured by providing that the sums required to 
satisfy the judgments of the Court is also ensured by providing that the sums required to 
satisfy the judgments of the Courts shall be charged on the Consolidated Fund. Thus Clause 
(30 of Article 202 of the Constitution of India enumerates that the following shall be the 
expenditure charged on the Consolidated Fund of the State.  

(a)  The emoluments arid allowances of Governor and other expenditure relating to his 
office.  

(b)  The salaries and allowances of the Speaker and the Deputy Speaker of the Legislative 
Assembly.  

(c)  Debt charges for which the state is liable including interest, sinking fund charges and 
redemption charges, and other charges, expenditure relating to the raising of loans and the 
service and redemption of debt.  

(d)  Expenditure in respect of the salaries and allowances of Judges of the High Court.  

(e)  Any such sums required to satisfy any judgment, decree or award of any court or 
arbitral tribunal. (f)  Any other expenditure declared by the Constitution, by the legislature 
of the State by Law, to be so charged.  

6.2. EXPENDITURE 'VOTED' BY THE LEGISLATURE: Expenditure other than the 
expenditure charged on the Consolidated Funds shall be submitted to the vote of the 
Legislative Assembly under Article 203 of the Constitution. So far as the voted expenditure is 
concerned, the Legislature will have full control.  

MIS -CLASSIFICATIONS -TRANSFER ENTRIES: Transfer entries are prepared to  

transfer all items of Revenue or from one head of account to another in order to  

correct errors in classification and to revalue adjustments (Art 52).  

Recoveries of overpayments whether made in cash or from payment vouchers are to be 
posted direct under the service Head concerned and should not be show under Receipt head 
(Art36) 
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7. Summing up: 
 
(1) The comptroller and Auditor General of India shall be responsible for compiling the 
Account of the Union and of each state from the initial and subsidiary accounts rendered to 
the audit and accounts offices under his control by Treasuries and offices or departments 
responsible for the keeping of such accounts. 
(2) Government accounts are kept in three parts,  
(3) There are two main divisions under Part I Consolidated-'und of the state  

(4) Government operations are classified under seven tier system Of maintenance of accounts 

(5) Each major heads is allotted a code number which consists or four digit Arabic number 
code 

(6) Detailed heads constitute the primary Units of appropriation for the purpose of the 
Demands for grants of Government  

(7)  The standard detailed heads have' been revised in'G.O.Ms.No.305,'Finance' and 
Planning (FW: BG) Dept, dt. 3.9.1,994.. 

(8)  There are certain items of expenditure-'charged' on the Consolidated Fund of the State  

(9)  So far as the 'voted' expenditure is concerned, the 'Legislature will have full control 
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ం �ర�á �� బ=�Æ P �u«ంచబ��£ ne� 

ne� ఖ!BO@K. 
3.  వ
యం/ఖ!B అ9$ 2ç సంÜమం �ర7 �ªþ జర�K. 
4. g��న 2çధనం }/6�£గం �7ం� ఉండ��A, వ
య 23యP తóD� 

జరగ7ం� �é~ంచ��A మ/0 జ/¤న తóD� b/>ంచ��A 2¥ 2iత6 
�ఖ/g	గంP స7న �యంªÎ యంÒంగం ప�O@K. 
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� 2iత6 �ర
��ల: �ర6ÖంOn! మ/0 2iత6 ధ��� �ర6ÖంOn! ఆ/&కపరన 
gష@లP జnú�o వÖంJK. ³! ఈ Aం$ gష@ల7 #
�� ఉంu!. 
 

1. 2çధనం స/� రÇంచబడ��A మ/0 2çధనం స/�k g�£¤ంచ��A; 
2. �
యబద%ం� మ/0 ����ం<న 2�Îల 2�రం �ర
��� �� g� 

�ర6Öంచ��A; 
3. చవక�, సమర&వంతం� మ/0 2	వవంతం� 2ç�వ� అం$ంచ��A; 
4. 2çస�Øల/2çస��@ల అంచ�ల7 త¤న gధం� ల�
ల �)�రణ 

మ/0 ne� =~ంచ��A ³�� 2ç�వల g	�ల =మ)&(ల: 
బP'తం Oయ��A. 

 
� జnú�oతనం అన� ఒక! తన చర
ల7 l9 gవరణ ఇXB వడం �6) #ధ
త 

వÖంచడం. 
 

� ఆ/&కపరన జnú�oతనం అన� 2çధనం పట^ జnú�oతనం. 
 

� 2iత6 ఉÛ
¤ ©క� జnú�oతనం C�� �నం gషయంP కం¦ 2iత6ధనం/ 
2çధనం gషయంP ఎ7�వ� ఉం�ం$. 
 

� 2çధనం gషయంP 2iత6 ఉÛ
¤ ©క� జnú�oతనం ఆ/&క ప/లన ©క� ggధ 
దశలP (అన� 2Î&క� త@!Oయడం, బ=�Æ µæం$ంచడం, 2çధనం \ Oయడం, 
పంÏí Oయడం, అ×ంeం_ Oయడం, స/Ùడడం//��\K�షN, అ×ంÆ\ � ఆ�Æ 
O«ంచడం మ/0 పö̂� అ×ంÆ\ కÐeA ఆ�యవ
@ల gషయంP జnú� ఇవ6డం 
వర7) ఉం�ం$. 
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�డవ g	గం – ఆ�Æ A సDం$ంచడం/సమq¥ �Kయyయడం 
 
అభ
స7� 2�శ ప/ç Mనం· 2శ�� 
 

� ఆ�Æ ఎం}7 O=>!? 
� 2il6�A తన gల �ర6హణP ఆ�Æ ఎG ఉప£గప8-ం$? 

 
 

� ఆ�Æ అ9$ 2ç ధన వ
యం అనంతరం �ర6ÖంO 23య. 
 

� ఆ�Æ అ9$ ఒక �మపద%¥P అ×ంÆ\ óస>�ల:, ఆ�య వ
@ల7 సంబం~ం<న ggధ 
(B��²N\) వ
వØ)ల� మ/0 సంబం~త ఇతర పÒల: త�ÈO� మ/0 పoÇంO 
23య. అంá�క ఆ�Æ 2iత6 �)
ల@P ̂ గల _Êà\ మ/0 =Ê�\ � K¥కం� త�È 
O�>ం$ ��. 

 
� ఆ�Æ అ9$ ఒక �oQత సమ@:=రం Üª=&«P ఆ�యవ
@ల7 సంబం~ం<న 

gవ)� �oQత పÒలP, óస>�లP �ణ
నo¥P న|} అå-��@, 
సమర&వంతం� అమ�O�>��) �� అ9 gష@��  Üª=&«Pగల పÒల/óస>�� 
త�ÈO� 23య. 
 

ఆ�Æ ©క� ఉ���
� 
 

1. ä¥క, ఆ/%క, సమర& మ/0 2	వవంతన చర
ల: ఒక �మపద%¥P 
అమ�Oయడం; 

2. జnú�oత��A సంబం~ం<న gల: =~ంచడం; 
3. g§న పరన పర
�²ణ7 �/�� న1Êల: మ/0 +)
}ల: త¤kంచడం; 
4. బ=�Æ P 2¥$ం<న హ}�ల: �e O� వ
@ల: త�È Oయడం/అ/కటÊడం; 
5. �మరÖతన వ
@ల: త�ÈOయడం/ అ/కటÊడం; 
6. 2çధనం  PD7ం�/నషÊÉ7ం� Ùడడం; 
7. పర
�²ణP Pల: త�ÈOయడం/అ/కటÊడం; 
8. 2il6�A )nK\న ఆ�యం gషయంP ����ం<న ��క�� త7�వ వ�� 

Oయడం, అంచ� �యడంP తóD� Oయడం, �nల9 తóD� అంచ��యడం 
aద�న ne� త�ÈOయడం/ అ/కటÊడం; 

9. 2çధనం }/6�£��� త�ÈOయడం/ అ/కటÊడం. 
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��గవ g	గం - వ�>�వ� సమ�!B79 g§నం 
 
ఉÉ� 2తం 
 

� 2iత6 ఉÛ
¤� 2iత6ం OపeÊన అ"వృ$% ప:లP 	గం� రహ�!ల మ/0 భవ�ల 
�)qణం మ/0 ne �ర6హణ మ/0 ఇతర ®Kక వ
వ=&పన స}@` 
కKDంJK\న అవసరం ఉం�ం$. అGÚ �)
లయ �ర6హణ �� O@K\ ఉం�ం$. 
ఇం}�ర7 ZÓంÆ, ఇ�క�, ఇ:�, ఉ7�, ·ó�, యంÒల g�	��, gత>��, 
పaసంపద, óస>��, /ÔసÊà\, g}
� =�<, �)
లయ వ�> =�<, �)
లయ 
ప/క)�, Aంeం_ మ/0 �Êషనo aదలb వ�>�వల: ggధ �)kల �6) ggధ �ట ̂
2¥ సంవత\రం �:R� O@K\వ�>ం$. ఇG ఈ వ�>åల: బయe వ
7>ల వద� �:R� 
Oయ��� వ�>�వ� సమ�!B�9 g§నం (*�
à ÓంÆ) అంu!. 
 

� 2¥ 2iత6 g	గం/�)
లయం 2çధనంô న�O సంస& �బeÊ వ�>�వల �:R� అ9$ 
2iత6ం సమ@:=రం ����ం<న �/�షÊ �య�� మ/0 పద%-ల7 Pబ� �ªþ 
జర�K. 

 
*�
à ÓంÆ అన� 
 

� *�
à ÓంÆ అ9$ ఒక n
ర �ర6హణ �ర
�మం. ఇ$ సమర&వంతన మ/0 చవ�న 
�ంB�Ê పద%¥P ggధ ర�ల వ�>å�, ప:� మ/0 �వ� æంద��A ³�న 23య. 
 

� *�
à ÓంÆ ©క� ల²(ం  - అత
ంత సమర&వంతన o¥P స7న సమయంP, 
స7నధరA, స7న�ట, స7న వ�>å �� �వ æందడం. 
 

� *�
à ÓంÆ స/�k OZనట^«á �)
లయం/g	గం ©క� సమయం మ/0 ధనం 
ఆ� అå-ం$.  అGÚ అం$ంO �వ� �� వ�>åA g�వ �� M!b-ం$. 
 

� *�
à ÓంÆ �య��: *�
à ÓంÆ పద%-� అ9g  
 

1. ఆ/&కం� Gభ�యకం� ఉం�K. 
 

� ï<Bం<న డúÝ7 g�వ ద��K; 
� అవసరన ��� అవసరన ప/�ణంP �ªþ �:R� O@K; 
� ఏÐ ��K, ఎంత ప/�ణంP ��K, ఎGంe �ణ
త ఉన�g ��K 

aదలb gష@P^ అవసరన �ట =ం�¥క �óbల సØయం �� 
�� nK. 
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2. Éß nlవరణంP అంద/õ స��వ��� కKDంJK. 
 

� త7�వ ధరP �ణ
న వ�>å�/�వ� æం�లం¦ బÖరంగ ���[^ 
neA గల ధరల: ÉKB Ù�K; 

� 2iత6ం అGంe వ�>�వల: అం$ంOn/� స�నం� ప/గ�ంJK 
మ/0 n! అం$ంO ధరల: �షD²తం� ప/�KంJK; 

� ఫKతం� n/ మధ
 ఆéగ
కరన Éß� M/¤, 2il6�A �nK\న 
వ�>�n� త7�వ ధరలP ల"=>«. 

 
3. సమర&త7 అవ�శం ఉం�K. 

 
� ప:ల: సమర&వంతం� అ:7న� సమయంP °/>O@లం¦ అం}7 

�nK\న వ�>�వల: స7న సమయంP ఎGంe ఆల=
�A lå�7ం� 
సమ�!B nK\ ఉం�ం$; 

� ఇG సమ�!B7న� వ�>=�<� �రÇతం� భÍపరJK; 
� ఇం}�ర7 ఒక =Ê� /ÔసÊà �oQత న��P �ర6ÖంJK. 
 

4. రదర)కం� ఉం�K. 
 

� ggధ ర�ల వ�>�వల7 సంబం$ం< సమ/Dం<న ధరల �¦షN\/ 
2¥దనల: బÖరంగం� �రnK. అంద/õ ఆ gష@� �Kయy@K 
 

� వ�>�వల: అం$ంO �ంBకÊà/పంÏí�! ©క ఎంÏక 23య 
gవ)� మ/0 ఎంÏక Oయబ�న n/ gవ)ల: సంబం~త 2iత6 
అ~�/ తనంతట l:� బÖరంగపరJK. 

 
*�
à ÓంÆ కÐß� 
 

� 2iత6 g	�� వ�>�వల: సమ�!B వ��A అంతరkతం� ggధర�ల కÐßల: 
అన� *�
à ÓంÆ ßం, �:R� కÐß, =�Ôక త�È కÐß Gంe ne� 
ఏ)D�O� వXB. 

 
� *�
à ÓంÆ ßం అ9$ �)
లయ పర
�²7� అధ
²తన ఏ)D�O@K. ఆయన7 

సØయం� H�యà/$�యà సØయ7� ఉంu!. 
 

� �:R� కÐß *�
à ÓంÆ ßం A �రkదర)7�� ఉంc n/ ప�� పర
�Ç�>ం$. 
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� వ�>�వల: �:R� O@K\న అ~�/ అం}7 సంబం~ం<న �య�ల: మ/0 
2¥దనల: �:R� కÐß �ం}ంXl!. 

 
� అG �ం}ంచబ�న 2¥దనల: �:R� కÐß ప/�Kం< స7న �రQ@ల: �� 

Z]ర�ల: O�>ం$. 
 
� వ�>�వల �:R� gషయంP జ/Ú చర
ల· 2iత6 సంస&�/g	�� మ/0 m!ల 

మధ
 �)qÎతqక సంబం§ల �ర7 =�Ôక త�È కÐß ఏ)D�Oయబ8-ం$. ఇ$ 
వ�>�వల: అం$ంచడంP �� సØయప8-ం$. 

 
*�
à ÓంÆ పద%-� 
 

1. 9!� �:R� O0ట 
 

� �Êషనo �:b� Oయ��A 
� <న� <న� g�వగల వ�>åల: �:R� Oయ��A  
� <న� <న� మరమq-> ప:� Oయ��A 

 
� ఇGంe �:Rdñ Oయ��A �u«ంచబt �ల· బ=�Æ P9 �/�షÊ గ/షÊ 

ప/Ð¥ g~ంJK. 
� ఇGంe �:Rdñ O�టó8 ����ంచబ�న �ణ
తP )(�7ం� 

త7�వధరP ల"ం<న ne� �:R� O@K. 
 

2. =&�క �:Rdñ 
 

� �nK\న వ�>�వల: అం$ంచ��A సంబం~ం<న gవ)ల: సంబం~త 2iత6 
�)
ల@E dß� �!�P ఉంచడం �� K�Ê అ«న�వంe పంÏí�!ల7 
అం$ంJK. 

 
� �KZన వ�>�వల సరఫ)�!ల వద� :ం� క�సం �8 (3) �¦షN\ �ÏDంJK. 

 
� �¦షN\ సమ/Dంచ��A క�స గ8å ఏ8 (7) éê�ం�K. 

 
� సమ/Dం<న �¦షN\ � ఆ@ సరఫ)�!ల �� n/ 2¥�� మ/0 

�:R� కÐß సi
ల సమ²ంP బÖరంగం� బÖరkతపరJK. 
 

� త7�వ ధర  Æ OZన సరఫ)�!�A వà� ఆర�à �� �:R� ఆర�à ఇn6K. 
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� వà� ఆర�à �� �:R� ఆ�శంP ఉం�K\న క�స అం��; 
 

1. సరఫ) O@K\న వ�>�వల gవ)� 
2. ధర 
3. అం$ంJK\న సమయం 
4. n�ంß సమయం 
5. ఇతరం �ఖ
న �యమ  �బంధన�, ఏ�� ఉన�ట«̂á 

 
� త7�వ ధర  Æ OZన సరఫ)�!�ô 2iత6 g	గం/సంస&/�)
లయం 

7}!B7న� ఒపDందం ©క� నక� 2¥� సంబం~త 2iత6 g	గం/సంస&/ 
�)
లయం ©క� dß� �!�· ఏ8 (7) éêల వర7 2ద/)ంJK. 

 
3. KÐeÑ eండà g§నం 

 
� ఆ|$ంచబ�న సరఫ)�!ల �� �ంBకÊర̂ çöl అం}#�P ఉన�ట̂«á మ/0 

బÖరంగ eండà g§నం వల̂ �� ధర gషయంP Mద�� �!D ఉండ} అ:7న��ట 
KÐeÑ eండà g§��� అ:స/ంJK. 
 

� ఆ|$ంచబ�న సరఫ)�!ల �� �ంBకÊర̂ çöl త@!O0నó8 అపDe� అGంe 
వ�>�వల: Éß పద%¥P �)టంకం� అం$ం<నn/� �� ప/గణనPA �� nK. 
 

� ఆ|$ంచబ�న సరఫ)�!ల �� �ంBకÊర̂ çöl త@!O0నó8 అపDe� అGంe 
వ�>�వల: Éß పద%¥P ఉన�త=&« 2iత6 సంస&ల7 �� g	�ల7 �)టంకం� 
అం$ం<నn/� �� ప/గణనPA �� nK. 
 

� Éß ధర �ర� ఆ|$ంచబ�న సరఫ)�!ల �� �ంBకÊర̂ çölP గలn/P క�సం 
ఐ}b/ వద� :ం� ధరల పeÊక� �ÏDం< ne� స/ÉGBK. 
 

� అ!^�న సరఫ)�!ల :ం� ఆØ6నం  !I n/A ధర öÑ �య��A క�సం 14 éêల 
సమయం ఇn6K. 
 

� KÐeÑ eండà 23యP eండà దర��> అమqడం ఉండ}/అవసరం �}. 
 

� సరఫ)�!�A/�ంBకÊà A ఉం�K\న ఆ/%క అర^త – �ంB7Ê ©క� అంచ��Zన ధర 
క�� ఐ} (5) ��^ ఆ�యం అంత7�ం} �ం8 (2) సంవత\)లP కK¤ఉం�K మ/0 
�ంB7Ê ©క� అంచ��Zన ధరP 80% g�వ కK¤న క�సం ఒక �ంB7Ê� గత/ 
అంత7�ం} �ం8 (2) సంవత\)లP OZఉం�K.  
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� సమ/Dం<న �¦షN\ � �)%/ం<న áìన ఆ@ సరఫ)�!ల �� n/ 2¥�� 
మ/0 �:R� కÐß సi
ల సమ²ంP బÖరంగం� బÖరkతపరJK. 

 
� త7�వ ధర  Æ OZన సరఫ)�!�A వà� ఆర�à �� �:R� ఆర�à ఇn6K. 

 
� వà� ఆర�à �� �:R� ఆ�శంP ఉం�K\న క�స అం��; 

 
1. సరఫ) O@K\న వ�>�వల gవ)� 
2. ధర 
3. అం$ంJK\న సమయం 
4. n�ంß సమయం 
5. ఇతరం �ఖ
న �యమ  �బంధన�, ఏ�� ఉన�ట̂«á 

 
� త7�వ ధర  Æ OZన సరఫ)�!�ô 2iత6 g	గం/సంస&/�)
లయం 7}!B7న� 

ఒపDందం ©క� నక� 2¥� సంబం~త 2iత6 g	గం/సంస&/ �)
లయం ©క� dß� 
�!�· ఏ8 (7) éêల వర7 2ద/)ంJK. 
 

4. బÖరంగ eండà g§నం  
 

� అ~క ధనం ï<Bం< Mద�g->న వ�>�వ� �:R� Oయడం/æందడం O@ల�� �� 
అ~క ధనం ï<Bం< Mద�g->న ggధ ర�ల ప:� O@ల�� బÖరం� eండà g§నం 
అవలంöంJK. 
 

� బÖరంగ eండà g§నం అ~క 2çదరణ/స!�(�షN కK¤న క�సం �ం8 ప-కలP 
2X/ంJK. ఈ �ం8 ప-కలP ఒకe ఆంగ^	1 ప-క అ« ఉం�K మ;కe =&�క 	1 
ప-క అ« ఉం�K. 
 

� ప-కలP 2X/ం<న �� deS OZన áì :ం� 21 éêల వర7 eండà �7
ÓంÆ 
అమq��A ఉంJK. 
 

� ప-కలP 2X/ం<న �� deS OZన áì :ం� 21 éêలPó eండà �7
ÓంÆ 
సంబం~త సమర& W~�/ (Competent Authority) A సమ/DంJK. 
 

� సమ/Dం<న eండà\ � �)%/ం<న áìన ఆ@ సరఫ)�!ల �� n/ 2¥�� మ/0 
�:R� కÐß సi
ల సమ²ంP బÖరంగం� బÖరkతపరJK. 

 
� త7�వ ధర  Æ OZ అర^త� కK¤న సరఫ)�!�A వà� ఆర�à �� �:R� ఆర�à ఇn6K. 
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5. 2çస��@� �� లö��!ల Oత 9!� అమ�Oయడం 
 

� 2çస��యం/స�హం WV�Ê � అ"వృ$% O�>ం$ మ/0 అమ�O�>ం$. 
 

� అమ�O� �మంP �ంత వన!� ఉప£¤ంX7ం�ం$. ఉ�హరణ7 äóణ
ం 
కK¤న �� äóణ
ం �� hÐ7�, వ�>å�, ప/క)� aద�నg. 

 
� అమ�O� �మంP WV�Ê ©క� ఒక 	��� మé 2ç స��@�A �� �� 

మ;క/A �� ఉప-�ంB7Ê ఇవ6వXB. 
 
� ఈ g§నం అమ�Oయ��A �ం} �ం8 gష@� b!>ంX nK. అg  

 
1. ఈ g§నం �6) లö�æం�n/ ©క� 	గ=6మ
ం WV�Ê అమ�P 

JG ఎ7�వ� ఉం�K. 
2. WV�Ê ©క� అవస)�� లö��!� b/>ం< µæం$ంX nK, 

అమ�O� nK. 
 

� అవస)ల: ��� వడం అ9$ లö��!ల: 	గ=6�
ల: Oయడం �6) జర�K 
 

� 9!� లö� æం�n/ô ��న అమ� కÐß ఒక��� ఏ)D�O��� WV�Ê 
అమ�O@K. 

 
� అమ�� �)�/త 8>
E � అ:స/ంJK. అGÚ వ�>�వల �:R�A �� �)�/త 

8>
E � అ:స/ంJK. 
 
� లö��!ల i÷ ©క� dß� �à� · WV�Ê అమ�� µæం$ం<న 2ÎKక� 

మ/0 8>
E\ ఏ8 (7) éêల � 2ద/)ం< లö��!ల :ం� సలØ� మ/0 
�చన� ఆØ6�ంJK. 

 
� =&�క �:R� పద%¥� ఉప£¤ం< వ�>�వల: సమ�!B వXB. అGÚ WV�Ê 

©క� óéగ¥� మ/0 వ
య gవ)ల: 2¥ �G లö��!ల i÷ dß� �!�· 
2X/ంJK. 

 
� WV�Ê అమ� కÐß సi
� WV�Ê అమ�, �ణ
త,  ఉప£గం, �ర6హణ మ/0 

వ
యం r/B సమ@:=రం� స!Ç=>!.  
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6. ధర ఒపDందం (�Æ �ంB7Ê) 
 

� ఒక �oQత సమ@�A ఒక ����త ధర 2�రం వ�>�వల: అం$ంచడం మ/0 ప:ల: 
°/> Oయడం. 

 
� eండà 23య �6) ఎంÏక Oయబ�న సరఫ)�!�A ఇవ6బ8-ం$. 

 
� ఇం}P వ�>�వల �� ప:ల ప/�ణం r/Bన 2=>వన ఉండ}. 

 
� �ంB7Ê ����ం<న సమయంP ����త ధరల7 Pబ� �nK\న వ�>�వల: అం$ంJK\న 

�� ప:ల: O@K\న #ధ
త సంబం~త �ంBకÊà �. 
 

� �ంB7Ê ����ం<న సమయంP ����త ధరల7 Pబ� �nK\న వ�>�వల �� ప:ల7 
సంబం~ం<న ఆ��ల: �ంBకÊà A ఇn6K\న #ధ
త సంబం~త 2iత6 �)
లయం/ 
సంస&/g	���. 
 

� బÖరంగ eండà 23యల �6) ధరల �)�రణ జ!b-ం$. 
 
EMD (ఎ��´Ê మ� �ÔÆ) 
 

� eండà �7
ÓంÆ P ����ం<న g�వ7 Pబ�న అ�� ర�ల eండర^7 ఇ$ వ/>�>ం$. 
 

� ì�� 8>
E #
ం7ల :ం��� �� C�� #
ం7ల :ం� �� �Zన ��ంÑ \� Ê 
µపంP ��, +�\l �ÔÆ /HÆ µపంP ��, #
ం� �
�ంß µపంP ��, #
ంకà\ 
�� µపంP �� eండà �7
ÓంÆ ô సమ/DంJK. 
 

� eండà n
K�ß �లంP öడ�à eండà :ం� �¬ల¤� �� eండà � సవ/ం<� �� 
eండà �బంధన� eంచకÉ«� �� eండà � ఉల̂ంQం<� EMD జó> 
Oయబ8-ం$. 
 

� eండà ,�X7న� öడ�à �)�/త సమయంP ����త M)9రqN\ ±�
/ß al>�� 
సమ/Dంచ�కÉ«� EMD జó> Oయబ8-ం$. 
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M�� Ê g~ంచడం 
 

� 2iత6ం ©క� 2£జ�ల: రÇంచడం  సం, వ�>�n� మ/0 ప:ల� 
°/>OయడంP ఆల=
�� �n/ంచడం  సం eండà �7
ÓంÆ P సంబం~త 
సరఫ)�!/�ంBకÊà · అప)ధ !�� g~ంO �బంధన� O!Bl!. 
 
ఉ�హరణ7  వ�>åల సరఫ)P జ/¤న ç
�A సరఫ) O@K\న వ�>åల g�వP 
(�K̂ంJK\న ప:�� మ/0 సరఫ) Jo �� ఏ�� ఉం¦ ne� ÐనØ«ం<) 0.5% 
:ం� 5% వర7 ±�
/ß �ÔÆ :ం� అప)ధ !��� వ�� Oయడం. 

 
öడ�à � స±DంÑ Oయడం 
 

1. eండà �7
ÓంÆ A సంబం~ం<న ])లP తóD8 స�Jరం ఇ<B� �� తóDÛవ 
పeÊంO స�Jరం ఇ<Bన సందర�ంP; 

2. eండà మ/0 �ంB7Ê �బంధనల Aంద సమ/DంO ఆ/%క పరన పÒలP 
|స°/తన మ/0 భgష
� P \ O� వ��A ³��� పÒ� సమ/Dం<న 
సందర�ంP; 

3. �ంB7Ê� æందడంP �� �� అమ� OయడంP �� �ంBకÊà/సరఫ)�!/n/ 
ఏVంÆ ä¥క �య�ల  Ñ � ఉల̂ంQం<న �� అg�¥, |స°/తన పద%-ల7 
లD�న, 7మq%��న �� బలవంతMeÊన సంద)�లP; 

4. Éß చటÊం 2002 (Competition Act 2002) 2�రం ఒక ��� ఏరD�న �� /ంnన �� 
�¦షN °E ఏ)D�OZన �� Éß· అ"నం$ంJK\న o¥P వ
¥�క 2	వం ÙÏన 
సంద)�లP;  

5. త7�వ �ణ
త కK¤న వ�>�వల: అం$ం<న �� త7�వ ప/�ణంP వ�>�వల: 
అం$ం<న సంద)�లP;  

6. �Æ �ంB7Ê æం$న సంస&� ‘]E �బంధన’ (ఉన�పళం� ధర� ఒ�=/ అ�ంతం� 
త¤kం<�యడం) ఉల̂ంQం<న సంద)�లP; 

7. eండà �7
ÓంÆ ల ©క� ప/�లన, ÉKక, �G
ంకనం మ/0 eండà � 
అ!^�నn/A �u«ంచడంP  *�
à ÓంÆ ఏV�\ � 2	gతం Oయ��A 2య¥�ం<న 
సంద)�లP; 

 
� ��� ర�ల వ�>�వల� ��� సంస&ల7 /జ!6 Oయడం· 2il6�A సం°)Q~�రం ఉం$. 

ఆ@ 2iత6 సంస&� ఆ@ వ�>�వల: 2iత6ం deS OZన <న�తరØ సంస&� �� oళñ 
:ం� �ªþ 2iత6ం ����ం<న o¥P �:R� O@K\ ఉం�ం$. ఈ /జ!68 
çöl� మ/0 ����త 23యల� 2iత6ం ఎపDeకóD8 స!Ç�>ం$. తద:bణం� 
ఆ��� ço O�>ం$ (ఎల���� అ	
సన �8
E P ఇ<Bన çöl �ంÍ 2il6�A 
సంబం~ం<న$ �ªþ). 
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ఐదవ g	గం – నగ} óస>కం త@o మ/0 �ర6హణ 
 
అభ
స7� 2�శ ప/ç Mనం· 2శ�� 
 

� నగ} óస>కం అన�9Ð? 
� నగ} óస>�ల: ఎం}7 �ర6ÖంJK? 

 
 

� ఒక అ×ంeం_ వ
వస&P �ర6ÖంO రకర�ల అ×ంeం_ ú�\ లP నగ} óస>కం ఒకe. 
 

� ఒక �)
లయం/g	గంP జ/Ú నగ} మ/0 #
ం� సంబం~త ఆ/%క వ
వØ)ల��ంe� 
న|} Oయడం �6) నగ} óస>కం ఆ అ×ంeం_ వ
వస& ©క� రదర)కత� సDషÊం 
O�>ం$/�Kయy�>ం$. 
 

� నగ} óస>కంP� ఎంpల �6) ����9 �ఖ
న gష@� ���; 
 

1. ఎవ/A డúÝ� �K̂ంJ�/ఎవ/ వద� :ం� )nK\న ధనం వ<Bం$ 
2. ఎం}�ర7 �K̂ంJ�/)nK\న ఆ�యం �� �Ðత>ం వ<Bం$ 
3. �K^ం<న áì/ఆ�యం జమ అ«న áì 
4. �K^ం<న aత>ం/జమ అ«న aత>ం 
5. Wరంభ �ల6 ఎంత మ/0 �¤ంó �ల6 ఎంత? 
6. నగ} �� #
ం� Ðb� (#
ëN\) r/Bన gq^షణ 

 
� ఒక �)
లయం �� ఒక సంస& ©క� nస>gక ఆ/%క ప/Z&¥ r/B ఎవ7� స� 

��� వ��A ఉప£గపt పద%¥ – అ×ంeం_ వ
వస&. 
 

� అ×ంeం_ పద%-� �ం8 ర�� – Single Entry System & Double Entry System. 
 

� =§రణం� 2iత6 అ×ంÆ\ Single Entry System P9 �ర6Öంచబ8X��«. 
 

� నగ} óస>కం �ర6హణ g§నంP దశ� 
 

1. Ó�N �6) �xంచబ�న వ!స '( సంఖ
� కK¤న నగ} óస>కం Wరం"ంచడం 
2. '(ల సంఖ
� త�ÈOయడం  
3. aదe '(P ఆ నగ} óస>కంP గల '(ల సంఖ
· ధృ³కరణ� న|} Oయడం 
4. నగ} óస>కంP '( �ం8�óG ఉ��శ
ం న|} Oయడం  
5. Wరంభ�ల6 మ/0 �¤ంó �ల6 న|} Oయడం  
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� 2iత6 �)
ల@P^ నగ} óస>కం �ర6ÖంOn! – \«ం_ & �సÝ/\ం_ అ~�/ 
 

� 2iత6 �)
ల@P ̂నగ} óస>కంP 2¥ ఎంp� త�È O�n! – �)
ల@~ప¥ �� 
ఆయన �యÐం<న మé అ~�/ ఎవ7� 
 

� నగ} óస>కం 2¥ éê �¤ంచబ8-ం$, #
ëN\ న|} Oయబ8-ం$ మ/0 
°/>=&«P 2¥ ఎంp త�È Oయబ8-ం$. 
 

� నగ} óస>కం �¤ంO సమయంP �)
లయంP ఉన� K¥కం� లభ
మ�
 నగ} 
మ/0 నగ} óస>కంP O¥P ఉన� నగ} ప}� Aంద Ùపబ�న నగ} al>�A 
స/ÉnK. 
 

� \«ం_ & �సÝ/\ం_ అ~�/ బ$� Oయబ�నó8 �� �� పద³ gరమణ O�>న�ó8 �� 
ఆ gలA సంబం~ం<న yà� � /�gం_ అ~�/A ఇOBటó8 �� ఆ gలA సంబం~ం<న 
yà� � ��7ం�న�ó8 ��, /�gం_ అ~�/ �� \«ం_ & �సÝ/\ం_ అ~�/ n/ 
ఆ'నంPA వOB నగ} �´Ê P గల నగ}� ëA�ం< ఆ þర7 ఒక ధృ³కరణ నగ} óస>కంP 
O@K\ ఉం�ం$. 
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ఆరవ g	గం – 2@ణ భత
ం �య�� 
 
అభ
స7� 2�శ ప/ç Mనం· 2శ�� 
 

� 2@ణ భత
ం అన�9Ð? 
� 2@ణ భత
ం æంద��A ఎవ! అ!^�? 
� 2@ణ భత
ం ఉప£¤ంX వ��A గల �బంధన� ఏÐe? 

 
 

� పö̂� సo6´ 2£జనం దృ1Ê( ఒక 2iత6 ఉÛ
¤ 2@ణం O@K\ వ<Bనó8 అ�
 
ఖ!Bల: భ/ంచ��A Oయ��A ఆ ఉÛ
¤A ఇOB భత
ం – 2@ణభత
ం. 
 

� 2@ణ భl
�A అర^న 2@Î� 
 

1. అ~�/క 2@Î� 
 

� 7�, బ�\ మ/0 g�న 2@ణ yo�� అర^త: బeÊ ఇn6K.  
� స�Í �రk 2@Î�A yo�ల �K^ంó �లం�ణ )ష�ంP �}. 
� éÑ �)kన 2@�ం<నó8 బ�\ ఉప£¤ంచకÉá అర^త: బeÊ �ÿ 

yo�� ఇn6K. 
� 2@ణ సమ@�� �� క�ó�� zÑ �6రÊà\ P �నంత�లం ఉÛ
¤A 

$నభత
ం �� ఇn6K. 
 

2. =&�క 2@Î� 
 

� zÑ �6రÊà\ � �e ఎ�Ð$ (8) AP!టర^ ·బ� 2@ణం OZనó8 అర^న 
2@ణ భత
ం మ/0 $నభత
ం ఇn6K. 
 

3. �²ణ� పంÏం<నó8/�°
Æ OZనó8 
 

� óనఃశBరణ �²ణ �ర
���, పÛన�¥A �ం} ఇOB �²ణ �ర
��� 
మ/0 ఇN-సo6´ �²ణ �ర
��ల7 Øజ7నn/A అర^న 2@ణభత
ం 
మ/0 $నభత
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BUDGET MATTERS 
 

The word "Budget" is derived from the old French word 'Budget tee' which means a 'Little 
Bag'. In Britain, the term was used to describe the leather bag in which the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer carried to the Parliament the annual statement of the Government's needs and 
resources.  

1.1 The study team on state level administration of the Adl1!inistrative Reforms Commission 
of Government of India Defined the term "Budget" as: "just as Audit is the post-discipline, 
budget is the pre-discipline on public spending 

1.2 The need for a Budget arises on account of the constitutional obligation laid down under 
Article 266 (3) which envisages Parliamentary and Legislative control over expenditure.  

1.3 The budget of Government expresses its total activity in monetary terms. Budget reflects 
what the Government intends to do. Expenses are budgeted in relation to anticipated income 
in a year.  

PERFORMANCE BUDGETING  
 
2. A budget should not merely show financial outlays on various sectors and different 
functions. It should always indicate the physical achievements proposed to be attained from 
the financial. outlay. A budget which exhibits not only the financial but also the physical 
targets is a performance budget. Some of the development departments in the state a bringing 
out the physical achievements accomplished and targeted in separate budget publications.  

ZERO-BASED BUDGETING 

3.  Zero base implies that all activities and priorities are revised afresh to create a new 
and better set-up of allocation for the coming budget “year. The essence of this-budgeting is 
to prepare a defense of a 'budget request' without making any reference to the Level of 
previous appropriations. The Central and State Governmef1ts are required to follow this 
approach for the preparation of their budgets 

PLANNING COMMISSION 

4. There is no reference to the Planning Commission in the Constitution through Several 
commissions have been given Constitutional status. The only reference to planning in the 
Constitution is in entry 20 of the Concurrent list ¬'Economic “and Social Planning'. In 
pursuance of the power conferred by entry 20 of the Concurrent list a Planning Commission 
was set. up in 1950 by the Government of India. This was an extra -Constitutional and non-
statutory 

Body set up by an executive resolutions od the government to act as an advisory body prime 
minister Nehru was its first chairman and ever since every prime minister has become the 
chairman of the commission. The minister of finance is the Member of the commission along 
with a few minister of Economic ministries there are also other members drawn from other 
fields particularly from among persons having specialized knowledge in Economics. 
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The function of the commission is to formulation & integrate five year plans for economic 
and social development and for and most effective and balanced utilization of the country 
resources which would inmate a process of development which will raise living standards and 
open out to the people new opportunities for a richer and more varied life 

The Planning Commission is however, only an advisory body.it formulates plans but has 
executive authority to implement them. As the Planning commission has been, setup in 
pursuance of the power vested by the .Concurrent subject, the Commission can make plans 
for the Union as also for the States, leaving their implementation to the Union Government 
Or State, Government as the case may be. Planning pervades all Department Government, 
both at Centre and in the States, and this accounts for the ever increasing sweep of economic 
and financial responsibilities of the Planning Commission. The Central Plan assistance to the 
states is~ given by grants, made under ArtiCIe282 Of the Constitution and here the Planning 
Commission•" plays decisive role in Federal Financial Relations  

CENTRALLY SPONSOREDSCHEMES   

5. Only such schemes will be taken up as Central Schemes which 

i) Relate to demonstrations, pilot project, surveys and research  

ii) have a regional or inter-state character  

iii) require lump sum' provision until they could be broken down territorially, and  

iv) have an overall significance from all India angle.  

5.1 These schemes are designed by the Central Government and implemented either directly 
or thought the State Governments. The finances required by the State Governments to 
implement these centrally sponsored Schemes are made available wholly or partly. In the 
latter case, the states make a matching contribution or meet the balance of cost. The C.S.S. 
are included in the Plan Budget 

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL  

6. The National Development Council was formed in 1952. It is an extra Constitutional and 
extra-legal body. It consists of the Prime Minister of India and Chief Ministers of all the 
States. Presently all members of the Union Cabinet as also the Administrators of the Union 
Territories have become members of the council. The functions of the council are to 
strengthen and mobilize the efforts and resources of the -Nation in support of the plans, to 
promote common economic policies in all vital spheres and to ensure the balanced and rapid 
development of all parts of the country and in particular.  

To review the working of the National Plan from time to time, and  

To recommend measures for the achievement of the aims and targets se.t out in the National 
Plan  

6.1  This-is-the-highest-policy-making body in our country, functioning almost as a super 
cabinet in economic affairs  
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FINANCE COMMISSION  

The Finance Commission is appointed by the President under Article 280 of the Constitution 
read with the Finance Commission (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1951. It consists of a 
chairman and four other members The Chairman shall be a person having experience in 
public affairs and the four other members shall be appointed from among the following  

Persons who are or are qualified to be appointed as High Court Judges. Persons having 
special knowledge of the finance and accounts of the Government. 

Persons having wide experience in financial matters and administration and Persons having 
special knowledge of economics. 

7.1  It was intended that the Commission should be broad based, capable of looking at the 
problems facing it from all angles. The first Commission was appointed in the year 1952 and 
thereafter every five years. It is the duty of the commission to make recommendations to the 
President as to  

The distribution between the Union and the states of the net proceeds of taxes which are, or 
may be distributed between them and the allocation between the States of the respective 
shares of such proceeds: (E.g. Income Tax and Central Excise Duties).  

The principles which should govern the grants-in-aid of the revenue of the states out of the 
Consolidated Fund of India  

Any other matters referred to the Commission by the President in the interest of sound 
finance.  

7.2  By practice and convention, the needs of the states relate only to non-'plan 
expenditure. Expenditure on Plan investment and central financial assistance to the states on 
account of State Plans and Centrally Sponsored Plans are outside its scope.  While the scope 
of the Finance Commission is limited to review of the   revenue segment of the Budget, the 
Planning Commission takes an overall review embracing both capital and revenue 
requirements of states. 

THE BUDGET 

 consists: 

Consolidated Fund of the States 

 Contingency Fund of the State, and 

 Public Accounts of the State 

8.1The transaction relating to the consolidated fund of the states are accounted for in three 
different sections, viz. (a) Revenue Account (b) Capital Account (c) Loan Account. As per 
article 266 (1) of the Constitution, all revenues received, all loans raised by the issue of 
Treasury Bills, loans, or ways and means advances and all money received in repayment' of 
loan shall form  "Consolidated Fund of the State".  
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8.2 As per Art. 267 (2) of the' Constitution "Contingency Fund of theState is in the nature of 
an advance of 50 cores from the Consolidated Fund of the State. It is intended to provide 
advances for meeting unforeseen expenditure arising in the course of the year, pending 
authorization of such expenditure by law to be passed by the state Legislature under Art..205 
and 206 of the Constitution 

8.3 As envisaged in Art. 266(2) and 284, the 'Public Account' of the state pertains to all 
public money received by or on behalf of the State Government which are not creditable to 
the Consolidated Fund of the State. The State Government acts as Bankers in receiving 
amount which they subsequently. Recover. Some are merely adjusting .heads and all. these 
transactions are cleared eventually by adjustment under final heads 

DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET ESTIMATES 

9. The budget is based on the departmental estimates submitted by the Heads  

of departments aria certain other estimating officers, and are based on the  estimates 
submitted by the District Officers of the departments..  

9.1 Heads of Departments and other estimating officers should prepare their estimates in 
duplicate on the skeleton forms furnished by the Finance Dept. and send one copy direct to 
the Finance Dept. and the other to the Administrative Dept. of the Secretariat concerned. As 
laid down in para 16.9.1 of the Budget Manual, all budget estimates, should be. submitted to 
the Administrative Depts. of Secretariat concerned with a copy to the Finance and Planning 
(Fin. Wing) Dept.. not later than 1st October.  

9.2 The administrative dept. should send the estimates with their comments so as to reach the 
Fin. Dept. by 15th. 

9.3  The Accountant General will also forward the skeleton forms with the account figures 
of the previous budget year and the actual for the first five months of the current financial 
year to the Fin. Dept. in batches between 10th October and 31st December 

Minor heads sub head and  
Detailed heads of appropriation 

Accounts for the year  
(in rupee) (2) 

Budgets Estimates 
for the current year 
(3)  

Revised Estimates for 
The current year (4) 

Budget Estimates for the next year (5) 

9;5-An explanatory note to justify the provisions under each sub-head of account should be 
given covering the following 

a.The objectives of the department or the scheme 

b. The quantum of work done by the department, the physical targets achieved under the 
scheme during the previous year and the physical targets proposed to be achieved during the 
current year and the next year. 

c. The justification for various categories of posts and the number of posts in each category 

d. Relevance of the programmed to the overall objective in the present context, and  

e. The Consequence of its non-funding 
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9.6  The provisions under the concerned detailed heads i.e. standard objects of 
expenditure, should be included keeping in view the guidelines indicated in AP. Budget 
Manual read with G.O.Ms. No. 664 Fin B.GI Dt 27-10-2001 with effect from 1-4-02 which 
have Nos. 010 to 700. 

9.7  The provisi9n for Leave Travel Concession and other fringe benefits to employees, 
i.e., Educational Concessions etc., shall be included under "Salaries" 

9.8  The estimates for contingent expenditure shown under "130-office expenses" 

9.9  Details of the items of contingent expenditure included, detailed reasons together with 
figures should be furnished along with the actual for the past three years in respect of each 
item. 

9.10  Proper attention must be paid while estimating water and electricity charges which 
should take into account pending arrear bill, the increase in tariff rate etc. and provision for 
the amounts that will become payable in the year. 

e. The Consequence of its non-funding 

9.1.1  Wherever arrears are included, detailed reasons together with figures should Be 
indicated  

9.12 Provisions should be made in the Budget Estimates for the coming year for all 
sanctioned schemes but not for schemes of new expenditure which have been submitted to 
government not yet sanctioned 

9.13 inclusion of lump sum prevision in the estimation should be avoided 

9.14Estimation officer should in preparing the Budget Estimates make provisions for 
contingent expenditure etc. on the basis of the lowest expenditure incurred in any of last three 
years. No increase in provision will be allowed except for special reasons 

9.15 Provision for the maintenance of office motor vehicle should be made under the sub 
detailed head "057 maintenance of functional vehicle, Similarly the provision required for 
maintenance of functional vehicles like Ambulance Van etc. should be made Under the sub-
detailed head of account 510 '-Motor vehicles; under the respective sub-head of account. The 
payment required for Payment of hiring charges should 'be made under' the head "690-Hiring 
of Private Vehicles". 

9.16--The-estimating officers should ensure that provisions are included in' the Budget 
Estimates for all items of expenditure which can be foreseen--and--' avoid obtaining 
supplementary grants during, the course of the year. They' should prepare the estimates very 
accurately and include schemes and the Provision therefore definitely be spent during the 
year so as to avoid scurrender, of huge sums at the end of the year 

REVISED BUDGET ESTIMATES  

10.  The Revised Estimate for a year is an estimate of the probable receipts or 
disbursements under each head for that year framed iii the course of the year, with reference 
to the actual transactions recorded for the months of that year for which complete accounts 
have Become available. The revised estimates are prima facie the best guide to the coming 
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year's estimates. They would enable the Govt. to arrive at the appropriate closing balance for 
the current year-which will become the 'opening balance' for the next year. It is therefore 
essential that. Revised Estimates are prepared with great care and should be as close as 
possible to the actual. There are 3 methods for the calculation of Revised Estimates under 
para 16.6 of the Budget Manual. One of the 3 methods which is considered to be most 
suitable for each particular case can' be adopted. It should be noted that the, Revised 
Estimates do not authorize any expenditure. If provision is made for additional expenditure in 
them it is necessary to apply separately for additional appropriation required. Similarly, a 
reduction in the provision of funds for the revised estimates does not obviate the necessity for 
the formal surrender of any amount provided in the Budget Estimates. Any marked increase 
in the estimated figures should -be covered by Govt. orders permitting provision of such mass 
increase.  

NUMBER STATMENTS  

11; According to Para 16.20.1 of the A. P. Budget Manual, the Heads of Departments and the 
other Estimating Officers are required to submit number statements to the Finance Dept. by 
151 August every year, a statement giving particulars of posts in each permanent and 
temporary establishments (both gazetted and non-gazetted), the sanctioned monthly pay, the 
special pay if any, and the fixed allowances attached to posts or Individuals that will be 
drawn' on the 1st April, of the following year and number of officers at each rate of pay for 
whom provision is required under "011 Pay of officers", Pay of Establishment’s, "013 -
Dearness Allowance", House Rent Allowance", and "012 Other Allowances" shall be 
exhibited separately under the detailed head "010 Salaries". The provisions required for 
meeting the expenditure on educational concession, medical reimbursement charges etc. 
should be shown under the sub-detailed head "012 -other allowances", and the LTC shall be 
shown under separate sub-detailed head" 017 -leave Travel Concession" under the detailed 
head salaries and the details given separately• for each of the above items. The details of 
vacant posts and the period they are likely to be vacant should be indicated in the number 
statements. Copies of the Govt. sanctions in respect of all temporary establishments should be 
enclosed to the number statements and their references indicated in the statement where the 
particulars of staff are given. The number statements in respect of posts under Plan, Non-plan 
and Grants-in-aid towards salaries shall be sent separately under respective sub-heads, and 
major heads of accounts. All the Heads of Depts. and other estimating officers should furnish 
the number statements in the preform-I and II prescribed by the Finance dept. 

BUDGET ESTIMATES RELATING TO PLAN 

12. The heads of dept. and the estimating officers should prepare plan budget separately. and 
should not be mixed up or merge with Non-plan provisions. The Departmental Clearance 
Committee constituted in G.O.Ms.No.26 F&P (PIg. wing AP.I) Dept., dt. 8-5-95, is convened 
by the Planning Dept. for new schemes included in the Plan. Proposals to the Departmef1tal 
Clearance Committee/Project and Programmed Approval Committee in the perform 
prescribed by the Govt. (Annexure I and II appended to Govt. (annexure I and II appended to' 
Govt. U.O. Note No: 6217/Plg.,A.P./91-1 F& P Dept. dt.1-4-91) should be furnished to the 
Administrative Dept./Plg. Dept. in 10 copies. 
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FINAL BUDGET 

13.  Finance Dept. will determine the final estimates, by about the end of January. Copies 
of the budget publication containing inter alia the  Arugula Financial Statement" or-"Budget" 
prepared by the Finance Dept. are sent to the secretary to the State-Legislature for circulation 
to the member-s at the time of 

Presentation of Budget by the Finance Minister on a day to be fixed by the Governor which 
will ordinarily be towards the end of February. 

14.There are three stages in the preparation, presentation and obtaining of approval of 
legislature for the Budget. 

14.1 FIRST STAGE:  Under Article 202, of the Indian Constitution, a statement of estimated 
receipts and expenditure of the State for each financial year has to be laid before the 
Legislature.  This statement is known as the  “Annual Financial Statement”  or “Budget”.  It 
shall show separately (a) the sums required to meet the expenditure charged on the 
Consolidated Fund of the State and (b) the sums required to meet other expenditure proposed 
to be made from the Consolidated Fund of the State.  It shall distinguish expenditure on 
revenue account from the other expenditure. 

14.2  SECOND STAGE Under Art. 203 of the Constitution, Demand for grants indicating 
the service of administration (or Dept.) to which the demands relate are presented to the 
legislature.  These demands are discussed in the Legislative Assembly and voted. 

14.3  THIRD STAGE: Under Art.204 of the Constitution, after the Demands for Grants 
are voted' by the Assembly/an appropriation-required to meet the "expenditure charged on the 
Consolidated Fund, Will then be introduced in the, Legislative Assembly. After the bill is-
passed by the Houses of Legislature; the, appropriation Act will be submitted, to the 
Governor for approval and, this Appropriation Act, permits the chief controlling officer I 
subordinate controlling officers I drawing and disbursing officers to incur expenditure from 
the Consolidated "Fund of the State for meeting the day today expenditure "on " public 
service 

VOTE ON ACCOUNT  

15. The above three stages are normally expected to be completed by 31 st March. If any 
delay is anticipated in this regard, demands for ,advance grants in respect of the estimated 
expenditure for a part-of the Budget year, may be presented to the Legislative Assembly. 
Thereafter the demands will be discussed, voted and finally passed an appropriation act in the 
manner laid' down in Art:203 and 204-of-tAe-Constitution. This is called "Vote on Account'. 
It permits the Govt. to spend money from the Consolidated Fund of the State, a portion of the 
financial year from 1st April pending the passing of Appropriation bill for the whole year.  

BUDGET CONTROL AND DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS TO DISTRICT OFFICES  

16. The expenditure incurred during the year should be kept with in the .provision authorized 
ill the demands for grants and the Appropriation Act. There is a Chief Controlling Officer for 
every service or administrative department who will ensure control of expenditure with 
reference to details of expenditure 
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reported by the Disbursing officers in Form "B" every month. The figures are consolidated in 
form a 

by the Chief Controlling Officer 

16.1 The Treasuries 'in the Districts and the Pay and Accounts Officer in the twin cities rend 
compiled account of receipts and expenditure of the Govt. to the Accountant General  

Computerization of each month's Govt. accounts, including those relating today and 
Accounts Office, Hyderabad has been attempted from April, 1979by the Fin. & Pig. Dept. to 
the Chef Controlling officers are (a) reconciliation Pay and Accounts Office, Hyderabad has 
been attempted from April, 1979of receipts and' expenditure treasury wise with District 
Departmental figures every month, (b) monitoring the progress of Plan and Non-plan 
Schemes with  

reference to State level expenditure figures (c) reallocation of budgetary resources in time 
and (d) reconciliation of departmental figures with the of the Accountant General 

RECONCILIATION OF DEPARTMENTAL FIGURES WITH THOSE 
BOOKED INTHE TREASURIES AND THE FIGURES BOOKED IN 
THE ACCOUNTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE 

17. According to Para 190f the Budget Manual, every chief controlling officer should watch 
the progress of expenditure continuously and for this purpose, he should require• the 
Disbursing Officers to report every month the figures of actual expenditure during the 
previous month and the liabilities incurred, but not yet paid. Each disbursing officer should 
therefore maintain a register of disbursements and liabilities and as soon as a bill is encased at 
the treasury, it should be posted in the appropriate columns .of the register against the District 
Treasury in which the payment is made. The disbursing officer and the chief controlling 
officer shall reconcile the figures of expenditure with those booked in the treasury and this 
reconciliation work must be completed on or before 4th of each month for the expenditure 
incurred in the previous month. After the close of each month, every disbursing officer 
should, after reconciliation with treasury figures as prescribed by the chief controlling 
officers in consultation with the District Treasury Officer, forward to the controlling officer 
immediately superior to him an extract of his account. 

17.1The chief Controlling Officer should consolidate the totals of his own expenditure and 
that shown in the extracts from the registers of the subordinate controlling officers and he 
should send a clerk of his office to the Account General's office with the departmental 
register, quarterly, on a date to be fixed to each department by the Accountant General. The 
clerk should with the assistance of the AG's staff compare the departmental figures with those 
recorded in the AG's books and prepare a statement of discrepancies the adjustments to be 
made by the Chief Controlling Officer. One copy of the. Statement of discrepancies shall be 
handed over immediately to the AG's reconciliation clerk for affecting the necessary 
adjustments to his office where Necessary adjustments should be effected in the departmental 
registers.  The chief controlling officer should then send a certificate to the AG that this work 
has been done.  Similarly the AG’s office makes the necessary adjustments in his books and 
informs the clerk that the adjustments have been done.  The chief controlling officer should 
then send a certificate to the Ag stating that the figures in his registers have been reconciled 
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with those in tube books of the AG.  The Treasuries and Pay and Accounts Office shall 
maintain a register showing the dates on which the reconciliation was made by the officers 
and shall verify the correctness of the certificate furnished by the drawing officers along with 
the pay bills 

17.2 The chief controlling officer(i.e. Heads of departments) shall get the figures of receipts 
and expenditure for the entire state reconciled with those booked in the AG’s office on 
quarterly basis by following the procedure already prescribed and a certificate to that effect 
shall be furnished to the Pay and Accounts Officer.  The chief controlling officer shall furnish 
the PAO the designation of the officer/officers in his office' entrusted with  the responsibility 
of reconciling the consolidated state wide figures of receipts and expenditure with the 
Accountant General, head of account wise, 

11.3 The salary of the concerned-officer who is responsible for reconciliation shall. not be 
allowed to be paid by the PAO for the second month in the next quarter if a certificate of 
reconciliation with the AG's figures is not furnished to the PAO i.e. if the officer fails to get 
the accounts reconciled for the quarter April to June by the end of August, the salary for the 
month of September shall ,not be allowed to be drawn by the Treasury or the PAO, as the 
case maybe. As per G.O.. MS.No.451 Fin (TFR) 01. 9-10-2003 unless a certificate of,' 
reconciliation for the previous but one quarter is given no authorization for l3u_cJget release 
will be given by Director of Treasurers &Accounts. 

THE BUDGET CONTROL PROCEDURE 

18. In order to ensure that the expenditure is kept well within the budget allotment and to 
avoid ways arid means difficulties, G.ov1. introduced with effect from 1.8.67, a system -of 
control over expenditure with particular reference to the budget allotments. 

18.1  Heads of departments should prepare and send the distribution statements of funds 
direct to their subordinate officers and the District Treasury Officers with copies to the 
Director of Treasuries and Accounts. The DTOs should act on the basis of these statements 
without waiting for the authorisation from the Director of Treasuries and Accounts and admit 
expenditure for the first three months of financial year Le. April, May and June.18.2 In the 
meantime, the Director of Treasuries and Accounts will scrutinise the statements and 
communicate them to the Treasury officers for admitting expenditure, before the end of June 

18.3 The expenditure for the entire year should however be regulated only on the basis of 
authorized statements communicated by the Director of Treasuries and Accounts. and 
variations in the statements first communicated by the controlling officers directly as 
compared to the figures authorized by the Director of Treasuries and Accounts, should be 
reported by the Director of Treasuries and Accounts, for-reconciliation to the Heads of 
departments. 

18.4 if the statement are not received before the end of June through the Director of. 
Treasuries and Accounts, the DTO will not admit fresh expenditure in audit. 

18.5 In respect of items which are exempted from Treasury Control DTO may continue to 
admit bills till the end of June even in the absence of distribution statements from the chief 
controlling officers. 
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18.6 In respect of departments having Chief Accounts Officers, while communicating the 
distribution statements to the DTO it should be clarified by the concerned Heads of 
departments that statements of distribution are issued with the concurrence of Director of 
Treasuries and Accounts only, quoting his reference number and date. A copy of this should 
be marked to Director of Treasuries and Accounts. The DTO should not insist for a separate 
authorization from the Director of treasuries and Accounts and can admit the bills 

18.7 The Chief controlling officer/Estimating officers have to incur expenditure under Plan 
and Non-Plan on quarterly basis except where specific authorization has been given by the 
finance department for incurring expenditure otherwise. 

SUPPLEMETARY GRANTS 

19.  Unavoidable and unforeseen circumstances may however, arise in the course of a 
financial year, making it necessary to incur urgently fresh expenditure under one or more 
detailed heads or to incur expenditure on a new service, not contemplated in the original 
Budget Estimates. In such cases, savings-in other appropriations by postponement or 
curtailment of less urgent expenditure may be appropriated except when it is on account of a 
'New Service'. If this is not possible expenditure should be presented to the 

 

Legislature as laid down in art.205 of the Constitution. 15th February is fixed as the last date 
for submission to Govt. by controlling officers of applications for surrender of savings in 
appropriations and for appropriation and supplementary appropriations. 25th February is the 
date by which the Finance Dept. should receive the above proposals from the Administrative 
departments 

19.1 In the case of supplementary grants, it is not necessary to postpone the expenditure till 
the receipt of Appropriation Act.  Bills can be presented at the Treasuries/PAO, after 
obtaining the approval of the Director of Treasuries and Accounts by appending the 
certificate, if it is under the purview of Treasury control, that “The additional amounts 
included in the statement are those for which the supplementary estimates have been accepted 
by the Fin&Plg.(Fin. Wing) Dept” (Govt. circular Memo (No.3511/d/20/W&HII/81F&P and 
Govt. Memo No.1589-B/25/W&III, F&P). 

NEW SERVICE  

20; The revised monetary limits for treating the scheme to be introduced during the course of 
the year as "New Service/New Instruments of Service'.' are indicated in the Annexure to 
G.O.Ms.No~26, Fin.(BG) Dept. dt.18.5.90. . Expenditure on a 'New Service' not 
contemplated in the Budge Estimates for the year should not be incurred whether the 
expenditure is charged or voted and whether it can be met by reappropriation or not, -until it 
is included in a supplementary' statement of expenditure presented to the Legislature and 
eventually in an Appropriation Act. If. the expenditure can be met from the .savings with in 
the grant, wholly or in part, it will be sufficient, if-a token sum of Rs.1,OOO/-or the balance 
actually required, as thecae may be, is included in .the supplementary statement of 
expenditure.  
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ADVANCES FROM CONTINGENCY FUND  

20: 1 pending the authorization of funds by the Legislature, an advance may be sanctioned by 
the Governor from the "AP Contingency Fund" to enable urgent expenditure being. incurred 
on a "New Service or on an existing service Advance from the Contingency Fund  do not 
lapse at the end of the financial year. Supplementary estimates for recoupment of advances 
sanctioned from the Contingency Fund should be made to the Finance and Planning Dept. by 
the Administrative Dept., concerned.  

REAPPROPRIATION OF FUNDS  

2f:  Reappropriation of funds as between different grants or between revenue, capital and 
loans sections with in the same sections of the grant are not permissible. Reappropriation 
should not be sanctioned by Head of depts. from Plan to Non-plan expenditure and vice-
versa.  

21.1  As per Govt. circular memo No.2725/938/BGAI/97-1 F&P., dt.11.9.97, 
reappropriation of funds from one head to the oth.er as stipulated in Para 20 of Budget 
Manual may be sanctioned by Heads of Departments.  

21.2  Reappropriation should invariably be in multiples of Rs. 1,000/¬ 

22.  The final appropriations and the actual expenditure in .the year under each head of 
appropriation within the several grants will be shown in the detailed "Appropriation 
Accounts" prepared by the Accountant General, after the close of the financial year, together 
with the explanation reported to him by the controlling officers. Important variations and 
excesses or savings in the total final appropriation for each grant separately for voted and 
charged expenditure are brought clearly in the appropriation accounts, which are submitted to 
the Legislature by the Accountant General. The Legislative Assembly investigates the 
variations with reference to the explanations given by the Chief Controlling Officers. The 
Public Accounts Committee's recommendations are in a report presented to the Legislature.  

23. The Legislature, thus, exercises control over finance twice, once-before the approval of 
the Budget and again, after-the-expenditure figures are brought oOf by the Accountant 
General in the form of Appropriation Accounts.  
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FUNCTIONS AND SPIRIT OF AUDIT 
 

1.  Audit forms an indispensable part of the financial system and is one of the important 
organs necessary to ensure the sound functioning of• a Parliamentary democracy. It is the 
main instrument to secure accountability of the Executive to the Legislature. Audit assists the 
Parliament Legislature in exercising its financial• control over the Executive to ensure that 
funds voted by the Parliament Legislature have been utilized for the purpose intended, and 
that the funds -authorized• to be raised through taxation and other measures have been 
assessed, collected and credited to Government properly. It checks the compliance, by the 
various authorities, with the rules and orders issued by the Executive Government and thus 
secure accountability. on the part of each authority subordinate to the .one immediately above 
in the hierarchy of delegation.  

2.  The primary function of Audit is to verify the accuracy and completeness of accounts, 
to secure that all revenue and receipts collected are brought•-to account under the proper 
head, that all expenditure and disbursements are authorized, vouched and correctly classified 
and that the final account represents a complete and true statement of the financial 
transactions it purp09rts to exhibit. Its broad• aim is to safeguard the financial interest of the 
tax payer.  

3.  It is the first principle of Government audit to recognize the clear distinction between 
auditoria and administrative functions. It is the function of the Executive Government to 
make financial rules and orders and of the subordinates of the Executive Government to 
apply these rules and orders. It is the function of Audit to verify that financial rules and order 
satisfy the provisions of law and are otherwise free from audit objection and that these rules 
 and orders are properly applied. It is not the function of audit-to• prescribe what such 
rules and orders shall be or to interfere with their administrative applications.  

4.  The Executive Government is responsible for enforcing economy in the expenditure 
of public moneys. It is the duty of Audit to bring to notice through its reports wastefulness, in 
public administration and infructuous expenditure.  

Spirit of Audit  

5.  Although it is the duty of Audit to ascertain that the prescribed rules and orders are 
obeyed, it is not to be understood that the mere application of these rules and orders in their 
minutes detail by itself serves the purpose of audit. The fundamental object of audit is to 
secure real value for the tax payer's money.  

For such a purpose it necessary, of course. that rules of procedure should, be laid down but if 
such rules are to be regarded as ends in themselves and not merely as means to an end, the 
inevitable tendency will be for Audit to insist rigidly on relatively petty matters and thus to 
frustrate the real object of audit.  For it is clear that  if much time and trouble is occupied and 
friction possibly engendered over expenditure of a very trifling character in regard to which 
there has been only a technical as opposed to a substantial irregularity, the Government and 
consequently the tax payers will be the losers.  That is, better often to pass some not fully 
regularized expenditure of a trifling amount than to embark on a lengthily controversy in 
respect of it.  Undue insistence avoided and more time and attention devoted to the 
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investigation of really important and substantial irregularities with the object of not only of 
securing rectification of the particular irregularity but also of ensuring regularity and 
propriety in similar cases for the future.' At the same time, it must be borne in' mind that 
failure to appreciate the significance of-what--appears to be a trifling  irregularity may lead to 
failure to discover an important fraud or defalcation. An Auditor must develop an instinct for' 
assessing the importance of an individual irregularity. Objectivity and independence are the 
two essential qualities an auditor' should possess and they should be complementary in 
manifestation.  

7.  The prescribed checks should, therefore, be observed in the spirit and not in. the letter 
as opposed to the spirit. As a rule, trifling matters which are of no consequence to the 
finances of the Government should not be given' much attention. To save time and trouble 
over petty sums, audit Officers have been given powers by the Government of India to waive 
petty objections and these  

. Posers should be exercised freely but with discretion..  

Procedure of Audit Scrutiny  

8.  Audit done by the Comptroller and auditor-General is in the nature of sample tests 
with varying quantum of audit for different types of transactions.. It is almost entirely post 
audit. It is done (i) centrally at the location of the field offices of the Indian audit and 
Accounts Department, through examination of accounts, vouchers, and other papers and 
documents received by them and  

(ii) locally, which is known as local audit or inspection, at the site of the offices of the -
departments of Government or authorities and bodies through examination of their accounts, 
books, papers and other documents. The latter audit is done through establishing branch 
offices known as concurrent residential audit offices. Orland through local audit by sending 
peripatetic parties at periodical intervals. Central and local audit playa complementary role to 
each other. In determining the nature and extent of audit, cognizance is taken of the 
effectiveness of the internal audit system obtaining in the departments or agencies of  
Government and authorities and bodies.  

9.  In the course of scrutiny of accounts and transactions of Government, audit is entitled 
to make such queries and observations and to call for such accounts, books, documents, 
vouchers, returns and explanations in relation to them as it may consider necessary in the 
interest of proper discharge of its duties. All queries and observations shall be couched in a 
courteous and impersonal language. Audit should confine itself to calling upon the Executive 
to furnish any necessary information and in cases of difficulty; it should confer with the 
Executive as to the best means of obtaining the evidence which it requires.  

10.  In the scrutiny of accounts• and vouchers the following procedure should be observed. 
The actual person performing the original audit, who will be usually a basic level auditor, 
must apply the rules strictly. It cannot be expected that these basic level auditors who perform 
the detailed audit will have the judgment or breadth of view necessary to exercise the 
discretionary powers mentioned in the preceding paragraph. But once the detailed audit has 
been carried out strictly and every infraction of rule brought to light, it will be for the 
competent Audit officer to exercise the discretion vested in him by Government and to 
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determine the cases in which the objections which might be raised under the strict letter of the 
law can be waived. If the objection is of such a nature that it cannot be waived, it will be the 
duty of the Audit Officer to press it firmly-but in courteous and impersonal language. In 
carrying out this audit, the audit officer should remember that exceptional cases may arise in 
which it is desirable to relaxed, and even then the relaxation must be of formalities rather 
than of essentials.  

11.  Audit depends for its effective value on its right and duty to report results to the 
proper authority so that appropriate action may be taken to rectify the irregularity or 
impropriety, where possible, or to prevent a recurrence of it. It is in the treatment of result of 
audit that the auditorial function demands the highest qualities of understanding, balanced 
judgment and sense of proportion.  

Audit as an aid to Government  

12.  Audit is one of the instruments of financial control. It is therefore, the duty of the 
Audit Officer to provide Government with all possible assistance within the sphere of his 
functions in financial matters. His normal attitude is the critical one, but the duty of criticism 
must not be developed to-exclude the constructive faculty or constructive help. For example, 
when the Audit Officer is to inspect an office, he should not only point out mistakes but also 
indicate how they may be rectified and in future avoided; he should also suggest 
improvements in the system. H must educate as well as investigate.  

13.  The scrutiny of departmental files, papers and documents enables audit to know the 
background of the transactions and to have a better appreciation of the situation for 
considering if any objection has to be raised; thus, making available to audit freely the papers 
and documents demanded by audit helps Both audit and administration in the matter of 
raising and settlement of objections The roles of audit and administration are really 
compliantly to each other . The aim and purpose of both are the same Viz to see that the 
department keep to the path of financial rectitude and the resources of the state are efficiently 
utilized with due regard to consideration of economy and financial propriety. it thus Hardly 
needs any emphasis that the relationship between Audit and Administration in the matter of 
obtaining' information papers and other documents for the purpose of audit should be cordial. 
It will. greatly improve the relationship between Audit and the    administration and tone up 
the functional efficiency of administration if audit  objections .are taken in the proper spirit 
and. ‘perspective: and attended to' promptly. 
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Audit Objections /Audit Paras and Facing PAC 
 

FUNDS  

Finance is the life bold of the Government Commercial transactions. Most of the transactions 
usually be condensed into monetary terms and reported. These reporting may be either in the 
form of Budgets or Annual Accounts. These Budgets and Annual Accounts are indispensable 
to any organization whether it is Government non-Government, commercial or non-
commercial. The Authority for financial transactions stems from the Constitution-of India-for 
all Governmental transactions. It may be acts, for financial transactions of Local Bodies. The 
Article 266 speaks of consolidated fund Article 267, speaks of contingency fund Article 266  

(2) and Art 284 speaks of Public account.  

BUDGET  

Budget is the pre-discipline on public spending where as audit is the post discipline. The need 
for a Budget arises on account of the constitutional obligation laid down under Art 266 which 
envisages Legislature control over the expenditure. The budget of the government expresses 
its total activity in figures. -Budget-reflects what the government is doing or intended to do. 
Expenses are budgeted in relation to anticipated income in a year. If it indicates physical 
achievements proposed to be attained from the financial outlays it is called performance 
budget.  

ANNUAL ACCOUNTS  

After Budget, the related transactions may take place with preference to realization of 
receipts and payments for expenditure. Receipts will be accounted for to Government 
Treasury and Moneys would be drawn from Treasury for making payments. In doing so the 
person in charge of these transactions has to follow stipulations of Acts, Rules, Codes 
Manuals, Government Orders and executive instructions.  

These receipts which were accounted for and the payments which were maEie have to be 
documented in-prescribed formats and present to the Government by all the Designated 
Officers. These are called accounts. When all these -accounts are consolidated and presented 
in the formats for a financial year they are termed as Annual Accounts.  

AUDIT  

Audit is a constitutional/legal requirement. Hence, Accounts of. any organization must 
necessarily be audited irrespective of its nature of ownership Government  Local Body, Co-
operatives, Business, N.G.Os or professional Bodies. Audit, is scrutiny of Financial 
transactions carried out by the Executive Authorities of  

An organization which are presented inform of annual Account and state whether these 
financial transactions were carried out as per the  Rules; Regulations, Codes Manuals;" 
Government 'Orders and executive instructions and express opinion  whether the Annual 
accounts are reflecting the true and fair view of Financial transactions. The Comptroller and 
Audit General of India conducts audit of state' government accounts wider section 14 Of 
CAG (Duties power and conditions of' service Act) 1971.  
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AUDIT OBJECTIONS / PARAS 

When the Annual accounts do  not reflect true and fair view of financial transactions and 
carried out in violation of Rules Regulations, Codes Manuals, Government Orders and 
executive instructions, the auditor will raise an audit objections/ Para on the Accounts. These 
are called Audit Objections/Paras. The,  Audit objections and Audit Paras are interchangeable 
The client organization calls' them Audit objections and the comptroller and Auditor General 
call them audit Paras. The Comptroller and Auditor General examines the' yearly accounts of 
the' Government and after scrutiny certifies the accounts, subject to such reservations as . he 
chooses to make, and submits his reports to the president who causes them to be laid before 
Parliament  

The CAG will present these objections to the legislature parliament or assembly. The Audit 
objections may otherwise be viewed, points of distortion in Annual accounts in reflecting 
financial transactions carried out" These distortions reported. have to be rectified and make 
the Annual accounts set right till they reflect the true and fair view qf the financial 
transactions.  

The CAG will submit the Audit report for every year to the Governor unnder Article 151 
under constitution. The report contains Audit observations on matters arising from the 
examination of Finance Accounts and Appropriation Accounts. And the report also contains 
the findings of Performance Audit and Audit of transactions in various Departments. 
Normally the AG conducts only Test Audits.  

The methodology for submission of Audit Report by AG  

The AG conducts Test Audit of an Office  

Forward the audit Inspection Report to the Head of the~ Office for follow-up action 
and..Rectification  

The AG consolidates audit Inspection Report of various offices under each Head of. The 
Department and inform the same to the HoD for perusal of follow-up action.  

The CAG submits Audit Reports to the Governor/Legislature  

TYPES OF AUDIT  

The audit by the C&AG is comprehensive and manifold. It involves among others,  

(a)  Accountancy Audit,  

(b)  Regularity Audit,  

(c)  Appropriation Audit  

(d)  Propriety Audi Discretionary Audit  

(e)  Efficiency-cum-performance Audit  
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The efficiency-cum-performance audit has gained much importance recently. Here the audit 
examines as how far the implementing agency is adequately discharging its financial 
responsibilities in regard to the various schemes are being undertaken by it and ascertain 
whether the schemes are being executed effectively and these operations conducted 
economically and whether they are producing the results expected of them.  

Methodology & follow-up action on Audit Report  

1 The AG on receipt of explanation from the Head of the office scrutinizes the reply 
and draft the objection. If not satisfied with the reply the AG will inform for taking further 
action.  

2 The AG peruses the replies from the HoD  

3 The Secretary, Finance (PAC) Department, furnishes explanatory note on all items by 
collecting necessary information from the subordinate officers/HoDs.  

4 The copy of the explanatory notes may also be furnished to AG (A&E).  

5 The AG (A&E) informs his remarks-to the Legislature (PAC) Department to place 
before the PAC both the explanatory notes and the AG remarks.  

6 The PAC on examining both the explanatory notes of the Secretary/HoD and the 
remarks of the AG will conclude whether to drop the further action or peruse further.  

It is here the official who is in charge of settlement of AG Audit Objections will have to show 
his diligence in convincing the AG along with PAC in accepting the transaction carried out. If 
not he has to face the music in convincing the Government in condoling the defect and save 
him from the wrath of PAC in that particular transaction.  

1,  The Audit objections Paras may be rectified/settled by recovery of the' amount as 
pointed out.  

2.  The objection may be rectified by maintaining the details afresh as noted in  

The objections. (Maintenance of records)  

3.The objection may also be got settled by getting the transaction ratified by the higher 
authority or the Government. 

SETTEMENT OF AUDIT OBJECTIONS 

The AG may settle / drop the audit paras in the from given below. 

1. Dropped on the responsibility of the Department  
2. Dropped to the subjected to verification during next local audit 
3. Dropped as the latest has been commented 
4. Dropped on verification during local audit. 

PUBLIC ACCOLJNTS COMMITTEE 

Legislature as a body Cannot have an effective control over the government' and the whole 
gamut of its activities.. Administrative accountability to the legislature. through Committees-
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has been the hall mark of our political system. The Legislature exercises control over the 
Executive through the PAC. 

The Public Accounts Committee is constituted every year under the rules of Procedure and 
conduct of Business of Legislature. The PAC can have members drawn from both houses of 
the legislature 

THESCOPE OF PAC  

The PAC can examine the  

1 Statement of Accounts showi8ng income and expenditure of Government  

2 Statement of Accounts showing income and expenditure of state Corporations  

3 Statement of Accounts showing-income and expenditure-of autonomous  

4 Any other report of CAG 

The scope of PAC goes beyond the formality of examination of expenditure to its wisdom, 
faithfulness and economy. The PAC examines the cases involving loses, nugatory 
expenditure and financial expenditure irregularities. When any case of proved negligence 
resulting in a loss or extravagance is brought to the notice of the PAC it calls up the 
Ministry/department concerned to__ explain what action, disciplinary or otherwise it had 
taken to prevent its recurrence. In such a case it can also record its opinion in the form of 
disapproval or pass strictures against the extravagance or lack of proper control by the 
Ministry or Department concerned.  

THE FUNCTIONS OF PAC  

1 Examination of Accounts showing the appropriation’s of sums granted by the 
legislature of the expenditure of the government  

2 Examination of Annual Financial Accounts of the Government'  

3 Scrutiny of the appropriations of Accounts of the Government  

4 Scrutiny of the Audit Report of CAG.  

5 Detail descriptions on points of financial discipline, principal under system.  

The PAC carries out the above functions to satisfy itself  

(a)  That the moneys shown in the accounts as having been disbursed were legally 
available for, and applicable to the service or purpose to which they have been applied or 
charged;  

(b)  That the expenditure conforms to the authority which governs it;  

(c)  That every re-appropriation has been made in accordance-with the provisions made in 
this behalf under rules framed by competent authority.  
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NATURE OF EXAMINATION  

If any money has been spent on any service during a financial year in excess of the amount 
granted by the House for that purpose the Committee shall examine with reference to the 
facts of each case the circumstances leading to such an excess and make such 
recommendation as it may deem fit.  

That is to say that PAC ascertains that  

1 Money granted by Legislature has been spent by Government within the scope of the 
demand.  

2 Money recorded as spent against the grant must not be more than the amount granted.  

3 The expenditure brought to account against a particular grant must be of such a nature 
as to warrant its record against the grant and against no other.  

4 Grants should be spent on purposes which are set out in detailed demand and they 
cannot be spent on any new service nor contemplated in the demand.  

The function of PAC is the discussion on points of financial discipline and principles 
However the PAC is not concerned with the question of policy in the broad sense. As a rule it 
express no opinion on points of general policy but it is within its jurisdiction to point out the 
weather where has been extravagance or waste in carrying out the policy.  

Regularization of Excesses over Grants and surpluses 

Any money has been spent by the Government on a serice in excess of the amount granted by 
the house for the purpose, the House for the purpose, the PAC examines with reference to the 
facts of each case, the circumstances leading to such excesses are thereafter required to be 
brought up before the house by the Government for regularization under article 115 of the 
Constitution. 

The PAC looks upon savings arising from incorrect estimates or other defects of proceeding 
mean leniently than it does upon upon excesses. This safe estimating might be regarded as 
even more objectionable, as it might easily lead to extravagance waste 

The Legislature/PAC must satisfy itself that the moneys so voted were directed to the 
intended purposes and we spent prudently and economically. 

PAC  AT  WORK 

The Report and content of the Audit Report forms basis-and provide direction for the workof 
PAC. The Comptroller and Auditor General is the "friend, philosopher and guide" of the 
PAC.  

1. At the beginning of its term every year, the PAC makes. a selection of Audit  Paragraphs 
included in the various reports of C&AG for in-depth examination.  

2. After holding deliberations and taking note of the time available at its disposal the PAC 
selects the most important paragraphs from the Audit Reports for . . detailed examination and 
submits its reports to the House on them.  
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3. The Government is required to intimate the PAC the action taken or proposed to be taken 
by it on the recommendations contained in the report of the PAC  

4. The action taken replies of the Government is required-by the PAC and due classification 
of the replies on Action Taken Report is presented to the Legislature: .  

.5. The government is further required to intimate the action taken or proposed to be taken by 
it and the previous recommendations.  

6. The action taken thus reported by-the Government is placed on the table of the House in 
the form of a statement without any further comment;; by the PAC.  

Thus, this system not only ensures accountability of the Executive to the Legislature but also 
enables the Legislator~ and the Public in General to appraise the Governments final-replies to 
the PAC's recommendations. This completes the examination of the Subject by the PAC 

FOLLOW-UP ACTION ON NON-PAC PARAS  

The PAC refer the audit paragraphs not selected by the PAC to. The Ministry/Departments 
concerned for furnishing of notes duly vetted by the audit showing remedial/correct action 
taken on all the paragraphs contained therein. The remedial/correction Action Taken Replies 
Notes received from Government are sent to CAG for categorization like 

a.  Accepted  

b.  Partially accepted  

c.  Not accepted 

And then circulate these Notes to the "members of the Committee. 

AU OIT COMMITTEES 

In order to have effective monitoring the follow-up action Oil the Audit objections the 
Government has formulated for constitution of Audit Committees at three levels. 

Level Composition Frequency of meeting 
Apex level Secretary of the Department 

'and Finance Secretary 
Twice in January and JU~ 

Departmental level Left to HoD Once in three months 
District level Left to Collector Once in two months 
 

The Accountant General normally report these Audit objections to the Head of the 
Department and the Secretary of the Administrative Department is responsible for taking 
follow-up action for rectification" of the Audit Objections reported by the Accountant 
General. The follow up action consequent on issue 09f Audit Report will be perused by the 
PAC on behalf of the Legislature. 
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� మ��� అంతరkతం� న�ÏంO శA>. 

 
� మ�� తన ల�
� అం} వ��A �� అవస)� �!B వ��A �� అంచ�� 

అం} వ��A O� 2యl�ల7 సØయం O�>ం$.  
 

� మ�� తన7న<Bన 2వర>న: అం} వ��A ఉప£గపt =&«. 
 

� 2¥ వ
A>P ఒ�gధన Nరణ �� అంతరkత శA> ఉండకÉవXB. !P ఉన� Nరణ �� 
అంతరkత Oత� శA>� ఈ Aం$ సంద)�ల7 తగk�Ê !� ��� nK 

 
1. సందర�ం 
2. స���శం/ప/Z&¥ 
3. ఉÛ
గం 

 
� ఈ Aం$ 2iత6 ఉÛ
bల: N�ÏంO అం�� ఏÐ[ )యం�? 

 
1. సంÜ�~�/ 
2. అట³ సంర²Î~�/ 
3. n�జ
ప:�ల అ~�/ 
4. �మ �g�
 అ~�/ 
5. 2iô6§
08 
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�ండవ g	గం – �_ ̂అవస)ల వokకరణ 
 

� ఒక వ
A>P Nరణ అ9$ ఆయన ©క� వ
A>గత అవస)లô సంబంధం కK¤ ఉం�ం$.  
 
� 2¥ ఒక�/ అవస)� ��6!� ఉంu«. ఉ�హరణ7 వ)��లంP �!ణ WంlP ̂

ఉంt 7- ©క� అవస)ల7, �ద)#� �� కoంనగà Gంe నగ)P^ �వZంOn/ 
అవస)ల7 á� ఉం�ం$. అGÚ మధ
తరగ¥ n/ ©క� అవస)�, ధనవం-Hన 
n
ర�త> అవస)� ��6!� ఉంu«. 
 

� అ�Øం �_ ^ 1943 2వ<ం<న అవస)ల వokకరణ అ9$ మdgç Mన �సUంP �ఖ
న 
NరÎ Z�%ంతం� '!�ం<ం$. ఈ వokకరణ మ�� ©క� ఐ} ర�ల అవస)ల: 
వokక/ం<, gవ/�>ం$.  

 

  
 

� �_ ^ అవస)ల వokకరణ ఆ§రం� �P ఉన� అవస)ల: అర&ం O�7ం¦ !P గల 
స6యంNరణ r/B ��� వXB/అంచ��యవXB. ! అవస)ల: అర&ం O��9 
��Ö-� ఉండడం, ! ��Ö-ల అవస)� !! ��� వడం వల^ ! బంధం బలం� 
ఉం�ం$. ! ఆధ
ర
ంP ప�O� ZబÝం$ ©క� అవస)ల: ��� వడం వల̂ ఒక బలన 
జ�Ê ఏరD� సమర&వంతం� ప�Oయగ�bl!. 
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� �_ ^ అవస)ల ÏరÐÑ P $bవన K¥క అవస)ల r/B �Kయy=>«. ఇg మ�� 
©క� క�=వస)ల (¥ం�, �!, }�>� aదలbనg) r/B �Kయy=>«. ఇg �/á9 
మ�� అవస)ల ÏరÐÑ P గల Ðగl అవస)ల r/B ఆP<=>8. 
 

� �_ ^ అవస)ల ÏరÐÑ 2�రం మ�� ÏరÐÑ $bవN ఉన� అవస)ల �!B వడంô 
Wరం"ం< �qన� · =&«P గల అవస)ల: �� �!B79ం}7 2య¥�=>8. అన� 
మ�� $bవన ఉన� క�=వస)� �/á9 · =&«P ఉన� అవస)ల r/B ఆP<=>8. 
ne� �!B వ��A 2య¥�=>8. 
 

� �_ ^ అవస)ల ÏరÐÑ P $bవ :ం� గల aదe �8 అవస)ల వokకరణల: – 
K¥క అవస)�, భÍత అవస)� మ/0 =�Ôక అవస)� – మ�� త7��న 
అవస)�� ప/గ�=>!. ఇg PÏం<నట^«á ne ©క� అవసరం �మం� M!b-ం$. 
ఉ�హరణ7 �$��ó !! ఆకKô ఉన�ట̂«á ఆ ఆకK� �!B nల:79 K¥క అవసరం 
Ðగl అవస)ల��ంe� అ~గÐ�>ం$/అణ<��>ం$. 
 

� �_ ^ అవస)ల ÏరÐÑ P ఎbవన గల �ం8 అవస)ల వokకరణల: – �రవం� 
(gంచ��A సంబం~ం<న అవస)�, H6య nస>³కరణ7 సంబం~ం<న అవస)� – 
మ�� వృ$%/అ"వృ$%A సంబం~ం<న అవస)� అంu!.  

 
� మ�� (gతంP సంభgంO 2§న సంఘటన� ఏ�� స� అవస)ల: 2	gతం OయవXB. 

ఉ�హరణ7 Ïల̂ల M& ̂ O@K\)వడం, వ
వ=యంP నషÊం neల^డం. ఫKతం� 
���=!^ ÏరÐÑ P ·A ï|ñ బ}� Aంద7 ïðñK\ )వXB. పÛన�¥Gంe సంఘటన� 
అవస)ల ÏరÐÑ P మ��� · =&«A ��7ÉవXB. 

 
క�సవస)� 
 

1. K¥�వస)� 
 

� �_ ^ అవస)ల ÏరÐÑ P అత
ంత ®Kకన అవస)� – K¥�వస)�. 
ఉ�హరణ7 – ఆØరం, }�>�, �! మ/0 గృహం.  
 

� మ�� మ:గడ7 ఈ K¥�వస)� �రడం తపD�స/. ఉ�హరణ7 2¥�ల nlవరణ 
ప/Z&-P^ ఇ�^�� �!'దల ప/Z&¥ ఎG ఉం�ంÛ ఊÖంచం�. అGÚ !7 ఆకK ��>న� 
సమయంP ¥న��A ఇం[^ ఏ! �క, ఆ సమ@�A బయట ఏ! ¬రకక, !7 వంట �� 
�Kయక þ! అ:భgంO ���ద ఎG ఉం�ంÛ ఊÖంX ం�.  

 
� మన స�జంP 2il6ల �రంతర 2యl�ల వల̂ K¥�వస)� JGమం$A 

అం}#�PA వJB«. వ�>��«. ఇక· neA Mద�g->నne� సమ�రBవలZన 
అవసరం �కÉవXB. 
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2. భÍlవస)� 
 

� aదట మ�� తన WÎ�A, తన 7�ంబ సi
ల WÎల: అడg జం-åల :ం�, ÛÏ� 
¬ంగల :ం� �రÇతం� ��K\న అవస)�A  W§న
త�=>8. 

 
� ఆ త)6త మ�� ఆéగ
పరన అవస)ల7 W§న
త�=>8. ఉ�హరణ7 ఇం[^ Ûమల 

:ం� ర²ణ� ఆE-అåÆ/bÑ äÆ Gంe Ûమ సంØ/bల: (/Më̂ంÆ\) ఉప£¤ంచడం. 
 

� మ�� ఉÛ
��A సంబం~ం<న అవస)లP aదట ఉÛ
గ భÍత మ/0 O@K\న ప� 
�రంత)యం� ఉండడం అ9g 2§నం� ఉంu«. ఉ�హరణ7 ఒక 2iత6 
�)
లయంP గల �ంB7Ê మ/0 అåÆ-_/\ం_ ఉÛ
bల: �రంతరం ఉÛ
గ 
అభÍl	వం ïంu8I9 ఉం�ం$. అన� తన ఉÛ
గం ఎóD8 É-ంÛన9 భ@� 
�రంతరం ïంu8I9 ఉంu«. అGÚ l� ఎంత #� OZ� Oయ��A ప� 
�నట̂«á �� n/� 4ల¤ంJK\ )వXB.  

 
3. =�Ô�వస)� 

 
� మ�� సంఘ(g. మ��A (gంJలం¦ 7�ంబం ఒక�¦ ఉం¦ స/É}. ��Ö-� ఉం�K, 

బంå� ఉం�K, �నåలô ��న స�జం �� XcÊ ఉం�K. 
 
� =�Ôక సంబం§� �� మ�� (gంచడం కషÊ=ధ
ం. 

 
ఉన�త=&« అవస)� 
 

1. �రవం� (gంచ��A సంబం~ం<న అవస)� 
 

� ఇg �ం8 ర�� – అంతరkత �రn�A సంబం~ం<నg, బÖరkత �రn�A సంబం~ం<నg 
 
� అంతరkత �రn�A సంబం~ం<న అవస)� 

 
� ఆతq �రవం 

 
� ఉ�హరణ7 ! #´ ÐమqK� _మ/É-� మ/0 ఎం}7 

ప�A)�n�� <-�>, �)
లయంP ఏ! ప�Oయ7ం� ఊ/� �;B� 
É-��å అంc బÖరంగం� ôe ఉÛ
bల �ం} })�షG�á O�> 
!�మ�Ï�>ం$? !! JG #ధపడl!. అవ�నం� �� �లål!. 
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ఫKతం� ! ఆతq �రవం �బÝ¥� !P ఉంt ప�O@ల9 NరÎశA> �� 
త¤kÉ-ం$. ఆ þర7 ప��!· 2	వం ప8-ం$. 

 
� ఆతq g�6సం 

 
� A^షÊన ప:� O@ల:�9 ! ఆతq g�6సం �రణం� !P Nరణ శA> 

M/¤ ! ప��! JG/గణ�యం� Ó!bప8-ం$ 
 

� =~ంJమ9 సD/హ 
 

� ఎóDHá !! ! ప��!A సంబం~ం<న ల�
�� O!7ంué అóD8 !ఋ 
ఒక వ
A>గత ల�
�� �� O!�� ఉంu!. అGంటó8 !P కKÚ 
అ:భn� �ఖ
ం� ‘=~ంJ�/=~ంJ:’ అ9 సD/హ ! ప��!: 
Ó!bప!�>ం$. ÐమqK� మ/ంత కషÊప� ప�O�G, మ/�� ల�
� 
=~ంOG N�Ï�>ం$. ఆ Nరణô !! మ/ంత 	ద
l0తం� ప�Oయడం 
Wరం"=>!. 

 
� =6తంª
ం 

 
� ప�O� �ట మ/య O� ప�P �యమ �బంధన� అ:మ¥ం<న þర 

�6J�=6తంÒ
� �కÉá Nరణ ఉండ}.  
 
ఉ�హరణ7 ! #´ !7 ఒక ప� ఎG O@P ఒ  Ó�Ê r/B 
°సb<Bన�Ê gవరం� �°> ఉం¦ !�మ�Ï�>ం$? అGÚ �యమ 
�బంధనల చ�ంP �6చB� ప�Oయ�వ67ం� 2¥ì l9 �ó>ం¦ 
!�మ�Ï�>ం$? � �6J� =6తంÒ
� GÚ�7ం���8 అ� మనP 
మనþ ¥�Ê7ంu� క�. ³�á ప�Oయ��A �� ఇషÊపడం. ప� 
O@ల9 Nరణ త¤kÉ-ం$. ఫKతం� మన ప��! మ/0 మన �)
లయం 
ప��! �బÝ¥ంu«.  

 
� బÖరkత �రn�A సంబం~ం<న అవస)� 

 
� b/>ంó 

 
� ! ఉన�l~�!�/! #´ ! ప��!� బÖరంగం� b/>ంచడం వల^ !P 

Nరణ M/¤ þ ప��! గణ�యం� óéగÐ�>ం$. 
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� అ~�రం  
 

� !! 2�>తం ఉన� =&« :ం� ఉన�త=&«A పÛన�¥ ఇ<Bనట^«á !! ఎG 
2¥సDం$=>!? తపD7ం� !P NరÎ శA> M/¤ ఉం�ం$. అ$ సహజం 
��. అ$ అ~�రం వల̂ కK¤న Nరణ. 

 
� �� 

 
� !7 పÛన�¥ )వడం వల ̂ ! �� M!b-ం$. సహజం� అ~�రం 

��� ��>ం$. ��ô ��న అ~�రం NరÎశA> � MంX-ం$.  
 

� దృ� Ê�క/)ంచడం 
 

� !7 పÛన�¥ )వడం వల^ !! ! సØ§
0ల, ! స#/�9Æ\ మ/0 ! 
ఉన�l~�!ల దృ� Ê � ఆక/�ంచ��bl!. 

 
� అGÚ !! ప��!ô మం< ఫKl� =~ంచడం వల ̂ �� ! XcÊ 

ఉంtn/ దృ� ÊP9 �7ం� స�జం దృ� ÊP పడl! 
 

� ఆ)~ంచబడడం 
 

� ! r/B, !! =~ం<న gజ@ల r/B ఆP<ం<న n/õ సహజనం�9 ! 
పట̂ ఆ)ధ� 	వం M!b-ం$.   

 
H6య వ
õ>కరÎవస)� 
 

� ఇg అ-
న�త=&« అవస)�. ఇg !P ఉన� శA> =మ)&(ల: ïKA�య��A neA 
అ:bణం� ÐమqK� !! �/B$}� వ��A ఉప£గప8l«. ఇg ! అ"వృ$%A 
మ/0 ! ఆతqతృÏ> =ధన �ర7 Ûహదపడl«. ఇం}7 ��� ఉ�హరణ� 

 
� ఎ7�వ ప/ç Mనం సం$ంచడం 
� �త> gష@ల:/g§�ల: ��� వడం 
� =�Ôక �వ 
� �నధ)q�Oయడం/�తృత6ం Oయడం 
� <ªం, �లD�ఖనం, �ఖనం/రచన Gంe లKత కళలP äóణ
ం =~ంచడం 
� �7 న<Bన ప� Oయడం 
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�_ ̂అవస)ల వokకరణ 2iô6Û
¤A ఎG ఉప£గప8-ం$? 
 

� �_ ^ అవస)ల వokకరణ ÏరÐÑ P $bవ :ం� aదe �8 వokకరణ� 2iత6 
ఉÛ
¤A ఆ ఉÛ
గం nE సమ�!l«. n/P ��b మ/0 ఐదవ వokకరణP గల 
అవస)ల: ��BG Nరణ కK¤ంచడþ అస� సn�. 

 
� ఈ Aం$ 2iత6 ఉÛ
bలP �రn�� మ/0 H6య వ
õ>కరణ: N�ÏంO అం�� 

ఏÐ[ )యం�? 
 

1. సంÜ�~�/ 
2. అట³ సంర²Î~�/ 
3. n�జ
ప:�ల అ~�/ 
4. �మ �g�
 అ~�/ 
5. 2iô6§
08 

 
� !! O� ఉÛ
��A �_^ అవస)ల వokకరణ ÏరÐÑ � అన6యం O�> ఒ � వokకరణP 

! ©క� ggధ అవస)ల: క9సం ��ంe� gవ/ంచం�. 
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�డవ g	గం – స6యంNరణ  
 

� aదe కథ: ఒక #�8 తన తం�ô కలZ పర6lల అ~éహణ� ïðñ8. ఒకéê ఉదయం 
ఆ #�8 తన తం�ô కలZ ఒక పర6తం అ~éహణ O�>ండ� ఆ #�8 ç/పడడం 
జ/¤ం$. ఈ #�8 #ధô ‘అ�q!’ అ� అరవడం జ/¤ం$. �$�²ÎP^9 ‘అ�q!’ అ9 
Ï�ó పర6lల :ం� #��A g�Ïం<ం$. �ంô ఆశBర
É«న #�8 ‘ఎవ! �å?’ 
అ� 2��ంచ� �$�²ÎP9̂ ‘ఎవ! �å?’ అ9 Ï�ó పర6l� :�Ñ #��A 
g�Ïం<ం$. �ంô మ/ంత ఆశBర
É«న #�8 ‘9: �:� ఆ)~�>��:’ అ� �పD� 
అ� ప�� మ�ñ #��A g�ÏంJ«. �ంô #�8 మ�ñ ‘Ï/An�’ అ� 
సం�$ంచ� అ� ప�� మ�ñ ఆ పర6lల :ం� g�ÏంJ«. ఈ =/ #�8 ఆశBర
ంô 
తన తం� �ó ¥/¤ ‘ఏÐ జ!bôం$?’ అ� 2��ం<�8. 
 
ఆ తం� మందØసంô ఇóD8 9: �ó>�� ప�ల: ç�త>� g: అ� �87 �ÏD ‘�å 
ఒక yంÏయN g’ అంc Ï�=>8. పర6l� :ం� �� ‘�å ఒక yంÏయN g’ అ� 
g�Ï�>ం$. ఆశBర
É«న �87ô తం� ‘ఇG మనం అన� �ట� మన� g�Ïంచ��� 
2¥ధ6� అంu!’ అ� �>8.  

 
� ! (gతం అ9$ ! చర
ల ©క� 2¥öంబం �ªþ. ఉ�హరణ7 2పంచంP Nమ 

ఎ7�వ� ఉం�ల:7ం¦ �ం}� ! మన�\ అంl Nమô �ంó nK\ం�. అGÚ ! 
జ�ÊP =మ)&(� Mర�K అం¦ �ం} !P =మ)&(� Mర�K. మégధం� 
�Dలం¦ (gl�A !/<Bనదంl (gతం !A�>ం$. 

 
� ! (gతం అ9$ అ: � సంఘటనల స�Øరం �}. అ$ ! చర
ల ©క�, ! ©క� 

2¥öంబం �ªþ. 
 

� ÐమqK� !! �ªþ స/�k N�ÏంX గల!. !7 !! �ªþ Nరణ. !7 ఇత!� 
�'D$ మ/0 O�$ అంl �� þ7 !!� Nరణ æం�G Oయడþ. !� !! Nరణ 
æంద�� ప²ంP þ7 ఎంతమం$ Nరణ కK¤ంJల� 2య¥�ం<� ఫKతం Mద�� ఉండ}. 
 

� !! స6యం� Nరణ æంద�� ప²ంP ! ప��!P �!D)}. ప��! Ó!bపడ}. 
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� �ండవ కథ: ఒక అ:భవê MHన ఒక þHU వయ�!రడంô ప��9Z �87�, �-dñ 
మ/0 మనవ�, మనవ)ళñô qష(gతం గడల� �శB«ంX�� ఆ gషయం తన7 
ఇంత �లం � ఉÛ
గం ఇ<Bన యజ��A �>8. ఆ యజ�� అGంe మం< ఉÛ
¤� 
 PDవ��A అ«షÊం� అం�క/ం< తన <వ/  /క� ఒక ఇ�̂ �/qం< ఇవ6మ� 
 రl8. అం}7 అ«షÊం�9 అం�క/ం<న þHU ఇ� ̂ �)qణం aద�Mడl8. అ«á 
ప� అం¦ ఇషÊం �� �రణం� �Zరకన ��సర7 n�, Pప�«షÊన ఇ� ̂�)qణం 
OZ ఇ=>8. ఇంe �)qణం °ర>«న త)6త ఆ యజ�� �త> ఇంe� త�È OZ, þHU 
వద�7 వ<B ‘ఇ$ � �ర7 9: ఇ�>న� బ0�నం’ అంc ఆ �త> ఇంe ©క� lళం 
�åల: þHUA ఇ=>8. అóD8 þHU 1� ô öత>రÉ« మన�P ‘ఈ ఇ� ̂� �ర� అ� 
�ం� �KZ ఉం¦ JG #� �/qంX�� ఉంtn�� క�’  అ� nÉl8. 
 

� మనA �K_ �Kయ  మన =మ)&(�A తగk�Ê� ప�Oయ7ం� ఉంc మన (glల: 
మనþ Pప�«షÊం� �/qంX7ంu�. ఇ$ మన (gతం ì�� మనþ ఆ=6$ంJK 
అ� �ం}�9 �K�> మ/ంత అందం� (gంOnరం అ� మనP మనం JG =!̂ 
అ:7ంu�. �� మనం ïనA� ïళñ��. ఎం}కం¦ గడ<É«న �లం ¥/¤)�$. 
 

� � (gతం అ9 భవ��A �� þHUg. 2¥ éê, 2¥ �Ðషం, 2¥ ²ణం � (gl��  
�/qంX79$ ��.  
 

� ggధ సంద)�లP !! ఎ};�9 ggధ gష@ల· ! ! �ఖ/ మ/0 !! ఎంX�9 
అవ��� ! భgష
� (gతం అ9 భవన �)qÎ�A సØయప8-ం$. �బeÊ (gl�� 
�/qంX79టó8 �Kg� వ
వహ/ంచం�. ఎం}కం¦ అG �/qంX79 అ~�రం ! 
O-P^9 ఉం$. 

 
ఉÛ
గంP/ప�O�టó8 ! =మ)&(�A సంబం~ం< !P గల ��� అÉహ�/�ç� 
 

� ! అ"W@� ఏÐ[ !� �షD²తం� అంచ��� ం�. 
 
అÉహ: ప�O�> �Çంచబడl! 
 
అఅలD=&« అ"Wయం: 9: #� ప�O�> �· అ~�/ �7 ఎ7�వ ప� అపD¤=>!. అదనó 

#ధ
త� అపD¤=>! 
 
సస7న అ"Wయం: � ప��!� ÓXB�� � · అ~�/ �7 అదనం� #ధ
త� అపD¤ంJ!. 

ఒక�ళ ne� �ర�రBడంP సమస
� ఉన�ట̂«á � · అ~�/ô చ/BంX�� 
ప/1�)� క: �గల: 
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అÉహ: ప�Oయ�n!/త7�వ ప�OZనn! �Çంచబడడం �} 
 

అలD=&« అ"Wయం: n/� మందKంచడం �} n/·  ప¤ంX వడం �}  
 
సస7న అ"Wయం: � · అ~�/ n/� నమqడం �} మ/0 n/� పeÊంX వడం �}. n/A 

�ఖ
న ప:�³ �పDడం �}. అ� సమయంP న:� నÐq, �7 �ఖ
న 
#ధ
త� అపD¤�>��!.  

అÉహ: ప�Oయ�n/A/త7�వ ప�OZనn/A <న� <న� ప:� అపD¤�>��! 
 

అలD=&« అ"Wయం: n/A ప� త7�వ �� (తం �ªం స/� ��7ం���!  
 
సస7న అ"Wయం: � · అ~�/ n/A �ఖ
న ప:�³ �పDడం �}. అ� సమయంP న:� నÐq, 

�7 �ఖ
న #ధ
త� అపD¤�>��!  
అÉహ: � =మ)&(�A/ప�త��A త¤న b/>ంó )వడం �} 

 
అలD=&« అ"Wయం: 9�ం}7 కషÊప� ప�O@K? � క1Ê�A 9: అదనం� æం$న 2¥ఫలం 

ఏ!�}. క�సం పÛన�¥ �� æందడం �}  
 
సస7న అ"Wయం: � �వ� æం}-న�nరందµ �ఖ
ం� m!� � ప��!ô సంôషం� 

ఉ��!. � · అ~�/ � పÛన�¥A/2శం= óర=�)�A Z]ర� O=>!  
అÉహ: ప��! కనబరచడం కషÊంô �8�న�$. ఫKతం ఎG ఉం�ంÛ ఏÐ తóD� OZ ఎక�డ 

ఇ!7�Éld �Kయ} 
 

అలD=&« అ"Wయం: అం}� ప�Oయ7ం� ఉం¦ స/. ప� Oయనó8 తóD� O� అవ�శం 
ఉండ9 ఉండ} క�  

 
సస7న అ"Wయం: ప�OయకÉá ఎవ/õ 2£జనం �}. కషÊనపDeõ ప�Oయడం అం}7 � · 

అ~�/ �రkదర)కత6ం �� వడం. ఎపDeకóD8 సమస
� n/ దృ� ÊA �<B 
ప/ష�/ంX7ంc అ:భవం గ�ంచడం అవసరం. అ:భn�� Ðం<న b!å 
�8 క�.   

అÉహ: ప� �} /´� �} 
 
అఅలD=&« అ"Wయం: అం}� ప�Oయ7ం� ఉం¦ స/. (తం ఎGr వ�>ం$  
 
సస7న అ"Wయం: 9: ప�OయకÉá · అ~�/A  పం వ�>ం$. న:� కషÊన ప�A 

�£¤ంచవXB �� É�ÊA బ$� OయవXB. బ$� వల^ 7�ంబంP �� 
సమస
� )వXB.   
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� ! =&నం ఎక�డ? 
 

అలD=&«  అ"Wయం స7న అ"Wయం 
Nరణ త¤kÉవడం స6యంNరణ 
! =మ)&(�A తగk�Ê� ప�Oయ�కÉ-��! ! =మ)&(�A తగk�Ê� ప�O=>! 

 
� ÐమqK� !� É�B ం�. ఇత!లô É�B కం�. ఎం}కం¦ క�ÏంOదంl బం�రం 

�}. ÐమqK� !! É�B�9 సమయంP �న�eõ 9eõ, గతn)�õ ఈ n)�õ, గత 
�లA, ఈ �లA, గత సంవత\)�A ఈ సంవత\)�A É�B�� Ùడం�. !� ఆశBర
Él!. 

 
� �య7�G 2వ/>ంచం�. ప� gషయంP !�వ/äá ఆ)~=>é, n/G ఉం�ల� 

అ:7ంué, n/� గమ�ంచం�. n/ô �u^డం�. n/� అ:స/ంచ��A !�� 
�KP 2య¥�ంచం�. 
 

� �)
లయంP ఉదయం°ట మన�, þధ a$%� ఉన�ó8 కషÊన ప:� °/>Oయం�. 
ఫKతం� వ<Bన Nరణ ఇ<Bన ఉl\హంô Ðగl ప:� 4ందర� ��OB=>!. 
 

� !! =~ం<న gజ@ల: �రంతరం b!>ంX ం�. అg ÐమqK� మ/�� gజ@ల �ó 
��7Él«. ప)జ@ల: ప� ప� b!>O� �డ}. అg మనP �స\->వ�, 
�)శ: కK¤=>«. 
 

� కషÊన ప� ఇం� °/> ��నó8 �� �)శ �ందవ}�. ప� అÏ�యవ}�. 
�న=¤ంJK\ం�. aద� MeÊనపDe Nరణ మ/0 ఉl\Ø�� b!>7 �XB ం�. �$� 
²ÎP^9 అంl స!�7ం�ం$.  
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Personal Effectiveness  (వ����గత సమర�త) 

సమయం ( 75 �మ��ాల�) 

ఏ�ె�ౖ� ప	 
యేలంట� ��	�� సంబం��ం� మనక�న� 	ప�ణత "ెల�సు�$వడం 

అవసరం. ఇందుల+ మన�� ఎంత "లె�సు, ఎంతవరక� ఆ ప		 ప./01 
ేయగల శ��1 

ఉన�ద	 "లె�సు�$వడం అవసరం. ఇందు�56 మన7� మనం స8యం మ��ంప� 


ేసు�$9ా7. ��గ;వ ప<=ా�వ> ��8ర ఈ స8యం మ��ంప� @ాధBమవ�తCం�� .  

       స�యం మ��ంప� ప��ా�వ�- self assessment questionaire  

Dక� ఇవBబEFన ప<శ�లక� D అతCBత1మ @ామరGHమ; IJరక�  మ/0య; అరGమ; 


ేసు�Kన� IJరక� జ9ాబ;ల� ఇవ8oEF. 

మరMNల�    (అతB��క @O NరM -5)  *   (అతBలP @O NరM – 1) 

1. �Qను  వB��1గత Rలవల� మ/0య; సంసG  Rల�వల� /5ండూ, ప	తమనమ;ల+   

ప<TUంU
�ల	 నమ;VతC���ను.       (       ) 

(5.అ	�9Qళల�     4.IXజY/0టZ    3.
�ల@ారM[     2.�K	�@ారM[    1.ఎప�Pడ\�ాదు)    

2. /ాష̂_  ప<భ;త8 ఉ�ోBb0�� ఉండవలcిన అ	� లeణ�ల� ఉంEF �� ��నచరBల+ 

ప<TUంUసూ1  ఉంటgh.                             (       ) 

(5.
�ల అతB��కobా  4.
�ల వరక�  3.
�ల@ారM[   2.�K	�@ారM[   1.అసల� �ాదు) 

3. �Qను మijక మ/0య; సంజkల lgషల mకN n<ా మ;ఖBతను �� /pq9ా/0 

�ారBకలnాలల+ ఉండవలcిన ఉపrbా	� గమ	ం
�ను.                 (       ) 

(5.ఎల[ప�Pడ\ 4.
�ల lgగమ; 3.�Kంత వరక� 2.�K	�@ారM[  1.అసల� �ాదు) 

4. �Qను �� మటల 
�తCరBమ;"s ఇతరMలను IXtిPసు1 ంటgను.           (       ) 

(5.ఎల[ప�Pడ\ 4.
�ల వరక� 3.�Kంత వరక� 2.�K	�@ారM[  1. ఎప�Pడ\ �ాదు) 

5. �ా/ాBలయమ;ల+ సమయనుకuలమ;bా సమయసూv/01 "s ప<వ/01oచగలను.  

(5.ఎల[ప�Pడ\ 4. 
�ల వరక� 3. �Kంత వరక� 2.�K	�@ారM[  1. ఎప�Pడ\ �ాదు)                  (       ) 

6. �ాలIJ wRతమ; wRతIJ �ాలమ; అ	 "ె7cి తదనుగ;ణమ;bా సమయ	� వృ�� 


ేయను.           (       ) 
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(5.
�ల అతB��కobా  4.
�ల వరక�  3.
�ల@ారM[   2.�K	�@ారM[   1.అసల� �ాదు) 

 
7. �� సహ9ా	� ప<జల� ఇష̂పడ\"�రM.       (       ) 

(5.
�ల అతB��కobా  4.
�ల వరక�  3.
�ల@ారM[   2.�K	�@ారM[   1.అసల� �ాదు) 

8. �Qను అవzలbా అంద/0"s కలcnిO h జట{^ ల+ ప	 
ేయగలను.     (       ) 

(5.
�ల అతB��కobా  4.
�ల వరక�  3.
�ల@ారM[   2.�K	�@ారM[   1.అసల� �ాదు) 

9. సమ@ాB ప/0|ాNరమ;ల+ lgగ@ా8}	 అవ�"�ను �ా~ సమసB 
ేయడంక��� 

సమసB ప/0|ాNరమ; �Kరక� ప<యT�@ా1 ను.       (       )   

(5.
�ల అతB��కobా  4.
�ల వరక�  3.
�ల@ారM[   2.�K	�@ారM[   1.అసల� �ాదు) 

10. �Qను 	/���ం�న ప/0�� ��ట� అల+�౦చగలను.                  (       ) 

(5.
�ల అతB��కobా  4.
�ల వరక�  3.
�ల@ారM[   2.�K	�@ారM[   1.అసల� �ాదు) 

11.  �Qను �� వB��1గత wRతo మ/0య; వృT1	 @ామరసB౦ 
సేూ1  సమతCలBమ;bా 

	ర8��oగలను.               (       ) 

(5.
�ల అతB��కobా  4.
�ల వరక�  3.
�ల@ారM[   2.�K	�@ారM[   1.అసల� �ాదు) 

12.  wRతంల+ "�/0Nకత (logic)"� nాట{ lg9��ే8bాల� కuE� ప<��న     

n<ా త< వ��@ా1 య	 గ;/01@ా1 ను.           (       ) 

(5.
�ల అతB��కobా  4.
�ల వరక�  3.
�ల@ారM[   2.�K	�@ారM[   1.అసల� �ాదు) 

13.  �Qను 	/���త  లeBం క7b0, ��		 
ేరM�$9ాల�Q Rషయ	� నమ;VతC���ను. 

 (5.
�ల అతB��కobా  4.
�ల వరక�  3.
�ల@ారM[  2.�K	�@ారM[ 1.అసల� �ాదు.)        (       ) 

      
 t�ౖనున� ప<శ�లక� జ9ాబ;ల� ఈ ���ంద సూ�o�న వృత1మ;ల+ సంఖBలను 

క7tి చూడంEF. ~ ప	 తనమ; mకN ‘ప�య�ణ రథచక#మ�’ ఎల ఉంట{ం�ో  

గమ	ంచంEF. ఆతVRమర�న 
సేు�K	 స/0 
ేసు�$వడం ఏల�� "ెల�సు�K	 

}మV7� DరM స/0��దు� �K	 } వB��1గత సమర�త t�ంచు�$9ా7.  
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ARE YOU READY TO ROLL? 
Circle your total score for each question (that you got after totalling the total 
check – marks for each question. 

HOW TO YOU RATE?    
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the 

wheel spokes, rate yourself on your competencies. Join the numbers. If your 
ratings are low in certain areas, your ‘tyre is flat’ and you need to build on 
these to roll. Think on how you can fix the ‘flat tyre’. 
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సమరG వంతIX�న అ���ా/0bా, ప<lgవవంతobా మ/0య; c�9ా దృకPధం గల అ���ా/0bా 

�ావE�	�� మనమ; ఒక ప<ణ�>కను 	/���ంచు�$9ా7. ఆ ప<ణ�>కల� ఈ��గ;వ సూ�o�న 

Rషయలను గమ	ంచు�$9ా7. 

1. ప�సు� తo ఉన� �ప�ణత 

2. ప��� �ావల'ిన �ప�ణత  

3.  )* ల+�ం  

4.  )* వనర,ల� మ-.య�  

5.  )* చర�ల క#మమ�. 

     ప<సు1 తం మనక� ఉన� 	ప�ణతను "ెల�సు�$వడం వల[  
యేబ� h� ప	�� �ావలcిన 

	ప�ణత  స/0nO తCం�ో  ల��ో  "ెల�సు�$వచు�. మనం 	/���ంచుక�న� ల��Bల� మనక�న� 

వనరMలను, 9ాట�"s మనమ; t�ంn� ం��ంప దలచుక�న� 	ప�ణత  గ;/0ం� ప<ణ�>క 

9Qసు�$9ా7 . 

/జయ 1��2ణమ� :  	ప�ణత, మన 9�ఖౖ/0 మ/0య; RజYk నమ;లను క7tి Rజయ 

T<�$ణమ; అంటgమ;. 

 

 

    	ప�ణత(Skills)        9�ౖఖ/0 (Attitude) 

  

   

                         RజYk నమ; (Knowledge) 

�ప�ణత :  	ప�ణతల+  మనక� ఏ Rషయమh�� ఎంత "ెల�సు , ఎంత వరక� ఆ ప	  


ేయగల శ��1 ఉన���, మనక�న� RజYk ��	�, "ె7cని Rషయ ప/0జYk 	� ఆప	 ప./01 
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ేయE�	�� ఎల R	rb0ంచు�$9ా7, ��	 ��8/ా సమసBలను ఎల ప/0షN/0ంచు�$9ా7 

అ	 చూE�7  అలb� 9ాస1Rక ప	 పద�తCలను, అందుక� �ావలcిన ప	మ;ట[ను , 

ప/0క/ాలను ఎల 9ాE�ల�  "ెల�సు�$9ా7 .మనక�న� RజYk ��	� మన 9ాస1Rక  

cిGTగతCలక�  అనుగ;ణంbా 9ాడ\�$వE�	�� 	ప�ణత �ోహద పడ\తCం�� . 

34ౖఖ-. / దృక9థం / :ర, :  

మన దృకPథం/�రM ఎ}ట� "ెల�సు�$9ా7. మన ప<వర1న ప<ద/0�ంప దగ; Rధంbా 

ఉంE�7. 	/���త  మ/0య; @ానుకuల వ8వ�ర=�67"s మనక�న� జYk ��	� 	ప�ణతను 

9ాడ\�K�Q శ��1	 మ/0య; ఇతరMల శ��1 @ామరGHo"s  n<ా మణ�క మhన మ/0య; @ానుకuల 

R��నమ;ల"s �ా/ాB	� @ా��ం
�7 . 

జ;< నమ�:  

జYk నమ; క7b0 ఉంE�7. ఏ ప	 
ేయ;టల+నh��  జYk నమ; �ే  మ;ఖBమhన nాత<. 

గత అనుభ9ాల "s "లె�సుక�న� Rషయలను ఆక7ంప� 
సేు�$9ా7.              ఆ 

సమ
�/ా	� అరGమ; 
ేసు�$9ా7. cి��� ంత పరంbా bా	 ల��� 9ాస1Rకంbా  bా	 జYk నమ; 

ప<��నమhన��. ప	�� సంబo��ం�న ప/0జYk నIJ  �ారB@ాధనక� ప�����. 

      ఇల ఏదh�� �ారBమ;ల� Rజయమ; @ా��ం
�లంట�   మన జYk నం మ/0య; 

	ప�ణత ల��� క�శలత nాత< 10% ఉంట� మన mకN �రM nాత< 90% ఉంట{ం��. ప<ణ�>క 

ప<�ారమ; మనమ; @ా��ంచదల�న 9ాట�	 స/0h��న క�మమ;ల+ వ/ ¡క/0ంచు�K��7 అనbా 

మన పనులను స8యమ;bా @ా��ంచగ7b0నR, సులభమ;bా ప./01 
యేగ7b0నR, 

@ా��ంచల�	 కష̂తరమhనR  మ/0య; ఇతరMల స�యమ;"s �Q @ా��ంచగ7b0నRbా 

వ/ ¡క/0ంచు�$9ా7 . 
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వ����గత మ-.య� సం>ా? గత /ల�వల�  

        వB��1గత మ/0య; సం@ాG గత Rల�వల గ;/0ం� "ెల�సు�$�Qమ;ందు �K	� 

Rషయలను  ప/0¢7��� మ;.  

        Dక� ఇష̂IX�న �¤/p mకN cి	మ Rడ\దల¥ౖనదదనుక�o��మ;. §దట� 

cి	మ §దట� ఆట చూE�ల	 Dక� అ	tిం�ం�� . �ా	 అపPట��� ట��5ట¨~� 

అమ;Vడవడమ; 
ేత  ట��5© �ªంట« మ¬cి9Q@ారM. �ా	 ప<కNన బg[  ల� ట��5ట{[   అ��క 

ధరక� �ొరMక�తC���h . బg[  ల+ �Kనడమ; 	¯ిద�మ;.  

       అర�/ాT< /p° �ా� ± దగ¡ర ఒక వB��1 /5° cిగ�² పడ³పPట��´ ��ట{తµ 9�>¶nO యరM . 

9ా/0	 చూc ి DరM కuE� cిగ�² ��ట� 9�ళ"�/ా ల�క ఆక�పచ� cిగ�² వ
ే� వరక� 

ఆగ;"�/ా .  

        DరM ప<యణమ; 
సేూ1  ఒక /p° ప<కNన ఉన� టZ �Kట{^ క� టZ "�< గE�	�� 9�·¸[ రM. 

ఒక ప�� సంవత¨/ాల వయసు గల tిల[9ాడ\  ఆ హ¹ ట² ల� ప	
సేు1 ���డ\ .అప�Pడ\  

DరM హ¹ ట² యజమ	 దగ¡/0�� 9�>[ ఇల tిల[ ల"s ప	 
hేంచకuడదు. అ�� చట̂ 

/ "�B �Qరమ;. ఆ tిల[9ాEF	 సూNల�క� పంపమ	 
ెప�"�/ా ?   �� �5ందుక�ల� అ	 

9�>[nO "�/ా ?  

          DరM ఒక ల+క² బసు¨ల� కu/»�	 ప<యణ�సు1 ���రM . అకNEే ఒక మ;దుస7 

వB��1 కర� స�యమ;"s 	లబEF ప<యణ�సు1 ���రM. అలంట� సమయమ;ల+ DరM  ఏ} 


ే@ా1 రM. ల�� 	లబEF D cటీ{ను ఆ వB��1�� ఇ��  కu/p�మ	 
ెప�"�/ా?  ల�క �� 

�5ందుక� ల¥మV	 ఊ/»Nంటg/ా?  

        �Kంత మం�� య;వక�ల� బసు¨ @ా^ ¾ దగ¡ర బసు¨ �Kరక� 9Q� చూసు1 న� 

అమVh	 ఆటపట�^సు���రనుక�ం��మ;. అకNడ ఉన� DరM ఆ య;వక�లను అల 


ేయకuడద	 9ా/0@ా1 /ా? ��క� ఎందుక� ల¥మV	 ఊరMక�ంటg/ా?   

       T	nా/�cిన  అరట� "�కN /p° t�ౖన పEF ఉన���. DరM అల ప<కNన 9�ళ¿తµ 

చూ@ా1 రM. అప�Pడ\ ఆ అరట� "�కNను �c ిప<కNన ఉన� 
ెత1  బ;ట̂ల+ 9Q@ా1 /ా ల�క ��క� 

ఎందుక� ల¥మV	 అల వద7 9Q@ా1 /ా?  
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         DరM ఒక }తC< 	�� ఫల�� సGలమ; ల+ కల�వమ	 ఒక సమయమ;  ఇ
��రM. 

�ా	 ఆ సమయ	�� /ావడమ; Dక� క�దర	 పeమ;ల+ DరM 9ా/0�� ఆలసBమ;  

అh�B Rషయమ; "ె7య జ�@ా1 /ా ల�క వద7 9Q@ా1 /ా ?  

     t�ౖ ప<శ�ల	�oట��� ఆయ వBక�1 ల� nాట�ం
ే Rల�వలను బట�^  సమ��నమ; 

ఉంట{ం��. 

ఈ ÁదుBల� ను మ¬డ\ య¬	© ల�bా RభÂంచవచు�.  

1. వB��1 గత Rల�వల� ( personal values ) 

2. సం@ాG గత Rల�వల� (organisational Values) 

3. సం@ాG గత Rల�వల� మ/0య; వB��1 గత Rల�వల మధB సమన8యమ;(Being 

aligned between organisational and personsal ) 

       /ల�వల� :  ఒక వ���� ఇల� Cే'E�  మంF��, ఇల� Cే'E�  CెడJ అ)L వ��M�కరణలను 

/ల�వల� అంటOమ� . 3ాటQ�  వ����గత /ల�వల�Rా మ-.య� సం>ా? గత /ల�వల�Rా 

వ-STక-.ంచవచుU.        

        మన wR"�	�  ఒక అరGవతIX�న��bా �/0����ే�  నమVకమ;ల� ల��� 

అÙn<ా< యలను  Rల�వల�  అ	 మ�"�V bాం�Ú bారM అ���రM. ఒక వB��1 "�నూ 

	రÛయమ; �సు�$నుట�� మర¡మ; "ె7t� మర¡ 	/��=ా�ాల� Rల�వల� . ఒక వB��1 తను 

nాట�ం
 ే Rల�వల వల[  "లె�సు�$బడడÁ ల��� గ;/01ంచబడడÁ జరMగ;తCం�� . ఈ 

Rల�వలనునR =ా/ రకIX�న,ఆ��BTVకIX�న, మనcికIX�న ,వృT1పరIX�న ,ఆ/0GకపరIX�న 

,క�ట{ంబపరIX�న మ/0య; @ామÂక పరIX�నR �ావచు�ను . 

          ఈ Rల�వలనునR ఒక వB��1 తను స/0h��న మ/ా¡ 	 ఎంచు�$వE�	��  

�ోహదపE ేమర¡ 	/��శ�ాల�bా స�యపడ"�h. మన ప/0స/ాల నుం� ఈ Rల�వల� 

గత �ాలల నుం� అÙవృ���  పరచబడ\తµ ఉంటgh.  

          మన చుటÝ^  ఉంEే ఇతరMల� మ;ఖBంbా t�ద�ల� , }తC< ల� ల��� మర¡దర�క�ల�  

మ/0య; సమజమ; 
ేసు1 న� 9ాట�	 చూసూ1  �QరM�క�ంటgమ;.   

          ఇR మన చుటÝ^  ఉంEే సమజమ;నక� ఆÁదrగBIX�నRbా అంb క/0ంచబEF 

�ాల మన ప/0cిGతCలను బట�^  అÙవృ���  
ెందబEF ఉంటgh.  
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అంb �ార rగBIX�న వB��1గత Rల�వల� ఈ Rధంbా ఉ���h. 

Cleanliness- ప/0àభ<త,Committment- 	బద�త ,Equality- సమనత8మ; 

Fairness- 	షPenాతమ; ,Genorosity- ఉ��రత ,Honesty- 	జYhT, Loyalty- 

Rశ8స~యత ,Humility- అణ;క�వ,Kindness- దయగ;ణమ; ,Punctuality- 

సమయnాలన ,Respectfulness- bªరవ~యత ,Tolerance-  సహనమ; . 

ప-.Vభ�త: àభ<తను nాట�ం
ే చరB ల��� మ;/0��	 దూరంbా t�ట̂డమ; అ	 
ెపP 

వచు�. 

�బదYత: ఇ��న మటక� కట{^ బEF ఉండ\ట. 

సమ�నత�మ�: సమజమ;ల� అ	� వ/ా¡ ల ప<జలను సమIX�న @ాG నమ; ల��� 

సమదరణ"s చూడడమ�Q హక�N క7b0 ఉండ\ట . 

��ా9Z[కత : అంద/0 పట[  సమమ;bా వ/01oచడమ;. 

ఉ�*రత : ధ��	�bా	, సమయ	� bా	 ఇవ8గ7b0న ఒక/0 గ;ణమ; అ	 
ెపP 

వచు�.  

�జ;\: : ��ౖTకత  క7b0 ఉండ\ట ,�త1à���  ,~T వంతIX�న ,ఋqవర1న క7b0 

ఉండడమ; . 

/శ�స^యత : ఒక వB��1 పట[  ల���  ఒక Rషయమ; పట[  సంప.రÛ మ/0య; cిGరIX�న 

మద�తCను కనపరMచుట అనవచు�ను . 

నమ_త : ఇతరMల వద� అణ;క�వ క7b0 ఉండ\ట . 

దయ�గ�ణమ� : సహృదయత ,Rచeణ,మన~యత ,@ానుభ¬T గ;ణమ;ల� క7b0 

ఉండ\ట . 

సమయ`ాలన : 	/���త సమయ	�� కట{^ బEF ఉంEే గ;ణమ; ల��� అల9ాట{ . 

Raరవ^యత :  ఇతరMల అÙn<ా యలపట[  ఆదరణ ల��� మ/ాBద క7b0 ఉండ\ట.  

సహనమ� : ఇతరMల నమV�ాలను  ల��� ఆచరణలను గ;/01ంచుటక� సమVTంచుట . 

      .  
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       ఈ ప/0àభ<త, 	బద�త ,సమనత8మ; , ఉ��రత8మ; ,	జYh� ,Rశ8ష~యత 

, అణ;క�వ ,దయగ;ణమ; ,సమయnాలన, bªరవ lgవమ;  మ/0య; సహనమ; క7b0 

ఉండడమ�QR �K	� @ా��రణ వB��1గత Rల�వల ���ం���� వ@ా1 h.  

Rల�వల�  తn� Pప�Pలను వ/ ¡క/0@ా1 h. 	రÛయలక�, ఆచరణక� ��=ా	/��శం 


ే@ా1 h. ఆల+చనలక� ఆచరణ 	@ా1 h. చరBలక� t�<రణ	�� n<ా ధమBలను 

	రÛh@ా1 h. 

సం>ా? గత /ల�వల�: (organisational values ) : 

        ప<భ;త8 ఉ�ో Bగమ;ల+ ఇ}EF ఉంEే సం@ాG గత Rల�వల గ;/0ం� 

"ెల�సుక�ం��మ;. 

        వB��1గత Rల�వల� మన ప<వర1నను  	/���@ా1 h మ/0య; మన చరBలను 

నEFtి@ా1 h . వB��1గత Rల�వల� మన వB��1గత Rషయల 	రÛయ	�� ప	�� వ@ా1 h . 

ప<భ;త8 ఉ�ోBb0bా ప	
ేc�టప�Pడ\ వB��1గత Rల�వల+కNట� ఉంట� స/0nO దు, సం@ాG గత 

Rల�వల� కuE� ఉంE�7 . సం@ాG గత Rల�వలనునR n<ా థ}కంbా �ాలణ;గతమ;bా  

రðn� ం��oచబEF మ/0య; /0�ారM³  
ేయబEFbా	, ప<భ;త8 =ాఖల ప<చురణల ��8/ా �ా	.  

lgరత /ాజYBంగమ; ��8/ా �ా	 , t�ౖ అ	�ంట� ��8/ా �ా	 �సుక�/ాబE�³ h.. 

      ప<భ;త8 ఉ�ోBగ;లక� lgరత /ాజYBంగమ; ��8/ా  సం@ాG గత Rల�వల� వ
��h. 

ఇR /ాజBంగ tటీ�క ��8/ా ఈ ��గ;వ సం@ాG గత  Rల�వల� రðn� ం��oచబE�³ h.  

SOVEREIGNITY- సర8స"�1 క స8తంత< గణతంత< -ప<జల� అంTమ 	/�Ûతల� . 

SOCIALISM- @ామÂక  వBవసG  – @ామÂక ఆ/0�క సమనత8మ;  

SECULARISM-సర8మత సమనత8మ; –అ���ా/0కంbా  ప<"ేBక మతమంటÝ ప<కట�ంచ 

బడల�దు. ప<జల� తమక� న��న ఏ మత R=ా8@ాల���ౖ� nాట�ంచ వచు�ను .  

DEMOCRACY-ప<జY@ా8మBమ;–అందరM వrజన ప<జల�  తమక� న��న 

ప<T	ధులను ఎను��Kనుటక�  సమన హక�Nల� క7b0 ఉంటgరM.   

REPUBLIC-గణతంత<త- /ాజYBంbా���Qత ను ప<జY ప<T	ధుల¥ౖన nార[IXంట{ సభ;Bల� , 

=ాసన సభ;Bల� ఎను��KంటgరM.  
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JUSTICE- ��Bయమ; –క�ల, మత , 7ంగ lü��ల� ల�క�ంE� అంద/0�� సమ ��Bయమ; 

అం��ం
ే lgదBత. @ామÂక అసమనతలను రðప�మప�ట మ/0య; t�దల 

సం��మమ; క7b0ంచుట . 

LIBERTY-c�8చ�- హదు� లక� ల+బEFన 9ా @ా8తంత<Hమ; మ/0య; అÙn<ా యలను 

వBక1ప/0
 ేc�8చý. 

EQUALITY-సమనత8మ; –చట̂మ; మ;ందు అందరM సమనమ; మ/0య; 

రeణక7Pంచుట.  

FRATERNITY-@ÿlg< తC< త8ం–lgర�య;లంద/0"s @O దర @O ద/ మణ;ల lgవన"s  

వBవహ/0ంచుట . 

వ����గత మ-.య� సం>ా? గత /ల�వల మధ�న సమతjకమ� : తమ ఉ�ోBగ 

Rధుల� సుల�వ�bా మ/0య; తృtి1 కరంbా @ాగ;టక� మ/0య; ఒT1EF	 తb0¡oచుటక�  

వB��1గత మ/0య; సం@ాG గత Rల�వల మధBన సమ తµకమ; ల�క @ామరసBత 

nాట�ం
�7¨ ఉంట{ం��. ఎకNదh�� సమసB ప/0|ాNరమ; ఒక ఉ�ోBb0 
ేత �ాకnO h 

న
p తన t�ౖ అ���ా/0 దృ¯̂ి�� �సుక� 9�>[ సల� �సు �K	 తగ; ప/0|ాNరమ; 
ేయ7.   

 

      ఉ�ో Bగ 	ర8హణల+ బoధుత8మ;, వB��1గత అÙమ��ల� ఉండకuడదు. ఎప�Pడ\ 

కuE� వ��1గత Rల�వల కంట� కuE�  సం@ాG గత Rల�వలక� n<ా ��నBత ఇ9ా87 .lgరత 

/ాజYBంగమ;నక� bªరమ; ఇసూ1  /ాజYBంగమ;  ప<�ారమ;bా నడచు�$9ా7. సం@ాG గత 

Rల�వలను RసV/0c�1  �eలక� గ;/0 అవ�"�రM . ప<T 9ారM తను ప	
ేc� సంసG"s 

సత¨ంబం��ల� క7b0 ఉంE�7 . సం@ాG గత  Rల�వల పట[  ఎక�Nవ  n<ా ��నBత చూnా7. 

        ��ౖTక Rల�వల� వB��1గతంbాను, సం@ాG గతంbాను, @ామÂకobాను, 

వృT1పరంbానూ వ�ంటgh. ఈ Rల�వల� అవస/ా	�బట�^ , �ాలనుగ;ణంbా మరMతµ 

ఉంటgh. అh" ే అ	� �ాలలక� ప	��వ
ే� Rశ8జ~నమhన Rల�వల� 

�K	�య;oటgh. ఆ Rల�వలను మన ప<వర1నల+ /pq9ా/0bా అలవరM��$9ా7. 

@ామరసBo"s, c�9ాదృకృధం"s కuEFన Rల�వల� వB��1��, మ/0య; సoసGక� అదనప� 

=�భ	@ా1 h.  
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/ల�వల ప�kOవమ�:  

"�ను న}Vన Rల�వలను ఆచరణల+ చూtిం
 ేవBక�1 ల� ఎట{వంట� ప<యత�మ;,  

ఒT1EF, ప<ల+lgల� ల�క�ంE��Q ఇతరMల� తమను అనుస/0ం
ేల 
సేు�$గలరM.        

న}Vన Rల�వలక� ధృడంbా కట{^ బEFఉండడమంట� సPష̂ంbా క	tంి
ే మరMP 


ేయగ7b0న @ామర�Hం వ�న�ట�^ . ఇట{వంట� వBక�1 ల� సూv/01��యకobా 	ల�@ా1 రM. 

ఎవరM 
ేపPక�ంE��Q,  తమక� "ె7యక�ంE��Q ఇతరMల�  ప<lgRత IX�  9ా/0"�nాట{ 

నడ\@ా1 రM.    

Rల�వల ఆ��రంbా వB��1 @ా��o
 ే Rజయల� ల��� 
ేc� ప<య"��ల� కuE� 

అ�Qక మం���� ప<తBeobాను, ప/peobాను సూP/01	@ా1 h.    

        ఈ సూv/01 9ా/0 IJధసు¨ను ఆక�}ం� 
ౖెత��B	 క7b0సు1 ం��. ఆచరణక� 

ప�/0�$ల�PతCం��. అంట� 
ెతౖనBవంతమhన ఆచరణ"� ఫ7"�లను @ా��సు1 ం��. ఒక వB��1 


ేcిన ప	ల+ n� ం��న సూv/01 అ�Qక ర�ాల ఫ7"�లను @ా��oచE�	��  �ారణం �ావచు�. 

ఈ సూP/01 ప<lgవం ఎంత బలంbా ఉంట� అంత ఎక�Nవbా మం� ఫ7"�ల� లU@ా1 h.     

@ా��రణంbా సూv/01  n� ం��న9ారM సూv/01 	
ే� వBక�1 ల ప<వర1న, 

అÙవB�́1కరణలను అనుక/0@ా1 రM. 	రÛయల� �సుక�oటgరM. తమ ప<వర1నల+ 

అ9ాంఛ~యIX�న, అసంబద�IX�న అం=ాలను "�లb0ంచు�K	 మ;ందుక� @ాగ;"�రM.       

తమక� లÙo�న సూv/01  నుం� @ానుకuలIX�న 	బద�త"s 	రÛయల� 

�సుక�ంటgరM. 9ాట�	 అమల� జరపE�	�� అవసరIX�న అవbాహన, ��ౖప�ణBం  

t�ంn� ం��ంచు�$	 సమరGవంతంbా ఫ7"�ల� @ా��@ా1 రM.   

wRతంల+ �́లక 	రÛయల� 
cే�టప�డ\, ��[ష̂మhన ప/0cిGతCలను ఎదు/»No 

ట{న�ప�డ\ మన ��ౖTక Rల�వల� h
ే� �ెరౖBం మనను ప<lgRతం 
ేcిన వBక�1 ల�, 

మనక� ఆలంబనbా 	ల�@ా1 రM.   

 ��ౖTక Rల�వల"s కuEFన ప<వర1న వB��1��  ఆతVR=ా8@ా	�సు1 ం��.  ప<Tకuల 

ప/0cిGతCలల+ కuE� తట{^ �$గ7b� శ��1	సు1 o��. ఖ��తIX�న Rల�వల� క7b0న వBక�1 ల�, 

సంసGల� ఒక సమగ�తను, @ామర@ా8	� ఏరPరM@ా1 రM. 

      Rల�వల� మం� 	రÛయల� �సు�$వE�	�� �ోహదపడ\"�h . Rల�వల�� ౖ

ఆ��రపEF వBక�1 ల� 
cే� 	రÛయల� అంద/0�́ ఉపrగకరంbా వ�oటgh.  
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wRతంల+ �́లక 	రÛయల� 
cే�టప�డ\, ��[ష̂మhన ప/0cిGతCలను ఎదు/»No 

ట{న�ప�డ\ మన ��ౖTక Rల�వల� h
ే� �ెరౖBం మనను ప<lgRతం 
ేcిన వBక�1 ల�, 

మనక� ఆలంబనbా 	ల�@ా1 రM. 
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             Qualities of an Excellent Government Employee 
( ఉత1మ ప<భ;త8 ఉ�ోBb0 లeణ�ల� ) 

        మంF వ����గత /ల�వల� కmR. వ�ందడంpq `ాటw ఉత�మ ప�భ�త� ఉ�ో�R.�� అదనంRా 

మ-.�y�� ల+ణ*ల� వ�oz*m.    

అత	�� క�[ ప1 ంbా, సమగ�ంbా, ఒక Rషయ	� Rవ/0ం� 
ెపPగ7b0న @ామర�Hమ; 

వ�ంE�7. ప<జలక� ప<భ;తB ఉ�ోBb0 h
ే� Rవరణల	� జ9ాబ;��/ తనం"s కuడ\�K	 

వ�ంE�7.  

సమగ�మ;bా Rవ/0ం
�7 �ాబట�^  అT �Úర�ంbా, అవసరం ల�	 Rషయల� కuE� క7t ి


ేపPడం bా	, ల��� క�[ ప1 ంbా 
ెnాP7 �ాబట�^  అవసరIX�న Rషయలను "�లb0ంచడమ; bా	 


ేయ/ాదు.     

        అవసరమhన అం=ాల�, సం�Fప1obా ఎదుట� 9ా/0�� అర�ంమh�Bల సూట�bా 
ెnాP7. 

అలb� ఏ ప	�56�� t�ౖనుం� ఆ�ే=ాల� /ా9ాల��, ప<జల నుoEF EFమండ\ /ా9ాల�� ఎదురM 

చూడక�ంE� 
»రవ �సు�$	 ప	 
ేయ7. ఈ 
»రవ �సు�$వE�	��  స8యంbా�Q t�<రణ 

n� o��7.          

�ా/ాBలయంల+ Rల�వ"s ప	 
ేc� వBక�1 లను సూv/01 bా cీ8క/0o
�7. 	రంతరం 

మరMతCన� ప/0cిGతCలక� అనుగ;ణంbా ప/0nాలన మరMతCం��. ప/0nాలనల+ జ/0b� 

మరMPలక� అనుగ;ణIX�న అం=ాల� �QరM��K	 సమర�వంతంbా, 	/0�ష̂ంbా ప	
ేయ7.   

	జYh�"sనూ, ధరVబద�IX�న 	యమల"sనూ 	రÛయల� �సు�$	 "�ను సూv/01 

bా 	లబడE�	�� ప<యT�o
�7. వB��గత wRతంల+ను, �ారBలయంల+ను, వృT1  ల+ను 

క�మ�eణ"� ప	 
యేడం అలవరచు�$9ా7. 

అ	�ట�కంట� మ;ఖBంbా ప/0nాల�� యo"�< ంగం �KందరM వBక�1 లక� మత<IJ 

ప/0}తo అhన�� �ాదు  �ాబట�^ , "�ను ప	
ేసు1 న� =ాఖల+	 సహ¹ �ో Bగ;ల"sను, తన 

జట{^ ల+	 వBక�1 ల"sనూ సమన8యo"s ప	 
ేయడం అవసరం. ఈ సమన8యమ;ను 
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ఇతరMలపట[  @ానుకuల దృకPథం"� 9ా/0 బలల�, బల�¤నతల పట[  అంచ��"s 

వBవహ/0oచగలbా7.     

ఎదుట� 9ా/0	 Rమ/0�ంచడÁ, n� గడటÁ 
ేయకuడదు. 9ా/0ల+	 మం� 

అం=ాలను జట{^   సమర�వంతంbా ప	
ేయE�	�� R	rb0ంచు�$9ా7. 

జట{^ ల+ ��పౖ�ణ�Bల�, అవbాహన t�ంచE�	�� అంద/0��  సహక/0ం
�7. సహ�ారం 

n� ం��7. అనవసర  Rషయలt�ౖ  చర�ల�, 9ాదనల� 
ేసూ1  సమయం వృ�� 
యేకuడదు. 

  చూcిన సంఘటనల� సూv/01��యకIX�" ే 9Q/pక/0"s పంచు�$9ా7. ల�క�ంట� 

}న�క�ంE�7.అనవసరIX�న ప��ారMల�, అప9ాదుల� 9ాBtింప
ేయడం �ా/ాBలయంల+ను,  

=ాఖల+ను అనవసర 9�షౖమBలక� �ారణమవ�తCం��. 

     �ా/ాBలయ వBక�1 ల వB��1గత wR"�లల+�� "�ంb0 చూడకuడదు. వృT1ల+bా	, వB��1bా    

bా	 చటg^ లను ఉల[ ం�¤ం
ె �Qరప./0త ప<వర1నక� దూరంbా ఉంE�7. సహ¹ �ో Bగ;లపట[  

అమ/ాBదbా, అbªరవంbా, అసభBobా ప<వ/01ంచకuడదు.   

ప<జల"s  అ��పతBం, అహం�ారం"s వBవహ/0ంచకuడదు. 
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SWACCH BHARATH ABIYAN (స�చUkOర� అ�య��) 

సమయం(75 �మ��ాల�) 

       మనం 	వcిం
ే ప/0స/ాల�, ప	
ేc� ప/0స/ాల� ప/0àభ<ంbా ఉన�ప�PEే ఆ/pగB 

కరంbా ఉంటgమ;.  

        స/0h��న àభ<త,  nా/0àధBమ; అతBంత ఆవశBకమ;. 

        ఇలంట� 9ా"�వరణమ; /pbాల� /ాక�ంE� 	/p��సు1 ం��. bా� మలల+ అ�Qకమం�� 

అT@ారమ;, మ/0య; nO ష�ా�ర ల�}  బg/0న పడ\తC���రM. �K	� ప<భ;"ే8తర 

సంసGల�  tిల[ ల ఆ/pbాB	� ప/0ర�Fంచడమ;ల+ �Kంత @ా��ం�నపPట��´ అ�� ఏ మ¬లక� 

స/0nO దు. 

 lgరత ప<భ;త8ం 9ారM 2 అ�$^ బ« 2014 న bాం�Úమ�తCV	 145వ జనV��న 

సందర�ంbా ‘స8చý lgర	 అÙయ
’ �ారBక�మ	� n<ా రంÙం
�రM. 

 ఈ �ారBక�మమ;ల+ 4014 పట̂ణ�లల+ అ	� /pడ[ ను, �ధులను మ/0య; ఇతర 

పU[  సGలలను ప/0àభ<ం 
@ేారM. 

 lgరత /ాష1 �పT ప<T nÿరMడ\ క~సం ఒక సంవత¨రమ;ల+ 100గంటల� 

ప/0àభ<తక� ��టghంచుటక� tిల�ప� ఇ
��రM.  

       lgరత జ9ానుల�, ��R�ాదళం, స/0హదు�  భద<"� ద·¸ల�, అ�Qక ప<భ;త8 

అ���ారMల� ఇతర సoసGల� ఈ �ారBక�మమ;ల+ nాల�¡ ���రM, 30 లeల మం�� 

R��BరMG ల� ఈ  �ారBక�మమ;లల� nాల�¡ ���రM. 

మ�ఖ� ఉ�ేY�ాల�: 

1. వర¡మ;, సమ¬హమ; మ/0య; వB��1గత మరMగ;�ొడ[  	/ాVణమ;.  

2. మరMమ¬ల పల¥[ ల+[  c�ౖతమ; ఆరM బయల�ను  మరMగ;�ొEF³ bా మర�క�ంE�       

    ఉండటం.    

3. మరMగ;�ొడ[ను 9ాడటg	�� ఉపయ;క1మ;bా య;oచ��	�� ప<జలను 
ౖెతనB వంతం  

    
ేయడమ;. 

4. సూeV@ాG hల�  àభ<త nాట�ంచుటక� cిబం��	 	య}ంచు�$వటం. 

5. ప<జల� /pbాల బg/0న పడక�ంE� ద<వ వB/ాG ల� మ/0య; ఘన వB/ాG ల REFREFbా    

   	ర8హణ.  
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6. bా� Dణ n<ా ం"�లల+  ర�Fత మం� ~రM సరఫ/ా 
ేయ;ట. 

7. nాఠ=ాలలల+ అమVhలక�, అబghలక� 9QరM 9QరM మరMగ;�ొడ[  	/ాVణమ;  

8. అ	� అంగ
 9ాEF ��ం��< లల+  మరMగ; �ొడ\[   ఏ/ాPట{ 
ేయ¬ట. 

        

    SWACCH BHARATH PLEDGE 

             Mahatma Gandhi dreamt of an India which was not only free but 

also clean and developed. Mahatma Gandhi secured freedom for Mother 

India.  

            Now it is our duty to serve mother India by keeping the country neat 

and clean. 

             I take this pledge that I will remain committed towards cleanliness 

and devote time for this. 

             I will devote 100 hours per year that is two hours per week to 

voluntarily work for cleanliness. 

             I will dictate the quest for cleanliness with myself, my family, my 

locality, my village and my work place. 
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:: స�చU kOర� ప�1జ< :: 

          మ�"�V bాం�Ú కలల� కన���  ��వలం స8తంత<  lgరత �ే=ా	� గ;/0ం� 

మత<IX �ాదు. ప/0àభ<IX�న అÙవృ���  
ెం��న lgరత �ే=ా	� కuE�. 

          lgరత మతను @ా8తం"�< H	� సమ;nా/0�ం� ��రM మ�"�V bాం��. 

          మన �ే=ా	� సPష̂ంbా, ప/0àభ<ంbా ఉంచడం ��8/ా lgరతమత క� c�వ 


ేయడo  మన R��.  

           �Qను అం��త lgవమ;"s �Kంత సమయ	� lgరత �శేప� ప/0àభ<తక�               

��టgh@ా1 న	 మ/0య; �Qను సంవత¨/ా	�� 100 గంటల� అంట� 9ా/ా	�� /5ండ\ గంటల� 

ప/0àభ<తక� ��టgh@ా1 ను అ	 ప<Tజk 
సేు1 ���ను.  

          �Qను ఎకNడ పEF"ే  అకNడ 
ెత1ను పడ9Qయను. ఇతరMలను పడ9Qయ~యను  

          �Qను �� వB��1గత క�ట{ంబ, 	9ాcతి n<ా ంత, b�ా మ మ/0య; ప	
ేc� ప<�శే 

@ాG hల+ ప/0àభ<తక� పట{పడ"�ను. 

           ప/0àభ<IX�న �ే=ాల� 
�ల ఉ���యంట� 9ా/0 nÿరMల� ఎకNడంట� అకNడ 
తె1  

9QయరM, 9Qయ~యరM. 

         ఈ ప<��న R=ా8సమ;"s ‘స�చU kOర� �ష�’ సం�ే=ా	� bా� మలల+, 

పట̂ణ�లల+ ప<
�రమ; 
ే@ా1 ను. 

          �Qను ఈ /pq వందమం�� ఇతర వBక�1 లను కuE� ఈ స8చý"� ప<మణమ; 

�సు�K�Qల  nO< త¨��సు1 ���ను. 9ారM కuE� సంవత¨/ా	�� 100 గంటల� nా/0à��B	��  

��టghం
ేటట{^  �Qను ప<య�త�మ; 
ే@ా1 ను. nా/0àధB @ాధన ��శల+ �Qను 9Qc� ప<T 

అడ\గ; �� �ే=ా	� ప/0àభ<మ;bా ఉంచుతCంద	 �Qను నమ;V"�ను.  
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VERBAL AND NON VERBAL COMMUNICATIONS  

మ�టలpq – '�ౖగలpq అ�వ��M�కరణ 

సమయం (75 	మ;|ాల�) 

అÙవB�́1కరణల+ అతBంత మ;ఖBIX�న�� Rనడం. మ¬గ9ారM 

మటg[ డల�కnO వE�	�� �ారణం 9ా/0 స8రt�ట�క ల+పం �ాదు. 9ారM Rనల�క  nO వడం వల[   

మటg[ డల�రM. �ాబట�^  
ెRట�9ారM, మ¬గ9ారవ�"�రM. �Ú		 బట�^  మనం 

మటg[ డగలగE�	��, Rనడం అ�Q�� ఎoత  మ;ఖBÁ అరGమవ�తCo��.             

మ	¯ి స8రt�ట�క అÙవృ���  
ెం�� lg9ాల�, RRధ శృతCలల+ ప��ల�bా 

మరE�	�� మ;ందు, మనుషCలను  గ;ంప�ల�bా కట�^  వ�ం�నR  c�ౖగల�.      

        �ాబట�^  Rనడం అంట� అరGవంతIX�న ప��ల�, ఆ ప��లల+	 అ/ా� 	�య��తధంbా 

Rనడం మత<IJ�ాదు, ఒక పదం ఉ
��రణను బట�^ , Ùన� lg9ాలను ప7��సు1 o��.  ఒక 

పదం, ఆపదo పల�క�తCన�ప�డ\ వBక1మh�B 
ేష̂ల�, శ/ ర భంb0మల ��8/ా  రకర�ాల 

అ/ాG లను hవ8గలదు.  

 �ావ�న  Rనడం అంట� ప��ల అ/ా� 	�, ఆ పదo ప7��న ఉ
��రణ అ/ా� 	�, ఆ 

పదం శ/ ర భంb0మల ��8/ా వBక1 పర�న అ/ా� 	� Rనగలగడం.   

 మo� మటల చమ"�N/0�� వ�ంEే c����తCల కంట� మం� =�� తక� ఎక�Nవ 

మం�� c����తCల� ఉంటgరM. �ాబట�^  జYగ�త1 bా, సు	�తంbా, ఎదుట�9ారM 
ెt�P��	�� 

సంబం��ం�న అం=ా	� స/56న/ Tల+ అర�ం 
ేసు�K�Qల Rనడం 
�ల అవసరం.  

 ఎక�Nవ సంద/ాలల+ ఎవ/56�� ఏ�ౖె�� 
బె;తCన�ప�Pడ\ మనక� ఆస��1 

క7b0ం
ేR, అవసరం అhనR మత<IJ Rంటgం. ��	వల[  Rషయ	� సమగ�ంbా అర�ం  


ేసు�$క�ంE� నష̂ nO "�o.    
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అలb� 
ెtిPన 9ాట�ల+ మనక� ఇష̂మhన, అనుకuలమhన అ/ాG లను 

�సుక�ంటgమ;. ��	 వలన తప�P  	/ా� రణలక� వ
ే� అవ�ాశo వ�ంట{ం��. �ాబట�^  

మనవ సమజంల+ IXలగE�	�� జYగ�త1 bా Rనడం, స/0bా అర�ంమ; 
ేసు�$వడం 

మ/0య;  సు	�తobా ప/ ¢7ంచడం అÙవB�́1కరణక� ప�����.  

�ేన�h"ే వBక�1 ల� Rనల�/p ��	� T/0b0 
ెపPల�రM. అనBమనసNంbా, అరG 

మనసNobా R�Q�� T/0b0 
ెnాP7¨వ��నప�డ\ 9ాట� @ా/ాం=ా	� �$ల+P"�h.  

ఎవ/56�� మటg[ డ\తCన�ప�Pడ\ 9ారM మ/ాBద�$, ల�క తపP	స/0 అrB తమ 

మనసుల+ ల�	R మటg[ డ\తCన�ప�Pడ\, ఆమటg[ డ\తCన� 9ాట��� ప./01 వBT/��ా/ా� 	� 

ఇ
ె�Rధంbా మ	¯ ికద7కల�, భంb0మల� వ�ంటgh.    

కళ¿¶, మ;ఖమ;, 
ేతCల�, అÙn<ా య	� Rనడంల+ను, ప<కట�oచడంల+ను 

ప<��న భ¬}క nO ¯@ిా1 h. @ా��రణobా 9ాటoతట అR వ�� మన 
ెRల+ పEే9ాట�	,  

య��లపంbా మనం R�Q9ాట�	, అప<యత�ంbా, అను�$క�ండ Rనవ
ె� ధ8నులను 

మనం ‘ఆల��ంచడం’ అంటgం. అR మన IXదడ\క� అoతbా 
ేరవ�.         

 అల �ాక�ంE� ఏ�ౖె�� Rషయం Rనడం అ�Q�� ఒక ప<యత�ప.ర8కIX�న ప	. 

మనసుt�ట�^ , �ా9ాలను�K	, శ�ద�bా Rనడం వలన మన మనసుల+�� Rషయ	� 

సమగ�ంbా 
ేర�వచు�.   

   ��Bస"s Rనడం, సమ;�త, ప<శ�ల� అడగడం, మటg[ Eే��	�� ప<TసPం��ంచడం, 

9<ా సు�$వడం, 9ాBఖB	ంచడం, lgగ@ా8మ;ల� �ావడం వంట�R ఉత1మ=�� త లeణ�ల�.    

 మన జYk �Qo��<యల ��8/ా లÙం
ే చూడటం, Rనడo 9ాసన, రM�, సPర� �ట� 

��8/ా మనం l�Tక ప<పం
�	� వసు1 గతంbా అర�ం 
ేసుక�ంటgం. �Ú	�Q అనుభ¬T 

అంటgం. �Ú	 ��8/ా అనుభవమ; t�రMగ;తCం��.  

            మన అనుభవం ఏ IJరక� వ�ంట{o�ో, మన�́ అÙవB�́1కరణ కuE� అ� ే

IJరక� వ�ంట{ం��. అంట� మనo ఏ IJరక� lgషను �QరM�క�ంట� ఆ IJరక� lgషను 
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9ాడగలం. మనం ఎ	� దృ=ాBల� చూడగ7b0"ే అ	� దృ=ాBల� మనక�న� lg|ా 

ప/0}తCల�  వ/0Ûంచగలవ�.  

            మనం ఎంత Rనగ7b0"ే అంత మత<IJ T/0b0 
ెపPగలం. అంట� ప/0స/ాల�, 

చుట{^  ప<కNల వBక�1 ల నుం� మనం h��ప�చు��K�Qదం"�  అÙవB��1కరణ� .  

        వB��1గత wR"�లల+ను, వృT1ల+ను, మనం ఎంత �QరM�క�ంట� అంత 
ెపPగలమ;. 

ఎంత 
పెPగ7b0"ే అంత సమన8యం, సంబం��ల� ఏరPడ"�h. ఆధు	క �ాలంల+ 

అÙవB�́1కరణ  ��ౖప�ణ�Bల�  
�ల  �́లకంbా  మ/ాh.   

ల��Bల�, మరMPల పట[  అవసరIX�న అవbాహన, అవbాహన నుంEF �ా/ాBచరణ, 

ఆ �ా/ాBచరణక� ఇతరMలను  ఒtిPం� ప	 పట[  nO< త¨��oచE�	�� అÙవB�´1కరణ �́లకం.    

        @ా��రణobా మనం మటg[ డటం, శ/ ర కద7కల�, /ాయడo, దృ=ాBలను  

�T<క/0oచడం  ��8/ా మనం అÙn<ా యలను వB��1క/0ంచవచు�. 

 సం@ాG గతIX�న సంబం��లల+ లoఛనn<ా యమ; మ/ాBద ప.ర8కIX�న  అÙవB�́1 

కరణల"s nాట{bా లంఛనn<ా యమ; �ా	 అÙవB�́1కరణల� కuE� వ�టgh. అంట� 

అ���ారMల"sను, ప<జల"sను మటg[ Eేటప�Pడ\ మ/ాBద ప.ర8కIX�న ప��లను 

R	rb0సు1 ంటgం. �ా	 ఒ�� 
pట సు�Úర�ంbా ప	
ేయడం,  9ాళ¶"s ఏరPEే @ా	���తBం 

వలన మ/0�Koత దగ¡రbా అÙవB�́1కరణ జరMగ;తCం��.  

ఈ అÙవB�́1కరణల� సమoతరంbాను, లంబమ;bాను, ల�క Ùన� �$ణ�ల+[ నూ 

@ాగవచు�. మijకంbాను, /ాతప.ర8కంbాను �ాక అÙవB�́1కరణ, శ/ ర భంb0మల ��8/ా  

కuE� జరMగ;తCo��. 

అÙవB�́1కరణ అంట� ప<జలమధB సమ
�రం ప<@ారమh�B 9ాహకం అ	 


ెపPవచు�. ఇoదుల+ సమ
�రం  పంt�9ారM, ఏ�ో  ఒక  మధBమ	� R	rb0@ా1 రM.  

సమ
�రం n� ం��న 9ారM  ప<TసPందనను  రకర�ాల ధ8నులల+ R	tి@ా1 రM.    

 వక1 "�ను 
పెPదలచు�Kన� సం�ే=ా	� R�Q9ా/0  సPందనను  బట�^   మ/0ంత  

Rశ�Úక/0ంచడÁ, సPష̂ పరచడÁ, T/0b0 
ెపPడÁ  
ే@ా1 రM. ల���, =�� తలక�  అర�మ 

h�ట{^ bా lgషను, ప��లను మరM��KoటgరM. ఎందుకంట� వక1 
ెt�P�� తను 
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ెపPదల�చు�Kన� lgవo  =�� తక�  
ే/ాలంట�,  =�� తక� అర�ంమh�Bల  అÙవB�́1క/0ంచడం  

అవసరం.  

  =�� త "�ను Rంట{న���, ల�	�� Rన�R అర�మhన�� ల�	�� తన 

�వlg9ాల�, శ/ ర కద7కల ��8/ా అÙవB�́1క/0ం
�7. �K	�@ారM[   సం��"�ల�, ప<�కల�, 

సంజ�ల� ఉపrb0ం�నప�డ\ 9ాట�	 =�� తల� అనువ��ంచు�$గలbా7. ల�కn� " ే 

అÙవB�́1కరణ  Rఫలమవ�తCం�� .       

            మమ¬ల�bా  �K	�ప��ల�  ఎoచు�$వడం ��8/ా  మనo  
ెపPదల�చు�Kన�  

సం�ే=ా	� Rవ/0@ా1 మ;. 9<ా తప.ర8 కIX�న  సం�ేశంల+  ప��ల అ/ా� 	� య��తధo bా   

�సుక�ంటgరM. �ా~ మijకంbా అ9Q ప��ల� ఉపrb0సు1 నప�డ\, మనం  ఉపrb0ం
ే 

�9ాlg9ాల�, శ/ రకద7కల�,ఉ
��రణల+	 ��చు� తగ;¡ ల�, ధ8	 "ేE�ల ��8/ా 

పలకడం వలన Ùన�IX�న అ/ాG లను వB��1క/0ంచగల�¡ "�మ; .  

            �ట	�oట� ��8/ా వBక�1 ల� తమ అనుభవం"s సPష̂IX�న, సూట� అhన  

సం�ే=ాల� పంపగలbా7. ఆ సం�ే=ాల� n� ం��న9ారM సం�ే=ాలను స/0bా అర�ం 
ేసు�$	  

ప<TసPo��ంచ గలbా7.   

            సం�ే=ాల�  పంపడం, సం�ే=ాలను  n� ం��  స/0bా  అర�ం  
ేసు�$వడం  /5ండ\  

అÙవB��1కరణల+ lgగIJ.    

           మటల��8/ా పంt� సం�ే=ాల� బలంbా వ�ంE�లంట�, అR సమగ�ంbా, 

సo�Fప1 obా వ�ంE�7. �ట�ల+ అలం�ారo �$సÁ, ఆడంబరం  �$సÁ ప/0చయం ల�	 

ప��ల� 	ot�యకuడదు. 9ాడ\తCన� ప��ల� bా	, ప��ల కuరMPbా	 =�� తలల+ 

వBT/�క lgవన సృ¯̂ిoచకuడదు. మటలల+ అÙవB��1కరణ  జ/0b��� 35 =ాతం  మత<IJ. 

మటల� ల�క�ంE� �వlg9ాల�, b»ంతC ��చు� తగ;¡ ల�, శ/ ర కద7కల�, భంb0మల�, 

అÙనయం, ��8/ా జ/0b� అÙవB�́1కరణ 65 =ాతం వ�ంట{o��.   

       ఒ�� 9ాకBంల+  RRధ ప��లt� ౖ b»ంతCల+ వ�ాNణ�oప�  మర�డం ��8/ా సం�ేశం 

mకN అ/ాG 	� మర�వచు�. b»ంతCధ8	 @ాG h  lü��ల"s  ఒ�� 9ా�ాB	�� Ùన� ర�ాల 

అ/ా� ల"s అÙవB��1క/ ంచవచు�. �Ú	�Q మనo "ెల�గ;ల+ “)�ర, pq మ�ట� z[ )�సmpq 

34���-.ంచడం” అ�Q @ాIXతల  వ�ం�� అంటgమ;. మనం ఏ ప��ల� 9ాE�మ; అ�Q�� 
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�ాదు, ఆ ప��లను ఎట{వంట� lgవం వBక1 ప/0
ేల మటg[ E�మ; అ�Q ��	� బట�^  95 

=ాతం సమసBల� వ@ా1 h.   

         అÙవB�́1కరణక� మనcికhన, lg9��ే8గప./0తIX�న, వB��1గతIX�న  ఆటం�ాల�  

ల��� సం@ాG గతIX�న ఆటo�ాల�, అ/ా� 	��  సంబం��ం�న  ఆటం�ాల� కuE� వ�oడవచు�, 

అ/ా� 	�� సంబం��ం�న  ఆటం�ాలల+  స/56న  lg9ా	�   ప<కట�ంచ	  ప��లను  

ఉపrb0ంచడమ;, తప�Pbా అను9ాదం 
ేసు�$వడమ;, రకర�ాల అ/ా� ల	
ే�  

ప<�క7�9ాడటం, ఉ�nO �లక� "�R
ే� సPష̂తల�	 మటల�, �ట��� "sడ\ 

�K	�సంద/ా�లల+   ప<"ేBక    అం=ాలక� సంబం��ం�న  	ప�ణ;ల  lgష  ఆటంకంbా  

వ�ంటgh.      

        lg9ాల� వBక1పరచE�	�� అవసరIX�న  ప/0ణ�T, ��రణశ��1, అవbాహన  

ల�కnO వడం, lgవవB�́1కరణt�ౖ  శ�ద�   చూపకnO వడం, /ాతప.ర8క  సం�ే=ాలt� ౖ  

అనవసరంbా  ఆ��రపడటం, lgవవB�́1కరణ  
ేయగలన��  నమVకం  ల�క nO వడం  వంట�  

9ాట�వల[  అÙవB�́1కరణ  9�ౖఫలBం  
ెందుతCం�� . �Ú	వల[   మటల"sను, మటల� 

ల�క�ంE�ను  జ/0b�  lgవ ప<కటన ల+tిసు1 ం��. 

�ట��� "sడ\ వBక�1 ల వల[ , 9ా/0 t�త1 o��/   nO కడలవల[ , అÙవB�́1కరణల� 

ఆటం�ాల� ఏరPడ"�h. అ���ార @ాG నమ;ల+ వ�న�9ా/0�� సమయం ల�కnO వడం, 

Rషయమ; పట[  అవbాహన ల�క nO వడమ;"s nాట{, తమ అ���ా/ా	� స9ాల�  


ే@ా1 /�§  అ�Q భయం వల[  lgవ వB�́1కరణక� ఆటంకం  కల�గ;తCం��. 

��ం�� @ాG h  ఉ�ోBగ;ల�   అనుక�న���  అనుక�న�ట{^ bా 
పెPE�	�� ఇష̂ పడక 

nO వడం ల��� 9ా/0�� స/56న nO< "�¨��ాల� ల�కnO వడం కuE� ఆటoకంbా మరMతCం��. 

�Ú	"s వB��1గతIX�న t�<రణ@ాG h పEFnO తCం��. పరసPర అÙవB�´1కరణక� ఆటoకం 

ఏరPడ\తCం��. ఒక సంసG  mకN 	యమ 	బంధనల�  ఆ సంసGక� సంబం��ం�న R��న 

	రÛయల�, సంసGల+ ఉంEే సం��[ష̂ 	రÛయల� అÙవB�́1కరణక� ఆటంకం �ావచు�. 
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        అలb� తమతమ @ాG hలల+ ఉ�ో Bగ;ల మధB  ఉంEే అంతరం కuE� ఒక ఆటoకం. 

�Ú	 వల[  ప	ల+ @ామర�Hం, ప<Tభ క�ంట{పడ\తCం��.  

          �ాబటQ�  చక�టQ అ�వ��M�కరణ జరRాలంట� మ�ందు శ#దYRా /)*m. స9ష�ంRా 

ఆల FంC*m. అ¡`�ా య�లను, kO3ాలను, ఉ�ే�Rాలను  వ�క�పరC*m. అవసర¢£¤న 

¢¥రక� Cెప9డం, మ�టO� డడం, ఏ సమయంల , ఏ సంధర§oల  ఎoత¢¥రక� Cె`ా9ల  

pెmయడం  క©z* ప�1kOవoత¢£¤న అ�వ��M�కరణల� ����m అవసరం. అ�వ��M�కరణ 

Cేయz*��� సమగ#¢£¤న �జ;\: వ�ంz*m. ఇతర,ల భంR.మల�, మ-.య� kO3ª�ే��ాల�, 

kOవవ��M�కరణ«�ౖ క^స  అవRాహ)* కmR. వ�ంz*m . 
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`¬ర /�ేయక ప�వర�న �2సం కమ���®ష� 

 (Communication for Citizen Centric Behaviour)  

 

 కమ���®ష�, ఈ-ÁడూB² 5 య¬	ట{[  bా RభÂంచ��నౖ�� 

 

య¬	© – 1    సPష̂IX�న కమ¬B	��ష
 mకN n<ా మ;ఖBత 

య¬	© - 2    Rనడం (listening) 

య¬	© - 3    ���య¢ల శ�వణ ప<వర1న (Active Listening Behaviours) 

య¬	© - 4    	శ�యమ;bా (Being Assertive) 

య¬	© - 5    సమరGవంతIX�న కమ¬B	��ష
 

 

��ౖ 5 §డ\Bల[ల+ ఒక ప<భ;త8 ఉ�ో Bb0 మ;ఖBంbా  nÿరMల"s వBవహ/0చవలcిన �రMt�ౖ, 

ఉండవలcిన సమ
�ర ��ౖప�ణ�Bల n<ా మ;కBత t�ౖ Rవ/0ంచ��ౖన��.  

 

         ప<భ;త8 పథ�ాల� ప<జలక� 
ే/0 ఆ�ం�న ఫ7"�	� ఇవ8డంల+ ��త<@ాG hల+ ఉ�ో Bగ;ల  

సహ�ారం, సమన8యం 
�ల అవసరం. ఉ�ోBగ;ల� ప<జల"s మం� సంబం��ల� 

ఏరPరMచు�Kంట��Q ప<భ;త8 R����ల�, పథ�ాల� Rజయవంతమi"�h. 

                      
ప<జY c�వక�Eెనౖ ప<భ;త8 ఉ�ో Bb0 రక ర�ాల అవస/ాల"s వ
�ే RRధ ర�ాల¥ౖన  

వBక�1 ల"s మ/ాBదప.ర8కంbా మటg[ EF, ప<భ;త8ం �ారB కలnాలను 	ర8/01ంచవలcి ఉంట{ం��. 

 
ప�వర�న ప�´*నంRా మడJ ర�ాల�Rా ఉంటwం��. 

� ప<జల"s మం� సంబం��ల� ��ల�Kల�P�$వE�	�� ఉపrగపE ే ప<వర1న. ప<జల"s 9ా/0 

Rన�nాలను, 9ా/0 సమసBను అరGం 
సేు�K	 సPష̂త ఇవ8డం. nÿరMల సమయ	�� 

Rల�వ	వ8డం. cిబ�ంEF ఇబందుల�, ప/0}తCలను ఉన�ట[h"ే "7ెయజ�యటం ��8/ా 

nÿరMల R=ా8సం n� ందడం.  nÿరMల� మటg[ Eేందుక� nO < త¨��ంచడం , nÿరMలను ఒక 	/ా� రణక� 

వ
�ేల nO < త¨��ంచడం, 9ా/0"s ���యతVకంbా వBవహ/0ంచE�	�� cిద�ం bా ఉ���/p ల��ో  

"ెల�సు�$వడం వంట�R n<ా థ}కంbా సత¨ంబం��ల� ��ల�Kల�P ప<వర1నల�. 

� ప<జల"s ఆ��పతBం"s వBవహ/0ంచడం, E�ంÙకంbా, బ ���/0ంప� �ోరణ�ల+ ప<వ/01ంచడం"s ప<జల� 


ేt�P ��	� RనE�	�� cిద�పడకnO వడం, స/0 అhన సమ��నం ఇవ8కnO వడం, అసహనం 

ప<కట�ంచడం, ఆటంక పరచటం, 9ా/0 పట[  ఉ��cనీత"s వBవహ/0ంచటం, nÿరMల� 
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మటg[ డ\తCన�ప�డ\ శ�ద�గ RనకnO వడం, Rసుగ; ప<కట�ంచడం వంట� లeణ�ల"s ప<జల"s 

సంబ��ల� �బేg��c� అవ�ాశం ఉన�ప<వర1నల�. 

� ప<జల"s సత¨ంబం��లను ఏరPరచE�	�� �ోహదపE ే అం=ాలను తక�Nవbా చూడడం వలన 

కuE� సంబం��ల� ఏరPడవ�. ఒక9Qళ ఏరPEFనను అR �ెబT�Q ఆ@ాNరం ఉంట{ం��.  

 
�ా-ా�లయ�లల  సందరµక�లpq వ�వహ-.ంచడం. 

 
ప<భ;త8 ఉ�ో Bb0 ‘ఉ�ోBగం’ ల+ ప<జల� మ;ఖB బgగం అనbా ప/0nాలనక� ప<జల� R	rగ��రMల�  

�ావ�న, 9ా/0 9ా/0 పనులను బట�^ , అవస/ా	� బట�^ , @ామÂక cి1T	 బట�^  9ా/0"s bªరవంbా 

వBవహ/0చవల¥ను. RRధ తరగతCల సందర�క�ల"s, ప	 ఒT1EFల+ ఉ���ను, 9ా/0"s మ/ాBద ప.ర8కంbా  

వBవహ/0ం
�వల¥ను.  

 
`¬ర,ల� Cె«E9�� శ#ద�Rా /నడం: 

 
          ప<జల� 
tె�P�� యంT<కంbా Rనడం �ాక�ంE� మనసు ��ం�Ú<క/0ం� స8చంధంbా, ప<యత� 

ప.ర8కంbా R��7. 9ారM 
tె�P Rషయల పట[  ఆస��1 చూప�తµ సమన8య పరచుక�ంటÝ R��7. 

య��లపంbా �ాక�ంE� ఒక ప<rజనం"s R��7. Rనడం అ�Q�� ఒక కల. దృకPధం, శ�ద� , సరM� బgట{  

అ�Q మ¬డ\ మi7క ��పౖ�నBలt�ౖ ఆ��రపEF ఉంట{ం��. �Ú	ల+ ఆల��ంచడం, అవbాహ�� 
సేు�$వడం, 

బü/ q 9Qసు�$వడం అ�Q మ¬డ\ దశల�ంటgh. 

 
��#య�త¶కంRా  /నడం 

 
    ���యతVకంbా  Rనడం అనbా మటల� జYగ�త1bా Rనడం, 9ాట�	 అరGం 
సేు�$వడం,  

శ/ ర కద7కల ��8/ాను, ఆచరనల+ను ప<TసPం��న�డం.  అవసరIX�న ప<శ�ల� అడగడం,  

మ;ఖB అం=ాలt�ౖఎదుట�9ా/0	  మటg[ డ	వ8డం, 9ా/0 దృ¯ి^  నుంEF Rషయలను అరGం  


ేసు�K�Q ప<యత�ం 
ేయడం, ప��ల 9�నుక lg9ాలను అరGం
ేసు�$వE�	�� ప<యT�చడం.  

ఎదుట�9ారM 
tెిPన�� RనడIJ �ాదు, Rను1 న�మ�Q lgవన క7b0ంచడం కuE� మ;ఖBం. 

���యతVకంbా  Rనడంల+ =�� తక� ఋq ప<వర1న ఉండడం 
�ల అవసరం. ���యతVక =�� తల�   

70 శతం సమయం RంటgరM, 30 శతం సమయం మత<IJ మటg[ డ\"�రM. 
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       E-Governance & ICT ( E- గవర�)4నుº మ-.య� ఐ.'ి.టQ) 

  సమయం (75 �మ��ాల�) 

           E- గవర���ను¨ అంట� ప<భ;త8c�వలను ప<జలక� @ాo��Tక పద�T ��8ర 

సులభమ;bా. 9Qగవంతమ;bా అందజ�యడం. ఇం�Kక మటల+ 
ెnాPలంట� – కంప.Bట« 

��ట8«N సహ�ారమ;"s ప<జలక� అTతక�Nవ సమయమ;ల+ 9Qగవంతమ;bా c�9ా 

@ÿకరBమ;  
ేకuరM�ట. 

ఉదహరణక� : గతమ;ల+ ఏ�ెనౖ సమ
�రమ; ప<జలక� అం��o
�లoట� �ాb0తమ;ల � � ౖ

9<ా c ిbా	,  మ;��<o� bా	 అందజ�c�9ారమ;. �ా	 ఇప�Pడ\ @ాo��Tక Rప[వ౦ వ��న 

తర9ాత కంప.Bట«, ��© వ«N, c�² �O 
, @ాV«̂ �O 
 ల ��8/ా సమ
�రమ;ను 

ఇ.IXh² (Email) ��8ర bా	 ఎ±.యం.ఎ± ల (sms) ��8ర bా	 తeణo 

అందజ�సు1 ���మ;.   

Information Communication Technology (ICT) @ాo��Tకతను ఉపrb0o� 

సమ
�రమ;ను "�ందరbా 
ేర9Qయడం జరMగ;తCన���. 

 ప<భ;త8మ; 
యే; పనులను, ప<ణ�>కలక� సంబం��o�న సమ
�రమ; ���౦�� 

Rధమ;bా అందజ�యవలcి య;oట{o��.   

 ప<భ;త8మ; నుంEF ఉ�ోBగ;లక�, ప<భ;త8మ; నుంEF ప<జలక�, ప<భ;త8మ; నుంEF 

��	 అనుబంధ, ఆ�Úన సంసGలక� ఇట�^  సమ
�ర వ8వసGను సమర�వoతమ; bా 

	ర8��oచుటక� @ాం��Tకత 
�ల అవసరం. కనుక ప<T అంశమ;ల+ @ాo��Tకతను 

అన8hoచు�K	 ప<జల"s IXరMb56న c�వల� అం��oచడIJ  ICT mకN మ;ఖB ఉ�ే� Hశం. 

 ప<భ;త8మ; ప<సు1 త nాత పద�తCలను సమ¬లమ;bా మ/0� @ాo��Tకత ��8/ా 

ప<జలక� c�వలను అం��oచటg�Q� E - ప/0nాలన అంటgమ;. E - ప/0nాలన ��8/ా 

మధBవరM1 ల ప<IJయమ; ల�క�ంE� ప<జలక� అR~T ర��తIX�న, సమర�మతIX�న 

nారదర�కIX�న c�వలను అం��oచ గల�గ;"�మ;. E – ప/0nాలన ��8/ా ప<భ;త8 

c�వలల+ 
�లవరక� అనవసరమhన మధBవ/01త8మ;ల� తb0¡ంచ బడ\"�h. 
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ఉ��హరణక�: ఒక /56తCక� అవసరIX�నప�Pడ\ తన భ¬మ;లక� సంబo��o�న 

Rవరమ;ల� అ	�య; ఇంట�[  కంప.Bట« స�యమ; "s Rవరమ;bా 9�� c�©ౖ ��8/ా 

చూసు�Kన వచు�ను.  ఎకNEో  ఉన�   తహc²ి  �ా/ాBలయమ;నక� 9�ళ¶ క�ంE� దగ¡ర 

ల+ నున� ‘ D c�వ c�ంట«’  ల+ నున� @ాం��Tక వBవస� ��8/ా తనక� �ావ7cిన  తన 

ప�ణ� �ాtీల� ఇతర ప<భ;త8 /0�ారM³ ల ప<తCలను సులభమ;bా n� ందవచు�ను మ/0య; 

ఇట�^  సమ
�రమ; ఇంట�[  య;ంEF అంత/ా� లయ;క1 కంప.Bట« ��8/ా n� oదవచు�ను. 

ఇట�^  R����	� ప<భ;త8మ; కంప.Bట« ��© వ«N ��8/ా అం��సు1 న���. ఇట�^  @ా౦��Tక 

పద�T పట[  ప<జలక� ఒక అవహగన క7tించడం మన అంద/0 lgధBత.  

ఇట�^  వBవస�ను అవలంUoచడమ;ల+ USA, UK మ/0య; ఇతర ఆcయి  �ే=ాల�   

మ;ందు���h. కనుక ప<జల� కంప.Bట« ను R/0R/0bా 9ాడవలcని అవసరమ; 

య;న���. ��	�56 ప<జల� కంప.Bట« �eణ n� ం��, కంప.Bట« R/0Rbా 9ాడటg	��  

మనcికమ;bా cది�IX� య;ంE�7. ఇపPట��� ప<జY సమ¬హమ;ల+ ఎక�Nవ మం�� 

ఇంట/5�© మ/0య; @ాV«̂ � O 
 9ాడ\తCన�పPట��� ఇం�ా 
�ల మం�� 9ాడవలc ి

య;న���. �Ú	�56 ప<భ;త8మ; మ/0య; కంప.Bట/p[  �eణ n� ం��న R��B/0� య;వత 9ా/0 

స��ారమ; ప<జలక�  అం��oచవలcి య;న���. 

 కనుక ప<భ;"�8	�� ప<జలక� 9ార��bా ఉ�ో Bగమ; 	ర8��సు1 న� DరM 

త8/0తగTన  కంప.Bట« 9ాడ\కల+  n<ా �ణBమ; n� ౦దడIJ �ాక D ��త<@ాG h ప<జలను 

కuడ @ాo��Tకతను అÙవృ���  పరMచు�K�Q ��శల+  nO< త¨��oచవలcని బgదBత D ��ౖన 

ఉన���. 

 ICT �*�ర 'Eవల� మ�ఖ�మ�Rా (4) kOగమ�ల�. 

1. RRధ ప<భ;త8 సంసGల� మ/0య; 9ాట� Rlgbాల మధB పరసPర సమ
�ర 

సమన8యమ;. 

2. ఇంట/5�© / 9�� ఆ��/0త c�వల�, మరMమ¬ల b�ా మలల+ బgBం° R°1  ఉపలU�   

3. సమరGవంతIX�న 9ాBnార ల9ా�ే�ల అtి[ ��ష
¨ (Business Applications) 

4. సంప.రÛ EFÂట² అe/ాసBత.  
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                 సమస� ప-.�ా�రమ� – �ర½య >ామర?¾మ�  

ఈ Áడ\Bల�ను  6 lgగమ;ల�bా  RభÂం� "ెల�సు�$వచు�.  

1. సమసB ప/0|ాNర అవసరమ; . 

2. సమసB 	ర8చనమ;.  

3. సమసB mకN అ�Qక ధృ�$Nణమ;ల�  

4. సమసBల �ారణమ;ల�  

5. Ùన� ఆల+చనల� . 

6. .సమసBల 	9ారణ� పద�తCల�.  

     ఇంట�ల+bా	 మనమ; 
ేc� ఉ�ోBగమ;ల+ �ా	 �K	� సమసBల� ఉతPన�మవ�"�h .ఈ 

సమసBలను  ప/0|ాN/0ంచడమ; 
�ల  అవసరమ;. �K	�@ారM[  మనమ; సమసB అను�Kన��� 

అసల� సమc�B �ాకnO వచు�. వృT1ల� మం�స ప�/pగT ఉంE�లంట� సమసBలను 

ప/0|ాNరమ; 
ేయ7.  సమసBలను ఎప�Pడ\ ఒక క�మపద�Tల� ప/0|ాNరమ; 
ేయ7.  

సమస� �ర�చనమ�: @ామÂక పరIX�న�ై��, ఆ/0�క పరIX�న�ై��, =ాస1 � @ాం��Tక 

పరIX�న�ె�ౖ� ప<జల� ఏ�ె"ౖే అ9ాoచ~యIX�న cిGT అ	 lgRం� స/0������ లను క�ంటg/p 

��		 సమసB అనవచు�. సరళంRా Cె`ా9లంట� >ామ�Àక సంబo´*ల �   ఏర9zే ఘరÂణ లÃ�* 

kÄ�*లను సమస� అనవచుU.  

సమస� Åక� అ)Lక ధృ�2�ణమ�ల� : 

        ఒక అటÆ �ాఖ�´��ా-. 2500 Çక�ల� )*టz*��� �ర½\ంC*ర,. ఇటQ�  Çక�లను 

సూ�É ఆవరణల  )*టదz*��� �ర�\ంF కలÊక�Ë Rా-.Cే ఉత�ర,�ల� ఇ«ి9ంC*ర,. Çక�ల� 

)*టబz[)*\. �yంత �ాల���� ఆ Çక�ల� 3ాz[ Ì̀ య�\. �Í��� అ)Lక �ారణ*ల� ఉ)*�\ 

.కలÊక�Ë Rార, తదుప-. ఈ /షయ���  -.వÏ� CేయలÃదు. అటÆ �ాఖ�´��ా-. శ#ద�  «�ట�లÃదు . 

Çక�ల� )*ట�టప�9డJ «ి�^ºపÉº ను మ-.య� /�*�ర,? లను /�ా�సమ�ల �� :సు�2లÃదు. 
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Çక�లక� ^ర, Ì̀ యమ� «ి��º`ాÉ, RాËÐ క� Cె«ి9)*  అతను ^ర, `Ì య�టల  శ#ద�  

కనపరచ లÃదు. ఇల� C*ల� �2ణ*ల� ఉoటO\.  

 
 
సమస�ల  �ారణ*ల /�Ñ�షణ:  

        సమసBల� వ��నప�Pడ\ అసల� సమసB ఎకNడ ఉన�ద	  గ;/01ంచడమ;, 

సమయనుగ;ణంbా మం� 	రÛయమ; 
యేడమ;,	రÛయలను పకడం��bా అమల� 


ేయడమ; 
ేయ7.  

         ఒకNరM bా	, సమ¬హమ;bా	 ప/0cిGతCలను lü/ q 9Qసు�K	 9ాట��� ఒక క�మ పద�Tల+ 

ప/0|ాNరమ; క	t�ట̂డమ;ను సమస� ప-.�ా�రమ� ( problem solving ) అనవచు�.  

       సమ¬హమ;ల+	 అందరM వBక�1 లక� మధB సత¨oబం��ల�  అవసరమ; అhనపPట��́ 

అందరMbా	 ల��� ఒకNరM bా	 ప/0|ాNరమ;నక� 
ేc� ప<య"��	�   అందరM ఒప�P�$9ా7 .  

       అసల� సమసBను గ;/01ం� ప/0|ాNరమ; 
ేయలంట�  క�మ పద�Tల+ @ాbా7. సమసB 

ఏ}, సమసB ఎకNడ , సమసB ఎపPడ\ , సమసB �ారణమ; ఎవరM అ�Q ��ల�గ; ప<శ�ల 

క�మంల+ @ాbా7.  

ఉ��హరణక�  స�చU kOర� అ�య�� �ారBక�మ; ఒక bా� మమ;ల+ �సు�Kంట�. అ���ారMల�  

ఎ	�  ప<య"��ల� 
ేcినపPట��́ �K	� b�ా మల ప<జలను �ాలకృ"�Bల�56 అరMబయట��� 

9�ల[ క�oE� 	/p��ంచల�క nO తC���రM .  

«�దYసమస�(major problem): ఒక bా� మమ;ను  �ాలకృ"�Bల� ఆరMబయట 

�రM��Kనుట నుంEF ప./01  Rమ;��1 (ODF) bా ప<కట�ంచ ల�క nO వ�ట.  

 సమస� ఏ�టQ (WHAT): ఎ���  మరMగ; �ొడ[ ను 	/0Vం�నపPట��́ ప<జల� �ాలకృ"�Bల� 

�రM��Kనుటక� ఇం�ా ఆరMబయటక� 9�ళ¿తC���రM . 

ఎక�డ( WHERE): bా� మ	�� 500Dటర[  దూరoల� ప<జల� ఈ సమసB వసు1 న��� 
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ఎప�9డJ (WHEN): మరMగ;క� 9�>¶నప�Pడ\ ఎవ/56�� చూడక�ంE� @ా��రణంbా ఈ 

సమసB "ెల[9ారMజYమ;న మ/0య; సం��B సమయమ;న ఎక�Nవbా ఉంట{ం��.�Ú		  బట�^  

ప<జల� ఇ�� cిగ;¡ పEే Rషయమ	 lgRసు1 ���ర	 "ెల�సు1 న���.  

ఎవర, (WHO): ఆరMబయల+[  �ాలకృ"�Bల� �రM�క��Q  9ారం"� @ా��రణంbా t�ద�  9ా/�. 

బEF tలి[ ల� 9�ళ[రM.  

సమస� ఏ�టQ- అరGవ�తCన��ేమంట� ప<జల ప<వర1నల+ మరMP /ా9ా7. 

సమస� ఎక�డ అంట�- bా� మ	�� 500 Dటర[ దూరమ;ల+ అంట� ప<జలక�  bా� మ ప/0àభ<త 

పట[    అవbాహన ఉన�ద	 "ెల�సు1 ం��. 

ఎప�9డJ అంట� – "ెల[9ారM� జYమ;న మ/0య; @ాయంత< సమయమ;న అంట� ప<జల� పగట� 

9Qళల+[  ఆరMబయట��� 9�ల[ E�	��  cిగ;¡ పడ\తC���ర	 అరGIX�న��.  

ఎవర, అంట�: bా� మమ;ల+	 వrజనుల� .అంట� nాత పద�తCలను 9ారM వదల� �$ల�క 

nO తC���ర	 అరGమ;. 9ా/0	 nాట పద�తCల� వడల� �K�Qల 
ేయ7. ఈ సమసB 

ప/0|ాN/ా	�� �Kత1  పద�తCల�  nాట�ం
�7. b�ా మ పరB9Qeణ క}ట� సభ;Bల�, బEF tిల[ల� 

ప<జల� ఈ Rధంbా 9�ళ¶క�ంE� 9ా/0t�ౖ �ఘ�  ఉం
�7.  

          అందు�� సమసB మ¬ల �ారణ�లను R=�[¯ిం
�7 .సమసBక� �ారణ�ల� అ�Qకమ; 

ఉండవచు�. అందుల+ �K	�oట��� ప/0|ాNర మ/ా¡ ల� అంతక� మ;ం�ే ఉండవచు�. �K	�oట�� ́

అసల� �ారణ�ల� 9�తC�KN	 సమసB ప/0|ాNర మ/ా¡ ల� అ�Q8¯ిo
�7¨ ఉంట{ం��. ఇందు�56 

ఎందుక� (WHY), ఎందుక� (WHY), ఎందుక� (WHY) R��నమ; ��8/ా సమసBక� 

ప/0|ాNర మ/ా¡ ల� 9�తCక వచు�ను.  

ఉ�*హరణ:  ఒక �ా/ాBలయమ;ల+ ఒక స�యక�	 దగ¡ర అ�QకIX�న ��ౖ²¨ 

ఉ���యనుక�o��మ;. ��	�� �ారణమ; 9�త�ాలంట� . 

1. స�యక�డ\ తన ��ౖ²¨ ను ప/0|ాNరమ; 
ేయల�క nO తC���డ\-ఎందుక�  . 
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2. cిబం��t�ౖ అ��కlgరమ; పEFం�� - ఎందుక� . 

3. cిబం�� స/0bా¡  ప	 
ేయడమ;ల�దు -ఎందుక� . 

cిబం��t�ౖ ఎందుక� అ��క lgరమ; పEFం�� .అంట� ఉండవ7¨నoత cబిo�� ల�రM.  

�K	� nO ±̂ ల� ఖ�bా ఉ���h .cబిం�� స/0యగ; �eణ ల�కnO వచు�.  

cిబం�� యందుక� స/0bా¡  ప	
ేయడమ;ల�దు – 9ా/0�� స/0h��న �eణ ల�దు . 

      ఇల ఒ�KNకN సమసB బయట��� వ�� 9ాట��� ప/0|ాNరమ/ా¡ ల� కను�KN�Q �ల� 

�ొరMక�తCం��. సమసBలక� క�మ పద�Tల+ అం
ెలం
లె�bా  ప/0|ాN/ాల� 9�త�ా7. 

 
      SCAMPER R��న  పద�Tల+ సమసB ప/0|ాNర R��నమ;ల�  చూ��� మ;.  

S- SUBSTITUTE –ప�p*�మ��య ప-.�ా�ర పద�1 : ప�ే ప�ే తలh�"ే1  సమసBక� 

ప<"�Bమ�య ప/0|ాNర మ/ా¡ లను 9�త�ా7. ఉ��హరణక� : U .ట�. /p° ("�రM /p° ) 

వ/ా� �ాలమ;ల+ ~రM అగ;టవలన ప./01bా nాడh ప<జలక� అ@ÿకరBమ;ల� కల�గ;"�h. 

అలoట� 
pట �ాం�́�© ల��� రబ« /p° లను 9Qయ;ట ప<"�Bమ�య ప/0|ాNరమ; 

అవ�తCం��. 

C-COMBINE- సంయ�క� ప-.>ా�ర పద�1: ఒ�y�క�  సమస�క� ఒ�® ఒక ప-.�ా�రమ� 

ఉండవచుU.  �y��>ార,�  ఆల చనల సమ�Òరమ� అ\న సంయ�క� ప-.�ా�రమ� 

ఉండవచుU. ఉ�* : ÓÌ � ,�Ô¢£-ా, >ా�నË, ఇంట-Ô�Õ ఇం�ా ఇతర అ)Lక పనులక� అనువ�Rా 

ఉన� ÇబÖౖÉ ÓÌ �  అ� Cెప9వచుU. 

A-ADAPT– అనుసరణ ప-.�ా�ర పద�1 : �y�� సమస�లక� >ా´*రణoRా ఒ�® ప-.�ా�ర 

మ�రTమ� ఉంటwo��. �*� మనమ� అనుస-.ంచవచుU.�y��>ార,�  సమస�ల ప-.�ా�-ా���  

�yత�  ఆల చ)* /´*)*ల� ,>ాం�®1క /షయ�లను అనుస-.ంచవచుU.  

ఉ�* : మర,గ� �ొడ� లØ  'ింగÉ «ిÕ /´*నమ� ఉంzే�� z*��� బదుల�Rా డబÉ «ిÕ  పదY1ల  

మర,గ��ొడJ�  �-.¶సు� )*�ర,. �Í� వలన సమయమ�, ^ర,, ఆ-.�కవనర,ల� వ�ర?మ� �ాక�ంz* 

చూడవచుU. «�ౖRా ఆ-ాT �Ù ఎర,వ� ల�సు� ం�� . 
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M-MODIFY- మ�ర,9 ప-.�ా�ర పద�1 :  ప�సు� తమ� `ాటQసు� న� ప-.�ా�రమ� 

స-. Ì̀ క`Ì pే అందుల  మ�ర,9 C'ేి  ఉత9న�¢£¤న సమస��� ప-.�ా�రమ� చూపవచుU. ఉ�* : 

ప�భ�త�మ� ఇసు� న� Rా�Ú స¡ºzÛ అంతక� మ�నుప� Rా�Ú కం«�^లక� బ��Ü అ\Ý���. �*� 

వలన ప�జలక� ప�భ�త�మ� Rా�Ú స¡ºzÛ ఇసు� న� /షమ� pmెయక Ì̀ \Ý��. ఇల�ంటQ 

అ`Ì హ pÞలR.ంచుటక� ప�భ�త�మ� ప�సు� త పద�1 లØ మ�ర,ప� Cే'ి , Rా�Ú స¡ºzÛ 

/�ßగ�*ర,ల బO�ంక� ఖ�p*లల  జమ C\ేసు� న��� . ప�జలక� స¡ºzÛ z*��న సంpqషం 

ఉంటwన���. 

E-ELIMINATE- pÞలR.ంప� ప-.�ా�ర పద�1 : ఒక సమస�క�  ఒ�® పద�1  

ఉపßగపడÐప�డJ  మ-.య� వ మ-àక /ధంRా  /�ßగపడనప�9డJ pÞలR.ంC ేపదY1ల  

ప-.�ా�రమ� కనుRàన వచుUను.  

ఉ�* : ఇంతక� మ�నుప� �®బ�É ÓÌ � ఉం�� ,p*నూ ఉన�CáటQ�� ÓÌ � :సుక�-ావz*��� Æల� 

లÃక , ÓÌ � ఉన�CáటQ�® 34�� మ�టO� z*mº వCUే��. ఇ�� /�ßగ �*ర,లక� అ>¬కర�ంRా 

ఉంzే�� . �*�pq అ�� �ా-ÔâãÚ ÓÌ � ల  ఆ/ష�రణక� )*o�� పm��ం�� . �®బ�É ÓÌ ను�  pÞలR.ంF , 

3ాటQ >ా? నమ�ల  �ా-ÔâãÚ ÓÌ � వC*U\ . 

R-REDUCE- తR.Tంచు ప-.�ా�ర పద�1 : �y�� >ార,�  ఉన� 3ాటQ� తR.äåంC*దు¶ �*�-ా 

ప-.�ా�రమ�ల� సూFంచవచుU . ఉ�* : «��æళæ ల ను ,మ´*�హ� kçజన పథకమ�ల ను 

ఆÒరమ� వృ�* �ాక�ంz* తR.Toచడమ� �*�-ా ప-.�ా�రమ� సూFంచవచుU.  

DIVERGENT  THINKING  (/�న� ఆల చనల� ):  సమస�లక� మస Ì̀ 'ని 

ప-.�ా�ర మ�-ాT ల� `ాటQంచుట  మ��  /�న� తరÒ  ఆల చనలpq  ప-.�ా�రమ�ల� 34త�ాm  

. ఉ�* : దూరంRా ఉన� ఒక �ాలÃè��  34ళæz*��� /�*�ర,? లక� అందుబOటwల  ఒకటQ లÃ�* 

-ÔండJ బసుºల� ఉండడమ� , అ/ వFU)* ��#���-.'ి ఉండడమ� , ఒ�y�క�>ా-. బసుº >ా� ప�� 

దూరంRా �లపడo Cేత అ>¬క-ా���� గ�ర\  /�*�ర,? ల� అ)Lక >ార,�  Ràడవక� ��గడమ� , 

బసుº 'బి§ం�� స¢£¶ Cేయడమ� , బసుºల అ�*Y ల� పగలRàటQ�  నష�మ� కmR.oచడమ� వంటQ 
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చర�లక� `ాల9zే3ార,. /�*�ర,? ల«�ౖ  �®సుల� బ�Ù Cే'ి éZ[ంచడమ��*�-ా ఆ సమస� 

�ాశ�తంRా ప-.�ా�రమ� �ాదు. «�ౖRా /�*�ర,? ల భ/ష�తê�  )*శనమ� అవ�తêం��. అల�oటQ  

/�*�ర,? ల�  అ>ాంëìక శక�� లక� ఉపßగపz[ మ-á సమస�Rా మ�ర,p*ర,  . ఈ  

ప-.�ా�రమ� వల�   ప�ßజనులÃక `Ì Rా ఇతర సమస�లక� �*-.:సు� ం��. ��#య�íలతగల  

అ´��ా-. ఉంట� 9�ంట�Q �ాల�w యజమనBo"s చ/0�ం�, R��BరMG ల"s సమ9Qశమ;  ఏ/ాPట{ 


ేcి ,ఏ సమయమ;ల+ R��BరMG లక� సమసB ఏరPడ\తCం�� , ఉన� ప/0cిGతCల+[  ఎలoట� ఆ/0�క 

lgరమ; పడక�ంE�  ఎల ప/0షN/0ం
�7 అన� Rషయమ;ల+ అంద/0	 lgగ@ా8మ;Bలను  


ేcి సల� �సు�$వడo , సమసB వ��నప�Pడ\  �ాల�w యజమనBo  ��8/ా bా	 , 

R��BరMG ల"s ఒక క}టZ 9Qcి ఆ క}టZ అధB�డ\ సమసB సమ
�/ా	� బసు¨ 

యజమ��B	�� "ె7య జ�c�ల ఏ/ాPట{ 
ేcి అట{ R��BరMG లక� సమసB ల�క�ంE�ను 

మ/0య; బసు¨ 	ర8హణ సంసGక� ఎలంట� నష̂మ; కల�గక�ంE� ఏ/ాPట{ 
యేవచు�. ఇల  

RÙన� ఆల+చనల"s సమసBక� =ాశ8త ప/0|ాNరమ; @ా��ంచవచు�. 
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సమయ 	ర8హణ (TIME MANAGEMENT ) 

సరళంbా 
ెnాPలంట� వBవ�� ల��� గడ\వ�ను �ాలమ; ల��� సమయమ;  అ	 

	ర8�ంచవచు�ను. మనక� ఉన� ప/0}త �ాల	� స/0h��న Rధంbా R	rb0ంచు�$9ా7. 

ఈ Rధంbా 	/0�ంచు�$9ాలంట� సమయ 	ర8హణ 
�ల మ;ఖBమ;. 

సమయ �ర�హణ : ఏ ప	�� ఎంత �ాలమ;ను 9���ం
�ల	 	రÛhoచు�$వడమ; 

సమయ 	ర8హణ  bా 	ర8�ంచ వచు�ను . 

సమయ �ర�హణ ఉపßRాల� : సమయ 	ర8హణ వలన �ాలమ; వృ�� �ాక�ంE�, 

మన� �ౖ ఒT1EF తగ¡E�	��, 
ేc� ప		 సమరGవంతంbా 
ేయటg	��, ప	 ��8/ా ఎక�Nవ 

ఫ7తమ;  n� ందE�	��, 
ేc� ఉ�ోBగ బgధBతల t�ౖ అదుప� క7b0  ఉండE�	�� అవ�ాశమ; 

లÙసు1 ం�� . 

సమయ �ర�హణక అవ-á´*ల�: �ాల 	ర8హణక� @ాధరణంbా ఎదురh�B అవ/p��ల�  

1.  ప	పట[  అసPష̂త, 2. స/0h��న వBవసG  ల�కnO వడమ;, 3. �ాద	 
ెపPల�	 ఆశక1త, 4. ప	 

పట[  	/ాసక1త, 5. ఒ�� సమయ	�� అ�Qక పనుల� 
యేవలcి /ావడమ;, 6. ఒT1EF 

వంట�9ాట�	 t�/»Nనవచు�. 


ేయవ7cిన ప	పట[  సPష̂త ఉంట� 	/0�ష̂IX�న ప	 @ా��ంచగలమ; . అ�Qక పనులక� 

ఒ��@ా/0 సమయమ; 9���oచడమ; వల[  క7b� ఫ7తమ; �నBమ;. ఏ�ై�� ప		 	/ Ûత 

�ాలవBవ��ల+ ప./01
యే;టక� cిద�పEF ఉంE�7 . 
ేc� ప		 క�మ పద�Tల+ 
ేయ7 .  

మ/ాBదప.ర8కంbా ఏ�ౖె�� ప	 �Qను 
యే;టక� �ల�పడ	 t�ౖ అ���ారMలక� 


ెప�Pటక� సం�$�ంచ/ాదు. అల 
ెపPల�	 పeమ;ల+ ~వ� ప<సు1 తమ; 
సేూ1 న� ప	 

ప./01
ేయ;టక� �ల�పడదు. ~t�ౖ అ��క ప	 lgరమ; పడ\తCo�� . 
ేయవలcిన అదనప� 

ప	 కuE� 
ేయల�వ� .  
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మనమ; 
ేc�ప	ల+ ఎ��� అ9ాంత/ాల� ఏరPడ\"�h. ఎక�Nవ అ9ాంత/ాల� 

కలగడమ; వలన ఉతPT1   తb0¡nO తCం��. సమ9Q=ాలల+ అ9ాంత/ాల� ఏరPEF"ే అం��/0 

సమయమ; వృ�� అవ�తCం�� . @ాధBIX�నoత వరక� అ9ాంత/ాల� ఏరPడక�ంE� 

చూసు�$9ా7 .  

అ��కంbా ప	 
cేినను, అసల� ప	 
యేక�న�ను ప	 పట[   	/ాసక1త కల�గ;తCం��. 

తక�Nవ n<ా ��నBత గల పనులను ఇతరMలక� అపPb0ం
�7 . 


�ల మం�� ప<భ;త8 ఉ�ోBగ;ల� ఒ�� @ా/0 అ�QకIX�న పనుల� 
యే7¨ ఉంట{ం��. 

అలంట� సమయల+[  ప<ణ�>క 9ా/0bా అ	� పనుల� 	ర8��ంచవల¥ను .  

`�ా ´*న�త (prioratisation):  మనమ; 
ేయవ7cిన పనులను 9ాట� n<ా ��నBత 

క�మమ;ల+ ఏ/ాPట{ 
సేు�$9ా7. అ	� పనుల� n<ా మ;ఖBIX�నR �ాకnO వచు� . అందు�� 

9ాట�	 covey’s చతCరM�జమ;ల� ఏ/ాPట{ 
ేసు�$9ా7 .అంట� ఈ ���ం��   n<ా ��నB"� 

క�మమ;ల+ ఏరPరచు�$9ా7 . 

1. అంట� ఎక�Nవ త8/0తIX�న మ/0య; ఎక�Nవ n<ా మ;ఖBమ; గల ��		 §దట� 

n<ా ��Bనత గల�� bాను . 

2. తక�Nవ n<ా ��నBత గలడ�� �ా	 త8/0తమ;bా 
ేయవలcిన��.( 	ప�P 

అంట{�$వడమ; ) 

3. అ��క n<ా మ;ఖBమ; కల�� �ా	 అంత త8/0తమ; �ా	��.   

4. తక�Nవ n<ా ��నBత, తక�Nవ త8/0తమ; గల��.  

�ాల	� 	యంత<ణల+ ఉంచు�$9ాలంట� ఒక ప<ణ�>క మ/0య; ఒక లeBం ఉంE�7. ఆ 

తరM9ాత మన7� మనమ; 	యంT<ంచు�$9ా7.  
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 పనుల� 
ేc�టప�Pడ\ ఇతరMల"s వBవహ/0ం
�7¨ ఉండడమ;"s, మన �ాలమ;  

కuE� దృ¯ి^ల+ ఉంచు�K	 ప	
ేcినప�Pడ\ మం� ఫ7"�ల� వ@ా1 h. ఈ Rధమ;bా మనమ; 

సమయ	� తగ; Rధంbా R	rb0ంచు�$9ా7. 

 

 

 

 సమర?  సమయ  �ర�హణ ల+ణ*ల� : 

��©¨ మ/0య; 
ె 7సు^  9<ా సు�$వడం, ప	 ��టghంప�ల /0�ారM³  9<ా యడమ;, 

గతమ;ల+ R	rb0ం�న �ాలమన పట�^క ��8/ా లeB 	/��శం 
ేసు�$వడమ;, మన దృ¯̂ి 

ఫ7తమ; t�ౖన ఉంచడమ;, స/0h��న ప<ణ�>క ర�ంచు�$వడం, ఏ ప	 మ;ందు 
యేల+ ఏ�� 

తరM9ాత 
యేలల+ సPష1త క7b0 ఉండడమ;, మ;ఖB �ారBక�మలను స8యంbా 


సేు�$వడం, @ా��రణ పనులను ��గ;వ cిబం���� అపP 
పెPడమ;, మన��ౖ  ఒT1EF 

దూరమ; 
ేసు�$వడం వంట�R స/0h��న సమయ nాల�� లeణం. సంశయ 	వృT R��న 

	రÛయం 
ేయ;టల+ ఆల@ాB౦ 
ేయడం మం� లeణమ; �ాదు.  

 సం��భ సమయంల+ ఉతPన�IX�న సమసBలను 	/ Ûత �ాలమ;ల+ ప./01 
ేయవలc ి

య;oడ\ను. (crisis deadlines).   

         కనుక �ట�ల+ ఎదురh�B ఒT1EF	 	యంT<ంచడమ;, ఒT1EF	 తట{^ �K	 	9ా/0ంచు�K	 ,  

��[ష̂IX�న సమసBలను  ప/0షN/0ం
ే �QరP/0తనమ;, తeణ సమసBల"� nO /ాడటం (Fire 

fighting), త8/0తమ;bా ప./01 
ేయవలcని 9ాట�� �ౖ  దృ¯ి^  ఉంE�7. 

సమరGత, క�మ�eణ, అంద/0"s మం� నడవEFక క7b0 ఉంE�7  
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�న��న� పనుల �Kరక� ఎక�Nవ సమయం ��టghచడం సం��lgల 	9ారణ. 

	ర8హణ స/0bా ల�క nO వడం, సమయ R	rగం స/0h��న అవbాహన ల�కnO వడం �ాల	� 

వృ�� 
ే@ా1 h. 

ప./01 బgధB"� /ా��తBమ;, ఇతరMలt�ౖ ప./01bా ఆ��రపడటం, అశ�ద�  మ/0య; 	బద�త 

ల�కnO వడం, �ాల	ర8హణక� స/0పడవ�. 

దూరదృ¯ి^ , సPష̂త, ��ర�	కత, సమన8యం, సమతCలBం, క�మ�eణ, అదుప�, 

ఇతరMల"s సత¨ంబం��ల�,సులభ@ాధBత అనునR సమరG �ాల	ర8హణక� �ావలcినR. 

        అh" ే వBవసG  mకN nాత< మ/0య; వB��1mకN nాత< సPష̂ంbా ఉంE�7. �Ú	�� 

సPష̂IX�న, �Kలవదb0న, @ా��ంపగ7b0న 9ాస1Rక మ/0య; �ాలవBవ�� ఉన�లeBం ఏ/ాPట{ 


ేసు�$9ా7. 

ఎట{వంట� Rషయలల+ సంసG  mకN nాత<, అందుల+ ఆయ వBక�1 ల nాత<, 	/���త 

లeBం ఏ/ాPట{ 
ేసు�$9ా7, అÙవృ���  మ/0య; �ాల	� R	rb0ంచు �$వడం, /pq9ా/  


ేయవలcిన పనులను 
ేయడం, ఏ�ెనౖ Rషయ	� ఖ��తంbా ‘ల�దు’, ‘�ాదు’ అ	 


ెపPగల �ైరBమ; ఉంE�7. 

	/���త, n<ా మణ�కIX�న, @ా��ంచక7b0న, 9ాస1Rక, పనుల�, �ాల	/���త  లeBం 

ఏ/ాPట{ 
సేు�$9ా7. �Ú	�Q SMARTER GOALS (SPECIFIC, MEASURABLE, 

ACHIEVABLE, RELEVANT, TIME 
BOUND,EVALUATE,REVISE/REVIEW/ REAJUST )అంటgరM. 

`�ా ´*న�త క#మమ� (ORDER OF PRIORITY) : 
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        ఇప�PEే 
ేh, ఇతరMలక� అపPb0ంచు, ఆలసBమ; 
యే;, అప<సు1 తమ; అ�Q 

క�మమ;ల+ 
యేవ7cిన పనులను మ;ందుbా 	రÛhంచు�$9ా7. త8/0తమ;bా 


ేయవలcినR 9�ంట�Q 
ేcి, ఆలసBంbా 
యేవలcని 9ాట��� గడ\వ� 	/���ంచు�$9ా7. 

ఇతరMలక� అపPb0ంచ వలcినR 9ా/0�́ అపPb0o� త8/0తమ;bా 
ేయవలcినR 9�ంట�Q  ప./01 


ేయ7. 

మనక� అ	� పనుల� 
ేయE�	�� �ల� �ాదు �ాబట�^  ఇతరMలక� �K	� పనుల� 

అపPb0ం
�7. అంత మ;ఖBమ; మ/0య; త8/0తమ; �ా	 పనులక� ఇప�డ\ “�ాదు” అ	 


ెపPగలbా7. 
ేయల�	 ప		 అస¨ల� cీ8క/0ంచకuడదు. మన లeBమ;��ౖ దృ¯ి^  	లnా7.  

 అ9ాంత/ాలను "�లb0ంచుక�ంటÝ, �ాల	� 	యంత<ణల+ ఉంచు�K	 అ�Qక పనులను 

స8లPవBవ��ల+ ప./01 
యే7. స/0అhన �ాల	ర8హణక� ఒక ప<ణ�>క ను ర�ంచు�K9ా7. 
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/´�Rా Cేయవల'ని/ (Bound to Do): 

1. లeB 	రÛయం 

2. n<ా ��నBత క�మమ; ఏ/ాPట{ 

3. 	/ాVణమ;  

4. �ా	 పనులక�, 
ేయజYల	  పనులక� �ాదు అ	 
ెప�Pట �QరM��$9ా7. 

5. 
ేTల+	 ప	 ప./01
ేయ;ట పట[  శ�ద�   

6. వB��1గత �ాలమ;ను nాట�ంచడం   

t�ౖ Rషయమ;ల� ఒక వB��1 తన �ాల	�వృ�� 
ేయక�ంE� స/0bా¡  	ర8��ం
�లంట� 

R��bా nాట�ంచవలcిన అంశమ;ల�. 
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1 
 

              ల+� �-®Yశమ�  (GOAL SETTING ) 

      మనమందరం /5ండ\ ర�ాల�bా అంట� ఒకట� లeBం ల�క�ంE�, /5ండవ�� 	/0�ష̂ 

లeBo"s ప	
ే@ా1 మ; . §దట� రకమ; 9ా/0  సంగT ప<కNన  t�EF"ే,  /5ంEో రకమ; 9ా/0 

గ;/0o� �Kం
ెమ; Rవరమ;bా 
ెప�P�$9ా7 .  

       ప<T మ	¯ి�� లeBమ; /5ండ\ lgbాల�bా ఉంట{ం��. ఒకట� వB��1గత wR"�	�� 

సంబం��ం�న��,  /5ండవ�� వృT1పర wR"�	�� సంబం��o�న��.  

      మనక� "ె7cిన ప<మ;ఖ వBక�1 ల గ;/0ం� "ెల�సుక�ం��మ; .  

      మ�"�V bాం�� bా/0�� అ��ంc� ఆయ;ధంbా U<ట�� 9ా/0 నుం� lgరత �ే=ా	�� 

@ా8తంత<Hమ; "ే9ాలన� ఒ�� ఒక లeBమ; ఉంEే�� .   

      అబ;� ² కలం bా/0�� 2020 సంవత¨రమ; ��ట��� ఆ/0Gకంbా అÙవృ���  
ెం��న lgరత 

�ే=ా	� చూE�లన� ఒ�� లeBమ; ఉంEే�� . 

      @ా8} R9Q�ానంద bా/0��  lgర�య;లoద/0ల+ జY�య"� lgవమ; ��ల�K7P  

సbªరవIX�న @ాంసNృTక మ/0య; మతపర 9ారసత8మ;  	/0VంచడIJ లeBమ;bా 

ఉంEే�� . 

     మద« �ె/0@ా¨ bా/0�� అతBంత 	రMt�దల హృదయలను సPృ�ం� lgరత 

సమజమ;ల+ 9ా/0	 lgగ@ా8మ;ల�bా 
ేయడIJ లeBంbా ఉంEెEF��. 

    ప<T 9ారM ఎవ/0�� 9ారM ఇతరMలక� nO< "�¨హమ; క7Pంచగల ల��B	� 

ఏరPరచు�K���రM . ఆ లeBమ; ��ర9Q/�ల 	రంతరమ; కృ¯ి 
@ేారM. 

      మనమ; ఈ లeB 	/��శమ; Áడ\Bల�ను  /5ండ\ lgbాల�bా "ెల�సు�$వచు�ను . 

1 వ kOగమ� - లeB 	/��శమ;ల+ స8యమ; n<ా �ణBతను సంnా��oచు�$వడమ;  

2 వ kOగమ� - SMARTER లeBo  	/���ంచు �$వడమ; . 
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ÇదటQ kOగమ� :  

   వB��1గత wR"�	�� సంబం��ం�bా	, వృT1పర wR"�	�� సంబం��o�bా	  ప<T వB��1 

wRతమ;ల+ అÙవృ���  
ెం��లంట� ఒక 	/0�ష̂ లeBమ; అంటÝ ఉంE�7 . లeBమ; 

t�ట{^ �$క�ంE� ప	 
ేc�9ాళ¶"s  nO 7c�1  	/0�ష̂ లeBమ; t�ట{^ �K	 ప	 
ేc�  9ాళ¿¶ 

ఎక�Nవbా మ/0య; ఉత1మంbాను ప	 
ేc� అవ�ాశం వ�ంట{ం��.  RజయవంతIX�న 

వBక�1 ల� తమ ల��B	� 	/���ంక�ంటgరM. అందు�56 9ారM ఎ	� అ9ాంత/ాల� 

వ��నపPట��´ 	రంతరమ; శ�}@ా1 రM. �Ú	�� �ారణం 9ా/0 లeBం, 9ాళ¶ను ఎప�Pడ\  

t�<రణ	సూ1    nO< త¨��సూ1  	/08/ామంbా ప	 
ేhసు1 ం��. అందు�� 9ారM 

RజయవంతIX�న వBక�1 ల�bా మ/ారM .   

       �న��� �ా	, t�ద��� �ా	 	/���ం�న ల��B	� 
ేరMక����క మనక� 

అ}తమhన సంతృtి1  క7b0, మన =ా/ రక మ/0య; మనcిక ఆ/pbాB	� అ�� వృ���  

పరMసు1 ం��.  

       /5ండవ lgగమ;ల+ SMARTER లeBమ; అంట� ఏ}ట�, ��		 ఎల 

ఏరPరచు�$వల+ "ెల�సుక�ం��మ;. ఈ పదమ;ల+	 అe/ాల Rవరణ "ెల�సుక�ం��మ;. 

S-  Specific- 	/0�ష̂ లeBమ; ,M- Measurable- n<ా మణ�కమ; గల ,A-Achievable- 

@ా��oపగల,R- Relevant- స/0h��న ,T-Time Bound- �ాల ప/0}T గల,E-Evaluate 

మ��ంప�9Qయదb0న,R-Revise/Review/Readjust- ప�నఃచరణ/ప�నఃప/0¢లన/ప�నః 

సరM� బgట{ అ	 అరGమ; . 

        మనమ; 	రÛhంచు�K�Q ల��Bల� ఎప�Pడ\ smarter bా�Q ఉంE�7. �Ú		 

Rవరంbా చూ��� మ; . 

�-.Yష�  ల+�మ�: 	/0�ష̂ లeBమ; ల�కnO "ే 
ేయవలcిన ప	 స/0bా అరGమ;bాదు. 

అందువల[  లeBమ; 
�ే�ంచ ల�మ; . 

ఉ��హరణక� : �Qను అ��క =ా/ రక బరMవ� క7b0 ఉ���ను . �Qను ఏ�ై�� 
ేయ7 . 

అను లeBమ; 	/0�ష̂IX�న�� �ాదు . 

    అ� ే�Qను అ��క బరMవ� క7b0 ఉ���ను . �Qను బరMవ�తbా¡ 7.  అన� లeBమ; 	/0�ష̂ 

లeBమ;  అవ�తCం��.  
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ఏ�ె�ౖ� 
ేయ7 అ�Q కంట� బరMవ� తbా¡ 7 అన� lgవమ; 	/0�ష̂IX�న��.  

`�ా మ�ణðక ల+�మ� : లeBమ; n<ా మణ�కIX�న�� �ాక nO " ే��		 @ా��ంచల�మ;.  

ఉ��హరణక�: �Qను అ��క బరMవ� క7b0 ఉ���ను .బరMవ� తbా¡ 7 అన��� 

n<ా మణ�కIX�న లeBమ; �ాదు.  

 అ�ే �Qను అ��క బరMవ� క7b0 ఉ���ను . �Qను 5 kg ల బరMవ� తbా¡ 7 అన��� 

n<ా మణ�కIX�న లeBమ; అవ�తCం��.  

>ా �́ంచదR.న ల+�మ� : 	/���త లeBమ; @ా��ంచ దb0న�� �ానప�Pడ\ 9ా		 

అందు�$ల�మ; . §దల� t�ట̂క మ;నుt�  వద7  9Qc� అవ�ాశమ; ఉంట{ం�� . 

ఉ��హరణక�  �Qను అ��క బరMవ� క7b0 ఉ���ను . �Qను 5 kg ల బరMవ� తbా¡ 7 

అన��� స��ంప ��b0న లeBమ; �ాదు. �Qను ��లక� 1 1/2 kg ల 
»ప�Pన 5 kgల 

బరMవ� తbా¡ 7 అన� లeBమ; @ా��ంప ��b0న లeBమ; అవ�తCం��.  

స-.\ñ¤న ల+�మ� : లeBమ; స/0h��న�� �ానప�Pడ\ అట�^  ల��B	� అందు�$ల�మ; . 

ఉ��హరణక�  �Qను అ��క బరMవ� క7b0 ఉ���ను, �Qను /pqక� ఒక@ా/� l జనమ; 


ే@ా1 ను . ఇ�� స/0h��న లeBమ; �ాదు. ఉప9ాసమ; ఉండడమ; అ�Q�� స/0h��న 

మర¡మ; �ాదు . ఒక@ా/0 ఉప9ాసమ; వద7 9Qc�1  మ>[ బరMవ� t�/0b� అవ�ాశమ; 

ఉంట{ం�� . 

అ� ే �Qను 1500 �ాల/ ల ఆ�/ా	� మ¬డ\ ద�ాల�bా భ;Â@ా1 ను . ఇ�� స/0h��న 

లeBమ; అవ�తCం��.  

�ాల ప-.�1గల ల+�మ� :  �ాల ప/0}T ల�	 లeBమ; ను అందు�$ల�మ; . 

ఉ��హరణక�  �Qను అ��క బరMవ� క7b0 ఉ���ను. 5 kg ల బరMవ� వ
ే� మ¬డ\ 

��లల+ తగ;¡  "�నూ  అన� లeBమ; కల ప/0}T గల��bా 
పెPవచు�.  

ల+� మ��ంప�: మన లeB @ాధనను తరచుbా మ��ంప� 9Qసు�$వడమ; అవసరమ;. 

ఇ�� మన 	/���త ల��B	� అందు�$వE�	�� ఉపrగ పడ\తCం��. బరMవ� తbా¡ 7 అన� 

లeBమ; ల� ప<T ��లఖ/0�� బరMవ� మ��ంప� 9Qసు�K	 , ఆ లeB @ాధన ��శల+ ఎంత 

వరక� మ;ందడ\గ; 9Qస¨వ	��� "లె�సు�$వచు� . 
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ఉ��హరణక� ప<T 9ారమ; 3 @ారM[  ఒక   గంట 
»ప�Pన నడ9ాలన��� D లeBమ;. 

�ా	 DరM 20 	}|ాల 
»ప�Pన 9ా/ా	�� మ¬డ\ @ారM[  నEFc�1  DరM ఓEFనట{^  

lgRం� మధBల+ లeBమ; వద7 9Q@ా1 రM . 

ఉ��హరణక� ప�� 	}|ాల 
»ప�Pన D లeBమ; 9ా/ా	�� మ¬డ\ @ారM[  నడ9ాల	 

t�ట{^ �K	, /5ండ\ 9ా/ాల తరM9ాత DరM D లeBమ; 
ేరM�KంతCన�రన� lgవన క7b0 , 

ఆ తరM9ాత 20 	}|ాల 
»ప�Pన 9ా/ా	�� మ¬డ\ @ారM[  నEFc�1  DరM అనుక�న� 

బరMవ� తb0¡ల��B	� ప./01 
యేగల�గ;"�రM.  

ల+� సర,Y బOటw : మ��ప� 9Qసు�$వడమ; ��8/ా �న� �న� సరM� బgట{[  
ేcి�$వదుV 

త��8/ా 	/���త లeB IX�న ఆ/pbాB	� అందు�$గల�గ;"�రM .  

   �వరbా ఒక @ా/0 సD�Fంచు�Kంట�  SMARTER ప/0��ల+ ల��Bల� 	/���ంచు�$వడమ; 

వల[   

1. Rజయ	�� మం� అవ�ాశమ; ఉంట{ం��  

2.  లeB ��శల+ 9�ళ¶E�	�� మ/0య; మధBల+ వద7 9Qయక�ంE� ఉండE�	�� 

@ాధBమవ�తCం��. 

3. లeBమ; @ా��o
ే ప	ల+  జ/0b� ప<గT ఆయ వBక�1 లను మ;ందుక� నEFtిసు1 ం�� . 

4.  IXరMb56న అవ�ా=ాల"s ల��B	� @ా��ంచ  గల�గ;"�రM.  

ప<భ;త8 ఉ�ో Bగ;ల� 9ా/0 9ా/0 	/���త ల��Bలను తరచూ మ��ంప� 9Qసు�$వడమ; ��8/ా 

smarter ల��Bలను 	రÛhంచుక�ంటgరM . 
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Stress Management (ప� ఒ1�z[ �ర�హణ) 

  సమయం (75 �మ��ాల�)  

       ఒక వB��1�� ఉన� వB��1గత మ/0య; @ామÂక వనరMలక� }ం�న పనుల� 


ేయవలcి ఉన�ప�Pడ\ అతను ల+నh�B ప/0cిGT	 ఒT1EF అంటgరM. 

      ఇం�Kకల 
ెnాPలంట� మనమ;ందున� స9ాల� మన mకN శ��1@ామ/ాG Hలక� 

ప/ e t�ట�^నప�Pడ\ క7b� cిGT	 ఒT1EF అంటgరM.  

     ఒT1EF అనున�� మన =ా/ రక, మనcిక ప/0cిGTt� ౖప<lgవం చూప�తCం��. 

     @ా��రణంbా ఒT1EF 9ా"�వరణ, క�ట{ంబ సంబంధ, �ారB@ాG నమ;, =ా/ రక మ/0య; 

మనcిక ప/0cిGతCలవల[  కల�గ;తCం��. ఒT1EF వల[  మనుషCలల+ CORTISOL(�ా/0^@O ²) 

అను �/pV
 Rడ\దల అవ�తCం��. 

 ఇ�� మ	¯ి	 nO రMక� ఉcి�$ల�ప�తCం��. ఇల జరగడం వలన n<ా ణ�	��, 
�వక 

}b07 ఉన� lgవనను క7b0ం� బg��కరIX�న ప/0cిGT�� �సుక�nO తCం��.  

 ఈ /pqల+[  ఒT1EF �ారB@ాG నంల� bా	, ఇంట�ల+ bా	 ఏరPEే అవ�ా=ాల� ఉ���h. 

ఒ1�z[ Åక� ప-.ణ*మ�ల� : 

 ఒT1EF mకN ప/0ణ�మల� మ	¯ి mకN IXదడ\t�ౖ, ప<వర1నt�ౖ, శ/ రంt�ౖ 

మ/0య; �ారBcిGTt� ౖఉ౦టgh. 

 మనసుt� ౖఒT1EF ప<lgవమ; వలన ఉతC¨కత lgవమ;, �/ాక� పడటం, �$పమ;, 

కలవరnాట{, R
�రమ;, మనసు కృoగ;ట, అT జYగ�త1 , భయనక cిGT, 	ద<ల�}, 

అ���ాల+చనల�, lg9��ే8గమ; ల��� �$పమ;"s రగలడం, ఏ�ాగ�త తగ¡డం, జYk పకశ��1 

తగ¡డం, @O1 మత తగ¡డం ల��� 	రÛయల�} వంట� అ�Qక ప/0ణ�మల� ఉంటgh. 

 ఒT1EF వలన మనుషCల ప<వర1నt� ౖప<lgవమ; య;౦ట{ం��.  

 సహచరMల నుంEF దూరంbా జరగడం, తరచుbా R/ామమ; �సు�$వడం, అTbా 

మటg[ డటం, nÿరMలt�ౖ, సహచరMల t�ౖ �$పం"s ఊb0nO వడo, ఆక7 ల�} ల��� అTbా 

Tనడం, 
సేు1 న� ప		 వద7 ఇం�Kక ప	�� మల[డం, అ��/pగBకర ల��� దురల9ాట[ క� 

ల+ను �ావడం జరMగ;తCం��. 
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�ా-Sరక ప�kO3ాల� : 

 ఒT1EFవల[  తల�"tిP, కళ¿¶ Tరగడం, IXడ, దవడ, ల��� భ;జకండ/ాల  పట�^9Qత, 


ెమట పట̂డం, ఊtి/0 అందకnO వడం, గ;ంEెదడ ��చ�డం, పళ¿¶ �Kరకడం మ/0య; 

n<ా పం�కRషయల � � ౖRమ;ఖత,��=ా	/��శల�}, అ�ారణత8ం,��Fంప బడ\"��QÁనన� 

lgవమ;, మ/0య; అపనమVకమ; వంట� ప<lgవమ;ల� ఉంటgh. 

ప-.స-ాల ప�kOవమ�:  

       ఒT1EF వలన ప	
ేయ; సGలంల+ ఉ"�¨హల�}, @ానుభ¬T �$రM�$వడ, 	శబ�ంbా  

ఉండడం, సంlgషణ �ోష అంద/0"s క7cి ప	
ేయల�కnO వడం, ఏ�ాంతం �$రM�Kవడం 

బృంద సూv/01 ల�కnO వడం, వంట� ప<lg9ాల� కuE� కల�గ;"�h. తక�Nవ ఉ"�Pదకత, 

ఉ�ే<క ల��� R9ా��తVక ప<వర1న, ఎక�Nవbా b56రM�జరM �ావడమ;, అ��/pగBకర 

ప/0cి�తCల� , దురల9ాట[ క� ల+నవడమ; జరMగ;తCం�� . 
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ఒ1�z[ ప��ా�వm 

1. DరM ����ంతమ; వరక�  శ�́1 �$ల+Ph అలcనిట{[  అవ�తC���/ా? 

   ఎప�Pడ\ �ాదు  1____2_____౩_____4____5 ����ప� ఎప�Pడ\  

2. ఇంట�ల+ �hbా  c�ద �రM"�/ా? 

   ��9�«  1       2        ౩        4      5  ఎల[ప�Pడ\  

3. DరM కండ/ాల Uగ;తCక� ల��� ఒT1EF�� bా	 గ;రయB/ా?  

   ��9�«   1       2         ౩        4       5  తరచుbా   

4. D ఉ�ోBగo గ;/0ం� ��గ;ల� పడ\తC���/ా? 

   ��9�«   1       2         ౩        4       5  	రంతరం 

5. ఇతరMల� }మV7� DరM �ావ7¨న R=�ా ంT �సుక�ంట{���ర	 

అంటg/ా? 

   అవ�ను  1       2       ౩         4       5  ల�దు. 

6.  }మV7� DరM తక�Nవbా lgRంచుక�ంటg/ా?  

                    ��9�«   1       2       ౩       4      5   తరచుbా  

7.  ఉ�ో Bగ ప		 చకNbా ప<ణ�>క 9Qసుక�	 
ేcి,  /pq ఎల    

    గడ\సు1 న��ో  గమ	@ా1 /ా? 

    అకNరల�దు 1      2      ౩      4      5 ��9�«  

           8.   9Q/�9ాళ¿¶ ~ గ;/0ం� ఏమనుక�ంటg/p అ	 ఆల+�@ా1 /ా? 

  పట�^ంచు�$ను  1     2     ౩     4     5   
�ల పట�^ంచుక�oటgను  

               9.   	ను� ~వ� �/0క ల�క�ంE� సమయ	� ��టghంచుక�ంటg9ా? 

                     ��9�«     1     2     ౩     4     5  	రంతరమ;  

              10.   ~ ప	 ~ క�ట{oబమ; ల+�� జ$రబడ 	@ా1 9ా? 

                      ��9�«      1     2     ౩    4     5  	రంతరమ;. 
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వ����గత è/త సంఘటనల /�Ñ�షణ:  

 గత ప���ండ\ ��లలల+ జ/0b0న సంఘటనల ఆ��రమ;bా మనt� ౖ పEFన 

ఒT1యEF Rల�వను గ;ండ<మ;bా b cి చూడవల¥ను. 

  సంఘటన                      /ల�వ  

RE�క�ల�         73 

R9ాహ సంబంధ సమసBల�       65 

దగ¡/0 బంధువ�ల మరణమ;       100 

వB��1గత bాయమ; ల��� అ��/pగBo        53 

R9ాహమ;         50 

�Kత1  ఉ�ో Bగo         47 

�ారB@ాG నమ;ల+ c����తCల� ల�కnO వ�ట            15 

క�ట{ంబg	� వదలడం       45 

క�ట{ంబ సభ;Bల అ��/pగBo       44 

గర�ం ధ/0ంచడం        4౦ 

ల¥ౖంb0క సమసBల�        39 

క�ట{oసభ;Bల 
ే/0క        39 

ఇంట�	 సవ/0ంచుట        39 

ఆ/0Gక హ¹ ��ల� మరMP       38 

n<ా ణ}తC< 	 మరణమ;       37 

వృT1  మరMP         36 

క�ట{ంబ సభ;Bల ఒT1EF       55 

ఎక�Nవ §త1మ;ల+ ఋణమ;      31 

వృT1  బgధBతలల+ మరMP       29 

క�ట{ంబ సభ;Bల� ఇంట�	 వదలడం     29 

అత1bా/0 ఇంట�నుం� కష̂ం       29 

b»పP వB��1గత Rజయం       28 

¢�మT ప	 
ేయకnO వటం       26 
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చదువ� ప./01 
ేయటం       26 

wవన cిGTగతCల మరMP       25 

వB��1గత అల9ాట[  ప�నఃశ�రణ      24 

అ���ారMల"s సమసB             23 

ప	9Qళల�, cిGతCల మరMP       20 

గృహ మరMP         20 

Rలస, R����లల+ మరMP       19 

@ామÂక ప/0cిGతCల� మరMP      18 

ఎక�Nవ డబ;ల� ల�కnO వటం      17 

	ద< అల9ాట[లల+ మరMP       16 

క�ట{ంబ సమ9Q=ాల సంఖB మరMP     15 

l జన అల9ాట[  మరMP       15 

c�లవ�ల�         13 

పండగల �ాలం        12 

�Kత1ప	 సGలంల+ సరM� బgట{       11 

        ��ౖన "ె7tిన సంఘటన ఆ��రమ;bా Dక� వ��న §త1మ; మరMNలను 

(score) ���ం�� Rదమ;bా R= �[షణ 
ేయ7. గ;ండ<మ;bా చుట�^న ��ంబర[ ఎదురMbా ఉన� 

Rల�వల §త1ంను ల¥కNకట̂ంEF. D @O NరM §త1ం 150 కంట� ఎక�Nవ ఉంట� ఒT1EF	 

/pq9ా/0 wRతంల+ తb0¡ంచు�K�Q మర¡ం చూడంEF. D @O NరM ఎంత ఎక�Nవ ఉంట�, అంత 

=ా/ రకంbా గట�^bా ఉండవలcని అవస/ా	� 
ెబ;తCం��.  

వ����గత è/త సంఘటనల /�Ñ�షణల వలన ఉంzే ఉపßRాల�. 

1. �Ú	 వలన మన wRతమ;ల+	 RRధ సంఘటనల�, అR "ె
ె� ఒT1EF	 

గమ	ంచ కల�గ;"�మ;. 

2. ఈ 7సు^ ను అందరM క�ట{ంబ సభ;Bల� గమ	o
ేల ఏ/ాPట{ 
ేc ిప<T��నమ; 

@ాధBమhనంత IJరక� గమ	o
ేల చూడగలరM. 

3. ఈ సంఘటనల� జ/0b0నప�Pడ\ అR "ె
ే� ఒT1EF	 గ;/01ం
 ే అల9ాట{ 


ేసు�$9ా7.  
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4.  Dక� ఈ సంఘటనల� ఏ IJరక� అవసరÁ అరGమ;
ేసు�$	, D lg9ాలను 

గమ	ంచంEF.  

5. ఈ సంఘటనలను  DరM సరM� బgట{ 
ేసు�K�Q అ�Qక మ/ా¡ లను గమ	ంచంEF.  

6. ఒక 	రÛయ	�� /ావE�	��  D  �ాల	� 9���ంచంEF. 

7. /ాబ� వ� సంఘటనలను మ;ం�ే గమ	ం�, 9ాట�	 ఎదు/»N�Q మ;ందసు1  

ప<ణ�>క cది�ం  
ేcి  ఉంచు�$ంEF. 

8. ఆ Rధంbా మనమ; ఎంత "�ందరల+ ఉన�పPట��́, మన7� మనo సన�ద�మ; 


ేసు�$వచు�ను. 

        9. మనమ; Rజయ7� ఆనం��ం�న /pqను కuE� @ా��రణ ��నంbా�Q  

            lgRంచంEF. ఇ�ే �వ/0 ప<యత�ం �ాకuడదు. మన7� మనం అÙనం��oచు  

            క�ంటÝ�Q, మ;ందుక� @ాb0nO 9ా7. 

      10.  ఒT1EF ఎల మన అంతర¡త వBవసGను 	రం��సు1 ం�ో  "ెల�సుక�ంటÝ,  

            మన ఆ/pగBమ; మ/0య; మం� wవన =�67	 అ�� ఎల ప<lgRతమ; 
ేసు1 ం�ో   

            గమ	ంచంEF. 

అనుక©ల శ��� �-ా¶ణమ� : 

 మనం ఒT1EF	 Tరb»¡ ట̂డం, ఎదు/pNవడం, తనక� "�నుbా సహక/0౦చు�$వడం 

��8ర ప�నరM"ే1జం n� ం��7. �Ú	 �Kర�56 మనక� స8యం సPృహ మ/0య; స8యం 

ప/0¢లన అవసరం. అలb� సంబంద lgంద9ాBల Rల�వలను గ;/01ం
�7. స8యం 

జYగృT"s =ా/ రక, మనcిక, ఉ�ే8bాల మ/0య; @ామÂక lg9ాల"s శ��1	 n� ం��7.  

 �ా-Sరక శ��� �-ా¶ణం : 

 కuరM�న� @ాG నమ; నుం� ప<T 90 ల��� 120 	}|ాలక� ఒక @ా/0 ల�� 

నడవడమ;,  IXట{[  ఎ��N��గడమ;, @ా��రణమ;bా మన 9ాహ��ల� 	7t� సGలమ; 

నుం� నడవడమ;, మనమ; కuరM�న� సGలమ;ల+ �ాళ¿¶,  
ేతCల� మ/0య; ఒంట�	 

@ాగ�Úయడం, �Úర� =ా8శ �యడం మ/0య; వదలడం, మం� ఆ�రం �సు�$వడం, 

తb0నంత R=�ా ంT మ/0య; 	ద< ��8/ా  =ా/ రక శ��1 	/ాVణం 
ేసు�$వచును. 
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 మ�న'కి శ��� �-ా¶ణం : 

 ఎప�Pడ\ ఒT1EF ఉండడం వల[  IXదడ\ t�</�tించ బడ\తCం��. ఒT1EF ��ంద<మ; మ/0 

మ/0 t�<రtించబడడం 
ేత ఒక అ
తేన cిGT కల�గ;తCం��. అప�Pడ\ ఏ ప	 
ేయల�	 

	స¨�య cిGT ఏరPడ\తCం��. మనcిక 9ాBయమం అల9ాట{ 
ేసు�K	 ఒT1EF	 

తb0¡ంచు�$9ా7. త��8/ా మనcిక శ��1 	/ాVణమ; 
ేసు�$9ా7. 

ఉ�ే�గ శ��� �-ా¶ణం : 

 మన ఉ�ే8గ౦ మం���, �ా�� అన� Dమంస వ��79Qయ7. మన ఆల+చనల�, 

lgవనల� మ/0య; చరBల� మన7� మనం అరGం 
ేసు�$వE�	�� అవసరIX�న 

@ాధ��ల�bా lgRం
�7.  

 మన7� మనం అరGం 
ేసుక�న�ప�Pడ\ స/0h��న 	రÛయల� �సుక�ంటgమ;. 

అంద/0"s మం� సంబం��ల� �Kన@ా1 b0@ా1 మ;, మ/0య; సంతృtి1  కరIX�న 

wR"�	�గడ\ప�"�మ;. అంద/0ల� ఉ�ే8గ eణ�ల� ల��� ఉ�ే8గభ/0త �/ాక� ఉంEF 

మన7� ఉ�ే8గ భ/0తంbా సPం��ంచE�	�� ప�/0�$ల�ప�"�h. మన7� ప�/0�$7t� 

ఉ�ే8గ cిGతCలను మనం "లె�సుక�oట� మన ఉ�ే8bా	� చకNbా అదుప�ల+ 

ఉంచుక�ంటgమ;.  

>ామ�Àక శ��� �-ా¶ణమ� : 

@ామÂక శ��1 	/ాVణ�	�� ఇతరMల"s అరGవంతIX�న సంబం��లను క7b0 ఉంE�7. 

ఇందుక� �ోహదపEే ఉప వBవసG  ఏరPరచు�$9ా7. మన7� మనం అంద/0�� అందుబgట{ 

ల+ ఉంచు�$9ా7. ఇతరMల పట[  ఆస��1 క7b0 ఉంE�7. మన సహచరMల స�య 

సహ�ా/ాల� �సు�$9ా7. మన ఆల+చనలను ఇతరMల"� పంచు�$9ా7. ఇతరMల 

అÙn<ా యలను గమ	ం
�7. అలb� అÙనం��ం
�7. మనమ; RRధ మ/ా¡ ల ��8/ా 

సమ
�/ా	� బgbా c�క/0ం
�7. స8యం జYగృT�56 ప<T/pq /5ండ\ @ారM[  అనbా ఉదయం 

6 గంటలక� మ/0య; /ాT< 10 గంటలక� �Úర� =ా8స �సు�$9ా7.   
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Leadership and Team Building 

()*యకత�మ� – జటw�  �-ా¶ణం) 

సమయం (75 �మ��ాల�) 

ఒక బృందంbా వ�ంEే  వBక�1 ల�  ఒక వర¡మ;bా మరE�	��  @ాధన అవసరం. ఒక 

బృందoల+ సభ;Bలక� ఒక ఉమVEF లeBo వ�ండదు. ఒ�� ప<rజనం �$సం 

సమన8యం"s  ప	 
యే7¨న  lgదBత వ�ండదు.  

        వర¡మ; అంట�  ��	�� ప./01bా  Ùన�ంbా  రకర�ాల @ామ/ా� Hలను, ��పౖ�ణ�Bలను, 

"ె7R"టేలను  ఉపrb0ం�  ఒక లeBo @ా��oచడం, ఒక సమసB  ప/0షN/0ంచడం, ఒక 

గమBం 
ేరడం. ఈ క�మంల+ ఒక/0 బలల�, బల�¤నతల�, అర�ం 
ేసు�K	 పరసPర 

సహ�ారం"� బల�¤నతలను అ��గ}oచE�	�� అవసరIX�న అవbాహనను 

ఏరPరచు�$వడం.  

   ఒక లeBo 	/���oచు�Kన� తరM9ాత ఒక పద�T  ప<�ారం ఎవ/5వరM ఏఏ పనుల� 


ేయల+ 	రÛంhoచు�K	, ఎవ/5వరM ఏ IJరక� కృ¯ి 
యేగల/p సPష̂IX�న  

అంచ��ల"s క7cి ప	
ేc� ఫ7తం  @ా��ంచగల�గ;"�రM. 

    ఒక జట{^  	/ాVణం అంట� REF REFbా వ�న� వBక�1 లంద/0	 ఒక శ/ రంల+	  

Ùన� అంbాల�bా మర�డం వంట� ప<���య. 

ఎవ/0 ప<"ేBకతల� 9ా/0క�oటÝ�Q, }b07న 9ా/0�́ సహక/0సూ1 , సహ�ారం T/0b0 

n� ందుతµ ఒ�� లeBo 9�ౖప� ప<యణ�ంచడం. ఫ7తం @ా��ంచడం అవసరమ; �ాబట�^   h¸ 

ప	 పరసPర సహ�ారo"� క7cి ప	
యేడం "s�Q @ాధBమవ�తCం��. 

    తమ =ాఖల+	 ప		 IXరMగ; పరచు�$9ాలనుక�న�, సమరG వంతంbా 

	ర8��ం
�లనుక����, క7c ి ప<జల సమసBలను ప/0షN/0oచడం �$సం ఒక జట{^ ను  

	/0Voచు�$వలcి వ�ంట{ం��. 
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ఈ సమసBల� ప/0షN/0ం
ే క�మంల+ �Kంద/0 దృ¯ి^  వB��1bా తమ nాత<�� ప/0}తIX� 

§త1ం సమసB mకN సమగ�తను RసV/0ంచవచు�. మ/0 �Koత మo���� @ామర�Hం 

వ���� 9ా/0 @� ంత కృ¯ి ల��Q 	మగ�IX� }b07న 9ా/0"s సమన8యం 
ేసు�$ల�క 

nO వచు�. 

జట{^  Rజయం @ా��o
�లంట� జట{^ ల+	 సభ;BలoదరM పరసPరమ; సహక/0ంచు 

�$9ాల	 గ;/01ంచడం 
�ల అవసరం. �K	� సంద/ా�లల+ ఫ7"�లను @ా��ంచడమ;ల+  

ప�/pగT ల�నప�డ\ ల��� సమసBల� ప/0|ాNరం �ానప�Pడ\ అ�� 	సPృహ ��/0 

�యవచు�. ఈ 	సPృహ వల[  bా	, ఫ7తం చూtిం
�ల�Q  అతCB"�¨హం వల[  bా	 

�K	� @ారM[  	యమ 	బంధనల� ఉల[ o��oచE�	��  ప<యత�oచవచు�. 

అలb�  జట{^ ల+	 �Kంత మం�� 	/ాశ"� మధBల+  ఏ ప	��ౖన  వ��79Qయవచు�. 

జట{^ ల+ తను 
ేయ7¨న ప		 ఇతరMలక� అపPb0ంచడం అంట� ప	ప./01�ావE�	�� 

సహక/0ంచడం bాను �ావచు�, �ాకnO నూవచు�. ప<T సభ;Bడ\ ఇతర సభ;Bల ప	 

ప�/pగT "ెల�సుక�ంటÝ ఉన�ప�Eే ఎవ/0�� ఎల సహక/0o
�ల+గ;/01ంచగలడ\. ఆ IJరక� 

సహక/0ంచగలడ\. 

అh"ే  �Kంతమo��  ప/peంbా  ఆ��పతBం  �$సం ప<యT�oచవచు�. ఆ��పతBం 

��యకత8ం /5ండ\ ఒకట� �ాదు. �Koతమం�� తమ t�త1��	�ఇతరMల� 

అంb0క/0ంచనప�Pడ\ జట{^ ల+ Rlü��ల�  క7Pం
ే ప<యత�ం 
ేయవచు�. 

వB�́1గత @ామ/ా� Hలను 	/ాVణ�తVకobా ఉపrb0c�1  జట{^  Rజయ	��                

�ారణమi"�రM. �ట��Q తమ cీ8య ప<rజ��లక� 9ాEF"ే, R��శకర ప<rజ��లక� 

9ారM బgధుBల� అవ�"�రM.  

 జట{^ ల+ ఒక బలIX�న సంబంధం ఏరPడE�	�� ప<TlgవంతIX�న అÙవB�́1కరణ   

వ�oE�7. జట{^  అంతట��� మం� అÙవB�́1కరణ  ��ౖప�ణ�Bల�oEF, ఫ7"�ల� @ా��ంచడం  

సులభతరం అవ�తCం��. అంట� జట{^  §త1ంbా 
�ల 9Qగంbా వ.B�ల� రðnO ం��o 

�$వచు�. 

      ప	ల+ జట{^  మధB సమన8య	� ఆ జట{^ క� ��యకత8ం వ��oచE�	� 

�́లకంbా గ;/01ం
�7. సమసBల ప/0|ాN/ా	�� పరసPరం సమ
�రం అం��oచు �$వడo, 
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తమ వద�  వ�న���	� అరమ/0కల� ల�క�ంE� పంచు�$వడం, ఒక/0 బల��నతలను  మ/0 

ఒక/0 బలమ;"s ప./0ంచడం, ఆయ ప/0cిGతCలను బట�^   వBక�1 ల ప<"ేBక @ామ/ా� Hలను 

R	rb0ంచడం అ�QR జట{^  ప<Tష% క�  �ోహదపడ"�h. వBక�1 ల�bా అదు�తIX�న "ె7R 

"ేటల�, ��ౖప�ణ�Bల�, @ామరGHమ;ల� వ�న�పPట��́ ఏ ఒకNరð అదు�"�ల�   

సృ¯̂ించల�రM. 9ా/0 @ామ/ాG Hల"s �K	� ప/0cిGతCలల+ Rజయం @ా��సూ1  మ/0 �K	� 

ప/0cిGతCలల+ Rఫలమవ�"�రM. 

 ఒక   జట{^ bా   వ�న�ప�డ\  ప<T  ఒకN/0 శ��1  @ామ/ా� Hలను   9ాడ\�K	,  ఏ 

ప/0cిGT��ౖ��  ఎదు/»N�Q   అవ�ాశం   వ�ంట{ం�� . 

ప/0cిGతCల  కనుగ;ణంbా  ��	కవసరIX�న  @ామర�Hం  క7b0న  వB��1	   ఎంtిక 


ేసు�K	  ఆ  ప<"ేBక ప/0cిGT	 ఎదు/»N�Q ��యకత8o అపPb0ంచడIJ  జట{^  	/ాVణం.    

    వBక�1 ల�bా ఒక/0"s ఒకరM nO టZ పడటం �ాక�ంE� §త1ం మం�� క7cి సమసBల 

ప/0|ాN/ా	�� nO ట� పడటIJ జట{^  లeBం.   
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